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B.Sc.,
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M.Ed.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ed.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Dr. Robert

The

field

J.

Miltz

of international development has long been criticized for

insensitivity towards the traditions, dignity and

its

honor of indigenous people. This study

uses a grounded theory approach for identifying patterns in an Andean Amerindian

way of life

so as to provide an alternative construct to development theory and

practice as perceived in the central

Initial

to

research lead to the surfacing of the concept of "nurturance," understood

be a system of reciprocity

with another

-

Andes of Bolivia.

be

this

human

that is

grounded

or otherwise

-

in open, frank,

as a

means of communicating

needs, and longings that can lead towards change.

Andean Amerindian way of life
and doing;

it is

part of life itself.

that is neither

It is

a process that

imposed or

is

alien to the

feelings,

integral to an

way of thinking

Four aspects of nurturance are explored

depth in order to provide a firm understanding

spirit,

and willing conversation

in

of: the spiritual perspective,

some
community

environmental ethic, and economic cooperation that makes living in the

traditional

Andes

possible.

viii

The

dissertation

is

meant

to

inform a western audience

-

particularly a western

audience working in the field of development in the Andean region
fresh outlook

on what

the notion that

is

lived and experienced

Andean Amerindians

-

and provide a

by Andean Amerindians;

are not the vulnerable other in

to

exemplify

need of hand

holding that governments and development projects would sometimes lead the public
to believe. Rather,

for

development

to

I

propose

that the

concept of "nurturance"

embrace. In order for

this

embrace

is

a powerful construct

to take place,

"engagement" as a concept for the operationalization of nurturance

I

propose

into

communities

of scale.

What I propose
its

is

a process of engagement that

is

informed by nurturance and

four elements (spirituality, community, nature, economy) in order to foster and

strengthen

human

community

life.

This process of nurturance allows for members of the

species to interact with one another non-aggressively and has the potential to

move Andean Amerindians and non- Andean Amerindians toward

a genuine

understanding of an other.

Key Words:

Nurturance, Reciprocity, Andean Cosmology, Andean Amerindian,

Quechuas, Aymaras, Bolivia, Central Andes, Grass-Roots Development.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION: THE FIGURATIVE BIRTH OF NURTURANCE

Not merely

to save the world, but primarily to save our

souls, there should again

be dreamers, planners, and

own

fighters...

(Myrdal, 1956,

p.

322)

A. Introduction
This study focuses on the nature of nurturance

-

a notion that involves caring,

committed, and reciprocating conversation and action with others or another

-

as a

conception capable of contributing to the rethinking of development theory.

Nurturance

is

a concept that lies outside of the traditional pillars constituting

development such as economy, governance, and more recently
it

harnesses inspiration from these areas and others and

milieu that brings forth

its

is

social relations; instead

grounded

in a cultural

practical applications while not constrained

by

the

categorizations socio-economic development imposes on society. This dissertation

centers

on gleaning from the Andean indigenous-inspired parent concept of nurturance
1

a series of threads: recapturing

Andean Amerindian philosophy and worldviews

by understanding Aymara and Quechua

1

By Andean Amerindian

I

refer primarily to the

traditions); identifying

some

Aymara and Quechua Indigenous

(i.e.,

current behavior

people; the two

where I conducted my field research, who together account
of the
for nearly two thirds of the national population, which itself ranges between half to two thirds
two
national population, depending on what statistics are used. The extent of the influence of these
languages.
national
indigenous communities on the nation can be appreciated by noting the official
largest indigenous

communities

Spanish, Quechua, and

Aymara

in Bolivia,

(Instituto

Nacional de Estadisticas, 2002).

1

patterns;

how

and exploring

nurturance-based narratives

may

contribute to

development discourse.

What

is

nurturing in the

Andean context?

furthering of development discourse?

Why invest

in

How

does this contribute

How does the past manifest itself in the present?

an indigenous perspective on development that

solidified in the

to the

is

not time tested and

development community? These are questions addressed

in the

chapters ahead.

B. Overview: Meta-Analysis in the

The

organization, analysis, and writing of my dissertation

part of a larger whole, a larger entity that

entity

I

journey

Making

define as

in the

my own

life

make

large

measure a

continually evolving and growing; an

is

journey. In this sense, this

making; an expression of the potential

that small steps can

is in

work

is

a reflection of a

that lies ahead;

and a conviction

a difference in upholding the dignity and honor of human-

kind.

Who I am
outcome of this
virtue of

study.

my parents,

trained in Latin

how

and

I

I

am

understand
a Bolivian

who I am

by

virtue of birth, a

North American (US) by

and Argentine by virtue of growing up

America and North America, and

North America, Africa and the Middle East
indelible

has played a significant role in the

mark on me, they have made me

-

and

I

there.

have worked

all

in

I

was educated and
South America and

these experiences have

left

an

a multicultural person. These experiences

have also raised vexing questions around issues of identity, belonging,
and the juggling of internal dichotomies such

2

as:

authenticity,

Andean/ non- Andean, North

American/non-North American, educated/un-educated, and developed/
underdeveloped, to

name

The chapters

a few.

in this

work

are in large

measure a quest

my life's journey while imbedded

in the experience

Amerindian people. This quest

also a

experience while translating

development audience).

it

is

so that

Initially

my

for finding

of another,

in this case the

means of bridging two

it

is

from an admiration and appreciation

for

sense of themselves, a groundedness

I

sides of

coherent to one audience

focus on the

meaning

to

Andean

my own

(i.e.,

a

Andes and Indigenous people came

pre-Columbian cultures and

their

grounded

cherished for myself.

Early on, then, the focus of my research has been to surface hidden elements of

Andean

living that

have made an impact on me;

concept of nurturance.
"Agriculture and

I

happened upon

Andean

this

in time

I

was

to identify

it

as the

concept while attending a seminar on

Culture" through the Catholic University of Bolivia and the

sponsorship of a number of Bolivian non-governmental organizations (NGOs). This

conference was a postgraduate seminar for indigenous professionals with university
degrees.

The idea behind

the course

was

to de-school indigenous professionals

the veils that their educational training instilled in

ancestral heritage to one side. Thus, the

them

at

from

the cost of relegating their

aim of the course was

to provide academically

recognized training that would allow participants to re-value their roots and see them

through a

new

light.

The course

2

itself

"western cultural hegemony" on the

was

life

hyper-critical of what

was

identified as

and practice of Andean peoples.

"West" refers to the economically prosperous nations of the west (i.e., North America and Western
significant
Europe), generally understood to include the G-8 Nations of the world who control a

2

majority of the earth's resources.

3

my research did not

While

follow the precepts outlined in this course,

as a springboard for pursuing the concept of nurturance both as a

about Andean Indigenous cosmology and
this,

on the reasons

shall focus

I

for

it

means of learning

my own journey of discovery.

Having said

choosing to pursue the concept of nurturance.

My informal discussions with the

"Agriculture and

Andean Culture" course

participants over a three-day period in June of 2000 repeatedly instilled in

me

concept of nurturing was and

life.

some

is

prevalent in most every aspect of Andean

careful thought and discussions with

friends,

decided

I

I

would pursue

Andean cosmology and
today.

I

effects

on the
I

it

lives

After

colleagues and

means of understanding

the concept, and these in turn

my dissertation.

community, nature, economy) was

easier to integrate

that the

and practice of Andean Amerindians

would explore

the structure/organization of

(spirituality,

Aymara and Quechua

the notion of nurturance as a

define four areas wherein

become

making

its

served

The naming of these elements

strategic with the initial thought of

Andean Indigenous views with

the practice of

development.

Over

the course of my research, analysis and writing process

which began

in

Bolivia in June of 1999 and went through to August 2001 across multiple locations

including:

Figure

1

Cochabamba, La Paz, Santa Cruz, Sucre, Oruro, Caracollo, and Sacaba

on the following page

in the evolution

Nurturance. At

for a

map of research

of my thoughts and writing as
first I

I

locations),

I

(see

saw several changes

pursued the question of Andean

conceived of portraying Andean cosmology as an alternative

western hegemonic view on development. In this sense,

I

was closed

to

any

compromising associations between the two essentialized systems of development.

4

to a

In

Figure

1 -

Bolivia: Geographical setting of field research
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v

.

time,

I

became enchanted with

have ever existed.

I

a view of the

essentialize

Andes

Andean Indigenous

that

does not exist and

may

peoples' experience in eras past to

the point of romanticizing their lives, practices, philosophies, and worldviews.
realization that

I

might be infringing on a theoretically slippery slope lead

alternative views and

ways

to portray the lives

each

-

I

bring closure to

if for the

my research.

purpose of emphasis

I

Neither view

were

is

to identify

western development discourse as monolithic entities

and respect. What

is

needed, then,

is

a fertile bed

harmony can germinate and grow through

me

The
seek

to

and practice of Andean peoples.

Further development of my thoughts in this regard eventually lead
stand as

not

-

me

to

where

I

now

better than the other and that

Andean cosmology and
has aspects worthy of merit

upon which

the seeds of the tree of

the slow and caring process of nurturance.

A nurturance that is agreeable unto both a western development community and an
Andean Amerindian community,
cosmology
dissertation

in

is

a nurturance that incorporates elements of an

western terminology.
as translator

A central role I take on over the course of the

of an Andean Amerindian worldview

discourse that a western audience can use. In this sense,

the

Andean concept of nurturance,

Andean

I

I

into a

development

develop several aspects of

take these aspects and

make

initial

inroads into

the development discourse, and finally conclude the dissertation with thoughts on

to operationalize nurturance for the fostering

of community well-being

(i.e.,

engagement).

C.

The work

Is

There a Place for "Nurturance”

that follows is a treatise

on the

6

life

in

Development?

and practice of Andean

how

Amerindians.
defined as

It is

an attempt to better understand

Andean Amerindians by

Quechua indigenous people and by
cope with and

live

observing their

their

their experience

another face of what western society

(i.e.,

in the central

this

work attempts

Andes,

By

to clarify

primarily North America, western Europe,

and Japan) have termed "development." From a

(p. 1).

of living

Aymara and

that life presents them.

worldviews and practices,

defines this term as "essentially a

a group of people, loosely

virtue of their cultural heritage as

though the challenges and joys

life,

economic change"

how

synonym

for

critical stance,

more

Mark Hobart (1993)

or less planned social and

This stance arises from the conception that development

premised from a position of deficiency

need of a solution. Moreover, linked

-

in other

to this

words, that a problem exists and

premise

semantic roots of the word and the identification

it

is

the

is

is in

imbedded nature of the

establishes

on those who develop

as inherently 'better/ more/greater than' those identified as in need of development.

The problems stem from
longstanding

split

the very roots of development theory and the

between modernist or developmentalist approaches informed by

neoclassical economics and a western rational sense of choices; critical Marxist

approaches informed by rational thought and progress, social class and modes of
production that follow as an outgrowth of how a market economy should function; and
a loosely defined civil society interpretation that shifts the role of the

state to civil society in the

form of people's organizations and

economy and

activities to

promote

postmodernists
change (Bebbington, 2000; Vakil, 2001). These perspectives, which

accuse of comodifying the poor as producers for the
has

its

own problems of essentializing the poor's

7

rich, or poststructuralism

which

motivation, volunteerism, and

cultural politics,

still

while others gain. In

views development as a zero-sum scenario wherein some lose
this sense,

different alternative in the

Cowen and

form of "trusteeship.

harmony of authentic development"
practitioners seeking

new

Shelton's (1996) views suggesting a

(p.

for the

.

.

purpose of the relative

458) are encouraging for researchers and

roots for the course of human development.

Such

suggests that convergence between the different development doctrines

is

a stance

not only

feasible, but also possible.

Inspired

by Cowen and

Shelton's (1996) notion of "trusteeship,"

the concept of nurturance and argue

it

is

potential to bridge the differences posed

Andean conception of nurturance

-

to

I

work with

a converging concept, one that has the

by opposing views of the same

issue.

The

my knowledge - has not been associated with

concept of development as a means of strengthening

its

The

goal of the welfare and prosperity of humankind.

contribution to a universal

fact that the

concept of

nurturance has not been plagued by criticism from opposing economic paradigms, and

the fact that

it

has a longstanding tradition as a source of inspiration for the welfare

and prosperity of millions of people over two thousand years, suggests there
something of interest

that is

worth looking

into, particularly as

it

is

concerns

development and development theory/discourse.
There are challenges, however,
as a

it

proxy

in placing an

Andean Amerindian way of life

for a particular kind of development.

Such a prospect

is difficult,

way of life

into a restricted

and defined

confines a relatively free and fluid

given that

set

of

processes and alternatives that lead to a 'nurturance-based' development alternative

such a term were to

exist).

Thus, the challenge

8

is

two

fold

-

placing a

way of life

(if

as an

development model and identifying how such a model

alternative

and

how

'this

The

one'

would contribute

to

development theory and/or

challenge of interpreting a traditional

first

alternative poses

some

ethical social

differs

way of life

dilemmas. For example:

from others,

practice.

as a development

how

does a longstanding

culture rich in social, emotional, and spiritual well-being and connectivity

members reduce such values and

practices to a lowest

defined as a development alternative which
multiple cultures?

Is

particular set of views

providing

is that

little

-

as a

denominator

-

its

now

then replicable and accountable across

not the use of another culture

name of development and used

models today

is

common

among

-

development

whitewashed as
alternative,

still

it

may be

in the

an imposition of a

and perspectives? One of the major criticisms of development

these are rigid implementations of western views and values

space for alternatives. In

this sense,

acknowledging the limitations of

western development constructs and adjusting or replacing 'western' views with

Andean views

is

no more than a polar switch: the same processes continue

with the only difference that the actors implementing them change. Ozay

in place

Mehmet

(1999) provides an example of a change of guard in the outlook towards world

markets and economic structures
practices.

The

classic

and post- 1914 economic development

pre-1914 period saw unabashed extraction and exploitation for

the benefit of Victorian England.

an increasing

in pre-

The

classic post-1914 period,

shift across the Atlantic to the

on the other hand, saw

United States as the new Euro- American

order of neoclassic growth. In this example, the engines of development remained

largely the

same while

the actors and the

names given

time.

9

to their actions

changed over

A

second issue has

to

do with

situating an

Andean Amerindian nurturance-

based development alternative within the development landscape. Painting the

development landscape

is

a challenging prospect given the

micro-strands that have evolved since the post war

era. In

numerous strands and

an earlier paragraph

I

referred to three development strands: developmentalist, critical Marxist, and civil

society paradigms. These provide an overarching umbrella under which

I

can begin

discern several alternative patterns in the development literature (refer to Table

1

to

on

the following page).

The developmentalist approach

is

grounded on neo-classic economic theory

and more recently neo-liberal economic approaches. Developmentalism and

its

various strands advocate growth through investment, free trade, and the fostering of

endogenous industry as a means of bolstering

local markets.

Three of these trends

are:

the 1950s and 1960s growth theories, the 1960s and 1970s basic needs approaches,

and the 1960s through 1980s modernization approaches,

implemented

as a

all

of which were

means of growing poverty-ridden economies

The outcomes of these

theories and approaches have for the

into successful ones.

most

part resulted in

few

desirable changes while contributing to an increase in the rate of poverty expansion,
corruption, and the proliferation of non-democratic government regimes. Yet despite

its

shortcomings, developmentalism has provided a ripe environment for the fostering

of individual

initiative

and creative problem solving, which

in turn has lead to the

formation of individual enterprises and with them the necessary conditions for

community-based development

to

succeed in a number of instances.

10

Table

1 -

A broad brush painting of major development approaches since the
post world

war

II

era

Development Approach
& Late Growth

Developmentalist

Key Development Component

Early

Economic growth

via financial loans,

technological transfers, and rural-urban
migration (trickle down perspective).

Basic Needs

Economic growth with redistribution via
same conduits as 'Growth' but with explicit
measures

Modernization

to help the poor.

Growth focuses on

individual (vs.

institutions) investment

on poor

education, health, credit,

via

etc. (trickle

up

perspective).

Neo Marxist

Critical Marxist

Socialist

economic planning

for

growth akin

to Soviet planning via large-scale

mechanization.

Dependency

- wealth
accumulation via basic productive sectors

Authentic national development

(i.e., steel,

petrochemicals, etc.) under non-

western supervision/control
the periphery of world

New International Economic
Order (NIEO)

-

thus no longer

economy.

Sovereign equality of states to free masses
from poverty and exploitation via socialist
inspired distribution of resources in country

while countries able to bargain on equal

terms internationally (eg.

OPEC

as a

bargaining block against rich countries).
Civil Society

Postmodern

Development discourse/practice should
stem from social movements (vs. a
manipulation by specific power groups).

Feminist

Reorienting the locus of development

Paradigms

discourse with a gender perspective brings
light to the informal, rural

spheres of life

World Eco-system

Advocate

left

and reproductive

out in male discourse.

for the protection

and

ecologically sensitive use of natural
resources.
Ethically/Spiritually-Inspired

Belief in transcendentally inspired social

change and development via grassroots

implemented principle-based individual and
societal change.

Informed by Peet and Hartwick (1999), Arndt (1989), Vakil (2001), and Bebbington (2000)

The

critical

extreme injustice

Marxist approach

in the lives

of 19

a solution in the expropriation

th

is

based on the works of Karl Marx

who saw

century industrial Europe's working poor and saw

of capital from the rich by the

11

state, that

would,

in turn,

manage

the affairs of all citizens fairly.

development theory tend

to

The neo Marxist perspectives

many

years the only alternative discourse to the

developmentalist approach. Having said
like the

inform

shy away from revolution as a means of proletarizing the

wealth of a nation and was for

-

that

modernist approach

-

neo Marxist approaches

this,

emphasize the market and the

to

development

state as the principal

engines for economic development to take place. The 1950s and early 1960s saw a
socialist project akin to the ex-Soviet

Dependency theory saw

its

strength in the late 1960s and into the early 1980s and

suggests development occurs

for the benefit

system as a process for building prosperity.

when

resources and power are endogenously controlled

of national and regional interests not the concerns of another. The

1970s new international economic order approach was a
poor(er) countries agreed

- at

least in principle

-

to the

move towards convergence

as

pooling together of assets in

order to assert their rights against larger economic and political powers; a non-

affiliated

example of this approach

is

development approaches are incomplete
to the lack

OPEC

the

movement. While Marxist

in their theoretical underpinnings, largely

due

of guidance from core Marxist philosophy backing a development project,

they have also not been successful in practice (Vakil, 2001). Yet because of their focus

on preventing inequities

in society, they

development with justice

(i.e.,

A loosely defined civil
views, most of which have

major trend

pillar for the

advocacy of

justice as in fairness).

society interpretation includes a broad spectrum of

come

in this collection

remain a strong

into the

development

of approaches

is

literature since the 1980s.

"the shifting of] discourse from

...and
abstract concepts like the state and the market to the role of civil society

12

A

activities not affiliated

shift in the role

with either the market or the

-

p. 36).

This

to the feminist theories

defined and promoted by social

is

wherein development

pragmatic stance suggesting the affairs of the world
wealth

2001,

of civil society as an agent of change has taken on multiple forms:

from the postmodern where development

movements;

state" (Vakil,

would be run

differently

by women; from

-

is

re-conceptualized from a

including the distribution of

a world eco-system perspective that

suggests a focus on the well-being and balance of the natural world and the positive
effects such a

view can have on the welfare of the human community;

ethically/spiritually inspired perspective

an

to

where development focuses on

spiritual

principles as the source for individual and social transformation.

1.

Situating an

Andean Amerindian Perspective on

Having drawn
half of the 20

lh

a broad-brush picture

century,

I

is

realizing

of the development landscape of the

latter

can begin to situate an Andean Amerindian perspective

within the development discourse.

any depth

the Development Landscape

it is

One of the unique

aspects of looking at a culture in

continuously in motion and has the potential to reveal

multiple facets of itself. Having said

this,

instances wherein the reader could say

it

'this

is

possible to look

at

my research and

aspect of Andean culture

a neo-Marxist interpretation on development.'

On

ventures and high-profile exchanges between the

the

same account,

new urban

is

find

very similar

the business

indigenous rich and their

partners are strikingly similar to the modernist views of development. Another

important aspect in the Andean region
for a substantial portion

is

the informal

economy and how

of human well-being; a practice

13

to

it

accounts

that resonates in part with

some of the

feminist approaches. Thus,

my point

where an Andean Amerindian way of life

is this:

into the

fits

Having acknowledged the challenges inherent
within a particular theory or approach, there
suggest

some approaches

are potentially

is,

more

it

is

hard to

pm down

exactly

development discourse.
in encapsulating a

way of life

however, a series of patterns

relevant than others.

To

that

this end, the

overarching strand that most closely represents several aspects of Andean Amerindian

cosmology

is

the Civil Society interpretation. This strand

is

the

most

three mentioned earlier, in terms of the various developmental views

thus offers the broadest array of tools for viewing

holistic

it

Andean cosmology

of the

enshrines and

as an entity (vs.

fragment pieces offering only a partial theoretical understanding of what might be

viewed as a development

alternative).

The postmodern views,
development

is

by Escobar (1995),

as interpreted

for

example, suggest

the imposition of a Northern enlightenment project on the southern

poor. Such questioning of the very heart of development and

better appreciating

Andean Amerindian cosmology and

'nurturance' in society.

The postmodern along with

development have raised important questions such

makes one group

better than another

another? Essentially,

it

its

intent is central for

in particular the notion

of

the poststructural critiques of

as:

who

is

developing

whom? What

and thus endowed with the authority

to 'develop'

brings into question the authenticity of monolithic Euro-

Americentric views on development that are imposed on others, and thus, raises the
issue of what

is

development when the subj edification of an other

other words, what happens if development

is

position of power (be this real or perceived)
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not promoted

by

is

not an issue. In

a group

coming from a

when working with groups

identified as

endowed with

or having less power?

One answer

to this question

has

come

form

in the

of new social movements.

New

social

movements (NSM), such

described by Escobar's (1998), the Zapatista

Esteva (1994) speaks

of,

together for upholding their

all.

political one;

move

however,

is

ideals.

One of the

the resolve to

southern Mexico that

in

aspects of

is

common agenda

converge

NSM that fits
a unified

the inherent need for dialogue,

way of reaching consensus

their

that

work together towards

Another aspect of NSM

consultation, and a legitimized

in order to

movement

examples of issue-focused groups

all

common

Andean Amerindian cosmology

members

Afro-Colombian movement

and Indian women's movement against genetically modified

seed initiated by Shiva (1988) are

purpose that will benefit

as the

or agreement

forward. This process

among

is

often a

need not be. The Andean Amerindian process of shared

it

leadership and responsibility along with public accountability for the workings of the

inner sanctums of communal

beneficial to the

An

community

and

spiritual counterpart; the

all

are

such

Every

sowing of seeds,

act the

As

Andes

is

a reliance on

Andean Amerindian does has

to the building

religious meaning.

as:

is

as a whole.

traditions.

imbued with

spiritual principles

name

a fair and reasonable process that

aspect that plays a central role in the lifecycle of the

spirituality, religion,

herds

power ensure

a result,

a

of homes, and the tending of

much of life

is

guided by

honesty, justice, hard work, friendship, and reciprocity to

a few. Spirituality in a

way

upon which other aspects of life

could be said to be the grounding or the bedrock

are built or lived by. In effect, spirituality and the

pursuit of spiritual principles, ceremony, work, and play

15

all

intermingle into a single

fluid process. In this sense, there is

all

are

one and
In the

no separation of church,

state,

and the individual;

live accordingly.

development arena there has been

spiritual principles play in the daily lives

little

recognition of the importance

of millions of people

until relatively recently

with the 1998 World Bank sponsored "World Faiths Development Dialogues," and the

2000

UN sponsored

"Millennium World Peace Summit of Religious and

Leaders," for example.

Spiritual

A major obstacle to the incorporation of spiritual principles as

a working platform for the evolution of development theory and

its

eventual practice

has been the longstanding Westem/Northem tradition of separating church and

state.

Despite such separations, there are several examples of faith-based development
initiatives that

practice.

have been largely successful

Examples

in putting faith-inspired principles into

include: the Baha'i International

Community

(Baha'i);

American

Friends Service Committee, Catholic Relief Services, and World Vision (Christian);
International Council

on Jewish

Women

(Jewish); and the International Islamic Relief

Organization (Islam). The Andean Amerindian union between such spheres as the
spiritual, the social, the

person;

when people

environmental, and the economic emphasizes the whole

in society see

themselves as whole and in fluid association with

others around them, the patterns for fostering healthy social interaction are in place. In

this sense, a spiritually inspired

engine for development begins with change in the

individual and, to the extent individuals

Such a process

is

make up

societies, society is transformed.

necessarily organic and slow going, but potentially long lasting and

beneficial to a broad spectrum of humanity.
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While there

are other aspects of civil society inspired approaches to

development, for the purposes of this dissertation situating an Andean Amerindian

way of life

within the confines of postmodemism/poststructuralism and a spiritually

inspired approach serves our needs.

specifically, nurturance, in

The placing of Andean cosmology and

development terms

is

a project

I

undertake in the chapters

ahead.

D. Methods and the Process of Inquiry
This work harbors two methodological processes: the method of my
dissertation and the process of inquiry that eventually led to the dissertation. Thus,

working

in reverse,

I

will speak of the overall

methodology

that

emerged over the

course of the writing process and later the process of inquiry in gathering and
collecting data in order for the writing to take place. Additionally, in this section

I

provide a narrative account of the conceptual metamorphosis and evolution of
thoughts and ideas that ultimately lead to the dissertation. In short, this section
includes the following subheadings: the methodology of the dissertation, evolving
thoughts, data analyzing methods, the process of inquiry, data collection, and data-

gathering methods.

1.

The
resources.

The Methodology

dissertation itself is

It

brings in

-

if

of the Dissertation

grounded on a cornucopia of backgrounds and

only tangentially

at

times

-

a broad array of interests and

experiences: historical, cultural, spiritual, economic, environmental and others. The
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cumulative effect
field studies are

is

the building of a composite picture of which

an important component. In approaching

this

my interviews

work,

relied

I

and

on

multiple source materials including ethnographic studies of the central Andean
region,
agricultural and

economic

literature

based on credible

works, and other source materials. These,
field in painting a

life.

in turn,

field studies, autobiographical

informed

my conversations

in the

composite picture of Andean Amerindian cosmology and way of

At times, the voices of my interviewees are fore-grounded and

at

times other

source materials are fore-grounded.

I

and

use

in the

my background

US

to strengthen

a position of diversity,

I

and

interests as an insider

my work.

am

In other words,

better equipped to accept

and an outsider

by framing
-

in the

Andes

the dissertation from

and/or reject

-

seemingly

divergent views in order to begin to build a coherent argument around them. In this

sense, the

methods used throughout the project of analyzing and writing has been

a

systematic and iterative perusal and review of my data while continually honing
categories and subcategories of information into what

theory of nurturance.

To

this end,

I

may be

was informed and guided by Kathy Charmaz'

(2000) work on constructivist grounded theory. Reaching

of the journey. In the following pages
envisioned,

how

it

called a grounded

I

this point,

however, was half

speak of how the dissertation was

progressed, and where

it

first

ended up; a meta-analysis of sorts before

speaking of the actual grounded theory methodology used.

2.

I

began

my research

in

Evolving Thoughts

1999

at

a time

18

when

the excitement and effervescence

of the implementation of a new Bolivian national educational reform
the Education

different

Reform Law of 7 July 1994

components had reached the

essentially, the indigenous education

knowledge of a

-

level

3

bill.

in this direction.

reforms taking place were
during

my second

stifling

However, early on,

I

came

was

I

Andean

found that the educational

It

was

called

at this point,

who were

“Andean Wisdom”

I

at

re-connected and met with very

and committed individuals working towards the advancement of

indigenous rights in the area of education and training (individuals

FUNDESIB, CEADB, AGRUCO,

etc.).

found useful

at

at

Speaking with them also led

of categories around issues of indigenous learning

I

my

also the notion of environmental training or learning

taking place informally. Throughout this process

interesting

interest in

into contact with individuals

deeply committed to gathering and disseminating what
the time. Linked to this

I

indigenous traditional ways.

field season, that

This timing,

going through the birthing pains of

,

me

approved as

of the rural education component;

implementing a new system 4 along with a longstanding personal
ethno-history led

-

and the gradual implementation of its

component of the refonn

rural education center

bill

NGOs

5

such

as:

to the discovery

in the formal educational sector that

the time.

CETHA

3

program is a government sponsored adult rural high school equivalency
The Caracollo, Oruro
accelerated education program with an emphasis on agriculture, animal husbandry, home economics,
arts and crafts, and technical skills designed to help indigenous people find jobs in urban and peri-urban
areas.

on the 1990 Jomptien "Education for All" declaration. Primary education was
had been in the past with a renewed commitment to provide free and multilingual education for all Bolivian children, including those in the rural areas. The focus has been to
improve on children's competencies and capacities in the areas of language, math, science, and

4

The reform was

inspired

given higher priority than

technology (Martinez, 1995).
size national organizations
I focused my attention on initially were small and medium
of the departments ol
regions
high-valley
and
altiplano
the
in
people
indigenous
with
working
Cochabamba and Oruro, the regions of the country where much of my fieldwork took place.
5

The

NGOs

19

Theoretical sampling for indigenous formal education resulted from the
question:

how

will indigenous students fare in

contemporary Bolivian society

completing their formal educational cycle? This questioning led

me

students of these programs once they graduate? Conversely, looking

diametrically opposite stance,

I

looked for responses

to:

what

to ask

being taught in the indigenous educational programs? and what happens

is

to the

the effects of a

at

what happens

after

to the learners

of indigenous wisdom?

And what happens

up on these questions,

quickly lost interest in the formal educational system (outlined

I

for indigenous people)

learning. This

is

where

to these learners?

However,

as

followed

I

and focused on the indigenous wisdom aspect of indigenous

my research sampling took

a sharp turn

away from

the formal

educational sector and veered towards the informal learning sector.

Once
cosmology

I

in

had focused on indigenous wisdom, or what

my writing,

as the basis for

my theoretical

later

became Andean

sampling, the concept of

“nurturing” or “nurturance” emerged as an overarching theme that

the context of “learning.”

The conceptual

relations that

I

looked

emerged resulted

at

within

in four

subject headings: nurturing of the spiritual, nurturing of community, nurturing of

nature, and

economic nurturance. These categories, formulated from various

interviews and numerous documents emerged as working categories. Arriving

point,

however, was a journey of several months that included examining

and interview data, reading materials

that

were

researcher.

final

and

friends.

choice for naming these four categories ultimately

These categorizations provide a springboard
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field notes

directly and indirectly related as well

as consulting with fellow colleagues, professors

The

at this

fell

on me, the

for linking an evolving

grounded theory of nurturance

to

broader issues. As

on Andean wisdom or cosmology and
questions began to emerge

power.

It

was towards

-

Andean cosmology

the end of

to

increasingly focused

on the formal educational system, other

less

questions regarding access to wealth, knowledge, and

my second

conversations and extensive reading,
in

my research

I

field visit that,

decided that

"development" and

its

I

through multiple

should link

my growing interest

implementation in the central Andean

region.

As

a result,

nurturance

I

framed a working hypothesis:

that

Andean cosmology

can inform western development discourse, particularly as

-

implemented

in the

Andean

region.

The sense

that the

June 2000. However,

Andean

traditional culture has taken place in recent years.

rejection of traditional culture, has been filled

modernist views of westernized
cultural heritage has an impact

by

in the

often well-intended, development projects

I

the

attended in

farmers suggested a rapid erosion of

The

void,

left

behind by the

often- frustrated attempts to adopt

life-styles. In this sense, the

even

among

culture and agriculture course

my interviews with Andean

is

Andean Amerindians can cope

with and deal with the challenges they face was particularly present
presenters and participants at a

it

-

erosion of traditional

most remote places by the advancement of

whose aim

is to

help those most in need but

instead seems to accelerate the breakup of a social fabric that keeps communities

healthy and vibrant.

of contributing

The

to

To

this end,

I

pursued the four threads on nurturance as a means

and possibly enriching the development discourse.

central

theme arrived

originally evolved from

at,

“nurturance,”

my participation

in a
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was slow

in

coming. While

it

seminar with indigenous professionals

in

June of 2000,

it

was

further confirmed as a reaction to the formal indigenous

educational system outlined

and the conversations

I

by

the Bolivian Vice-Ministry of Alternative Education

held with the vice minister

development officers of the Ministry of Education
lead

me

to the

Cai Pacha, Agruco, Laka Uta,

specifics) including field staff

at a brief

whole mission was
the

Andean

sparked

My search then

August 2000.
I

exerted concerted

speak with a broad spectrum of people from numerous organizations

FUNDESIB, CEADB,

“nurturing”

in

to the curriculum

non-governmental organization (NGO) sector were

efforts in order to

(i.e.,

down

etc.

and project heads. In the end,

presentation on the

to recapture ancestral

work of a Peruvian

I

-

see Appendix

and when

I

for

learned of the concept of

NGO (PRATEC) whose

wisdom and disseminate

it

broadly across

region. That presentation in Amherst, Massachusetts in the

my interest

A

returned to Bolivia the following year

fall

I

of 1999

met

a sister

NGO (Cai Pacha) to the one in Peru working on essentially the same issues. My
interactions with several individuals there, as well as their publications, were a

decisive factor in re-focusing what

wisdom”

thread that

Once
metamorphic
point

I

I

iterations

A

I

looked

at

it

went through several
in the data.

At one

nurturing as a learning process; this then evolved

Baganda of Uganda, and

the

in three different cultures: the

Acuna of Papua New Guinea

6
.

Aymara of

Later,

I

to be a subject of interest to me primarily
the
provides a baseline reference point on the value of "nurturance" as a working concept in

comparative study of "nurturance" was and continues

because

I

of finding and re-finding different meanings

comparison of literature on nurturing

Bolivia, the

6

theme of “nurturance” emerged,

the incredible contrast that resulted from the formal and informal

learning systems; later

into a

the “indigenous

had begun the year before.

the overarching

was taken by

was already emerging through
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searched for evidence of human networks and interrelations resulting
from “nurturing”

dynamics of rural indigenous communities, a thread
interest in

that

was

inspired

by an emerging

complexity theory and complex adaptive systems.

Ultimately,

it

was

the concept

much meaning - that

incorporates so

characterize

it

itself,

I

Andean “nurturance” - one

decided to look

at

that

while attempting to

with sub-themes that would be both true to the data as well as

my own

deeply held convictions on the importance of ecological balance, social justice, and
spirituality.

With each

field season,

I

was compelled

to follow

up on different

conceptual threads of the research that emerged from the data over the course of my
field stay.

rather

both

The

effect

themes came

was

to

my philosophical

me

no one

set

agenda was ever identified and pursued;

as circumstances, people

understanding as well as

iterative fashion. In this

nature,

that

way the

I

met, and books

I

read influenced

my epistemological undertakings in an

four emergent areas of spirituality, community,

and economy became clearer

to

me. These emergent categories can be said

have came about through numerous readings of the data

at

conversations, resulting in a representation of findings that

to

hand and multiple

may

serve to strengthen

development discourse.

development

field

where an understanding of cultural differences can make all the difference in the
I chose the Ayamara, the Baganda, and the Acuna on two counts. First,

success or failure of a program.

were entirely different, cultures that could not be said to have interacted one with
another or be said to have been influenced by the same colonist and therefore acquire similar traits in
the interpretation and use of their "nurturance" behavior. Secondly, I was looking for cultures that had
not been touched by western materialism until relatively recently; on this count, I only partially
I

wanted cultures

that

- at varying degrees of intensity - since the green revolution
conducted on each of these indigenous communities and their
worldviews, I did not pursue any further given my possibilities of follow-up in the filed were
Aymara and later included
realistically limited only to the Andean experience. Thus, I focused on the

succeeded given

all

three were influenced

starting in the early 1960s.

the

Quechua people

The research

I

as well.
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3.

Generally there
(Tesch, 1990).

It

is

no

Data-Analyzing Methods
way’

‘right

to analyze data;

it is

an eclectic process

involves several simultaneous activities such as collecting

information, sorting into categories, formatting data into a story or picture thru
interpretation,

and

However,

process

this

methodology
I

finally writing the qualitative text

is

significantly

enhanced when grounded

that lends structure, coherence,

chose grounded theory as

& Biklen,

(Bogdan

1992).

in a particular

and legitimacy.

my instrument of analysis

following Charmaz's

(2000) interpretation that "[grounded theory methods specify analytic strategies, not
data collection methods" (p. 514). In this sense,
potential of the data. In

am

clearly interested in the emergent

grounded theory, data emerges

manner. Strauss and Corbin (1990)
qualitative research

I

method

attest that "the

in

an inductive and heuristic

grounded theory approach

that uses a systematic set

of procedures

phenomenon"

inductively derived grounded theory about a

to

(p. 24). Its

is

a

develop an
overall

aim

is

to

develop an account of a phenomenon that identifies the major constructs or categories,
their relationships, as well as their context

the

phenomenon

that

and process

in order to provide a theory

goes beyond a mere descriptive account (Becker, 1993).

Grounded theory provides

a specific

methodology

for

pursuing a process of

data analysis. This process involves various levels of data coding, followed

sampling process that

is

by a

guided by theoretically relevant constructs, and finally a

sampling of individuals or documents

emerging theory as a whole. Key
questions and

of

in order to verify core categories

to this

making comparisons. The

whole process

is

the notion of asking

'constant comparison method'
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and the

is

central to the

grounded theory approach and incorporates the notions

of:

comparing

different

people's views, accounts and/or experiences; comparing data from
the individuals

(mentioned above)

at different

times; comparing incidents with other incidents;

comparing data with the categories outlined; and comparing categories with other
categories (Creswell, 1998). These comparisons, in turn, help ground the theory
by
refining the ideas that take us in a particular direction that, in turn, opens up to a

new

round of sampling. This second (or however many are needed) round of sampling

more precise

for

shedding

light

on the emerging theory and

is

is

often based on the

sampling of documents, events or people depending on the particular direction the
theory embarks on.

The

dissertation

guided by the principles of grounded theory.

is

It

draws from

multiple sources (including interviews and field notes); includes an iterative process of
inquiry that evolved as

my research questions

lead into

new

ones; and eventually

allowed for comparisons among the sources and a cross-disciplinary
In this sense, while

my methodology is

grounded theory approach,

From

the

start, I

interpretation of what

moments

in time"

that is positivist

-

did not follow a

intents

all

so,

I

strict

(i.e.,

is

shy of a positivist

the lived experience of the people

at "slices

p. 522). This,

of social

(Charmaz, 2000,

[.

.

.that]

portray

p.

to "construct objectivist

522) that

in a critical stance suggests that the
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life

however, poses a problem when the

grounded theory) has been used

qualitative studies"

away from. Denzin (1992)

sampling procedure.

to staying

and purposes

chose to look only

(Charmaz, 2000,

methodology of choice

guided and inspired by a constructivist

had a clear commitment

by

of the Andes. In doing

I

literature source.

new

I

wish

to steer

interpretive

-

approaches "privilege the researcher over the subjective, method over
subject matter,

and mainstream commitments
generalizability" (p. 20). This

theorists

who

On

to

is

outmoded conceptions of validity,

truth,

and

a statement that sends a clear warning to grounded

are leery of such ontological quagmire.

the basis of such warnings,

theory approach.

To

this end,

I

am

I

chose

to

pursue a constructivist grounded

guided by Charmaz's (2000)

article

where she

argues for the need to gain depth and understanding while pursuing 'intimate
familiarity'

with respondents and their

lives.

This implies going beyond the obvious

and "look[ing] for views and values as well as

for acts

and

facts."

She goes on

to

explain, "[w]e need to look for beliefs and ideologies as well as situations and

structures [...and by] studying tacit meanings,

we

respondents' views about reality" (Charmaz, 2000,

clarify, rather

p. 525).

than challenge,

This process of research

analysis advocates listening to the stories with a deep sense of respect and openness to

feeling and experience.

It

also involves first collecting the data before

analyzed; in this sense grounded theory

(Strauss

& Corbin,

is

it

can be

an analytical tool not a data collection tool

1990).

In conducting the analysis of the data at hand,

nurturance by treating

it

as a feeling,

I

started

and then asking what

is

by viewing the

topic of

essential to nurturance as

conceived of in the Andes? This brings to mind the experience of meeting Mr. Javier
Cuellar, an educator par excellence of the indigenous people of Bolivia.

wife, Jenny, and

I)

had a very jovial and

at the

around the issues of learning and education
respectful, modest, attentive,

and above

all

same time deeply moving conversation

in rural Bolivia.

honest
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We (i.e., my

We had intuitively been

when speaking with him, and our

attitude

seems

Cuellar said,

to

It

have made an impact on him. As

s as

it

we have known you

We thanked him

something

14, 2001).

His reaction was one of real sincerity,

to that effect).

he was pleasantly surprised. This experience

my wife

and

I

sought to establish

were interacting with people

at a

in a friendly

human

condescending or disrespectful, and

I

...

felt at

this point that

categories.

I

I

at truth.

Mr.

like

an old

the time, and

imagine too,

I

of engagement

In this sense,

we

attempting whenever possible not to be

level,

of our knowledge, being

my reasons

to reach a certain level

for

fully

doing

so.

of understanding.

was

It

at

realized that nurturance might best be characterized using several

grounded theory perspective, saying the

As

you seem

and authentic way.

to the best

was attempting

field notes,

(Personal field notes, August

Charmaz (2000) speaks of the process of finding

constructivist

not

way,

my

illustrates the nature

disclosing of my intentions in speaking with them and

In this

in

for a long time [...]

friend" (or

that

wrote

I

a result [this process]

may remain

level than an objectivist approach" (p. 526).

It

continually looks at the data over and over as

the case with the sub-categorizations that

at

also

new

a

categories from a

.aim

"..

more

means

[is] to

get at meaning,

intuitive, impressionistic

that the researcher

ideas develop. This

is

particularly

emerged from repeated readings of the data

concerning the various core categories. This process can be thought of as an active and

dialectical

one whose outcome can be viewed "as a

social construction

constructions found and explicated in the data" (Charmaz, 1990,

In characterizing this process,

I

named some of the

p.

1

of the social

165).

pertinent steps

I

took

phenomenon of study

throughout the analytical phase of the study.

To

centers on the concept of “nurturing” and

potential to inform development

its
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this end, the

discourse.

The focus

is

on elucidating and bringing

to the forefront

some of the

sampling threads that most informed a coherent and multifaceted understanding
of
nurturing as a unifying conceptual entity. Moreover, the categories that emerged
from
the data

(i.e.,

spirituality,

community, nature, economy)

are also categories that are

conceptually workable in a non- Andean socio-cultural milieu.

Nurturance in the central Andean region where the Aymara and Quechua
people live takes center stage both
principles comprising nurturance

roadmap

for living in

The

at the

(i.e.,

harmony with

individual and

home

The

the world around them.

subject of nurturance in contemporary western society

context of the

levels.

unity, reciprocity, work, etc.) chart out a

Andean Indigenous view. The focus of nurturing

The

community

is

is

unlike the

identified as pertaining to the

as exemplified in the female roles of mothering and caregiving.

traditional bastions

of literature on nurturance include child developmental

psychology (Harris, 1995, 1998; Fogel

& Melson,

1986), psychotherapy (Greenberg-

Edelstein, 1986), and education (Noddings, 1984, 1992). These, however, do
justice to the holistic character of Andean nurturing and

its

little

role in strengthening

community.

4.

Overall Approach to Data Collection

Pursuing the meaning of "nurturance" (see chapter 2 for a detailed explanation

of this phenomenon) among indigenous people of the central Andes strongly suggests
the need to use

some form of qualitative

research, given

my desire to

gather

narrations, explanations and interpretations of lived experiences. In doing so,
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I

have

followed an interpretivist paradigm and use elements from various
methodologies
including phenomenological study

phenomenon of choice) and case study

my

with a focus on 'nurturance' as

(i.e.,

(i.e.,

with a multiple source data gathering

process) genres with a focus on society and culture as the most compelling
means of

understanding the lived experiences of indigenous groups and organizations working

with them (Rossman

& Rallis,

1998; Marshall

& Rossman,

1999).

As

I

explored the

concept of "nurturance" amongst Quechua and Aymara indigenous people of the
central

Andean

highlands,

I

focused on their views and those of organizations working

with them. The vast majority of the interviews

I

conducted were what Patton (1990)

identifies as informal conversational interviews.

Kahn and Cannell (1957)

implies having “conversation^] with a purpose”

(p. 149).

concerted efforts to ensure interviewees

felt

argue this

My intent has been to make

valuable and useful, and in the process

generate what Geertz (1983) has described as “thick description” of individuals’

experiences and worldviews.

It is

worth highlighting, however,

were an important source of information,
printed

a.

mediums and

I

also relied

that while interviews

on other sources, primarily

observation.

Access and Entry
Field research access and entry were facilitated

institutions

familiarity

institutions

by

my familiarity with

several

and organizations working with Andean indigenous people. This

comes from
(i.e.,

living in the country

FUNDESIB, CEADB,

program) over the

and working with several organizations/

NUR University, and the Caracollo CETHA

years. Preliminary conversations
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and e-mail messages exchanged

with individuals

at

these institutions suggested that the mere fact that

in researching a topic

questioning.

Having

of institutional

said this, and

interest

knowing

consult over issues having no bearing on

I

was

sensitive, careful

was

reciprocity enough for

interested

my

the organizations, several requested that

1

my research but that nevertheless were

important to maintaining and enriching our

and groups,

was

I

ties.

When

interviewing indigenous people

and respectful of the

listener so that

my

informal

feedback and linking of findings to organizations working with them would be
sufficiently rewarding.

Throughout the process,

I

imbued

my work with respect and

goodwill and acceptance of the views and opinions of both individuals and
organizations interviewed.

b.

Technical Considerations
In thinking of technical considerations, Patton’s (1990) continua depicting the

researcher’s role in conducting research

Rossman’s (1999) organization

for the

is

a helpful starting point. Marshall and

deployment of a researcher’s time and

resources (see Table 2 on the following page) has also been helpful in allocating

research efforts effectively.
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my

Table 2

-

Technical consideration, deployment of the researcher’s time and
other
resources

Technical Considerations

Researcher’s Anticipated Involvement

Participantness

Medium Range - While my participation was
high in some instances

this

was periodic

rather

than regular and sustained.

Revealedness

Full to Partial

-

The

fact that there

was

a study

going on was conveyed to all, however the level
of details this entailed varied according to the

needs and interests of the interviewee/s.
Intensiveness

High

-

filled

Low - The

Extensiveness

setting

Focus of Study

Maintaining a

in a setting

was

was generally

activities.

length of time in any particular
short.

- The focus was an evolving one.
depended on the participant’s
responses and in this way it was a study that

Semi-diffuse

One

that

was

built along the

Modified from Marshall and Rossman (1999, pp. 106-1

real

The time spent

with research related

realistic

concern as

sense of my

own

way.

17).

energy and time expenditure became a very

my research extended over three

years in Bolivia and continued for

another year once back in the United States. Thus, the table above helped to guide

thoughts in this matter. The concept of 'participantness'

participant interaction

I

ground approach where

envisioned in

I

a

is

my interviews and

measure of how much

fieldwork;

could steer the direction of research while

space for exchange and interaction on

site.

'Revealedness'

my

is

I

pursued a middle

still

allowing

indicative of

my own

candidness in expressing to participants what would happen with the information
given me. In

my studies,

all

cases interviewees

however

participant's

with the data varied depending on

knew

I

was

a graduate student gathering data for

knowledge of the
interest.

specifics of what

would happen

The notion of 'intensiveness'

is

suggestive

of the energy levels spent with interviewees. In most cases meetings were intense and
large

amounts of data were

collected. Conversely, the issue of 'extensiveness refers to
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the length of stay during the data collection process;

most were conducted over a

limited time period, on the order of days and weeks. Finally, the 'focus of study' refers
to the relative structure

were open

of the interviews themselves,

to the extent that a particular

for the

most

part

my interviews

theme was explored and developed over

the

course of the conversation.

Having shed

light

on some of the technical considerations used over the course

of the interview data collection phase of the inquiry process,

I

shall

now

turn to the

methods of data gathering used.

5.

Specific Data-Gathering

Methods

There are typically three primary methods for gathering qualitative
include: review of documents, interviewing, and participation (Marshall

1999).

I

used a modified application of several of these

strengthen

my research (see Table

3

in order to

on the following page).
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data, these

& Rossman,

both enrich and

Table 3

-

Implementation of data gathering methods used

in the study

Data Gathering Methods Used

Researcher's Implementation

Interviewing

Conducted
a.

in the

form

of:

focus group interviews (with participants
from: Pasto Grande, Cochabamba; Tallija,

Cochabamba; Primero de Mayo,
Cochabamba; Caracollo, Oruro)
b.

phenomenological interviews (with

Cochabamba; Chuquisaca;
La Paz; Oruro; Santa Cruz)

participants from:

interviews (with participants from: (La
Paz; Santa Cruz; Cochabamba; Oruro)

c. elite

Review of Documents

Literature review conducted both in Bolivia and in
the United States. Sources

come from

multiple

sources and disciplines including: Anthropology,

Sociology, History, Cross-Cultural Studies,
Agriculture, Ecology, Markets and Economics.

Participant Observation

Conducted

at

NGOs

in

Cochabamba, La Paz, and

Oruro. Observations provided a practice-based

grounding on development in the
informed the work ahead.

field that has

Modified from Marshall and Rossman (1999, pp. 106-117).

a.

Interviewing
Interviewing as a means of gathering "lived experiences [as well as] the ways

we

understand those experiences to develop a worldview” (Marshall

1999,

p.

112)

is

one of the methods

I

& Rossman,

used substantially in several of its forms. The

various forms can be likened to semi-structured conversations where
a heightened awareness of the participants in order to

make

their

I

sought to have

views valid and

useful (and a reason for deciding against taking observational notes while conducting

interviews).

I

used Focus group interviews when appropriate, primarily with Aymara

and Quechua farmers

in

groups of 3

to 7 individuals.

The discussion of ideas

in a

group setting enriches the level of depth and breadth reached on any one subject as
to feed off one another's thoughts

participants

where able

method was

culturally sensitive to

Quechua

Andean Amerindian

and

ideas. In addition, this

tradition as both

cultures are collectivist in their worldviews and praxis (this
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is

Aymara and

one of the

principal reasons for the existence of nurturance in the
Andes). Data gathered through
this

life.

method centered on

the

Such a process allowed

meaning of learning
sufficient

as

it

openness and

is

represented in the participant’s

flexibility for different

interviewees to participate without repeating themselves over and over
again.

A
is

second method used

is

called phenomenological interviewing. This

method

based on the study of lived experiences and the ways in which these are brought

together in forming a worldview. Thus, an assumption

and essence"

that

is

made concerning

a "structure

can be determined from shared experiences (Patton, 1990,

p. 70). I

used a phenomenological process of inquiry with one-on-one encounters with
interviewees whereby

Andean

I

focused on the phenomenon of interest

context, for example) and explored

Another form of interviewing
one

I

it

in the writing

much depth

method (though not

of the dissertation)

is

learning in the

was

as

used over the course of my

that contrasted sharply with the previous

measure

in as

(i.e.,

my

possible.

field research,

and

reflected in large

called elite interviewing, essentially the

interviewing of influential and/or prominent individuals. Those contacted included the
vice-minister of education and his deputies as well as university rectors (Universidad

Nur

in

Santa Cruz, Universidad Tecnica de Oruro, and Universidad Catolica de

Bolivia in Cochabamba). Questions posed to

elites

sought to

elicit

overarching views

and strategies on issues affecting indigenous people. Their views, while only
tangentially related, provided context and breadth to

as a whole.
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my understanding of the research

b.

Review of Documents

One of the

important data sources for this study comes from the review
of

documents. This methodology enabled
directly

and indirectly linked

me to

to the research at hand.

obtaining unobtrusive and non-reactive data
rich in

gather and analyze data that

(Webb

Moreover,

et al.,

2000)

it

is

a

is

both

means of

that has

conveying a broader understanding of Andean Amerindian value,

proven

to

be

beliefs,

governance, and subsistence practices to name a few areas. Review of documents was

an ongoing process throughout the research, analysis and writing phases of the
dissertation.

however,

The document review data

much of this

diverse and spans a broad range of topics,

data feeds into the core chapters on nurturance, spirituality,

community, nature, and economy

c.

is

as lived and experienced in the central Andes.

Participant Observation

A final method used is participant observation, wherein data gathering is via
first

hand involvement with a group of people, by spending time with

experiencing their

life in its cultural

context. This

was enacted when

I

participants and

visited

organizations’ head offices, field sites, and interacted with personnel. Such

participation

opened doors

to further contacts,

provided insights on the proximity of an

organization’s thinking and outreach to the indigenous communities and people

serves.

it

it

A close match between organizational thinking and the thinking of the people

serves can provide an indicator of high confidence on matters regarding their

particular expertise with indigenous people. Observation

was another means

I

used

conjunction with interviewing. This required a systematic noting and recording of
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in

events, behaviors, and artifacts that

I

used as a means of checking on interviews and

observing changes in body language and

mood

swings

that

could affect both the

spirit

and content of the interviews.

Data were gathered over the course of a three year period (see Appendix

A

for

a complete listing of interviews conducted, sites visited, sample selection type or the

kind of data generated, and the data collection methods implemented) and resulted

in

twenty-five phenomenological interviews with indigenous/mestizo individuals and

NGO representatives;

four focus group interviews with

Aymara and Quechua

participants from the altiplano and high valley region; nine elite interviews with

participation from the Bolivian vice-minister of education to public and private

university rectors and department heads; six different non-governmental organizations,
three of which

conducted

were

visited

more than once; and

at six private non-profit libraries

7

finally in-country

document reviews

as well as at the central library at the

University of Massachusetts, Amherst campus.

E.

An
into

initial interest in

Summary

of Chapter Findings

questions of identity and indigenous people in general led

my research on the concept of nurturance.

reciprocity that

is

this

human

It is

a process that

imposed or

grounded

or otherwise

is

-

in open, frank,

as a

see nurturance as a system of

and willing conversation with another

means of communicating

integral to the

alien to the

I

feelings, needs,

Andean Amerindian way of life,

way of thinking and

doing,
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it is

it is

part of life itself.

-

be

and longings.
neither

I

identified

four

windows through which

differences that

lie

to explore this notion further

and

to

bridge the cultural

between an Andean worldview and a western worldview.

The chapter on nurturance (chapter two) provides
the following chapters;

it

community well-being

in the

the glue that holds together

describes nurturance as the underlying engine for

Andean

region. Life in the

Andes comprises

the

intermingling of the spiritual, the social and the material under one global cosmology.
In this sense, there

is little

distinction

between the boundaries separating work,

ceremony, and celebration. Thus, an Aymara farmer
ceremoniously render tribute
neighbors to

and music,

till

to

in the

ritual

Lake Titicaca region might

Mother Earth before working with

his family

and

the soil for several hours, then stop for a feast of food, drink, laughter

all in

for this is that all

the

same day,

in the

of these elements

same

(i.e.,

field,

and with the same people. The reason

the spiritual, the social or

communal, and

the

reverence for nature) are inherent to the nurturing of life.

Nurturing of the spiritual (chapter three) opens up a world that
discussed in the development arena and one that
millions of people in the

is

is

rarely

central to the livelihoods of

Andes and elsewhere. The nurturing of the

spiritual implies

acceptance of a larger plan and an understanding of the order and place of things in the
world. Internalizing and understanding this larger whole allows people to have a sense

of what the boundaries

are. It

involves willful interaction with the principles and

virtues that interplay in people's daily lives.

The

effects

of social observance of a

defined set of principles and virtues that act as a moral compass for society has the

Procuring documentation in Bolivia has traditionally been problematic, obtaining permission and
access to these libraries served as a lesson in patience and perseverance, ultimately data obtained there
7

helped guide and direct future interviews and

site visits.
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potential of setting in

motion a

spiritually uplifting, socio-emotionally beneficial,

socially cohesive chain reaction within communities.

the inter-linked relationships found in the
are not isolated events.

They

Andean

are something like a

symbiotically on each other.

They

process an individual strives

for.

The reason

and

for this is that, like

social structure, spiritual principles

community of virtues

that act

are not achieved overnight; instead, they are a

Nurturing of the spiritual

in a practical

sense

provides both the grounding for society to function and a sense of hope for the
future.

The nurturing of community chapter (chapter
to discuss the

Andean system of social

Endogenous development begins with

four) provides a

organization, interaction and governance.

the

community, which

in turn is strengthened

and perpetuated through the sociocultural avenues of moral and
the young; a collective

clear sense of fairness

commitment

venue wherein

to service

spiritual

education of

and the fostering of such values

and justice as exemplified through

governance; and a sustainable means of livelihood that

is

in all; a

rotational democratic

grounded

in the millennial

system of reciprocity. This chapter identifies an area of overlap between Andean

cosmology and non-Andean worldviews by focusing on the concept of community
society. In this sense, the extent to

which

local

communities are vibrant and

in

alive

serves as an indicator of the health and vitality of a national community. In the Andes,

the

community

is

traditionally defined

diversity of explanations for

by

communal

the ayllu, a concept that embodies a rich

benefit (please refer to

of Andean terms used throughout the dissertation and
Amerindians' sense of community

may provide
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Appendix B

their definitions).

for a

list

The Andean

a particularly relevant system of

integration that

is

both worth learning about and engaging with in
the area of social

and economic development

The chapter on

for the

Andean

region.

the nurturing of nature (chapter five) brings to the
foreground

the relationship between people and the natural
environment as a
natural systems renewal and sustainability that

is

grounded

in a

means of addressing

deep reverence for the

natural world. This reverence for living beings and non-living
things hinges on the

sacredness of Araj-pacha (or the world below), Manqa-pacha (the world
above), and

Kai-pacha
instead

it

(the

is

world of here). Andean indigenous culture, however,

continuously changing. There

is less

reliance today

is

not

on nature

static;

for

providing food and a greater reliance on a market economy. Moreover, there are
increasing numbers of people flocking to the urban centers in search of work, and
there

a rising acceptance of western views and traditions.

is

do not preclude the

fact that

Andean Indigenous people continue

those elements within their world (both

and work from

there.

do with the innermost longing

of nature

is

modem

-

something of a

traditional) that

and choose

most

suit

them

spiritual

connection

-

one

that has

to return to one's origins. In this sense the nurturing

focused on the nurturing of an ecological

The nurturing of economy chapter

Andean

and

to pick

A thinning relationship to the land is kept alive through an

intangible desire for links to nature

to

Such changes, however,

ethic.

(chapter six) explores

some of the

aspects of

culture that are associated with the daily maintenance and upkeep required for

the survival of a people within a region. This chapter describes

reciprocity within the ayllu

community

as a

Andean systems of

means of approaching

market economic system and then discusses
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how changes

in the

a

non-money

economic

structures

of both rural and urban settings has shaped non-moneyed
based ayllu interactions. The
ayllu- based

and

economic system

is

only possible as a consequence of the social,

spiritual interconnectedness that links all

Elements contributing

people

in a social

to this include: the small-scale nature

social-economic-spiritual ritual connections between

political,

group together.

of ayllu communities;

community members;

the

consultative and rotational system of governance that ensures everyone's
participation
as well as everyone's potential to lead;

and above

all,

a permeating sense of nurturing

between community members.

The

final

on nurturance

-

chapter (chapter seven) brings closure to the dissertation by focusing

the lived experience of the

Andean Amerindians

construct for reinvigorating development in the

use of the

Andean Amerindian concept

in the

Andean

region.

I

-

as a powerful

critically explore the

development arena from an otherness

perspective and then propose engagement as a concept for the operalization of

nurturance into communities of scale. The process of engagement
nurturance and

life.

its

four elements as a

informed by

means of fostering and strengthening community

This process of nurturance allows for members of the

with one another and the potential to

is

human

species to interact

move Andean Amerindians and non- Andean

Amerindians towards a genuine understanding of another than one
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self.

CHAPTER 2

UYWANA 8 - WINA CHIY9 - CRIANZA 10 - NURTURING

.

.

."to nurture".

.

.

means

the affective attunement achieved

between the members of the Andean community (which
includes the runas [deities], maize, alpacas, winds, water, etc.)
in the regeneration of their Pacha (which can be understood
as
the 'lived world,’ the house that shelters us and of which

we

are

members).
(Rengifo, 1996,

p.

109 in Apffel-Marglin and

PRATEC)

A. Introduction
Nurturing

is

way of life

a

doing for others;

it

someone needier

[...and]

concept that was

bom

nature.

It is

Andean

is

service in

in the

its

Andes. Nurturing implies caring, loving, and

truest sense.

younger” (Fogel

It is

not simply the “caring for

& Melson,

1986,

p. 4).

Nurturing

is

a

of the symbiotic relationship that evolved between humans and

the quintessential spirit that represents the dignity and honor of the

people. Moreover,

it

has the potential to harmonize and unite people in their

differences while persevering and generally overcoming the challenges of an

otherwise harsh,

to

mgged and

ever-changing environment. Nurturing, then, can be said

have sprung forth from the extreme conditions

that

makes

life in

the

Andes so

harsh.

Nurturing

8

9

is

used in

Aymara word meaning,

Quechua word meaning,
10
Spanish word meaning,

this chapter as a unifying

"nurturing."
"nurturing."
"nurturing."
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concept around which various

themes are

fixed. This task is

ramifications.

A key point

made

in this

easier given

argument

its

is that

rich

Andean

heritage and multiple

nature transcends the

and reaches into the physical, the meta-physical, and the

human realm

spiritual via the nurturing

of

the world around us, the nurturing of ideas and the nurturing
of the practice of living.
It is

this versatility that renders the

concept of nurturing as a unifying force, one that

is

capable of enriching and informing development theory.

The concept of nurturing can be thought of as

falling into four different areas,

each having significant impacts on the nature and structure of traditional Andean
society as gleaned from the past, and each having the potential to inform and enrich
the current development discourse. Nurturance established itself in

Andean thinking

through fluid conversations with the world around them, including the

spiritual,

human, environmental and economic dimensions. These four dimensions arose within
a specific historical and social cultural context in pre-Columbian times and have since

been syncretized

Andean symbolisms

into a Catholic worldview.

are a reflection of these

as expressed today

two worldviews.

This chapter introduces the reader to the concept of Andean nurturing, what

is,

and the context from which

its

origins and

its

evolved

potential ramifications.

western thinking, attempts

Andean

it

to

society, highlight a

so as to provide a richer understanding of

-

It

also speaks of the logic of Andean and

demonstrate the importance of fostering nurturing

in

few non- Andean views on the concept of nurturing, and

finally provides a brief overview

it

of the four lenses through which nurturing will be

further explored in the chapters that follow.
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B.

The Context Wherein Andean Nurturing Came About

The jagged peaks,

steep sloping inclines, high mountain valleys,
plateaus, and

the great expanse of

Lake Titicaca

make up

range.

the

Andean

The

are all faces of the geologically recent event that

natural contours of the land

make

the

Andes unique

in

the variety of ecological niches and climatic conditions
that present themselves within

a reduced land area.

So diverse

that within “a short distance

to

are these conditions, particularly in the central Andes,

of [some] 200 linear kilometers

it

is

possible to find close

80 per cent of the 103 Zones of Natural Life proposed by Holdridge

planet

(cited in Valladolid, 1994a, p. 188).

farmers of old to work multiple fields

for the entire

Such unique conditions allowed Andean

at different elevations

and ecological zones.

This allowed them to “manage a diversified series of agricultural and animal-

husbandry cycles,

[as well as] a differentiation in the use

of manual labor for the

different productive cycles” (Albo, 1998, p. 15).

The very notion of ‘nurturing’ grew from

the agrarian nature of life in the

Andes. Andean people developed agricultural systems
labor investments

when compared with

that required intensive

human

other agrarian societies across space and time;

examples include the building of long-distance

irrigation channels across a

challenging topography, the building of retention walls for cultivating up the face of
slopes in excess of 30 and even 40 degrees. This occurred despite never having access

to agricultural technologies

soils for cultivation.

relations

were

such as the animal driven plow or simply,

The challenging conditions of the Andes meant

essential for survival.

These social

flat nutrient-rich

that social

relations are crucial to the continued

up-keep and maintenance of a multi-elevational control of the land, meaning the
cultivation of small land parcels at different elevations that enable farmers to
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grow

a

rich variety

of products (Golte, 1980). The underlying rationale

from the notion
for

it

that

humans painstakingly tend and

to bear fruit that in turn nourishes

institution

of nurturing,

for nurturing

comes

lovingly care for the land in order

humans. Over time, labor

in the sense that entire families

itself became

an

would work long hours next

to

others in order to get the most done within narrow planting seasons.
In this way, the

pre-Columbian Andean farmers were consistently able

manual labor

-

all

potential.

civilizations such as the

made them

make

the

most of their

Presumably, the focus on cooperation, service and reciprocity

contributing elements of nurturance

Amerindian’s capacity

to

Chavin

to

come

great and allowed

n
,

- allowed

for the flowering

the Tiahuanacotas

together in unity and

them

to survive

'

2
,

and the Inca

work

and prosper

for a

of advanced
13
.

It

was

the

common good that

in the face

of multiple

challenges.

To make

the

most of their generally nutrient-poor, small, inclined parcels

areas of scant rainfall required a high degree of ingenuity and organization.

in

They

developed complex cooperation and retribution systems, the domestication of a wide
variety of plants, and the transformation of their environment via terracing and

irrigation systems.

called the

1

These advancements, Jurgen Golte, a Peruvian anthropologist, has

“Andean organization”

The Chavin

culture started

(Golte, 1980, p. 25). Golte (1980) suggests that the

some 2400 years ago

in

what

is

today

modem day Pern. They are known

for their superb artwork, pottery and gold ornaments.
12

Tiahuanacotas were a pre-Columbian civilization

Their major center

is

south of Lake Titicaca in what

who
is

flourished between 1000 and 700 years ago.

today Bolivia. At the height of their glory they

extended through parts of modem day Bolivia, Pern, Argentina, and Chile.
13

Inca civilization started around 700 years ago until its demise with the coming of the Spaniards in
1532 under Francisco Pizarro. At the height of their administration the Tahuantinsuyu - as the Inca
called their territory - reached as far as present day Colombia, Ecuador, Pern, Bolivia, Argentina, and
Chile.
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notions of cooperation and retribution stemmed from
the need for labor. The fact that
the

Andean farmer made good use of vertical

productivity

-

also

climate zones

-

meant a farmer needed help during those

for increasing

critical

windows of

sowing, cultivation, and harvest that drive an agrarian society. Over
time these needs

became

part of the culture itself, with multiple people

on other’s help

by

to

accomplish the task

at

hand with an

and relations a person could rely
attitude that

was

marked

often

a spirit of joviality and playfulness even while accomplishing backbreaking
work.

Michael Ableman (1993), a North American organic farmer and photographer who
visited the village of Colquepata in the Peruvian Andes, graphically describes his

encounter with the concept of ‘nurturance’ while practicing

Up

at

almost 15,000 feet

people working together.

it

out in the

field.

He

says:

above the village] were a hundred
one side of an open valley the men were creating

[in the fields

On

a perfectly patterned field later to be

sown with

potatoes.

They worked with
wooden spade

the indigenous chaquitakla, a footplow that looks like a curved

with a metal blade, designed for turning sod in preparation for planting.
Working in teams, two men with foot plows sliced into the earth at a right
angle to each other and pulled back,

chunk of sod; a third person,
usually an older man or a child, would turn it over. Twenty or more teams
moved across the field with a speed, efficiency, and quality of work that no
tractor could equal - even if one existed that could negotiate these slopes.
lifting a

Women and children collected wild herbs while large pots
quinoa soup and potatoes.

By the

steamed with

men persuaded me to join in the
Pachamama (Earth Mother). Maybe

time the

plowing there had been several toasts to
was the altitude or the pure cane alcohol, but the unfamiliar
in

my hands,

and the vigorous pace of my teammates was

tool felt

it

awkward

difficult to

match.

had appeared an effortless dance turned out to be some of
the most strenuous work I had ever done. Even so, stopping often to eat and
drink, surrounded by joking and talking, by evening I felt I’d been at an all-day
party, not plowing a ten-acre field by hand (Ableman, 1993, p. 25)

What

Communal

as an observer

cooperation aimed

with a playful

spirit is still

at

accomplishing grueling hard work while combined

practiced in day-to-day activities of remote agrarian
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settlements across the Andes.

The
series

relationship with the land via the chacra 14

of natural cycles very

much

like those

means

that life is

observed in nature

(e.i.,

conceived as a

agricultural

cycle, rain cycle, calving cycle, etc.).

These cycles, moreover, are interdependent and

flexible. In this sense, life in the rural

Andes comprises

the spiritual and the material under one global
Puerta, 1997). For example, an

ritual

cosmology (Delgado

Andean farmer might

ceremony, and celebration. Instead these are

‘making chacra ,’

to nurturing,

and

to

mark

circles,

& Sanchez de

not distinguish between work,

all

cycles of

life that

are inherent to

life.

Offerings and celebrations as with

Andean

the intermingling of the social,

all

other cycles of

life

the agricultural cycle. These rituals often

with traditional

stemmed from

the

reverence held towards nature and a wish to please pachamama or ‘mother earth’

during the harvest periods in particular. Often these would consist of an offering in a

comer of the chacra

prior to harvesting

bounty of the harvest

at

where thanks-giving was offered

hand and requests made

for a prosperous

for the

one the following

year (Miranda, 1999). The concept of nurturing can then be said to stem from the close
relationship held

between people and nature. The

central

Andes

is

one of the centers of

agricultural innovation spanning

back

From

be a source of wealth, of life, of belonging;

the start, farming

comes

to

for several thousand years (Valladolid, 1994a).

the center of all activity. Consequently, nurturing from an

14

The Chacra

"is the

it

Andean perspective

was

at

is

piece of land where the peasant lovingly and respectfully nurtures plants, soils,
is all that is nurtured, thus the peasants

water, microclimates and animals. In the broader sense chacra

say that the llama

is

chacra of the huacas

the chacra that walks and
(i.e.,

from which wool

deities) that is the deities

who

1994a, p. 326).
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care

is

for,

harvested.

teach and

We ourselves are the

accompany us"

(Valladolid,

integrally related with the land,

and

one

that harbors a strong sense

of place; both in time

in space.

C. The Logic of Andean Nurturance
Mindfulness, a keen sense of observation for the needs of others (including
the
inanimate world around us [who

is us?]),

respect,

and cooperation are

all

virtues of

inclusiveness framing the Amerindian mentality of the Andes. This nurturing

inclusiveness involved a reverence and adherence to the land, for example, that

rendered

it

with a sense of sacredness. Pachcimama, the luminaries of the skies, the

waters of the rivers, lakes and oceans, and to a lesser extent the plants and animals that

provided them with sustenance

The environment
includes

man

is

all

had some

spiritual significance.

considered to be living and [an] animated whole that

himself. Basing oneself on a cosmocentric vision [of the world],

the natural environment imposes itself on

man, and he ingeniously adapts

to

the natural processes (Huarachi, 1992a, p. 210).

To say

that the

Andeans saw

in their

world an animated whole

is

problematic, concept for a western mind. The reason being that

it

a puzzling, if not a

is

not as simple as

saying that science, as exemplified through the Copemican Revolution, differentiated
the rational thinking operandis. Rather, western science revitalized the

classics

(i.e.,

wisdom of the

Hellenistic philosophy) wherein the principles of logic take

on a

character of supra-cultural or super-cultural dominance over other thinking processes

(Estermann, 1998). In other words, what has
rational thought is

based on "a

necessary' [when in fact this

set

come

to

be recognized as western

of logical principles

may be]

that are 'immutable

and

questioned as 'culturally determined' and of
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relative value" (Estermann, 1998, p. 112). Several

have been the philosophers

who

have questioned the very legitimacy of 'western rational thought' as the only
path
leading to knowledge, including Cardinal Nicolas of Cusa (1401-1464),
Blaise Pascal

(1623-1662), and Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) to
challenges being that the logic of 'cultural relativity'

name

is

One of the

a few.

central

not represented uniformly

across time. Another being that representations of 'other non-westem' forms of logic
are

measured against the standard of western

The Aymara and Quechua
term to the Greek word logike or
representing

it.

conceivable of looking

an effort

to better

cosmology,

[.

.

cultures, for

'logic,'

example, do not have an equivalent

not even a concept that comes close to

Thus, from a purely technical standpoint the Hellenistic logical

perspective misses entirely the

in

logic.

.]

at the

Andean thinking

process.

Chinese

-

said this,

it

is

basic structural patterns of 'non-western' rational process

understand the culture in question. Thus, "every thought,

myth and

faith

have

their 'logic,' a certain

(rational normativeness)" (Estermann, 1998, p. 113) that

In this sense,

Having

Andean

logic has

much more

in

form of intellectual

need not be western

common with

logic than with western thought. Joseph

Eastern

-

relation

in form.

in particular

Needham, one of the

west's

foremost scholars on Chinese civilization began in 1954 a work that has continued

even

after his passing in 1995.

remarkably similar

to

His contributions on Chinese science and thinking are

endogenous Abya

Yala'- philosophical thought

-

and

Cuna (Indigenous people of Panama) term that refers to the American (North, Central,
South) continent in its entirety. The term meaning literally: abya "earth" and yala "in the fullness of
maturity," "mature mother" or "mature virgin" was suggested by the Aymara leader Takir Mamani in
1977 when it was accepted by the World Council for Indigenous Peoples as the preferred term for
15

Abya Yala

is

a

Americas and proposed that all indigenous people use it in their written documents
adopted
and oral statements as a means of alluding to one common ancestral heritage. Since then it was
(abyayala.org, 2002).
as a term by indigenous people and associations throughout the Americas
referring to all of the
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consequently Andean thinking as well. In addition, there

is

a striking racial and

genetic resemblance between the Indigenous people
of the Americas and those of the

Far East, in particular what

is

modem

day Mongolia (Estermann, 1998).

Comparisons between Andean and Asian cultures
fueled

by

starting

the Bearing Strait hypothesis,

from eastern Asia

(i.e.,

are not new. In fact,

it is

which suggests sustained waves of migration

roughly corresponding

to

modem

day Mongolia)

trekking across the then isthmus of Bearing entered the vast territories of
the

Americas. Archeological evidence strongly suggest that eastern Asians peopled the

Americas

starting

some 20,000

years ago and reaching the southern tip of Chile as

early as 14,000 years ago (Parfit

& Garrett, 2000; Estermann,

1998). Linguists,

moreover, have found stmctural similarities between the Quechua/Aymara and North

Asian languages (Japanese,

for

example 16 ) (Hakola, 1989; Perlmutter, 1984;

Estermann, 1998; Ruhlen, 1994); evidence that further strengthens the Bearing

Strait

hypothesis. This provides a plausible explanation for similarities in worldviews and

thinking patterns, not the least of which

the

Andes

the world

mountain/valley,

etc.

is

is

the notion of ying-yang. In the East and in

conceived of in pairs: male/female, hot/cold, light/darkness,

wherein each element and living thing has

its

own means

for

survival.

16

Reference to

especially

this similarity

among

between Andean languages and North Asian

university trained indigenous Bolivians.

One of my

is

common knowledge

interviewees, a nurse practitioner

working near the city of Cochabamba, is an Aymara man from the altiplano region. In our discussion
the issue of language came up and he surfaced this common knowledge by simply saying: “Yes, some
say that Aymara and Japanese are more difficult [to learn], right? - In effect he was alluding to the fact
these

two are similar

in

many

ways.
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D. Nurturance and

Role

its

in

Andean

Societies

Nurturance evolved into a highly integrated worldview that
takes place via
conversations and mutual acts of giving and receiving between
humans and other
‘beings’ such as mountains, stars, plants, animals and others.

Eduardo Grillo (1994), Grimaldo Rengifo (1994), and

example agree

that

conversation’ or ‘dialogue’

is

Andean

scholars such as

Julio Valladolid (1994a), for

essential for nurturance to take

place. Dialogical relationships connote “attentiveness and sensitivity
to enable the

nurtured one to grow into the fullness of life.
for [others] nurtures

oneself- [and] allows the nurturer

and growth” process (Apffel-Marglin with
conversation

is

[...] [t]he

PRATEC,

very act of nurturing, of caring
to participate in the unfolding

1996,

p. 32). In this sense,

the vehicle for nurturance and, because conversation

process, nurturing and allowing oneself to be nurtured implies there

is

a

two-way

change as both

is

nurturer and nurtured-one mutually influence one another. This process necessarily

involves patience, determination, caring and the need for a cheerful attitude given that
these, in turn, affect the

outcomes of our nurturing, be

it

with the land, with animals or

with other people (Chambi, 1998a).
Inherent to the nurturing principle

minka, as reciprocity

is still

is

referred to in the

is

the notion of reciprocity.

Aymara and Quechua languages

pervasive in remote and isolated villages where community

the chacra. In like manner, this reciprocity overflows into

person nurtures a

field

The ayni

through his labor, the

animals raised therein. Alpaca herders are

all

life

facets

field itself is nurtured

known

to say “[j]ust as

respectively,

revolves around

of life.

by the

we

When

a

plants and

nurture the

alpacas, the alpacas nurture us” (Rengifo, 1996, p. 109 in Apffel-Marglin with
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or

PRATEC).

This process of mutual nurturance provides a renewal
to

otherwise not be possible.

mutual nurturance

the

is

As independent beings

means by which

life

in

nurturance” (Apffel-Marglin with

can regenerate

PRATEC,

In this sense, “[t]he

a fundamental verity of nurturing,

saying: “[t]o care and be cared for are fundamental

them a

itself.

1996, p. 36). Nell Noddings (1992), a

renowned North American educator resonates

common

our interactions with other beings,

— both human and non-human — cannot happen without

regeneration of life

cared for by other

would

life that

human beings”

in familial

human

(p. xi). In this sense,

needs.

We all need to be

nurturing relationships are most

environments where the close association of blood relatives makes

natural starting point for giving and receiving care, love, and respect.

What

other reciprocal arrangements can be established outside of family relations?

1.

a.

Various Andean Reciprocal Arrangements

"Compadrazgo"

A common vehicle for reciprocity is through the institution of compadrazgo
one

that originally

society.

come from Spain

Compadrazgo

takes place

but that today

when

is

,

an integral part of Andean

a family establishes firm ties that cement a

friendship relationship with another, thereby asserting that they are almost blood-

relatives.

This process generally involves a ceremony where a couple becomes

‘godparents’ of another’s children,

who

in-tum become ‘godchildren’ of the

system of compadrazgo provides a safety net

Andes believe

that the

at

various times in

life.

Many

accumulation of relationships increases a person’s

time and their responsibility

in the

community.
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It is

first.

This

in the

status over

therefore well seen to increase

one’s relations either through marriage or
through the compadrazgo system (Albo,
1998).

b.

The Notion

of Pairs

Recent findings in the

field

of developmental psychology corroborate the

importance of establishing and fostering strong-knit family and
next

to family

relations as highly desirable learning environments for children
in particular. Harris

(1998), an innovative developmental psychologist asserts, “a group

environment of a child”
characterize an

“learn

how

to

Andean

(p. 357). In this case, the

’

the natural

nurturing relationships that

village provide the ideal nesting ground for children

behave outside the home by becoming members

with, a social group

is

(Harris, 1995, p. 482).

Extended families,

of,

who

and identifying

in this sense, generally

provide a supporting network of people that can help mold the “experiences in

childhood and adolescent peer groups [and

ways they
in,

will carry with

Andeans -

as well as

harmony through union

them

to

that]

modify children’s personalities

adulthood” (Harris, 1998,

p. 359).

in

As adulthood

sets

most every other culture on the face of this world - seek
(pairing) or marriage.

The notion of pairs

is

very grounded in Andean thinking. For example,

decision-making can only take place when both the male and female qualities work
unison. In like manner, life’s chores are nurtured

by the sharing of responsibilities.

Fathers, mothers, children, grandparents and even non-family relations

specific roles in the

community depending on
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in

their acceptance

by

all

have

the collective group.

A Peruvian

farmer counsels his niece on the need to find a

new husband,

using this

very Andean vision of natural harmony, saying:

You have
the

have support

to

your son,

to raise

calves, the house. ...In life

little

not one alone, you

graveolens ] there
officinalis ] has a

know

is

all

to nurture the chacra, to nurture

goes in pairs, male and female, there

well that in the plants

male, and there

female sage,

it

is

is

the

it is

also female, the

same with

is

like that: the rue [Ruta

male sage [Salvia

the small carnation [clavelina

and female, much more with the animals and the
j aquis [person
responsibility and obligations to his/her community]. It is just the

spP-li rnale

with

full

same with
sea, are

the mountains,

all have a partner
males and females; the 'warawara

[...]; in

the rivers, the lakes, the

’

[stars], the

wind, the clouds also

The departed also have to accompany each other in pairs, you
know that when they are lonely in order for them not to suffer, a partner has
be found for them (Jimenez, 1995, p. 129).
live like this.

to

This quote exemplifies the deep-rooted view that exhorts us to maintain harmony in
nature and in

human

nature.

An Andean worldview

balance and harmony; one aspect of this view

is

asserts an inherent respect for

exemplified in an understanding of

the world around us in terms of pairs from deities (sun/moon, earth/sky) and to plants

and animals (male/female). Nurturing, from the standpoint of a world
likened to a safety net, as

it

is

one who nurtures receives nurturing and the

harmony

c.

in

harmony with

cultivates nurturing,

can be

easier for a couple to face the challenges of life together

than alone and each in their separate ways. In addition, nurturing

when conducted

in pairs,

and

effects

a

two-way path:

of nurturing can be multiplied

one's pair; thus, pairing begets

in the

is

harmony and

Andes, nurturing sustains

life.

Nurturance and the “Chacra”

The farmer’s viewpoint,

in the previous

quote

is

very

much

in line

seminal concept of nurturing and allowing oneself to be nurtured. Alas,
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with the

life in

the

Andes, whether

in pairs or not, revolves

around the chacra and the chacra
,

ultimately where nurturance begins,

Thus, understanding what

is

is

taught and learned

by

new

the

is

generations.

chacra from an Andean perspective seems reasonable

at

this time.

Gutierres and Cardona,

who worked on

two agronomists from

the University of

San Simon

the regeneration of hydric cycles in the Bolivian altiplano, describe

the term in these words:

Chacra or

‘make chacra ...is a common objective that connects the realm of
the collective to the realm of the individual, at the same time that it articulates
the relationship between man, nature, and the spiritual - thereby setting up its
to

agrocentric roots.

To make chacra

implies there

surrendering and sacrifice as well as a
standpoint,

it

is

movement

pleasure, worry,

in time

and space; from

possible to understand that to ‘make chacra

happening of life

common

is will,

itself.

As

’

is

this

the very

the concept of ‘making chacra constitutes a
’

all the principles that mold a community, revolve
These principles are equality and fairness that lead to
communal stability and become the basis for the regeneration of life. [. .]As
the concept of ‘making chacra constitutes a common objective, then, too, it

around

objective, then

this principle.

.

’

becomes

a connector that joins the

interests are

common

guarantee the continuity of life

Such a passage extols the impact

The chacra
the one

is

the stage on

community and

the family, given that the

and these are aspects of life that
(Gutierrez & Cardona, 1998, p. 135).

to the collective,

that the

chacra has on traditional community

which the performance of a

nature-filled life is played;

symbol harnessing the allegiance of Andean people

harmony with nature and one

Women play a central

life.

it

is

for living a life in

another.

role in the nurturing cycles of life and regeneration

primarily because they are the caretakers of the home, family, field and animals, and
thus the repositories of the knowledge and traditions of old that are needed in order to
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maintain community harmony. Victor Apasa Justo, a
Peruvian Andean farmer, refers
to the role

of women

In the

in the nurturing

of the chacra as follows:

chacra the work of men

always with the wiri (hoe-like tool for
we break the land and the women help
turn over the earthen clods, in the sowing we open the
holes and the women
are the ones to deposit seed, place the fertilizer, gives
earth to the plants,

working the

is

land), in the fallow-fields

it is

they

who

attend to the chacra, because pachamama (mother earth) is
not
suspicious of women, women are junt ’u ampara (hot hand, meaning
the

powers of reproduction and regeneration), for this reason they are able to
be
reached and able to withstand the errands, while we men have cold hands,
we
don t measure ourselves, we don’t know how to appropriately give earth to the
plant, if we do it, we do it in a hurried manner, while women have
patience,
(quoted in Chambi, 1998a, p. 166).

The

role

of women and

perspective that

into the giving

the

way

for the

men

in the

harmony comes

of seed

-

working of the chacra follows the Andean

in pairs.

the giving of life

sowing of seed

Women's
-

role as nurturers translates directly

while the role of men

to take place.

It is

is

that

of preparing

noteworthy that while the role and

expectations of women are centered around the nurturing of children, family and
crops, the role of men

is

not barred to nurturance.

Men

are very

much

a part of the

nurturing equation going back to ancient times. In this regard, contemporary

developmental psychologists

of competence as
p. 53). In the

distinct

Andean

young’ but extended
detracts

assert,

“both sexes possess the ability (used in the sense

from performance)

context, however,

to all aspects

from men’s role as

that is

young” (Fogel

men’s nurturance was not limited

et al., 1986,

to ‘the

of life. The nurturing role of women in no

nurturers.

Both aspects are needed

(men) and the planting of seed (women). In

symphony

to nurture the

this

the tilling of soil

way, both form part of a greater

harmoniously nurturing and nurtured
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—

way

at

the

same

time.

The nurturance of individuals within
the leaven

by which persons achieved

a

community was

traditionally

their highest potential in terms

viewed as

of service

to

themselves, their families and their communities.
Essential to any nurturing practice

is

the use of dialogue, receptivity, sharing and even
thinking aloud (Noddings, 1984). In
the western tradition, nurturing might imply “a loyalty
to relationship... .[while

honoring] the dignity of each person and [the] desire to see
that person enjoy a fully

human

life

(Starratt,

1994,

p. 52). In

dialogue to restore harmony, such as
practices. If the natural

by

harmony

a similar

when

spirit,

Andean communities would

a person broke from traditional

broken, “if nature

is

is

not treated well,

treating people badly; there will be plague, drought or

ah, 1999, p. 5).

An Aymara woman

youth and the consequences

it

may react

bad harvests” (Haverkort

recalls a cohabitation relationship she

befell

the neighbors and extended family

it

norms and

had

et

in her

on her and the community. She remembers how

came

to a council

of sorts and how.

.

Asking for permission, everyone spoke of us, they did not see well that we
would have gone together without the consent of the families, the KolloAchachilas [mountain
‘That

is

deities], the

Pachamama [mother

the reason everything has gone

the chacras have suffered so

animals.’ ‘The seeds

much. For

(Quoted

instruments for arriving

wawa

earth] and others.
you two,’ they said, ‘why

that reason there is

[infant;

damage

in the

strongly to the earth, for this

one she miscarried],’ someone

Jimenez, 1995, pp. 113-114).

in

At the heart of this passage

for

weaken and have not taken

reason the earth has taken her
else said

wrong

is

at a

the

message

that consultation

and dialogue are

consensual agreement. Moreover,

conversant process by which harmony can be reached be

exemplifies a

this in the

material, and/or the spiritual realms, as these are ultimately
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it

all

essential

human, the

interconnected.

Non-Andean Views on Nurturing

E.

Nurturing
in their thinking

is

not unique to the Andes, and as such

Andean people

are not alone

of natural interdependence and nurturance. Noddings
(1992), suggests

our lives are interdependent with those of nonhuman animals
and plants”

Developmental psychologists, Fogel and Melson (1986), went even
suggesting that “the choice of nurturant object can be divided into

They

(p. 57).

identify these groups as nurturing “between

animals, plants, [and] the land.

work”; and finally
p. 57).

that

.

.”;

further in

at least

four groups”

humans”; “directed

“physical objects such as

of “intellectual and

(p. 126).

art

to

or the products of

spiritual potential” (Fogel

& Melson,

1986,

Such pronouncements on the nurturant object broaden the scope of the meaning

of nurturance and open the

way

for conceptualizing alternative

ways of nurturance

in

our every endeavor. Noddings, again, “points towards the realization that the quality

of life cannot be separated from
realize, too, that

p. 126).

It is

we

still

have much

here, at the juncture

focus of human

life,

‘the conditions that nurture other living things,

to learn about optimal conditions for life”’(1992,

between the fostering of relationships

as a central

the need to live in dignity, and the potential to improve on one’s

condition, that “nurturing” and “development” cross paths.

Melson

and

To

this

end Fogel and

attest that:

Nurturance can be applied to a wide variety of endeavors

that seek to

enhance

the developmental potential of other humans, or even animals or objects

we

[.

.

.]

can conceptualize nurturance as following a life-long developmental path

(Fogel

& Melson,

1986, preface).

Central to the nurturance argument, then,

ordeal; rather, nurturance

is

is

the fact that

it

is

not an easy one-time

a challenging life-long developmental process. Fogel and
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Melson (1986)
cultural

raise the point that transcends

norms and perspectives.

in contributing to the

from peace building

any academic discipline and cut across

In addition, “nurturance”

is

acknowledged

blossoming of human potentials under multiple
circumstances,

to education,

and environmental studies (refer

women’s

to

studies and psychotherapy to psychology

Hampton, 1996; Noddings, 1992, 1984; Wood,

1994; Greenberg-Edelstein, 1986; Harris, 1998, 1995; Haverkort
such, “nurturance”

the

development

is

as central

et ah,

1999).

As

a powerful working concept, one that can contribute and
enrich

concept that has been implemented so zealously over the course of

the last half-century.

Non- Andean views on nurturance have generally come from

the motherly

sense of nurturing associated with child rearing and family sustenance. While this
intuitively familiar to

much of the

world,

it

has the potential

-

for well

is

documented

reasons - of delegating nurturance to a lower stature than traditional masculine
concepts. Such thinking has been prevalent throughout history.

advent of the feminist movements - and even then only in the
timid steps were taken

expected, then, that

from the

field

that greater recognition

much of the

was afforded

last

to

only since the

two decades when

women.

literature discussing nurturing in the

of female academic achievement. Instead, nurturance

viewed as a cyclical non-gendered process. Some noteworthy

view are acknowledged

in

Table 4 on the following page.
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It is

west

of education, child developmental psychology and nursing,

traditional bastions

is

-

It is

is

to

be

coming

all

in the

Andes

characteristics of this

Table 4

-

Characteristics of traditional

Andean nurturance

Mutual interdependence

for survival engenders a strong sense
of family, clan communal solidarity,
urturance as a fluid conversation between multiple
agencies affecting life. The agrarian nature of
ndean life leads to an understanding of the world
as cyclical in nature. This in turn, became
tantamount to conversing with the various aspects of
a person’s life.
•
•

•

Nurturance engenders a culture of cooperation in a spirit
of service.
Nurturing fosters a universal sense of reciprocity
wherein the joy in helping others results
giving more to others, while at the same time one
receives more from others.
Nurturance is a demonstration of respect, solidarity, and caring
all in one.

•

Nurturance

is

•

Nurturance

is

in

one

a duty.

•

tantamount to worship as it can be a conversation with the agencies
that an individual
comes into contact with be these other humans, the land, ideas, or
deities such as the land and sky.
Nurturance is a mechanism for maintaining and fostering natural
and social harmony. When
harmony or (dignity) is broken it is amended via dialogue, and often involving
the community
J as a
whole.

•

Nurturance also establishes roles for the female
these

human,

spirit

and

”

"

Prepared by C. Genge

These characteristics point

to a deep-seated

one individual person. They point
greatest spiritual beings in

held by

all

for the masculine spirit in

all

agencies be

natural, spiritual or otherwise.

"

connection with a power greater than any

connection with the land,

to a

in this case

Andean cosmology, pachamama. The deeply

members of a community towards

the pacha

makes

it

one of the

felt solidarity

possible to transcend

individual differences and ultimately seeks to live a life of mutual cooperation, while

generally in

harmony with nature and

F.

Symbols
ideologies.

their social networks.

Nurturing

as

Manifested

by

all

human

are created

Common

symbols

in

many

in

Andean Symbolism

societies; they represent values, beliefs

cultures around the world

may be

and

the ‘six

pointed star of David’ a symbol of Judaism; ‘the red cross’ symbolizing ambulance,
hospital or medical treatment of some kind; and ‘a golden ring on the ring finger’

symbolic of marriage. For the Andean people of old, the world and everything
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in

is

it

was symbolic

in

some way and by studying ethnographic diagrams of
17
emic

representations of Andean cosmology, one can gain
valuable insights into the thinking,
cultural views,

and reflections associated with the symbolism of old
(Grebe, 1995-

1996). In this light,

themes

I

use a series of Andean cultural symbols to represent
the four

I

discuss in the chapters ahead.

The symbols come from

a drawing from

around 1613 by an indigenous nobleman named Joan de Santa
Cruz Pachacuti Yamqui
(see

Appendix

C). Pachacuti

educated by Spanish monks.

Yamqui was bom
As

conquest of the Incas and

after the

a devout Christian, he

was very

willing to

demonstrate the great parallels that existed between Inca cosmology and Christianity,

sometimes

of over emphasizing some aspects over others

at the cost

(Isbell, 1978).

Needless to say, his hand illustrated book, Relation de Antigiiedades deste Reyno del
Piru (The account of the antiquities of this kingdom of Pem)

few original source documents known on the Incas and
referred to in this chapter include Felipe

governance)

(ca.,

first

is

one of the

de Ayala's hand written book

new

chronicle and good

1613), and Garcilaso de la Vega's El Inca (the Inca)

Pachacuti Yamqui's drawing

is

their empire; others not

Guaman Poma

El Primer Nueva Coronica y Buen Gobierno (The

1613),

(ca.,

(ca.,

1609).

representative of the cosmic order, the dual

natures, the symmetrical relationships, the division of gender roles, and reciprocity

and complementarily
from top

17

Emic

to

make up Andean

bottom by an imaginary cosmic

analysis refers

view” or

that

to put

it

to, in

differently,

thinking.

The drawing

line at the top

is

of which

divided in half

is

viracocha

18

-

the

words of a renown anthropologist, “seeing things in the actor’s point of
that “our formulations of other people’s symbol systems must be actor-

the

oriented” (Geertz, 1973, p. 14).
18

Virachoca, however

Yamqui was

is

not the creator as

stretching the

meaning of his

much

as the father of the

cultural icons in order to
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Sun God.
fit

In this sense Pachacuti

Christian values and beliefs.

Inca portrayal of the creator
five stars

the

of Orion. Below

human

-

who

of the Southern Cross. Under these

the terraces of the

and wealth. This central axis

fertility

represented by a great ellipsis over which are the

this are the four stars

Below them,

couple.

is

is

kingdom which

is

signify agrarian

representative of the three levels of Aymara

cosmology: araj-pacha (the high ground of the

stars),

kai-pacha (the middle ground of

men), and manqha-pacha (sub-ground or underground of the wild
animals and the
spirits

is

of water and music) (Grebe, 1995-1996). Everything infused by the male

found to the

spirit. In this

left

way

of the axis and everything on the

a delicate balance

is

spirit

right is infused with a female

maintained between the three spheres and their

male and female counterparts.
Achieving and sustaining cosmic balance

Andean people

to act,

and action

is

themes

I

These

traditional

It is

Andean world. Representing

have chosen four icons from Pachacuti Yamqui's drawing

in the chapters ahead.

terraces

what compels the

seen in the light of nurturance.

that nurturing is a unifying concept in the

concept,

is

are: the sun, the couple, the

in this sense

the nurturing

that link the

young

tree,

and the

of the kingdom or the chacra.

The Inca sun
(chapter three).

is

the

symbol

for the chapter

The nurturing of the

spirit

conversation with the very soul of Andean

on the nurturing of the

or of the spiritual dimension

-

and for

that matter,

spirit

is

a

any society

- life. It

reaches into the innermost questions for being, living and dying. The spiritual lens

enables us to understand the

Andean people’s

infusing dignity and honor on

point, not an endpoint.

The

life.

basis for constructing

meaning and

In this sense, the nurturing of the spirit

spiritual

is

a starting

dimension, was not only important for the
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Andeans;

it

was

and, for most

humans on

fundamental building block upon which

the face of the planet, continues to be
a

life is

The human couple, male and female,

human

is

constructed, explained and lived.
the icon represented in the chapter on

nurturance or interpersonal development (chapter four).

It is

here, within the

realm of people, of family and relations that nurturance
makes the most intuitive
sense. Nurturance in this arena

for the

smooth

is

a working tool with vast potential, for

is

it

a vehicle

interaction of people regardless of economic, cultural, or
political

background.

The young

tree in Pachacuti

on ecological nurturance (chapter
conversations between

five).

humans and

image-laden with nature and

its

Yamqui's drawing

chose to represent the chapter

The focus of this chapter

Andean cosmology

nature.

potential to bear

drawing of Andean cosmology alludes

I

to nature

fruit.

is

is

centered on the

very graphic and

In fact, Pachacuti

and the natural world

Yamqui's

in reference to

and the renewal of life. The strong sense of balance and harmony

fertility

evident in early drawings

Aymara

was

also exemplified in

that is

my own field conversations with

farmers and emphasized in their strong ethic of respect and admiration for the

natural world.

The

terraces

of the kingdom or the chacras of prosperity

and the sources of sustenance

in times

economic nurturance (chapter

six).

conceptualization of the

work

ethic

in times

of scarcity are the symbol chosen

Economic nurturance

is

based on a

is

to refer to

re-

and a re-thinking of the purpose and reason

working. The notion that work and the work ethic can be nurtured
concept, one that

of abundance

foreign to the west, and

is
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is

for

a very indigenous

achieved through conversation with the

inanimate world around

west might

us.

The Andeans

call labor, capital

for survival in the harsh

portray an alternative vision of what the

and investment

Andean

that

stems from the social ramifications

highlands. This vision might be called ‘investment

for well being’ as exemplified through the
material

otherwise spiritual principle that

and economic aspects of an

when implemented and

lived has ramifications at the

material and inanimate levels as well.

G. Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was

to provide the reader

the term "nurturing" or "nurturance" as

it

with a working knowledge of

constitutes the central concept alluded to

both explicitly and implicitly in the chapters that follow.

The symbols chosen

human

couple, the

young

to represent the four areas

tree,

of nurturing are the sun, the

and the chacra. These symbols were chosen

as a

of enriching our discussion, for the icons are pregnant with ethnographic and
meaning. Through these icons

I

imbue

my research and

findings with one

of cultural wealth. The cultural experiences of Andean people that
potential to provide the opportunity to glimpse a different

my hope that a different

lens

on

life

can also serve

development model while opening up the potential
possibilities that are latent,

intently

level

the

about

life. It is

to strengthen the western

for reaching out into the horizon of

though untapped. The following chapters will focus more

on each of these four dimensions,

my own research,

way of going

spiritual

more

we have

means

and their contribution

to

as they are understood from the literature,

an alternative vision of development.
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CHAPTER 3

NURTURING OF THE SPIRITUAL

/Sun God, from

I

believe that

God, and
blessing.

I

God

.Oi--

a

drawing

is

one,

also venerate

The

(c.a.

1613)

[...]. I

19

believe in this one and lonely

my Mother Earth,

truth is that

God

exists

and

asking her for her

that in this

world the

Achachilas, our protectors, exist too.

(Aymara woman quoted

in Jorda, 1981)

A. Introduction

Andean cosmology
need

to achieve

2000; Marzal

is filled

harmony between

et al.,

1996).

To

this

with allusions to the spiritual nature of life and the

the spirit essence and the world at large (Medina,

end colorful and elaborate ceremonies and

have been consecrated for thousands of years

festivals

in order to ritually safeguard the

physical and spiritual wellbeing of the family, the community, and the environment.

The Amerindians’ deep commitment

to the spiritual aspects

19

of life allows them

to

was the Quechua name of the Sun-God and the embodiment of “masculine virtues, such as war or
p. 27). Andean cosmology continually makes reference to complementarity
and the pairing of opposites, in this sense, the sun's counterpart or complementary part is the Moon-God
or the embodiment of feminine virtues. According to one account of Inca tradition, Inti was the first
descendant of Virachocha - the androgenous creator God - and the celestial power presiding over the
empire (i.e. the Tahuantinsuyu or the four comers of the earth emanating from the 'naval' or center of
the world; Cuzco). The sun portrayed here comes from Pachacuti Yupanqui's representation of the Inca
religious system. The Incas incorporated existing belief systems into their own, attributing their spiritual
ancestry to that of the ancient Tiahuanacotas of the Lake region (Morell & Garrett, 2002).
Inti

hunting” (Andrien, 2001,
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explore realms not generally explored in the west.

The Western conception of nurturing of the
‘God loves

us’

nurturance.

The Andean worldview, on

of a

spiritual

been

to

1998,

and ‘God protects

dimension

to life.

Andean Amerindians

Apaza

et ah,

us;’

we

could say

spiritual is

more along

this is a unidirectional

the other hand,

is fully

the lines of

sense of

accepting and engaging

These worldviews, however beneficial they may have

in the past, are

today under threat of disappearing (Albo,

1999; Medina, 2000). The effects of global economic market

patterns, the increase in population together with land tenure/use
injustice, and a

mushrooming trend towards consumerism
central

Andes. All

that kept the

are

all

building a materialist society in the

this in turn, contributes to the erosion

Andean Amerindian people

the development industry, while

in social

mandated

to

of the traditional social fabric

and economic balance. In

work towards

contrast,

the building and

strengthening of communities so as to promote ‘social and economic prosperity,’ has

done

little

but exacerbate prevailing injustices, disparities, and in some cases peoples’

very survival (Sachs, 1992; Escobar, 1998; Esteva, 1992; Dahl
is

within a spiritual and principled context that

alternative in establishing

Andean

some of the foundations

& Megerssa,

spiritual nurturance

for the

1998).

It

poses an

promotion of the prosperity

of humankind.

To

date, publicity statements

have made some reference

to the

example, World Bank, 2000;

documents
little

in the

development arena

need for indigenous ideological presence

UNDP,

differs substantially

and policy documents

1998).

from the

However, the

institution's

(see, for

rhetoric presented in such

on-the-ground practice. There

is

reference to the practical implementation of traditional values in the enhancement
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of development practice with the exception of
Grille

PRATEC,

et all.,

(1994) and other works by

a Peruvian based non-governmental organization.

This research attempts to open up the discussion of
spirituality, beliefs and
values. In doing so,

am

I

my earlier research on nurturance

building on

as

it

relates to

learning and cultural knowledge transmission and retention
(Genge, 2001); tapping
into existing research

al

»

on Amerindian

199 6; van den Berg

& Schiffers,

spirituality as

manifested?

life in

the

is

al.,

What does

Why is the 'nurturing of the spirit'
How can the

et

1994).

'nurturing of the spiritual'?

Andes?

occurs in the Andes (Marzal

1992); and looking to the past for a vision of the

future (Medina, 2000, 1994; Grillo et

What

it

it

constitute?

important?

How

How does

it

is it

interface with

'nurturing of the spiritual' contribute to the

enhancement of the theory and practice of development?
This research explores these questions by looking

at three

major processes

linked to the nurturing of the spiritual: (1) determining what nurturing of the spiritual
is in

and

the

Andean

context; (2) delineating

(3) identifying

can contribute

its

role

and influence on

to the

prudent to understand what

it

attributed to religious practice

while

spiritual

development discourse.

In order to understand the spiritual nature

-

the Andes;

avenues whereby the concept of Andean nurturing of the

B. Nurturing of the Spiritual in the

daily affairs

life in

this

is

Andean Context

of Andean cosmology

grounded on. In the west,

and dogma, which tend

may not be

the case
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all

to

the time,

it

would seem

spirituality is often

be separate from a person's

it

has been a growing trend

since the

Copemican Revolution 20

intertwined with every aspect of
constitutes in the

practitioners.

The

Andes by

it

to

themes

that are

of ’God,’ for example,

is

the

Andes, on the other hand,

is

a

God

exist

Quechua

the

is

in

many of

Andean perception of God? And how do such views
Digging deeper, does a

it?

Andean Conception

of

if

these exist?

God

Andean conception of God and how does

it

affect the

Aymara and

peoples' worldview? This question has no clear answer, according to the

accounts of the

names given

first

chroniclers of the 16

to the creators

'the creator'

and

represented

all

'the

th

and 17

th

centuries, there are four deity

of the sun, the universe and the natural phenomenon:

Cons, Pachacama, Viracocha and

20

to western religious

element

and what might be other conceptions

1.

What

common

common

color their vision of the world and their interaction with

concept such as

is

Let us begin this exploration of what spirituality

life.

relating

centrality

the world’s religions; what

Spirituality in the

.

Ilia Tecce.

Of these,

supreme maker' (Aguirre, 1986,

Viracocha, was attributed as

p. 9)

“whose divine personage

opposing forces of nature - sun and moon, male and female, day and

The people of pre -renaissance Europe

Copemican Revolution shared very
similar beliefs and practices towards the contingent world to those of Andean Amerindians.
However, the year 1543 marked the beginning of a shift in European thinking when
Copernicus' De Revolutionibus Orbium Caelestium (The Revolution of Celestial Spheres)
marked the origins of the modem west. In it Copemicous skillfully argued and mathematically
pronounced that the world was not fixed but that it revolved around the sun (Kuhn, 1971), he
initiated a new cycle, a whole new way of thinking. This new cycle was not based on blind
superstition and adherence to custom but rather on the power of the human intellect and
prior to the

reasoning, through science, in order to transcend the darkening lenses of an all-encompassing
social system.

church and

The

state

ideas put forth in his

and contribute

to a

book would eventually

growing

lead to the separation of

trend wherein an individual's daily affairs are

separate from the spiritual sphere in the individual's
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life.

night,

late

and so on (Andnen, 2001,

16

’

p. 27).

Joseph de Acosta, a Jesuit chronicler of the

th

century, recounts

how:

those of Peru call Viracocha and gave [him] the
name of Great Excellence,
Pachacamac or Pachayachachig, which is the creator of the sky
,

and

earth,

and

which is the Admirable, and others like this. To this they
adored and
was the prime focus of veneration while looking to the skies
(Acosta 1963
Uscipu,

[1590], p. 219).

Medina (1994) suggests

that

“Andean cosmology

[...],

does not

know of a

creator God, transcendent and foreign to the world” (Medina,
1994, p. 80). Rather, that
it

is

pachamama who

importantly

is

‘makes,’ ‘gives

the global system

light,’ is ‘the

(Medina, 1994,

mother who

p. 80).

nurtures,’

and most

However, the imposition of

Catholicism over traditional Inca values by early chroniclers of indigenous thought

and belief was widespread

was

a systematic

resemble their

Spanish colonies of the Americas. In

means formulating

own

interpreted with

in the

Andean

belief system to

more

closely

strongly colored religious beliefs. These early accounts need to be

some

Despite our

the

effect, theirs

skepticism.

critical

reading of colonial accounts, the syncretism of Andean

beliefs with Christianity over the centuries has resulted in an acceptance of

creator.’

Yet despite

attributes.

this,

‘God the

and maybe because of it, God has been given very human

Carlos Yujra Mamani, an

Aymara middle-aged farmer

graphic representation of God by asking himself “who

is

gives his

own

our Father God”?

The whole sky is our Father God. The sky is the body of our Father God.
Father Sun is the right eye of our Father God. Mother Moon is the left eye of
our Father God. The rain is the blood of our Father God. The clouds are the
clothes of our Father God. The stars are the thoughts of our Father God. The
Milky Way is the mouth of our Father God. The wind is the breathing of our
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Father God.

God
feet

The wak ’as are the ears of our Father God. The head
of our Father
our round earth. The hands of our Father God
are the wise people. The
of our Father God are the years [gone by
(Yujra,
is

1996,

...]

p. 17).

Yujra’s account of a humanized representation of ‘God
the Father’ comes from a
tradition

of dialogue and reciprocity wherein the ‘other’

also

need of nurturing and caring. Thus, while the concept of 'God'
has been

in

is

assimilated over the last five centuries,

and religious

homage

is still

is

seen as an equal; one

who

paid to pre-conquest spiritual

traditions.

Hofstede (1991), a cultural anthropologist, refers
religious cultural values and

how

to regional, ethnic,

and

these are deeply ingrained in the social psyche.

The

innermost layers being those related to values and deeply held convictions, which

change very slightly over time. For example, the social

cultural values that allowed for

Catholicism to remain in southern Europe for as long as

Roman
is

times

when

the case with

Roman

the

Andean

archeological evidence

social structure

it

has can be traced back to

became well ingrained over

spiritual convictions; convictions that

-

can

now

be traced back nearly two thousand years

Tiahuanacota cultures of Peru and Bolivia (Morell
conception of ‘God the Father’

is

-

to the

& Garrett, 2002).

time.

Such

with recent

Huari and

While the

absent in the ancient Andes, spirituality and

religious conviction unite, harmonize and legitimize the interaction of man with nature

by couching
deities

in terms

of the nurturing of a reciprocal relationship wherein both

and people are able
Thus,

Andean
‘the

it

we

to gain

and prosper.

could speak of the logic of complementary opposites inherent

religious thinking. In this faith-based thought matrix, the

world of above’ or the world of order

in the system,
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to

“

Araj/Alax-pacha

and Manqha-pacha,

‘the

,

world of below’ or the world of chaos and disorder,
the Kail aka-pacha ‘the world in

is

what leads us

to the heart

which men

of the Andean

live’”

in the

system ...these interact in

(Medina, 1994,

p. 80).

This duality

spiritual practices that seek to

maintain the

homeostatic equilibrium within their world. Medina
(1994) explores

this topic further

saying:

The

translation [from Aymara to English of the terms]: sky/earth/hell,
in effect,
contaminates and distorts more than it helps intelligently understand the
logic
of Andean imagery. In any event, to the sphere of Araj/Alax-pacha correspond
the myths of for example, the gods [of fertility in their role] as
fertilizers: the
’

sun, the lightning, the achachilas, the Inca, etc. In other words, the
powers that
awaken the generating capacities of the earth: [such as] agri-culture. In the

sphere of Manqha-pacha correspond the myths of the gods that - let us say
disrupt the order [or balance of their universe], such as Supay, Anchanchus

-

,

other words, the absence of culture: [as seen in the] Sallqa [or the nondomesticate/savage space], [...It is from] here, then, that the Andean cultural
etc. In

heroes

may not

be seen as creator gods, but as firstborns of Pachamama\ in
other words, as prototypes for the conduct of men: [something like] older
brothers (p.81).

In practice such views are hard to imagine. In this sense

cosmology

(i.e.,

some of its

principles.

it

is

easiest to picture

worldview) from a western conceptual framework

Quantum

that

Andean

approximates

physics can be used as such a lens. Werner

Heisenberg (1958), one of the founders of quantum theory, echoes the notion of the
relationality

of the pacha

in the following quote:

The world thus appears

a complicated tissue of events, in

different kinds alternate or overlap or

texture of the

Another eminence

in

whole

which connections of

combine and thereby determine the

(p. 107).

quantum

theory, Niels

Hiley write:
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Bohr adds

to this claim

when he and

.we say that inseparable quantum interconnectedness
of the whole universe
the fundamental reality, and that relatively
independently behaving parts are
merely particular and contingent forms within this
.

.

whole (Bohr

& Hiley

is

1975

p. 102).

Indigenous people intuitively understood such an insight
of interconnectivity and

complementarity and lived
yatin Rufino Paxi

who

is

their lives accordingly.

credited with saying: “This

that they consider all things

and nothing

is

A

living

is

example

is

the

the grandeur of the

mutually related. Everything has

isolated” (quoted in Medina, 2000, p. 175).

to

Such

Aymara
Aymaras:

do with everything
assertions, both in the

realm of physics as in the Andean worldview, imply overcoming the dichotomies
of
opposites and coming to terms with the integration and reconciliation of opposing

views 21

.

Humans
“node,

[or] a

are part of a universal

synapse

position, then,

in the

in the neural fabric

depends on

cosmic whole. To

web of relationships and can be

this

of the cosmos” (Medina, 2000,

how we perform

end two elderly

Our

men from

Pasto Grande, a remote community

highland valleys of the Bolivian central Andes, speak of the relational effects

that,

One’s actions

to the earth

nature or the environment] have reciprocal responses (Personal interview, August

24, 2001). Their

21

p. 294).

our functions within the relationships of a

between humans and the environment. They affirm
[i.e.,

linked to a

comments

related to the fact that their

Fritjof Capra, a theoretical physicist,

and mysticism’ as he
saying

“.

.

.the

calls

it

in the

systems view of

The

made

own

grazing and farming

the connection between science and religion or ‘physics

following quote.

life is spiritual in its

He

argues they are complimentary processes,

deepest essence and thus consistent with

many

ideas

between science and mysticism are not confined to physics but
can now be extended with equal justification to the new systems biology. Two themes emerge again and
again from the study of living and nonliving matter and are also repeatedly emphasized in the teachings
of mystics —the universal interconnectedness and interdependence of all phenomena, and the
held in mystical traditions.

intrinsically

parallels

dynamic nature of reality” (Capra, 1982,
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pp. 302-303).

malpractices

are

now

the source and cause of greater hardship
to themselves and

their families. In similar fashion,

relational effects

Xavier Albo and Calixto Quispe (1987) speak of
the

between humans and the environment from the perspective
of how

the moral conduct of an individual determined
the character of an encounter, saying:

.there is a parallelism between human conduct and
the conduct of other
elements in the universe. In this way it is understood that the Aymara
can say:
‘The earth produces in accordance to the conduct of men with her.
If men's
conduct is good, there is production and protection. If it is bad, there
will be no
production because of the natural disasters’ (p. 13).
.

.

The context wherein they were speaking

is

indicative of the effects that

humans have

over the environment and how, conversely, their actions on the land have a direct
effect

on them as

well. In this sense, the

Andean man can be thought of as

or a bridge in this cosmic whole, as a ritualistic mediator. This

cosmos

into practice

by knowing

it

and conversing with

it

a chacana

means putting

the

in order to reestablish

equilibrium through ritual and celebration.
Pragmatically,

‘God

Andean

as Father’ or they rely

the integration of mind and

environment. Moreover,

and

to the

cosmos

it

belief systems, whether they incorporate the notion of a

on a rich heritage of well grounded

body

spiritual roots,

foment

as well as the reconciliation of humans with the

cultivates

and encourages a sense of belonging

as well as building a conscience of unity with the

to the earth

whole of the

universe (Medina, 2000).

22

By

‘malpractices’ the participants

the soils

and

soil productivity, to

I

interviewed referred to the effects of chemical use over time on

repeated and extended grazing of communal lands without sufficient

recovery time between grazing periods, for example.
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C. Role and Influence of Spirituality on Life
Spirituality in the

worldview.
vibrant

It

Andes

is

community can emerge and

influence on

of the

Andean

the

Andes

an integral part of the Andean Amerindian people’s

constitutes a set of social laws and

that the nurturing

in

prosper.

Its

spiritual provides the

norms through which a healthy and

role is all

encompassing

moral standards

-

to the extent

for a dignified life. Its

alluded to by the incorporation and use of principles and

life is

values that provide the basis for a moral as well as socially and environmentally
responsible ethic towards

conversations held

at

In this section

life. Its

role is

most

explicit

when expressed through

ritual

multiple levels.

I

explore the role and influence of spirituality in the Andes as

expressed through the nurturing of rituals and adherence to moral values. Rituals are
the

means by which

life.

Andean

values,

to experience

and interact with the holy and mysterious aspects of

on the other hand,

constitute a standard for the nurturing of moral

and upright characters. Together these allude

to the spiritual expressions

of Andean

life.

1.

The Andean
life -

Nurturing of the Spiritual Through Rituals

culture

an agro-centric culture where everything that exists has

water, soil, mountains, forests, animals, etc.

speaks, and

all

-

everything sees and everything

nurture and allow themselves to be ritually nurtured (Chambi

Chambi, 1995). This view

who

is

is

&

remarkably similar to that expressed by Capra (1996),

says:
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When

the concept of the human spirit is understood
as the mode of
consciousness in which the individual feels a sense of
belonging, of
connectedness, to the cosmos as a whole, it becomes clear

that ecological

awareness

Such

a sense of belonging in the

through

[.

.

.]

is spiritual in its

rituals.

when

Rituals

come

the three collectives

contract to generate

more

life”

Andes developed

to

(

deepest essence

(p. 7).

via time-honored interaction

symbolize those moments of greatest sacred intensity

wakas human, and sallqa ) concur
,

(Chambi

& Chambi,

1995,

p. 46).

to

It is

renew the
via such

conversations that the people of the Andes harmonize their experience of life. Since
ancient times as there have been rituals for nurturing the collective wellbeing and in
this

way harmonizing

life,

which

is in

need of constant nurturance. Rituals symbolize

the “nexus between the ideal and the possible (or practical) that conjugates itself into

an acceptable means for living, a means by which to relate to the forces of nature, the

unknowable power...” (Aguirre, 1986,
Rituals, in this sense, constitute

and ideas emanating from nature

good and

evil, the

p. 8).

symbolism

in action.

These are the concepts

that confront society (for example, the parodies of

good omens, and the relationship of man with

his surrounding

environment). The immensity and grandeur of the skies, the strength of thunder and
lightning, to the great

make

the skies the

dependence of the land on the rains seem

most appropriate

recipients of praise

like qualities that

and adoration

to the

Andean

observer of old (Aguirre, 1986).
Festivals constitute yet another form of harmonizing the health of the natural

world and for

this

reason different dances are performed and different music played

according to the seasonal changes and the progress of the chacra. In years past these
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were not

to

be performed or played outside of their designated
place for fear of

disrupting the natural harmony.
agricultural events and in the

to individuals but to the

is

festivals are

Aymara communities,

group as a whole; “this

and the mountains and not

How

Even today,

in a public

is

always associated with

for example,

why the

space” (Chambi

stage

deities, nature,

It

is

& Chambi,

are rituals and festivals put into practice? In the

a three-tiered pantheon of Gods and spiritual signs.

dance

is

not directed

always

in the fields

1995,

Aymara cosmology there

can be thought of as including

and the human community. All three components constitute an

interrelated whole. Their reciprocal relationship

each component

is in

is

essential to life itself. In this

need of the others and humans play a key role

in

in

harmony with themselves and

others. Conversations

in tune with the needs

(i.e.,

community who

and desires of the community. These would occur

the form of actual dialogues with deities or through the enactment of rituals.

deities'

by men

responses would be subtler and
to

mean

different things.

maintained with the

ayni)

were orchestrated by

individuals to the achachilas (deities) or via spiritual leaders in the

were more

way

keeping the

cycles of life alive and well through rituals, working in a spirit of service

and living

p. 67).

come

in the

in

The

form of signs mostly interpreted

A case in point is the nurturing conversation

stars.

The Andean people venerate

the stars as sacred and as such believe

them

to

be

invested with holy and spiritual qualities. Their deeply held belief in nurturing

relationships, long ago, urged

them

to look for signs

from the

stars in order to

converse with them. One example of such keen observation has perplexed
science

by

its

simple brilliance and remarkable accuracy
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in foretelling the

modem
coming of

“El Nino" effects. At around the time of the
southern hemisphere’s winter solstice
(i.e.,

June 20

,h

-

24

th

Baptist, the central

)

and under the guise of the Catholic

Andean farmers look

intently

festival

of St. John the

on the pre-dawn seven-star

constellation of the Pleiades in the southern skies. If
these appear as bright and clear

luminaries, then abundant and early rains are expected with
the bounty of a healthy

potato crop.

If,

however, the

stars

appear to be dim, then

less

abundant

preclude the coming of a smaller and less bountiful harvest (Orlove

The most remarkable aspect of these observations

late rains

et al.,

the fact that

is

2000).

Andean

farmers have been able to forecast “El Nino” effects for centuries, a feat only achieved

by

modem

science in the

was quoted saying
this forecast

last

two decades. “But what

to the Earth Institute

News,

“is the fact that

information” (Stemlof, 2000, paragraph

‘conversation’ with the stars practiced

really sets

by Andean

9).

them

apart,” Orlove

they strategically apply

Herein

is

the

outcome of the

farmers, a comparative advantage

not even conceived of by the highly mechanized and scientificized North American

farmers

who

tend to plant on “the assumption of an average year and deal with the

consequences of abnormalities as they arise” (Stemlof, 2000, paragraph

9). In this

sense, a strong belief in a spiritual-cosmic realm and the possibility to tap into

allowed ancient and

modem Andean

it

farmers to forecast the weather and take

appropriate preventative measures.

This

and

still

is

the nurturing of the spiritual as conceived

practiced in remote rural areas of the

Andean

by

the

Andean people of old

highlands.

The

effect

of holding

conversations with the deities in the manner in which the Andean farmers conduct

them

is in

the end very productive both for the farmer
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who

obtains the fruit of the

land,

and the land

canng

for

it.

that ultimately benefits

Medina (2000)

The Andean man,

from the good practices of the farmer’s

alludes to this relationality in the following quote:

as an integral part and an inherent part of the cosmic

relationality, repeats ritually what, in the larger

order in the universe. This repetition

is

scheme of things, guarantees

a concentrated celebration, that

is at

once intense and affected, the mystery of life and the order of the universe
(n
294).

This relationship could in effect be called a conversation, since both benefit from
the
interaction.

traditional

spirit

The argument thus

means of wise

far indicates that the nurturing

interaction with the land. But there

of the

is

more

than the dogmatic following of a few rules and traditions. The

that is

beyond

us,

it

is

spirit is a

to nurturing the

spirit is

something

an intangible that has a tremendous impact on the outcome of

our needs.

It is

spirit is in

harmony or balance our emotions and psychosocial needs

this intangible that is the

engine for

human

well being. So long as the

are also generally

in check.

2.

Andean

Spiritual Values

Spiritual values are the basis for social interaction.

One of my

informants, a

long-time advocate of indigenous culture and a fervent promoter of grass-roots

development, suggested that development “has

to start

from a value base” (Personal

interview, August, 24, 2001) in order to survive adversities.

The

ancestral

Andean

farmers fully understood what this meant and sought to minimize social conflict by
sustainable and non-forceful

such

as: “...the

means

via the incorporation and following of principles

law of the reproduction of life and the law of mutual collaboration”
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(Albo

&

Quispe, 1987,

p. 13).

These

principles that shape and determine

such

as:

protection and respect for

of the earth
lost.

-

and, at the

same

spiritually inspired laws

human moral

life -

human

form the basis

for

conduct. These include principles

life,

animal

time, a willful caring that

life

life

and plant

life,

the

life

be reproduced and not

Moreover,

...this

protection and continuation of

life are made possible precisely due to
mutual collaboration between men, from men and the spirits of the
deceased, of men and the natural forces, and of men and the inhabitants of
the
supernatural world, in other words: due to the harmonic encounter of all
the
components in the universe (Albo & Quispe, 1987, p. 13).

reciprocity,

The quote above

refers to the

way in which

individuals treat one another, and

how

these can have consequences on the larger whole, thus “if there are arguments in the

community we
harmony”

will

have bad harvests; [and

in order to prevent this]

we need

(Irarrazaval, 1984, p. 106).

The values and

principles that

Andean people recognize

as contributing to the

building of harmony, peace, dignity and honor were not only passed on from

generation to generation within communities but also through moral educators
as Sariris.

These were traveling teachers who would go from hamlet

consecrating special religious and spiritual rituals and ceremonies.

most important teachings were respect between and towards
helpfulness must be permanent (Apaza et

elder,

Quechua farmer from

Andes suggests ‘good

al.,

all

to

As

known

hamlet

educators, their

people and that

1999). Reciprocity, as perceived

by an

the Department of Potosi in the south-central Bolivian

things beget

good

things’ saying:
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When,
[i.e.,

.

.

.when [one

we would

they don

t

a good person, then
borrow], he gives us.

is]

like to

[lend us anything], [In this

need to be] respectful]. This
August 28, 2001).
[the

we [. .] anything we can borrow
When we are a bad person, then,
sense] we always find ourselves with

is, ...this is

.

my ideas

(Personal interview

His words are not very clear, a reflection of his communication

skills in

Spanish, a

non-native language and one he never learned very well. His
message, however,
clear that helpfulness towards others

come from

the heart.

given they share so

must be

The Aymara views hardly

much of their

Apaza (1999) and

his

of interests, and

differ in this respect

cultural background. For the

expressed via the institution of the ayni
service.

sincere, free

-

that

is

it

must

from the Quechua

Aymara, helpfulness

permanent shared help by

all in

is

a spirit of

team speak of how:

Our grandparents lived with much respect for each other, it is because of this
that when there is ayni, mink'a, phayna, it comes from the heart, and the ayllu
can exist (Apaza

et al., p. 102-3).

Moreover, they continue

.

.

.The ayni

is to

begins because

Aymara

When

be human,

we need

spirit is

it is permanent help, the ayni never ends, it always
each other. The Aymara, the Aymara heart, the

unity (Apaza et

al.,

1999,

unity as expressed through reciprocity

important, that group

practiced in the

tolerated,

such

disrespectfully,

is

Andes

as: the

is

p. 103).

regarded by a social group as

well underway to developing

it

its spiritual

potentialities.

When

has also meant that certain types of behavior are not

scorning or belittling of others, the treating of others unjustly or

and gain through

trickery. In this sense,
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It is

convenient to always say the

what we

happy

are,

to

truth, be as we are, without complaining
of
be the children of these sacred lands, happy to be the

children of Pachamama.

those

who

(Apaza

An
alluded to

are in

et al.,

We should love our brothers, care for and protect

need because

1999,

we

all feel

attribute that is associated with faith

by Carlos Yujra Mamani

of life's spheres. Yujra

hunger, cold,

thirst,

[andl sadness

p. 104).

is

Mamani makes

and

spirituality

and one

linked to the continual search for

that

was

harmony

in all

reference to this concept in the following

words:

We, the Aymara-Quechuas, adore the mountains and the wak'as in order to get
out of the bad times. In this world the people are like us, humiliated and hated.
have to recuperate our ideologies that we adore in good faith. We hear with

We

our

own

ears and

see with our

own

we

feel

with our hearts [the exact word used is chests],
how we should speak; seeing, feeling, and

speaking the truth (Yujra, 1996,

This point
in terms

may seem

management,

critical,

skills as

it

has the potential to have profound effects

and analytical thinking

The Andeans of old

methodical observational

advances achieved

p. 13).

inconsequential, but

of raising awareness,

a given population.

we

eyes. That's

are

famous

skills

of large sectors of

for their persevering

and

well as their ingenious creativity and incredible

in the physical sciences, engineering, social welfare, medicine,

agriculture and

many others.

Unfortunately,

much of this has been

over the course of five centuries of enslavement and servitude. Only in the

decades have researchers

in multiple fields

begun piecing together

revealing the incredible talent and sophistication of a people

find the essence of the challenges facing them.
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who

parts

last

lost

two

of the puzzle

continually sought to

Andean values can
spirit

thus be summarized as striving to render selfless
help in the

of service, practicing profound respect

honor, and the nurturing of unity in

all

in

terms of upholding

human

dignity and

our endeavors (see Table 5 below for more

detail).

Table 5
•

-

Summary of Andean

Mutual collaboration
society

is

grounded.

in terms

-

is

Its

spiritual virtues

central to the

Andean value

practical implementation

of human conduct as

it

system.

It is

the

bedrock upon which Andean

expressed via "Reciprocity"
affects the conduct of other elements in the
is

universe; and
-

•
•

as selfless-service to others. This can be thought of as helpfulness devoid
of
personal or other interests.

Continual search for harmony in the natural, human, and spiritual spheres of life.
Unity as the heart of the Andean spirit

•

Respectfulness to human, animal, plant, spiritual

•

Truthfulness (honesty) in thought and in action.

•

Work

as exemplified

by

life.

the scorning of laziness.

Compiled by C. Genge

These values constitute the basis
righteous manner.

for guiding

Andean values

human

conduct, ideally in a morally

are the practical side of their spiritually driven

cosmology, they are the social laws for interaction and nurturance

to take place.

Nurturance, however, in the spiritual realm also requires conversation and

this

conversation takes the form of rituals.

While Andean values have served the Amerindians
of their

life

practices and beliefs

have gone

well, the spiritual essence

virtually un-noted in the west.

the reasons for this

phenomenon, including lack of interest and

Andean ways were

inherently backwards.

development

field

The following

Many

are

the presumption that

Development discourse and

the

have the potential to gain insights from the Andean Amerindians.

section attempts to link

Andean
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spirituality to the

development

field.

D. Nurturance Principles in the Context of
Development

Nurturing of the spiritual as understood from the
perspective of the central

Andes has

the potential to provide the basis for instituting
socially responsible,

culturally respectful, environmentally friendly,

The challenge

and economically viable communities.

rests in translating principles that are culturally

in a particular place to a set

and historically situated

of principles that can both inform and deepen current

development discourse, while open enough

to

be used within multiple settings once

adapted to the particulars of a given place. The following section

is

principles not generally associated with development practice that

analysis of the

Andean

The premise

aimed

is

at

gathering

based on an

experience.

for this section,

mentioned

in chapter one, is to

work towards

strengthening the predominant development discourse. At the heart of this process
the realization that development as currently practiced

spiritual

dimensions of life. The sections ahead

underpinnings for such a discussion and

is

seriously lacking in the

first situate

later build

is

the philosophical

on a core

set

of Andean virtues

as

the basis for exploring their potential in the development field.

1.

Philosophical Underpinnings

Indigenous people, and in particular the Andean Amerindians, place a

profound importance on the
Schiffers, 1992;

principles serves

practical ways.

Marzal

spiritual

et al.,

and mystical aspects of life (van den Berg

1996; Urton, 1999). Their adherence to spiritual

them well given these

It is

&

worth noting

act as

beacons for guiding

that the majority
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their lives in very

of the world’s population adheres

to

some

faith-based belief system that provides a

development on the importance of spirituality
four largest religions alone account for

accounting for some 2 billion, Islam

around 360 million (Belt, 2002).
excelled

at

in people’s

76% of the

1.3 billion,

A critical

those junctions in time

much-needed perspective

when

look

everyday

in

lives.

The world’s

worlds population with Christianity

Hinduism 900 million and Buddhism
at

history suggests that

spiritual principles are

most

in

humankind has

harmony with

people’s day-to-day practices; a prospect that suggests that humans far
from being
materialistic are spiritual beings.

light is not

been slow

an easy task in any
to

However, reassessing human nature

field

and development

is

no exemption;

embrace the incorporation of spiritual principles

into

Development agencies have only recently acknowledged
that spiritual principles

in a different

and faith-based belief systems play

at the

in fact

it

has

its fold.

the important role

policy level in

people’s lives by attempting to listen to diverse religious leaders and indigenous
perspectives from around the world.

Bank sponsored “World

Faiths

Most notable have been

the February 1998

World

Development Dialogue,” the 2000 United Nations

sponsored “Millennium World Peace Summit of Religious and Spiritual Leaders,” and
a brief acknowledgement of indigenous

knowledge

at the

1997

UNIFEM

sponsored

“Global Knowledge Conference.” Moreover, there are multiple examples of grassroots
organizations attempting to reach people

at

a

more

practical level so as to affect

people’s livelihoods in a socially responsible manner often setting aside the goal of

material gain.

On

the other hand, holding on to values and principles have the

potential to carry people forward despite profound difficulties. Herein lies the crux of

the development

conundrum,

for “if people’s culture
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and

spirituality are ignored,

any

development

activity

(Tyndale, 2001,

may

lead to processes that will shatter their very
identity”

p. 23).

The Andean people have

traditionally

been

in tune

with themselves and their

environment, promoting values such as mutual help, caring, and
shared responsibility

among

the

young and old

alike. Nevertheless, the

impacts of materialistic development

across the globe have been devastating to native peoples
everywhere. Bolivia’s

Quechuas and Aymaras,

They have
latter are

The

in particular,

have seen a steady loss of cultural heritage.

readily syncretised modernity with traditional values only to find that
the

inadequate for dealing with issues never conceived of in generations past.

resulting erosion of traditional values,

compounded by

the gradual acceptance of

materialist ideals has

been devastating

values. In this sense,

development models — as they are currently contrived — need

to culture, tradition,

and Andean

spiritual

be redefined, reinvented, and articulated with an entirely new frame of reference.

to

It is

here that indigenous cosmology has a role to play by exploring and implementing

development

that is

grounded on

2.

Spiritually

spiritual

and moral principles.

and Morally Driven Development

How does nurturing of the

spiritual

inform development discourse? Spiritually

and morally driven development constitutes living and exemplifying those
characteristics that

promise to lead towards greater unity, equity and justice among

diverse peoples. In the

Andes

this takes

on

characteristics

of its

own and

is

reflected in

the analysis carried out thus far with different groups and entities either directly or

indirectly linked to

Andean cosmology,

beliefs
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and practices. The focus of this

section's analysis is

effect

on presenting Andean

spiritual principles that potentially

on development, including: collaboration through

have an

reciprocity, continual search

for

harmony, respectfulness, truthfulness/honesty, and work

a.

Collaboration Through Reciprocity

in a spirit

of service.

Consider the following account by Mr. Ticona from the Altiplano
community

of Caracollo
routinely

in the

work

Department of Oruro. In a highland village four

to six

men

together in each other’s fields for the hardest jobs of tilling the soil and

potato harvesting.

The women

in the village,

on the other hand, come together and

share their responsibilities on a regular basis so they can be free to pursue other
activities

more

-

sometimes unexpected ones such as a health related emergency, and others

predictable such as

value in the village

is

when an

extra hand

is

needed

in the field.

The operating

one of collaboration, they openly share and help each other out

in a non-hierarchical

manner, making decisions on a consensual basis and making sure

that everyone's basic

needs are met (Informal interview notes, August

Such

relationships,

though seemingly

idealistic, still exist in

communities of the Andean highlands, though they are
despite the vicissitudes of time,

principles in the

the

it is

10, 1999).

remote

fast disappearing.

However,

important to realize that one of the fundamental

Andes has always been

that

of reciprocally working together. Life

Andes could not have been possible without

in

the united effort of multiple

individuals working collaboratively to accomplish agreed upon tasks. Collaboration,

as

mentioned

in chapter two,

stems from the agrarian nature of life in a vertically rich

ecological environment, one that required coordinated efforts of sustained
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collaborative

work

in order to survive, but also prosper

are generally related to the

and excel. While these tasks

economic aspects of agrarian

societies

where “goods and

services are reciprocally exchanged” (Medina,
2000, p. 435), the basis for such

behavior

is

grounded on

Within

spiritual principles.

this agrarian context, taking part in

detailed account refer to chapter 6)

is

also

ayni

imbued by

appreciation for balance both in nature as well as in

from our discussion on
full potential

(i.e.,

is

more

principles such as unity and an

human

spiritual principles that excellence

of human creativity

reciprocity; for a

nature.

One can surmise

can be achieved when the

allowed to prosper under the liberating

environment of cooperation. The Andean Amerindians were able

to

make

the best use

of small though multiple ecological levels and create a series of highly sophisticated
civilizations over the course

and harmonious way. In
achieved

when

it

is

this, the

this sense,

last

two millennia primarily by working

-

in a united

development from the angle of oneness cannot be

shrouded by ideological or class

aims, and competition

Far from

of the

conflicts, the pursuit

of selfish

given these are inherently divisive in nature (Arbab, 2000).

essence of reciprocity as manifested through the ayni

the natural diversity of temperament and talents

among

is

mindful of

individuals and across

experiences. This spirit can be further extended to include mindfulness and respect

towards different cultures and viewpoints, to the point that they contribute to the
progress and well being of the entire

human

family. In this sense, reciprocity and

collaboration are capable of pushing the boundaries of western individualism towards

the fostering of an ayni - based understanding of the inter-linked nature that exists

between the self and her/his fellow humans.
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Collaboration and reciprocity, moreover, from the
standpoint of formulating a
realistic

view of the future well-being of the earth and

development

field in particular, the

(Chambi, 1998b). This principle
sexes.

However such

represents

a bracketing

much more.

rebirth, a process that

becomes one with

is

It

its

people, requires in the

implementation of the principle of jaquechasina
close to the western construct of the equality of the

is

limiting given that the

originates from the notion that

always takes place

in pairs

(i.e.,

Aymara term jaquechasina

life is in

a continual cycle of

male and female) wherein each

their other half. This transformation

of the pair

into

one

“allows for the regeneration or the continuation of life, [where...] there

of opposition [and where everything
41).

Moreover, there are

is

many phrases

called.

in the

.

.]

by

its

is

is

no

own name” (Chambi,

Aymara language

what
situation

1998b,

p.

that refer to this, for

example “there are male mountains,” “there are female mountains,” “male potatoes,”
“female potatoes,” “male rain,” and “female rain” (Chambi, 1998b,
the

Aymara language

.

The fusion of the feminine and masculine has been an

human

that

men and women have

roles, neither

23

p. 26).

of which

The male and female

Aymara

is

in

of

every aspect

For the Andeans, equality of the sexes does not mean

the

same

roles to play; rather that each has

privileged over the other. Gutierrez

articles are

regardless of

integral part

Amerindian cosmology and has been expressed as a “unified-duality”
of life (Marcos, 1998,

Moreover,

an example of the harmony between the male and

itself is

female as there are no male or female articles 23 People are simply
their sex.

p. 41).

most pronounced

complementary

& Cardona (1998) assert

in Spanish as “el,” or “la.”

When translating

from the conversation given these are not
which the Spanish language does. For
manner
in
the
same
segregated
accounted for in the language in
example, in order to say the Spanish “that (male) or that (female)” - in Aymara there is no
differentiation, one simply says uka. Uka warmi jausanim (<literally> That woman call) and Uka jaqe
Spanish into

there are often gender holes missing out

jausanim for the male. In this sense the Aymara language explicitly names
ideas, and things according to a harmonious and dualistic gender nature.
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individuals, circumstances,

this

notion through their research and suggest that
"the work roles that

women

can take on are equal in importance"

interviewed suggested there

is

chores, for example. She said,

women”

One of the female

(p. 131).

participants

I

equal give and take with regards to the daily
household

“women

prepare for

men and

the

men

prepare for the

(Personal interview, August 24, 2001).

In the

development arena, a deep commitment

of collaboration through reciprocity including

women

men and

and

men

in all aspects

what constitutes reciprocity

its

is

effects

needed towards the adoption

on the equality between

of life, and across every sector of society. In

in the

Andes stems from

manifest through an agro-centric worldview, wherein

this sense,

a spiritual premise that

all

is

made

the parties involved play

important roles in the nurturing of the land; the nurturing of pachamama.

b.

Continual Search for

Andean
through

ritual

search for

Harmony

spirituality is

charged with the eternal search for harmony and balance

conversation with the wakas or deities in their cosmology.

harmony

is

inseparably linked to other principles guiding

the interrelationship between

phenomena

is

Andean

life,

given

such that human action on the

environment affects the environment, which
Quispe, 1987). Keen observational

A continual

in turn affects those living in

skills lead to

an understanding

that

it

(Albo

harmony

&

or

balance exists in their environment, then realizing that imbalances in the system have
disrupted

process

is

it,

and

finally,

mentioned

in

taking steps towards restoring

harmony

to the system. This

an earlier quote, through a continual search for harmony as
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exemplified via “hearing] with our
see[ing] with our

own

own

ears and feeding] with our

eyes” (Yujra, 1996,

The Andean farmer uses

in these

his/her senses in order to ‘converse’ with nature
and

in the

Peruvian province of Ayacucho that

and the frog

is

year.

Many signs

stars in order to

is

wrote

that

grows

observed for the timing of its flowering.

are indicators of when the best

a sign for the altiplano

I

are

determine “El

But there are others such as the qarwaypini wild flower

effect years.

The small tubular yellow flowers
be,

coming

conversations’ with nature. Earlier in this chapter,

of the conversations Andean farmers have with the

Nino”

hearts, [and]

p. 13).

inquire on what will be the character of the climate in
the

used as indicators

own

Aymara

com

harvest time will

farmers of the coming of a wet or

dry growing season (Valladolid, 1994b). In effect, the Andean farmer converses with
nature because s/he

is

seeking to find harmony. Thus, by achieving harmony, s/he

is

able to live and thrive despite the harsh environment.

In the

development context, the continual search

potential in terms of enabling local

for the establishing

to

tremendous

emerge and prosper. Thus, allowing

of truly decentralized and yet centrally supportive structures

local prosperity building that focus

support systems

knowledge

for balance has

among

on discovering and creating innovative

for

social

others. Essentially, the principle of the search for balance has

the potential for people to identify needs and determine suitable local solutions to

them while

still

open

in a collaborative

to other sources

of knowledge. Moreover, the search of balance

and reciprocal world requires a means by which

honest, open, respectful, challenging (though not confrontational)

to

communicate

ways

that lead

towards achieving greater knowledge based on dialogue and conversation. The
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in

Andeans have conversed with nature and each other
both

ritually

and

in practice in

order to achieve harmony.

c.

Respectfulness
Inherent to a reciprocal and collaborative relationship
with others

sense of respect towards the other. Ayni

much

lived with

respect

is like

humility

-

is

is

a healthy

possible, in part, because "our grandparents

respect for each other" (Apaza et al„ 1999, p. 102). In this
sense,

an ornament a person wears, but in order to wear

it,

one requires

not in the sense of being overpowered by others but in the measure

we

are

capable of being mindful of the needs of others. In the Andes, respect was
traditionally
lavishly given to people, in particular to family and friends; the environment including
plants, animals,

spirits

and the physical features of a place; and towards the wakas and the

of ancestors; and even

to their fears

Respectfulness ultimately boils

worthy of living
notion that

we

in dignity

To

our earth and from her

12).

this

we

down

to appreciating

human

life

as being

and honor. Such an assertion comes from a deep-seated

are “the children

sacred mother earth.

and aspirations.

oipachamama (Apaza
’

et ah,

1999,

end Yujra Mamani says “[w]e were

p. 104), the

bom

from the body of

from the body of Pachamama” (1996,

p.

Moreover, reinterpretations of Pachacuti Yamqui’s drawing (see Appendix C)

in

live [and

we]

live

conjunction with the writings of other chroniclers of old, has led contemporary
scholars attempting to understand basic

descent of man and

is

important

woman

Andean kinship

relations as “representing the

from Viracocha ” (Astvaldsson, 1996,

when viewed under

the light that Viracocha
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p. 23).

was considered

This research

to

be the

“creator of the sky and earth” 24 (Acosta,
1962 [1590], p. 219). In either case,
life is

is

represented as emanating from a sacred source. The
end result

by extension considered

sacred, such a concept

arena, but also controversial given

development

(i.e.,

humans

that

The notion of human
manifested through

it

as sacred

ritual celebration

that

human

life

not only novel in the development

questions one of the fundamental pillars of

are motivated

life

is

is

human

is

by economic and
widely accepted

of the various stages

material means).

Andes.

in the

It is

in life (such as birth,

marriage, and death) as well as throughout the year in accordance
with regional
agrarian calendars (Marzal et

that lives within

al.,

pachamama and

nurtures a “harmonic

1996).

The

in the

sky

communion with

fact that nature is sacred

is

worthy of respect. To

means

that all

this end,

the universe” and goes about “treating

one
all

with

respect and caring; walking almost without stepping, cultivating while conversing with
the earth and kissing the seed so as not to scare

1998, p. 62). In this sense,

humans

are part

them or cause them harm” (Albo,

of a larger sacred

entity that reciprocally

nurtures respect and appreciation towards others (and other things, elements, or

phenomena)

in the system.

Development theory since
on two philosophical camps,

as

its

inception after world war two has grounded itself

mentioned

in chapter one, that are

modernism or Marxism. Both function under
development can be measured

24

This point

is

in

based either on

the implicit assumption that

monetary terms. One can surmise

that the

Andean

particularly interesting considering that the interpretation of the Viracocha as

"God" or

Spanish conquest with the influence of Christianity and the

"Creator" only

comes about

editorial rights

of the educated clearly who took it upon themselves to chronicle the lives of the Andean
liberties taken on the interpretation of Andean beliefs, Viracocha remains a

after the

Amerindians. Despite such
central figure in traditional

Andean

religious beliefs.
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view challenges these perspectives by suggesting
can not be understood only

in material

that

human

well-being development

terms and should instead be interpreted from

the perspective of the nurturing of the spiritual
within each of us. In this sense,
are said to be inherently noble and

measure

worthy of receiving dignity and honor

that an individual demonstrates such qualities
to others.

this perspective is a process

striving for

needs and

human

dignity

and

literacy,

identity while

still

it

of striving for

would

human

dignity.

to the

Development from

Moreover, such a process of

greatly advance the development discussion on basic

would contribute

to the establishment

of a more global

allowing for individual and regional qualities to flower. In addition,

economic or material wellbeing

will

emerge from the implementation of values

daily practice, despite this not being the original intent in pursuing such a

d.

humans

in

life.

Truthfulness and Honesty

One of the

virtues espoused

that is central to the

“[i]t is

maintenance of unity. To

convenient to always say the

what we
what one

are.

(Apaza

et al.,

has, this principle

that every

human

by Andean people of old was honesty.
this

truth, [and]

end the Aymaras are known

be as

we

1999, p. 104). While one

admonishes us

It is

are,

always be happy with

that is essential to social

is

to say

without complaining of

may not

transaction and contracted negotiation

a virtue

harmony, given

conditioned by

some

level

of trust or honesty. Development models that are imbued with principles of honesty
can circumvent the tension and animosity triggered by corruption. Honesty implies
that

work done

in a

community would be

for the benefit

of community members and

not project administrators. In addition, a sense of honesty can galvanize the
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spirit

of

reciprocity already present in

Andean communities and

lead to greater levels of

nurturing cohesiveness and unity. Robert
Putman (1993), in his Italian governance
study, for example, alludes to the need for
honesty for social capital to prosper. In
contrast, the effects of

galvanize the

way we

imbuing our every endeavor and interaction with honesty
would

interact with

one another. Yujra Mamani puts

it

simply in these

words, saying: “we should speak; seeing, feeling, and speaking
the truth” (Yujra,
1996, p. 13).

Truthfulness and honesty can be thought of in terms of equity and
justice

wherein equity constitutes the standard by which decisions should be made
while
justice constitutes the practical vehicle through

everyday

life.

which equity can be applied

in

In this sense, the implementation of just practices can enable the

building of trust

among

diverse peoples; particularly in an increasingly interdependent

world. In terms of development, equity and justice are virtues that

if practiced

judiciously, can ensure a balanced social and economic agenda to any development
project while potentializing the advent of collective wellbeing.

e.

Nurturing of Work
‘Do not

man

--

kill,

do not

lie,

and do not be

lazy’

were the operating values of the ancient

that in the case

of “work,

Cardona, 1998,

p. 131).

an elderly

[it...]

Incas.

was conceived of as

Even today

man of worldly

— I was told by an

elderly

So well ingrained were

attest to the

need

to nurture

be lazy” Policarpio Flores Apaza says, “we should work
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these,

part of life itself’ (Gutierrez&

the admonishing words of wisdom

experience

Quechua

in

coming from

work.

“We

shouldn’t

our communities so

that

hunger does not
and lead a

life

exist, [and]

so that the children have more opportunities”
[to prosper

of dignity and honor] (Apaza

The nurturing of work,

little

good

1999, p. 107).

Andes implies working both

in the

others with a spirit of selfless service.

founded on laziness does

et ah,

The ayni

to

is

for oneself

and

reciprocity but reciprocity that

is

anyone, especially in light of the

interconnected nature of social relationships. Thus, the nurturing
of work not only
implies service to self and

community but

represents a tangible vehicle for the

it

advancement of the struggle towards human dignity and honor. This process
of
nurturance,

is

by no means

easy,

it

represents a struggle

determination, perseverance, and clear thinking
at the collective level.

Work

in the

which the Andeans have endowed

work done
vision,

in a spirit

is in

at the

overcome through

individual level vs. consultation

development context overlooks the
In part this

it.

of service, that

is

is

a

vision,

subtleties with

problem arising from the

fact that

driven by will power, and directed with a clear

large part hard to measure. Moreover, development projects have

generally been marked by a come-and-go fluctuation that

is

counter to the nurturance

principle of long-lasting, persevering, mindful and caring work.

The Andean Amerindians have mastered
applied

it

to the

realizes that

result

work environment with

the concept of nurturing and have

results that are

most every public work done

in

Asia and northern Africa). Rather, these were the

on nurturing principles

environment becomes something

like

baffling

in the old

fruits
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in a spirit

world

(i.e.,

Europe,

of a highly efficient system of

that in the context

‘work

when one

ages gone by was in large measure a

of forced labor or slavery, as was often the case

reciprocity founded

mind

of the work

of service

to

oneself and

others.

Development discourse and practice could

the principle of work in a spint of service

At

first

potentially gain significantly

understood, accepted and implemented.

is

such an implementation might simply be for those
directly involved

development

field to practice

others. In the

measure

when

in the

such principles and offer themselves as examples for

that such

work values

they will be modeled and used by the public

are encouraged, understood and accepted

at large.

E. Conclusion

The nurturing of the

spiritual is a

of life. For the Andean people

means of referring

this entails a

the sky, the land, the animals around

to the innermost essence

complex cosmological understanding of

them and most importantly - themselves. This

belief and understanding of how the world functions renders a level of harmony and

inner peace to the

larger plan

people.

The nurturing of the

spiritual

means acceptance of a

and an understanding of the order and place of things

Internalizing,

what

Andean

and understanding

this larger

in the world.

whole allowed people

to

have a sense of

all entails willful

interaction with

their boundaries were.

Nurturing of the spiritual potential latent in

the principles and virtues that interplay in our daily lives.

The

effects

of putting into

practice any one of the principles mentioned earlier has the potential of causing a

positive chain reaction in terms of setting in motion not one, but

mentioned and more. The reason
found

in the

Andean

are something like a

all

of the principles

for this is that, like the inter-linked relationships

social structure, spiritual principles are not isolated events.

community of virtues

that act symbiotically
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on each

other.

They
These

never achieve to the highest perfection, rather,
putting

in turn,

practice

is

not an end in

itself,

but a process one works towards. Thus,

individual works towards incorporating the

Andean

spiritual principle

respectfulness, for example, s/he will invariably touch
truthfulness, for if one

Moreover, the
also

means

fact that

that

one

is

spiritual principles into

truly respectful

upon

of others there

is

no room

service,

one

is

also

a process of continually looking for establishing harmony.

in a spirit

of service and once one

working collaboratively

The beauty of this process
incorporate one principle,

which have an

effect

it

is that

is

is

while one person

working with a

may only be

very rapidly balloons to incorporating

on other individuals.

to act reciprocally.

not a payback for a favor as

It is

is

spirit

many

In this sense, attempting to

on

others,

as a willingness to please

based on

who

others,

For the Andean Amerindians

all

of

implement

in turn

may

feel

Andes,

it

one who has made one

spiritual principles has the potential to

transform others. The Andean Amerindians used

development discourse lay the groundwork

of

attempting to

in this spirit that reciprocity is given in the

much

happy. In this sense, action that

leads towards a

life

.

spiritual principles into practice has a positive effect

compelled

for dishonesty.

one has incorporated respectfulness towards oneself and others

is in

work

to

of

the principle of

Invariably, the incorporation of these principles into a person's

commitment

when an

for

it

to their advantage; will

development practice

to

do the same?

spiritual principles represented an important part

of their cosmological understanding and provided the social guides

for the nurturing

of

relationships in their communities, in nature, and the world of deities. Their operating

virtues as

I

have identified them include: sacredness,
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reciprocity, collectivity or the

working

in

community

in order to

accomplish some specified goal,

spiritual

development, and the use of science as an instrument
for the discovery of the
mysteries of life. Underlying these virtues
spiritual nature

strive

and needs certain principles

towards approaching their

An

is

in

of a

order for individuals to continually

argument put

forth in this chapter

and values are instruments of choice needed

long-lasting development.

life is

spiritual nature.

implicit, though, central

spiritual principles

an implicit understanding that

The reason being

that

it is

is

to retain

the notion that

and support

based on the transformation of

the spirit that transcends the limitations that material deeds and
desires bring to light.
Ironically,

were able

it

to

was through

the giving up of an individual's selfness that the

go beyond their

potential. In this sense, the

that

spatial limitations

and reach the fullness of their

Andean Amerindians provide an important

development discourse would do well

Andeans

to learn

from

-

insight

that a reliance

on

-

one

spiritual

principles as the operating values for development to provide the greatest potential for

upholding the dignity and honor of human beings everywhere as well as
wellbeing.
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their material

CHAPTER 4

NURTURING OF COMMUNITY

The Pair or couple, from

For the Andean

a

human

drawing

filled

with feelings.

1613)

25

collectivity, to live life is to share

everything between those
diversity of life as a

(c.a.

who

whole

is

live in the

pacha. To nurture the

the greatest attribute of a world

.

(Rengifo, 1999,

p.

173)

A. Introduction
Building community
circles for

a concept that has been pervasive in development

some time now. Contributions by

Freire (1970), Fals

for

is

researchers and practitioners such as

Borda (1979; 1982), Tandon (1988), and Chambers (1983; 1997),

example, have lead to the making of important inroads into identifying and

recognizing the important role that community plays on issues concerning social

25

The

from Pachacuti Yamqui’s drawing (see Appendix C). “In the diagram,. the
a strategic place: it is found within the transition zone between the feminine left
side and the masculine right side, but also between the superior and inferior regions of kay/aka pacha.
In addition, they are between the animal kingdom and the vegetable kingdom, between the water and
the cultivated fields. The Andean man, is before anything the one who nurtures life, the one who cares
for and conserves it; never is he the owner, steward or the producer. If anything, the one who produces
pair or couple

.

.

human couple occupies

is

pachamama man
;

[process...]. That

is

only cultivates; the one

who

why work

is

in the

Andes

what van Kessel says ‘an intimate dialogue,
forces of

life’

gives birth

is

pachamama man
,

only helps the birthing

not, in the first place, a productive act, but rather like

[that is at

” (Medina, 2000, p. 294)
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once] contemplative and interactive with the

justice,

name
by

peace building, health, welfare, food security, and
environmental protection,

a few areas of impact.

While many of these issues

to

are surfacing and recognized

international organizations as important and worthy
of significant time and

resource investment

-

as demonstrated

by

the activities of the

World Bank

in the latter

half of the 1990s with their recognition of “social capital”
as a model, for example.

Indigenous people around the world and in particular the Andeans
have followed
different paths leading towards the nurturing of community.

The Andean Amerindians

are living testimony to the strength and vitality of communities

from the

fertile social

spiritual values,

ground

that begins in the

home,

is

these sprout

inspired and directed

by

and tempered by the Andes themselves.

Community development has done

little

for the

serve and often exacerbates existing internal tensions.

communities

Numerous

where the implementation of strategies borrowed from contexts
local realities has lead to impoverishing rather than enriching

Examples range from
specific

when

community

it is

intended to

are the examples

far

removed from

community

vitality.

structural adjustment policies at the international level,

down

actions such as the placing of outhouses in rural Nepal that

contributed to ground water contamination and regional cholera outbreaks, to the

placing of wells that destroy the traditional gathering and chitchat-time for rural

Tanzanian women. Decentralization and privatization policies often preclude the

coming transformation of once

inclusive social

disenfranchised collection of individuals

who

norms

to

ones favoring a

are often inspired

by

individualist,

consumerist, and competitive ideals. Traditionally Andean indigenous communities

have demonstrated a different

set

of ideals associated with community building,
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to

maintenance, and preservation. Today, ‘preserving
community’
for

many Andean communities,

in

changes insofar as they continue

doing

so,

is still

however, they are open

to foster their

need

for unity

a top priority

to outside

and a sense of

community (Bebbington, 1993; 2000).
Literature in multiple fields

makes reference

to the

need

for healthy

and

vibrant communities (in psychology Staub,
1988; 1995; Foguel

& Melson,

1986; in

peace studies Hampson, 1996; Zarowsky, 2000; [new trends

economics Putnam,

1993,

etc).

Yet building community

for the sake

in]

of development with external

obligations and the need for visible outcomes within a particular
funding period, tends
to

make ‘community development’ -

development

literature

-

as

it

has been often referred to in the

inappropriate for achieving

1973); nor has there been, to

my knowledge,

its

original intent (Schumacher,

an effort to significantly challenge and/or

propose alternatives that break away from the underlying assumptions associated with
a Cartesian-machine-like

view of the world.

This chapter explores

how

the

Andean sense of community

ayllu can serve as a tool for re-thinking

the development arena. In

dynamics,

I

build on the

as perceived in the

community development implementation

my depiction of Andean communities

and

in

their internal

work with North American indigenous communities

(Cajete,

1994), tapping into existing research on Amerindian communities as they occur in the

Andes

(Perez, 1992 [1962]; Grillo, 1990a), and looking to the past for a vision of the

future (Koster, 1992; Huaranchi, 1992b).

What
manifested?

is

‘nurturing

Why is

community’? What does

it

constitute?

How

‘nurturing of community’ as manifested in the
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is it

Andes important?

How does

it

interface with life in the

as identified in the

Andes, contribute

How can the

Andes?
to the

‘nurturing of community’

enhancement of development?

This research explores these questions by looking

at three

major processes

linked to the nurturing of community:
(1) determining what nurturing of community
in the

Andean

(3) delineating

context; (2) identifying

its

role

and influence on

life in

is

the Andes; and

avenues whereby the Andean concept of nurturing community
can

contribute to the development discourse.

B. Nurturing of

Community

Andean indigenous people
They have been doing so

in the

Andean Context

are avid and systematic nurturers of community.

for thousands

of years

in

very

much

the

indigenous people in other places around the world have been. In
nurturing communities has been taking place
fossil

among

the

human

same way
fact,

building and

species for as long as

remains can account for human existence (Mithen, 1996; Fortey, 1998).

Community

is

the

outcome of a process of social

interaction and integration to the

point of creating threads of trusting alliances over time while addressing in-group
needs. John Papworth (1995), an English economist, Anglican priest, and a close
associate of E. F.

Schumacher

26

writes about

community

in the following

words:

[T]he community, the natural and organic entity, in which each person has a
place and a significance, as well as endless possibilities of human fulfillment, a

where every degree of creativity is possible, which is governed primarily
by the moral consensus of its members and where human relationships are the
dominant factor determining its general patterns of life, ... (p. 65).
cell

26

Schumacher (1911-1977) is the famed author of the 1973 book “Small is Beautiful:
People Mattered” by Harper & Row Publishers. Schumacher’s basic development
theories can be summed up in two catch-phrases: Intermediate Size, and Intermediate Technology
Ernst Friedrich

Economics as

if

(Kohr, 1980).
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Such

a

natural and organic entity’

human

based on solid moral ground in order for
smooth

is

interaction to ensue. Papworth, moreover,
speaks of the foundation that

community suggesting

sustains

that:

[AJny community will be based on a

fair amount of reciprocity and mutuality,
community will be strong and individual
community will be viewed with disfavour (1995,

the ethos of giving service to the

conduct which harms the

p.

Ivan Ilhch (1973), an educator and visionary consultant,
proposed the vision of
a

convivial

society (p. xxiv) as he calls

it,

in reference to cohesive

communities. The foundations sustaining such “convivial societies,”

human
Illich says:

.would be the result of social arrangements that guarantee for each member
most ample free access to the tools of the community and limit this
freedom only in favor of another member's equal freedom (p. 12).
.

.

the

Rich as

this social fabric

we

practice of virtuous action

wealth

is

call

community

is, its

strength and longevity rely on the

by reciprocating members.

A sure sign of a community’s

evident in the strength of its social web, as alluded to by the farmer-poet

Wendell Berry (1990)

in his account

of rural Kentucky during his childhood years. He

recalls.

They were

poor, as country people have often been, but they had each other,

economy in which they helped each other, they had each
comfort when they needed it, and they had their stories, their histories

they had their local
other's

together in that place

(p. 159).

A phrase that emerged upon reflection of the above quote is best said by Berry (1990),
who

states, “[t]o

have everything but money
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is to

have much” (Berry, 1990,

p. 159).

Such a message hearkens back

to

Schumaker’s

thesis that ‘small

here, refers to 'simple living.' In practice
'simple living'

means: economically - frugal

in one's

means

in

beautiful.’ Small,

living within one's

consuming and spending

- focused on renewable resources; and
socially - living

is

practices; ecologically

communities of scale

that

can be sustain through nurturing and reciprocal relations.

The following
the central Andes.

section focuses

on the nature of human system

that

Amerindian communities have changed substantially

evolved

in

in their social

structure and organization over time but they also retain
a rare sense of communal
identity.

As with

other cultures, the

Andean Amerindians have

selectively chosen

those elements of contemporary culture that are suitable to them
time. In

some

customs and

modem

is

strategic forward thinking of how best to retain old

Generally speaking, however,

traditions.

a given point in

it is

a filtered acceptance of

thought and practices.

On

various occasions through

participants,

when

instances there

at

their

I

my interviews

and particularly with older

gathered a sense of longing and nostalgia for simpler days in years past

Aymara

or

Quechua

cultures

were

‘purer’

and when one took pride

in

being of Andean heritage. These same older participants, on the other hand, also took
concerted steps in appropriating the technology of the green revolution, accepting

government sponsored

birth control measures,

‘better’ future (Field notes,

and viewing education as a means

August 24 - 30, 2001). Such

seeming contradictions.
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is life in

the Andes, a

to a

life

of

1.

What makes up

a

The Andean Flavor

community

in the

of

Community

Andean context? Community

takes on a set of very defined characteristics under
the concept of the Ayllu.
is

the place

come

where the

social,

economic and

to life. Its origins are buried in the

the direction of the

region.

Aymara

remote

as the first to

The concept has been defined

the essential fragrance of the term.

political spheres

Andes

in the

The

ayllu

of the Andean people

past, but scholarly research points in

implement

in multiple

this

concept of community

in the

ways, though each definition retains

The following

are characterizations of the ayllu

concept by two different scholars:

The ayllu is a local group of related persons, and other non-human beings of
the locality, the pacha. There, in there reconstituted ayllus, Andean peasants
cultivate the land in their

own manner,

providing the vibrancy of native

practices and culture (Apffel-Marglin with

[The ayllu

is

an]

Andean system

management of space,

PRATEC,

1996,

p. 4).

for organizing reciprocity,

the creation of wealth, etc. like a

work and the
web through which

information and energy circulates in a feedback system with their environment
and in communion with the ayllu of the waka\ the sphere of energy and the
sallqa the genetic sphere, not domesticated, through which the system
search of homeostasis (Medina, 2000, p. 435).
:

The

first

is in

quote alludes to the all-inclusive nature of the Andean community, one

embraces human, animal, physical and even

spiritual

quote explores the term on a more functional

level.

elements in

its

Here, the ayllu

midst.

is

that

The second

understood

to

a set of relationships that can lead to collective food security, land allocation, and

socio/spiritual wealth accumulation.

The

historical ayllu

association of families at

of pre-Inca times was very

whose head was an
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likely

elderly relative.

no more than an

The consanguineous

be

relationship to the group, along with a

common

belief system, very likely laid the

foundations for the formation of a cohesive unit.
With the passage of time, the system

evolved into a complex

set

of superimposed elements such as “the family,

familial cooperation, collectivism, the

religion,

forms of property and land use, [and] family

industry and language” (Perez, 1992
[1962], p. 41). These, in turn, have been and

continue to be used interchangeably

community

scale.

For example,

we

when making

reference to various levels of

can speak of the Bolivian rural community of Jesus

de Machaca of the early 1970s as an ayllu consisting

of,

.some 4,500 families dispersed over a 60 Km stretch. But at the same
time it
can be said that Jesus de Machaca has two communities, in other words
the
upper and lower sector communities, or twelve communities, meaning the
6
ayllus of each sector, or 75 communities, meaning the rural farmer unions
that
they have formed in the last decades (Albo, 1972 in Albo et al.,
1989, p. 43).
.

.

In this sense,

community

also involves issues

of scale. Schumacher (1973) returns

time and again to the issue of scale, saying that “for every activity there
appropriate scale”

(p. 70).

activity, the greater is the

is

a certain

Moreover, he adds, “the more active and intimate the

number of such

relationship arrangements that need to be

established” (Schumacher, 1973, p. 70).

A living testimony of the wisdom behind Schumacher’s thesis is the Andean
concept of the ayllu and

its

widespread acceptance by untold numbers of indigenous

communities up and down the Andean range living hundreds of years prior
institutionalization across the Inca realm. Its appeal

rhythm of life

in the

functional nature

community” (von

was

was

its

“synchrony with the

Borstel, 1994, p. 68).

intuitively understood
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to its

Its

simple, holistic and

and adopted with ease.

At

its

core

is

the family; in fact, the

ancestry (Perez, 1992(1962]). Thus,

one

him

it

word

an institution that

is

that renders the father or grandfather
as the

religious, social

ayllu in Aytnara

and economic functions

is

means

lineage or

hierarchtcal in nature,

head of the family while investing

that affect the material

in

needs of the

family.

The

ayllu

is

a reciprocal system wherein various needs are

multi-tiered structure for giving and receiving.

and legal or

The

have the greatest obligations

ritual)

to

met according

to a

closest relatives (consanguineous

mutually helping each other, more

so than distant relatives have towards non-relatives in a
community. Within the family
relations (real or ritual), lower social class relatives

those

who

have greater obligations

to help

are better off and each has a specific role in the process. Relations
of an

older generation have greater obligations than those of a same generation,
and the

husband’s family has greater responsibilities than does the wife’s family, while

same time

there

is

at the

a tendency towards helping the husband’s family (Albo et al„

1989).

At the ayllu
social

level,

however, the community operates as a highly complex

and economic system

that is at

practical terms, the relationships that

once imbued by

emerged

in

and

spiritual beliefs

Andean communities

tradition. In

are regionally

dependent. In the inter valley region of southwestern Peru, Enrique Mayer (1974b), a

Peruvian anthropologist, suggests there
waje-waje, and minka. The

with similar services

the other.

when

The waje-waje

is

first is

is

reciprocity in the form of will or volition,

directed to the immediate family and

the recipient

is in

similar to the

a similar situation as

first
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when

with the difference that

it

is

returned

s/he gives to

is

not

bound

by

familial ties, nor

way

it

bound by

tradition, in that

one must reciprocate

to that received. Instead, the parties
involved set the standards

payment
six).

is

(for

more on systems of reciprocity

The minka,

favor in the

as

mentioned

same way

it

was

in

received, and the social

take place are strictly adhered

and timing

Andean communities

in chapter two, is characterized

by

on a

in the

norms determining how

this is to

formed around the

Chambi and Walter Chambi

(1995),

Peruvian lake region near Puno, speak of six different

types of reciprocal activity sustaining
reciprocity as a

refer to chapter

to.

different character. Nestor

Aymara agronomists

for re-

the returning of a

In the highland plateau region, the system of
reciprocity that

ayllu takes

in a similar

means of helping;

(2)

community

life.

These

mink' or help that

produce or money; (3) yanapa or the unconditional help

is

are: (1)

ayni or

repaid with agricultural

that is given to family

relatives or spiritual relations; (4) tumparia or free help given at a time of
great need or
distress to

people

who

are sick, of advanced age, or orphaned; (5) jathacha or the

lending of seed without accruing interest; and (6) child or a portion of the cultivated
field that is

assigned to the person that helps in

Nurturing of community in the Andes

all

is

aspects of the chacra.

characterized

by

reciprocity,

mutuality, an ethos of giving in a spirit of service, and a sense of mutual reliance both
in

good and

sustained.

in

bad times. The ayllu

The

ayllu

community, be

is

the place

this in the

comprised of small enough units of scale
nurture

it

in

where the community

country or in the

that people are able to

is

city, is

formed and

generally

know each

other and

meaningful ways. Several are the ways of nurturing community, including

ayni and minka

-

for a detailed account

of the Andean systems of reciprocity and
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their

function refer to chapter

community

living

on

6.

The next

life in

section explores the role and influence
of

the Andes.

C. Role and Influence of

Community

in the

special importance in

unit of governance,

inspired

by

Community on

Andean region

Andean

is

Andes

Life in the

synonymous with

ayllu,

and the ayllu

of

culture as the seed for the genesis of communities,
as a

and as the basis for social and economic organization

spiritual values.

is

The

that is

ayllu provides a space for reciprocal relations to

emerge. Over time these became structured so that a community
could count on

needed labor resources on short notice during periods of greatest need. Several
authors
postulate a reinterpretation of Andean history, suggesting the ayllu served
as the basis
for the establishing

of ties between diverse ethnic groups

for the

purpose of

guaranteeing food security to increasingly larger and larger communities (Grillo,
1990a; Reinhard

much

as they

autonomous

& Stenzel,

1999). In this sense, the Inca did not form an empire as

formed an interdependent federation of ayllus, each self-governed and

to the extent that they contributed to the life

and

vitality

of the system

as

a whole.

Such a view

is in

accordance with cross-cultural studies analyzing multiple

endogenous communities around the world, along with recent computer modeling

on the evolution of reciprocity and community building

at the

Santa Fe

tests

Institute, a

progressive multi-disciplinary center for the cross-fertilization of innovative ideas

based in

New

of reciprocity

Mexico. The combined findings from these studies suggest the nurturing
is

an evolutionarily stable strategy and
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that

such a state functions best

when

local interactions are

pursued while

still

broader social and economic contexts (Gintis

allowing for social interactions with
et al.,

forthcoming; Henrich

Choi, 2002). In other words, a small community
that
regular basis (even if periodic)

comes

in contact

is

nurturing of

its

et al„

2001;

members on

a

with others from different

communities, ideally with differing views and ideas, will
evolutionarily fare much
better than a nurturing

fostering of ties

community

between differing

synergy, one that was not without

that retains

tribes

its

its

insularity.

Thus, the systematic

and people was a natural pursuit

for social

conflicts, but that lead to a great surge in

prosperity across the region.

The
federation.

Instead,

it

arrival

The

of the Spanish in the 16 th century marked the end of the Inca

ayllu,

however, was never completely dismantled (Tapia, 1996).

has endured to this day in part because of its potential to mold and adapt
to

the needs and criteria of place and time.

place

is

evidenced

in the different

southwestern and eastern Peru. In

Andean

An

illustration

of the ayllu

’s

adaptability to

views taken on reciprocity by indigenous farmers of
this sense, the ayllu

provides a structure wherein

society can flourish around “the family, the chacra, the ayni, [and] the

community

[that results

from the

ayllu], the ethnic

groups and the multiethnic

alliances” (Grillo, 1990a, p. 20).

1.

Groundedness: Characteristics of Smooth Functioning Andean Communities

The

community

interrelated nature

to prosper as a

fully functional

of relationships within a community implicitly leads the

system only when the individuals within the community are

and optimally involved. In other words, the reciprocal nature of the
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aylh, S social arrangement

means

that

it

functions optimally as a system only after

every ayllu member’s needs are addressed and
these
to the ayllu s ‘natural

The

community

community.’

correlations

and reciprocity

in

a

in turn are able to fully contribute

between the psychological and behavioral aspects
of nurturing

community

are content,

meet

are strong.

their needs,

associate, they will contribute to the

To

the extent that individuals within a

and have a social network with

smooth and

efficient functioning

whom to

of the whole.

Research on caring and non-violent societies suggests that caring
and reciprocating
societies

view “human beings

in a positive light,

[which

in turn nurtures] a feeling

of

concern for others’ welfare [and] a feeling of personal responsibility
for the welfare of
other people” (Staub, 1995, p. 53).

The Andeans

realized this early on and capitalized

on systems whereby the most was made of available resources through reciprocal
relationships. In addition, prosocial incentives such as shame, guilt, empathy,
and a
sensitivity for social sanctions motivate

& Gintis,

norms (Bowles

The foundations

community members

to 'comply'

with social

2002).

for social well being that evolved in the

those identified by Gregory Cajete (1994), a

Tewa

Andes

are similar to

(Pueblo) Indian and educator,

when

he speaks of the foundation for leadership, service and community values. He says,

People were formed in the context of the Indigenous community. They are
given a context through which they can realize themselves by being of service
to their

community, their people. [Moreover, the...] completion of themselves
men and women was the communal and religious ideal they sought

as Tribal
(p. 172).
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The forming of the

individual in the context of community

is

the process of

acculturation and assimilation that takes
place in the ayllu. This process can be
identified in the

form of (a) kinship and guidance,

experiential learners, and (e) the

(b) diversity, (c) clear roles, (d)

community of work. Each of these

of focus within an ayllu - based educational system.
None
each

is

is

represents an area

explicitly taught, though

systematically modeled and implicitly conveyed, both
to peers and to the

generations so as to ensure the smooth functioning of
society.
these points in the context of my research in Bolivia
as a

I

will

new

mention each of

means of bringing

to the

forefront the process of acculturation and assimilation
that takes place in the ayllu.

a.

Kinship and Guidance
Kinship can be understood

makes with family over time
effect

Apaza

Flores, Cristina

community of Pasto Grande

in the

Guidance

Choque and Carlos

Ypiticona,

Aymara

in the central highlands, attest to the

community

is

terms of the connections and reconnections one

that result in an interdependent cohesive unit.

kinship by saying: “everything

while living

in

we have
[i.e.,

learned

we have done

To

this

elders of the

importance of

so from our parents

the ayllu]" (Personal interview, August 24, 2001).

exemplified by gentle admonitions and council from both family

and community members. Guidance

is

and/or bringing one’s peers to account.

an effective means of educating the young
It is

not explicitly a relationship that takes

place between a child and his/her parents; rather

it is

an open process, one where

all

adults have the potential to offer guidance to any child in need of advice. Leonardo

Coloni, an

Aymara farmer from

the

community of Tallija

in the highland region

of the

province of Cochabamba, speaks of how
guidance comes about with the following

example:

In the process

of walking, you know. Together with our
parents [whom we
help out [in the fields], [On one occasion
we passed by] our aunts and
uncles, our grandparents, and [our] elders
while they were working [and we
walked by] silently. Silently we passed by and when we
returned my uncle
asked why didn’t you greet [them?]’ You need to
greet people, he would tell
us. So then it was at moments like this
that we knew

went

to]

[how

others] (Personal interview,

to

Both family and non- family members of a community play
an active
bringing of children and youth into becoming active

b.

show

respect for

August 31, 2001).

role in the up

members of the community.

Diversity

The
can be seen

ayllu exposes children to a rich and diverse group of people. This
diversity
in

terms of a broad age range, the married and unmarried status of both

sexes, and a diversity of personalities and tempers. During the Inca phase of Andean
history, there

was

significant

exchange between peoples of different

backgrounds as whole communities were
Today, a similar phenomenon

is

community

in the cities

grew up

in a

community

woman

set

of relationships

from the community of Andavilqui

mining region of Bolivia and

community of Primero de Mayo on
later

and form a new

diversity.

Cresencia Hurtado, a Quechua
the north of Potosi,

re-settled in culturally different areas.

occurring, though at an accelerated pace, as villages

from multiple regions congregate
contributing to

cultural

that she refers to

later

moved

to the

the outskirts of the city of Cochabamba,

when speaking of diversity. She
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says,

in

it

is

the

We come from different places!
accustomed
get to

we

to,

know people

like

So

yes, to all this [diversity]

we have become
and we have learned to really
our culture says, you know. Because the
area of Oruro

have.

Now the valley is big,

the Pacenos are different, like that.
So, the Pacenos already
maintain their culture of speech, the same as
the Orurenos, [and] we Quechuas
is different,

too,

you know (Personal interview, August 28, 2001).

Mrs. Hurtado speaks of a diversity that

Andean community

that has

concept of the ayllu

is

block, or

is

recent.

It is

chosen selectively what

it

point,

earlier,

in.

still

having access to the larger

In this respect the structural aspects identified

of strong local interactions are potentially

at

work even

environments and the interactions with the wider world around them
enriching.

The challenge

lies in

street

however, of establishing a meaningful

connection with a reciprocating group remains while

(2002)

will retain for itself. Often the

transposed into the barrio, the neighbors on the same

some other arrangement. The

urban setting they are

a product of a modernizing

is

by Choi

in

urban

further

achieving a balance; while the nurturing potential

may

be present the broader social inequities limit the capacity of growth of any given
individual or urban-based community. Exceptions do exist, however, for example, the
city

minibus and inter-city minivan service industry

affluent

Aymara businessmen who have

while living in the

c.

retained

in

La Paz

is

mostly run by

many of their country traditions

city.

Clear Roles

Knowing

one's relationship to others in a

community was and

still is

an important aspect for learning and action where context demands clearly defined and
recognized roles that lead to clearly understood expectations. People's roles change
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over time and differ according to sex,
place

is

influenced

Cristina Choque,

by outside

was

forces.

status, and, in recent times, the extent
to

The

that "they should

role

of young

girls, for

which a

example, says

go with the animals and care for them"

(Personal interview, August 24, 2001), and while
tending for them, they are expected
to take

on very specific

roles.

Nicolasa Nondai, an

community of Tallija, responded

to the question

Aymara woman from

the

‘what did you do while you were

tending the animals? by saying: “I spun [llama wool into
yam], of course.
for

awayos and

for shirts, that’s

August 31, 2001).

In addition,

what

my mother taught me”

women’s

for the chacra” (personal interview,

role, in Nicolas’

I

spun,

(personal interview,

words, includes “also tending

August 31, 2001). Men’s

roles,

on the other hand,

revolve around the chacra. “[P]lowing with theyunta, for example, generally
don’t do that,” says Carlos Ypiticona.

He

women

explains.

Yes, for example, carrying the loads to the animals is generally done by men.
That is why the activities [that need to be done] are divvied up, because each
man or woman we can say, has his/her activity (Personal interview, August 24,

2001 ).

Specific roles for individuals in a

treating every

member with

a hierarchical society.

It

with the realization that
regard,

Albo (1998)

political life

has

community can have

respect and honor;

its

women

says, "there

ayllu,

is

advantages in terms of

a system that served

problems, however, particularly in

this

its

purpose in

day and age

have traditionally not fared as well as men. In
is

this

a certain gender inequality in the public and

of the Andean community"

models such as the

it

its

(p. 25).

Democratic

societies,

where universal participation seems

female half of society, calls for some re-thinking.
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and particularly

to exclude, in part, the

In this respect,

computer-modeling studies suggest

that nurturing conditions

can surface from reciprocal altruism or the
practice of reciprocity. In addition, findings
attest that a

perpetuate

small

it

number of reciprocators can improve

when

the system dramatically and

they are able to punish defectors (Gintis

Gintis, 2002). Thus, while the ayllu concept
needs

accommodate universal

et al.,

some reformulating

participation in all aspects of community

foundations for nurturing reciprocity, solidarity, and
cohesiveness
viable

community model,

2002; Bowles

particularly in light of recent research

in order to

life, its

still

&

solid

render

it

as a

on the diffusion and

acceptance through the practice of reciprocal altruism.

d.

Experiential Learners

The Aymara and Quechua,
In this sense, learning

the

is

both, advocate learning at the pace of the learner.

experiential and takes place over the course of doing work. At

moment of learning each person chooses

wishes to learn that
Flores, Cristina

is

based on a person’s

the

way

to learn, the extent to

own way of learning and

Choque and Carlos Ypiticona

recall

how

doing.

they learned

which

s/he

Apaza

when

they were

young.

We studied; we learned by playing from a very young age. We made,

for

we made from clay like little
And we would put them together as if they were alive, you know. So with
we learned, and this is the way we learned. [Then] when we were bigger

example, our poros or in other words our yuntas
toys.
this

we

could hold on to th eyunta, everything (Personal interview, August 24,

2001 ).

They

are referring to playing with

game

that prepared

them

molded clay

in the

shape of oxen and hand plow, a

for using the real instrument later in
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life.

Playing in

this

way

meant they had

to carefully

remember them.

observe what their parents did when farming
and

In this sense, they said,

“we

learned through what

we have known,

what we have seen” (Personal interview, August
24, 2001). Toribio Waitari, a

Quechua man
all

in his

autumn

years, flatly says “I learned through experience,
that

(Personal interview, August 28, 2001

).

Another

woman

is

of Aymara decent, speaks

of how she learned by:

Observing, only through

Nobody

how we

that's

The

this;

observing only. Imitating what

we have

taught me, like always

to

do

-

my mother does.
looking/ observing everything

learned (Personal interview, August 31, 2001).

clearest expression

learning of language. Both

of a unique sense of learning comes across

Aymaras and Quechuas spoke of the need

cultural identity through language,

in the

to retain their

and yet both face the challenging issue

that in

urban areas indigenous people are quickly losing their language. In several instances,
attempting to re-leam or simply learn the language of their heritage

is

only

conceivable within the ayllu of their origin or of their parent's origin. In this sense,

language

is

not learned as

much

as

it

is

lived, felt, tasted,

and experienced through the

senses, while grounded and contextualized in a particular place or setting.

e.

Community Work
In the

mentioned

Aymara-Quechua world

earlier.

this

concept

is

called ayni or minka, as

Cajete (1994) describes the intricacies of community work in

indigenous communities; though he speaks of North America, his description

much

in line

with that of the Andean context.
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He

says,

is

very

-

Community interdependence
and tasks

in

characterize^] activity related to all major
events
Indigenous community. Community work...
involves every

member of the community

in projects that [are] for the

good of the people
range from agriculture to ...building, and from
food gathering
to ceremony. As a matter of common
survival and tradition, people of a
community come together as an integral unit for the benefit
of all. In work, in
play, and in ceremony, community [is]
constantly being reinforced and
experienced by every member of a group. It is this
day-to-day practice at
community that forged the communal spirit and provided such
a powerful
foundation for learning and understanding the nature
of
These

activities

relationship (pp. 173-

Alberto San Miguel speaks of his relationship to community
through his work with his

extended family saying:

From my childhood, I was always collaborating with my aunt and uncle, I
know how to plow the soil, I know how to grow com, how to produce wheat,
and

how we

can frost the churlo, everything like that (Personal interview,

August 28, 2001).

While Mr. San Miguel’s account may outwardly appear
relatives, its implications

a help to his family, but

grow

his

own

system that

food.

relies

the fields and

it

It

it

run

much

deeper. Mr.

to involve only helping his

San Miguel’s involvement not only

provided him with an education and training on

how

is

to

demonstrated in practice the inner workings of a social support

on reciprocal

immersed him

acts

of service

in

terms of time and energy expended in

into the subtleties of his ancestral heritage thereby

establishing a personal link to the past while forging his

future. In this sense, the

simple act of service

community.
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is

own grounded

identity for the

contributing to the building of

2.

The Individual and

the

The celebration of a person's achievements
ceremonies,

rites

of passage,

gifting, feasting,

person’s contribution to others.

It is

Community
is

often expressed through

and other social events

the social institutions within a

recognize and accentuate the reciprocal altruism of
a person and

measures when broken, that inspires and motivates individuals

communities

community

that

call for strong

to serve their

to their greatest potential (Gintis et al„ forthcoming).
Recognition in the

Andean world

is

present throughout

an individual becomes a person

(i.e.,

life's

different phases. Let us concentrate

a jaqi in

Aymara

come numerous ceremonies and

on when

or runa in Quechua). Reaching

personhood or fullness through marriage engenders a whole
with these

that recognize a

series

of obligations, and

celebrations in recognition of the

new

role

the person will play in strengthening the community.

Such an important change implies a long ritual process, often observed [over]
several years. The climax is not marriage, per se, but the permanent
establishment of a new home. This happens when the person completes the

own dwelling place - the roofing done ceremoniously and
new couple - and with the birth and ritual incorporation of
who often has the same godparents as those who fulfilled this

construction of his

by
the

the parents of the
first child,

same

role for the marriage.

When
is

new

couple through the process of marriage become jaqi (persons),
as though they are reborn. For this reason they need new parents - the
a

godparents, called "great father" and "great mother"

-

it

must accompany and

help their adopted children in everything during the celebration (Albo, 1996,
pp. 137-138).

As mentioned
married

full

27

in the

quote above, an individual in the Andes becomes a person when

and when he inherits the

membership

in the

right

of access

to land.

Once a jaqi

or runa, he has

community. Moreover, the male head of household
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is

recorded

in the list

of names

certain level

at the

town meeting. Community membership,
however, involves a

of commitment on the

benefits associated with being a
for

part

full

of the person

member of the

in order to gain

ayllu.

access to the

Every community member,

example, has the following responsibilities:
‘

to render their services in

'

communal works;

regularly contribute funds to the

community; attend assembly meetings; [and] take-on
the cargos
positions] - be these political or religious that the community

[i.e.,

public

has established

(Alboetal., 1989,

In the

Andean

p. 47).

context, the

male head of family takes on any public

representation of the family, but this public male figure

is

only an outer

shell,

undoubtedly reinforced by male dominated colonial and
ecclesiastical rule over the
centuries.

Behind

women

expressed particularly in the weightiest of decisions

is

level. In addition,

power,

women

this shell is a practice

when men cannot

of family consultation wherein the voice of
at the village

take on their responsibilities in the ayllu seats of

in the family are not only

allowed but also encouraged

the village councils, task forces, and other institutions and activities.

of a community, a jaqi or runa has the right

.

.

.usufruct

council

to take part in

As

full

members

to:

one or more parcels of the agricultural zone along with

its

respective water rights (if there are any); have access to other communal
resources (pasture lands, wood, construction materials, etc.); to intervene in the
decision making process via the assembly; participate in festivals; [and] to be
listened to
etc.

a.

by

local officials

(Albo, 1998,

Conceptions of Authority and Governance

The Aymara word

or in case of emergency;

p. 24).

In the past, authority

27

when making demands

for marriage

was shared on

is jaqichcisina

in the

Andean Community

a rotational basis through a system of

meaning
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to

“become

a person” (Albo, 1998, p. 23).

leadership positions called cargos and
other offices that gave the

measure of internal organization and a
community voice
system continues to
there are

still

this

day though

several key

Andean

it

community a healthy

to the larger world.

This

has gone through several changes,
nonetheless,

characteristics that remain. Let us explore

some of

these characteristics in further depth.

The community
democratically

Andean

elects

leadership on a periodic basis in a most

its

fashion

- “frequently

the designation

carried out in very

is

loud voices and with raised hands, [and] often
times achieving consensus” (Albo

et al„

1989, p. 53). Elected officials take on their responsibilities
as a service to the

community and view

it

as a privilege, for

on blessings and abundance both

naming process

to the

its

successful completion

minor positions such as the minutes secretary
is

a

little

believed to bring

family and the community. In the cargos

there are three governance levels that stand out.

school officer. The second

is

more

for the

The

first is

community assembly

defined by

or the

prestigious and includes the tasks of general

secretary or the festivals officer. Finally, the highest positions are the
most prestigious;

these include the

work of justice

pattern that evolves

first level,

many pass

community hold
part

one

is

officer, legal/political consultant

that allows for all

community members

and corregidor. The
to pass

through the

through the second, while only the most respected members of a

the third.

Such a system allows

for all ‘persons’ in a

community

to

of the community decision-making process, understand how the community

functions, and

service

which

what

its

limitations and potentials are while

in turn nurtures

still

community by strengthening

connect ‘persons’ within an ayllu.
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fostering

community

the social bonds that

be

It is

worth noting, that the nurturing of community
confers group benefits by

promoting cooperation and the sanctioning of free
and sanctions

in the ayllu

model

is

tantamount

The governing of benefits

riding.

to the functioning

of networks

in the

sense of frequent interactions with familiar
persons and therefore necessarily only
viable within communities of scale

body

are the norm.

where high

entry-exit costs

and a defuse governing

Governing arrangements such as these 28 are capable
of

interpersonal interactions that promote the informal
enforcement of incomplete

& Gintis, 2000).

contracts" (Bowles

In this sense, the ayllu governing

model has the

potential to provide solutions to otherwise intractable
problems of contractual

incompleteness. This

most evident

is

in the ayllu'

ability to

handle land issues and

disputes in an expeditious manner.

At the
field for

heart of the ayllu governance system

community members

the institutions of reciprocity

resources (Bowles

community

in

-

terms of voice and access to governance and through

such as the ayni and minka

& Gintis, 2002).

level is

much more

a centralized governing

body would ever be (Bowles

thus care

is

taken to

is

28

first

the sharing of labor and

its

body

at the

governance function than

& Gintis, 2001).

This occurs

small enough that everyone in the community

make

sure issues pertaining to

are treated expeditiously. In addition, the fact that

governing body has

-

In addition, a network type governing

affective and effective in

because the scale of communities

known and

the ability to level the playing

is

it

is

community

a local issue,

means

hand information of the issues and can thus

is

residents

that the

act appropriately

to: (Ostrom, Gardner & Walker, 1994; Wade, 1987; Baland &
on management of common pool resources such as fisheries, irrigation, and pastures;
and (Whyte, 1955; Homans, 1961; Lawler, 1973; Craig & Pencavel, 1992; 1995) on the regulation of

For well documented examples refer

Platteau, 1997)

work

efforts in producer cooperatives.
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on them. This
it

is

not generally the case with centralized
governance and even

generally would involve a costly time lag
both to the

community and

if

it

were

the individuals

involved.

The

ayllu, then, provides a context for the
spiritual, social,

economic and

political spheres

of life to function in relative harmony. At the individual
level

groundedness

imparted through the family and the larger community in
the form of

is

guidance, kinship, the provision of a diverse social context,
an understanding of each
person's roles so as to eliminate problems of misunderstanding,
recognition for
services and outstanding work, the provision of unique learning
spaces, and the

implementation of a strong ethic for communal work. These characteristics
with others

that

-

cultivate strong

communal

ties as

along

exemplified through the relationships

form between the ‘person’ and a community. Moreover, a clear sense of origin,

groundedness of character, publicly understood relationships
democratic system of local governance
as a

-

model system. One

considered

when

that should

all

point towards the

to

community and

a truly

Andean Amerindian

ayllu

be better understood, analyzed and seriously

thinking of re-engineering the social landscape through development

projects of various kinds.

D.

Community Nurturance

Principles in the Context of Development Discourse

Andean Amerindians have

traditionally focused

seeking to achieve the welfare and prosperity of all

in a

on the community as a whole,
community. The ayllu has

served as the organizing mechanism for Andean development from the Tiahuancotas

some 2000

years ago to the Incas nearly 500 years ago, and remains a viable system
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for the strengthening

present

it

of community.

My aim here is to shed light on

an old system and

as a viable alternative for the strengthening
of community in the context of

development

community development).

(i.e.,

1.

Sociocultural Arrangements and Demographics

The Andean indigenous

social system centers

on the community as the

operating entity. This operating entity referred to as the
ayllu in the Andes,
characterized

by communities of scale with low population

generally well acquainted with one another.

communities allows

for the establishment

The

relatively

densities

modest

from a handful of families

to several

where people

size

are

of these

of effective systems of human interaction

based on reciprocity. While the ayllu has traditionally been small
size

is

hundred

in

some

in scale, ranging in

instances, the concept of

the ayllu has been used successfully for larger entities as well.

The

Incas, for example,

effectively used the ayllu socio-cultural arrangement as the basis for establishing
larger

and larger communities of scale. The effect was

relationships

never

became

lost sight

based reciprocal

the motivating force leading to larger entities of association that

of their pacha.

A system of local village councils provided for local

involvement in governance matters and these
territorial officers

that the locally

and

in turn reported to regional

their consulting bodies. In this sense a system

and

finally

of decentralized

governance dealt with local concerns and issues while larger issues were dealt with

at

consultative bodies representing the people; a system not unlike the democratic ideal

that is

much esteemed

today.
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The Andean Amerindians

traditionally live together in
multigenerational

extended families 29 This system not only
paid homage and respect towards the
old
.

and wise but also

is

an effective and dignified welfare system
for the old, and an

emotionally stable, as well
turn, are cared for

by

as, rich

learning environment for the very young
who, in

the elderly. This arrangement provides
a natural place for

education and learning to take place as endogenous
wisdom, culture and heritage are

passed on to the next generation. Often
a heavy reliance on

this

process

is

done through

memory. Table 6 (below) addresses

raised and highlights the importance of living in
a small

everyone knows each other and the positive effects

this

oral traditions

and

several of the points just

enough community

that

has on the social and

emotional needs of the people involved.

Table 6

-

Socio-cultural arrangements and demographics of Andean Amerindian

communities

Communities of scale with low population

•

densities that allow for people to

become

acquainted with one another.
•

Extended families spanning several generations traditionally live together, serving as effective
and dignified welfare and childcare systems, where the elderly care for the very young and
where families and community care for the elderly.

•

Reverence towards elders for their age and wisdom - potential.
The transmission of culture and heritage is passed along through oral traditions and a heavy
reliance on memory.
The organizational structure of the community has generally remained in those places were

•

•

city migration has

Adapted

~q

in part

been minimal.

from Mander (1992)

This type of social arrangement

and

traditions; as

I

observed from

is

not unique to the Andes; in fact,

my preliminary

study of a Papua

it is

common

New Guinea

across

many

cultures

and a Ugandan

Such common threads across very different peoples are an indication of the inherent
worth and viability of such a system of social arrangement.
traditional culture.
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2.

In the indigenous

wide

rotational basis,

it

Power and

Andean world of the
hierarchical,

is

merit. Decisions are often arrived at

The system of governance

is

and

Politics

ayllu,

it is

on a consensual basis involving the whole

modeled

in the indigenous

their lives. This leveling process allows for
all

how

participation levels at

Power
voluntarily

the

is

(i.e.,

it

is

doing

community or

shared on a community-

is

based on individual capacity and

democratic system wherein everyone participates in

governing them, and

power

it

at

members

ayllu.

world on a direct participatory

some
to

level at

some

point in

have a sense of what

so. It also contributes to

is

high community

village council meetings.

decentralized in the form of elected officials taking on their
roles

no compensation other than the prestige of offering one's service

community) and reside

in the

community they

serve.

Laws were

to

traditionally

transmitted orally without an adversarial process, and interpreted for
individual cases

using customary or traditional law as a basis for judgment by groups of peers

know

the individual/s

who

perpetrate a

Direct involvement in

misdemeanor or crime.

community governance ensures

efficient, effective,

often even compassionate running of local affairs and concerns. This process

generally

more responsive

to local

who

and

is

needs and also more efficient than centralized

government. Table 7 (following page) addresses some of the points just raised and
sheds light on the democratic nature of locally driven ayllu - based governance
strategies.
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Table 7

-

Power and

politics in

Andean Amerindian communities

Local power shared equally on a community
wide rotational basis.
•

•

Positions of authority are

communally elected based on merit.
Decisions are generally based on a consensual
process involving the whole community.
Direct paiticipatory democracy (in the tradition
of ancient Athens)
Decentralization:

power

resides mainly in community,

Tahuantinsuyo Andeans
Inca rule
•

was especially the case.
governance decentralization was the norm.
this

among

people.

Among the

ex-

Grillo (1990) argues that even under

Laws transmitted orally without an adversarial process.
Laws were interpreted for
individual cases with customary or traditional law
used as a basis for judgment by groups
of peers known to the individual who perpetrated a
misdemeanor or crime.

Adapted

in part

from Mander (1992)

Basic Components of Development

3.

The Andean Amerindian

ayllu

community model

reflects the formation

of

cohesive communities of scale that are demonstrated to have effectively
functioned

under increasingly larger and larger structures of social management
local

groundedness was allowed

to flourish

to the extent that

and prosper; the clearest example of this

being the Inca Tahuantinsuyo. Recent community modeling research has demonstrated
that strong reciprocity is an evolutionarily stable strategy for

(Gintis et

al.,

community development

2002). Moreover, reciprocity also has a positive effect on governance

institutions, a leveling effect in

terms of wealth and voice, and has a positive effect

terms of social and emotional

and

chapter

-

-

spiritual,

I

might add, though not addressed

in this

well-being as cooperation and reciprocity become the norm.

Let us explore an

Andean endogenous development approach

contributing to the development paradigm that currently prevails.

endogenous approach
in-situ

in

to

development builds on

as a

means of

An Amerindian

local resources while

enhancing the

development of local knowledge systems. The maximization of local control of

the development processes

is

key

to its establishment in a situated place.
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Moreover,

development objectives are based on locally
acknowledging the

interests

felt

needs and values while

still

of different groups. Finding development
niches

based on the characteristics of each local situation
results

in the greatest social

that are

good.

Optimizing local resources through selective use of
external resources while keeping
the benefits in the local area

system

may

is essential to local

stipulate for local use

prosperity building. While the current

of resources with selective input from

afar,

but

financial gains are not within a closed system,
rather they dissipate out into markets,

thus creating greater cycles of poverty.

Keeping benefits

in the local area

would

also foster the exchange of

experiences between different localities and cultures in order
to increase their
potentials for mutual prosperity building (see Table 8 for a

summary on

page). Moreover, the pursuit of networking and partnership building

added benefit of contributing

Table 8

-

to furthering the understanding

Building on local resources

•

Enhancing the

•

Maximizing

•

Aiming

in-situ

development of local knowledge systems
of development process

local control

at objectives

based on locally

felt

needs and values, acknowledging

the interest of different groups
•

Identifying development niches based on the characteristics of each local
situation

•

Optimize local resources through selective use of external resources
keeping benefits in the local area exchange experiences

•

Keeping benefits

•

Exchange experiences between

•

Further understanding of systems of knowing

•

Networking and

in the local areas

different localities

strategic partnering

Modified from Haverkort

et al.

(2001)
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and cultures

would have

the

of knowledge systems.

Andean endogenous development

•

the following

Realizing the potential that endogenous
development hinges both
as well as at larger levels of influence,
the indigenous people of the

at

the local

Andes have

prospered and survived in large measure because
of their capacity to nurture

communities. Their sociocultural organization,
inspired, provides

community

is

them with the necessary

bom

tools to prosper

the refuge and source of a people's wealth.

wherein the Aymaras and the Quechuas are able
structure.

from the land and

The acculturation and

spiritually

and survive. The

The

ayllu provides the

means

to build a strongly cohesive social

assimilation of community

members begins

early

with the backing of the ayllu as a whole where ‘guidance and
kinship,’ ‘clear

on

roles,’

and others provided a strong basis for the formation of ayllu invested,
morally upright,
and hard working individuals. The process of early acculturation has also
contributed
to the strengthening

of the governance

structure,

of shared

responsibilities,

and of a

sense of fairness and justice. Moreover, the social and political structures that evolved

have resulted

in

an endogenous model for development that has been around for

hundreds of years though never acknowledged as such even by the Andean's
themselves. Today, the effects of globalization threaten indigenous people and their

knowledge everywhere, and yet just

as

endogenous knowledge

is

placed on the

balance, contemporary western development discourse has an opportunity to explore,

experiment and, ideally, embrace

many indigenous views on endogenous

development.

E. Conclusion

In brief,

endogenous development begins with the community, which
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in turn is

strengthened and perpetuated through the
sociocultural avenues of moral and
spiritual

education of the young, a collective commitment
of service and the fostering of such
values to

all,

a clear sense of fairness and justice as
exemplified through rotational

democratic governance, and a sustainable means
of livelihood that
millennial system of reciprocity.

but

it

Endogenous development

is

represents an alternate voice to the development
model.

potential to

imbue

is

grounded

not without

It,

grounded sense of community. Ultimately, development,
whether
it is

in this respect

of communities for the effective and efficient functioning

Amerindian communities have the greatest

-

-

its faults,

moreover, has the

the discourse with a practical and uplifting
focus that

western in focus, must rely on people and

in the

it is

is

based on a

endogenous or

the social organization

that the

Andean

potential to contribute towards western

development models.
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CHAPTER 5

NURTURING OF NATURE

Young

tree,

from

The Aymara have

a

drawing

their

(c.a.

1613)

30

own way of viewing nature. The

held respect and caring [they have] towards
[like] the affection

Pachamama

deeply
is

of a child for his mother.
(quoted in Rengifo, 1999,

p.

48)

A. Introduction

The biosphere,

that thin green

and blue layer blanketing our planet where

takes place (Myers, 1984; Goldsmith, 1992),

is

life

humanity's home, workplace,

playground, and temple. Not very long ago, in historical terms, the very land beneath

our feet was considered sacred by most people given there was a direct causal
relationship between the environment and one’s survival.

history has been the reshuffling of human habitation

urbanization of cities and towns,

is

in Bolivia, for

example - the

increasingly breaking the ties once integrally held

between people and the land (see table

30

-

A revealing trend in recent

5.1

on the following page). In 1976 nearly

sixty

Santa Cruz Pachacuti, the author of the drawing, refers to the young tree as the origin or ancestors of

however I have not found few sources that could confirm this. Another, more plausible view of the
young tree in Andean mythology and symbolism has to do with the image of the tree as symbolic of the
three worlds of above, here and below. With the tree's verdure representing the world of above, the
trunk indicative of the world of here and the roots pointing to the world below (Arnold, 1987).
old,
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percent of the total Bolivian population lived
in rural areas, by 1992 this figure
had

dropped down
eight percent.

two percent and by 2001

to forty

rural population

Such large scale changes over such a

was nearly

relatively short period

invariably has deleterious effects on the people
and cultures affected
loss,

and the effects of concentrated groups of people
congregating

centers.

by

into

thirty

of time

the

move, the

cramped urban

Moreover, as people become increasingly disconnected
from the land as

farmers, the reverence and sacredness once held
towards the natural environment

begins to erode.
ethic

As

these links lose their meaning, so too are people's
environmental

and practice toward nature and the environment eroded.

Table 9

-

Census
Year

Total Population

1976
1992

200

c

rv

Rural

(%)

Urban

Population

of total

Population

of total

4,613,486

2,745,024

59.5

1,868,462

40.5

6,420,792

3,722,416

42.4

3,698,376

57.6

8,274,325

3,109,095

37.6

5,165,230

62.4

a

b

a

Bolivian rural to urban demographic changes between 1976 and
2001

(%)

i

Based on national migration data from the 1992 census (Ministerio de Hacienda,
1997, p. 36).
Based on 2001 census on national population and home ownership data (Instituto Nacional de
Estadisticas, 2002).

The

alienation and loss of touch with the earth

phenomenon of eco-complacency

is

related to the urban

or a disregard for the natural world that points in the

direction of a reduced appreciation and reverence toward the environment or any

concerted efforts towards protecting

modernization

-

in the

it

from harm. Moreover, the

west in particular, but

resulted in a distancing

to

effects

some measure around

of

the world

from the land along with a heightened appreciation

-

has

for

compartmentalized scientific thought and an erroneous belief that natural resources are
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there for the taking 31

to the renaissance

.

These trends have contributed

to a

breakdown of what had

been a sacred relationship between nature and
man. This sacred

relationship, while currently going through
a tumultuous phase

Amerindians,

Andean

s

prior

is still

among

the

Andean

appreciable in isolated intermountain communities.
Rural

appreciation of mother earth's bounties lies in their
relative nearness

physical and spiritual

-

to the land. Appreciating nature as a sacred
entity can

profound effect on peoples’

lives,

one

that

treatment of our ecological surrounding.

molds and

directs the relationship

The Andean Amerindians,

like

- both
have a

and

our western

forebears, have a strong sense of belonging to the ecosystem
around them, and this in
turn, has

shaped their

activities

This research explores

means of addressing

and relationship with the natural environment.

how

the relationship

between people and nature

natural systems renewal and sustainability

reverence towards the natural world and

how

is

grounded

as a

in a

deep

these, in turn, can contribute towards

strengthening an ethic for sustainable development.

I

build an argument around the

Amerindian sense of sacredness towards the biosphere using the works of Andean
scholars attempting to revive ancient paradigms as a point of departure (Grillo, 1994;

Rengifo, 1994; Valladolid, 1994b); tapping into existing research on Amerindian

connections to ecology (Greslou, 1990a, 1990b, 1990c, 1990d; Grillo, 1990b); and
looking to the past for a renewed environmental ethics vision for the future

(Estermann, 1998; Tillmann, 1997; Richardson, 1994).

What

31

is

‘nurturing of nature?

What does

it

constitute?

How

is it

There are plenty of examples of this view from the pillaging of mineral resources

clear cutting of old-growth pine and

fir

manifested?

in the

Andes,

forests in the Pacific Northwest, to the desertification

Sahel in lieu of cotton and groundnut plantations,

etc.
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to the

of the

Why is the
Andes?

‘nurturing of nature’ important?

How

How does

can the ‘nurturing of nature’ contribute

environmental ethic

in

it

interface with life in the

to the

enhancement of an

development?

This research explores these questions by looking

at

four major processes

linked to the nurturing of the ecological:
(1) determining what nurturing of the
ecological

is in

the

Andean

context; (2) delineating

key points on how the nurturing of

nature affects the role and influence of life in the Andes;
(3) identifying

contemporary challenges faced by Andean Amerindians; and

whereby

some of

(4) exploring

avenues

the concept of Andean nurturing of nature can contribute
to the development

dialogue on environmental ethics.

B. Nurturing of the

Environment

in the

The nurturing of the environment, or sallqa 32
of its splendid diversity has been a part of Andean
recall.

by

The

relationship of co-dependence

the Andeans, traditionally

fields

- via

meant

that

as

Andean Context
it

life far

is

called in Quechua, in

longer than

between humans and the

memory

- while

can

land, as understood

people cared and tended for nature

fertilization, irrigation, terracing, etc.

all

in their

nature provided them with

bountiful crops on good years and wild plants in the lean ones (Rengifo, 1999; Grillo

et al.,

1994). This view of co-dependence with nature

world where small differences

32

word with

in elevation

is

justifiable in a part

of the

can have an exponential effect on the

al. (1994) and Rengifo (1999) refer to it as
of its splendid diversity.’ Arnold (1992) gives it a
somewhat related meaning; that of “timid or wild.” “A term of endearment given to the fox. [And also]
a generic term for the stories of wild beasts” (p. 254). Apaza et al. (1999) attribute an entirely different

Sallqa

is

a

several meanings. Grillo et

something to the effect of the ‘environment

meaning

to the

word, that of “a person

who

in all

deceives, [or] one
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who

takes advantage of others” (p. 223).

number and types of species - both

flora

and fauna - that flourish and thrive

niche microenvironments. The rugged contour of the
land

measure

is

by marine

affected

wind

currents,

itself,

which

in multi-

in large

patterns and pluvial precipitation

all

contribute to the natural beauty and ecological wealth that
the central Andeans have

been endowed with (Murra, 1996; Golte, 1980). The Andean topography
with

its

towering mountains, deep canyon valleys, expansive plateau and large
lakes long ago
elicited the reverence

and veneration of the people inhabiting those lands. Over time

their eco-centered devotion not only

cultures but

it

had an

also

effect

shaped social organization and multiple Andean

on the way of thinking and viewing the world around

them. Medina (2000) speaks to this issue by focusing on the nature of Andean logic in
the following quote:

The Andean
based

in the

cultures can be generally construed as space-based
west) and can also be thought of as agro-centric. In

Andean cosmology,

(vs.

this

time-

sense

and technology are all centered on agriculture
and agricultural production. These are also self-regulating social systems with
religion,

a holistic vision of the world. The Amerindian logic, in contrast to the
Aristotelian logic that includes the notion of the identity principles, in

consonance and in strict adherence to the current natural sciences logic and
of quantum physics, is the complementarity of opposites, symmetry and

that

the inclusive other (Medina, 2000, p. 45).

In short,

Andean

nature they

rational thought

saw an

always seeking

to

is

based on people’s observations of nature, and

integrated whole, a

that

approach internal harmony. This vision

Varela’s (1992) notion of autopoiesis

33

complex system

is

was

in

forever in change, yet

not unlike Maturana and

33
.

autonomous living systems from a biological standpoint. It
make up the whole. What is distinctive about autopoietic
systems is their organization, which is conformed in such a way that their only product is themselves,
with no separation between producer and product. In other words, the ‘being’ and ‘doing’ of an
Autopoiesis

is

a

word chosen

to represent

involves understanding the living unities that
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Their observations of nature not only helped
them establish the essential

interdependence between and across the living and
non-living actors in their world,
but

it

literal

set the

context for a whole cosmology and outlook on

Aymara

sense, the

earth, animals, all

existence as

296).

[a]

for

example, “consider

of nature (Paxi

family and as

And where

it is

[a]

et ah,

1986,

all

life to

things to be mutually related: man,

p. 7).

Where

“nature

community” (van den Berg

not unreasonable for the

evolve. In a very

Aymara

is

part of their

& Schiffers,

1992,

p.

to “call the land their ‘mother,’

the mountains their ‘grandparents,’ the animals their ‘children,’
and the plants their
‘brothers and sisters’” (van den

possible because

Berg

& Schiffers,

Andean cosmology allows

rational thought is not conceived

of as

1992,

p. 296).

Such associations

for the principle of wholeness

are

wherein

west in a metaphysical 34 and

in the

chronological sense but rather as an axiological 35 process and as lived experiences

(Estermann, 1998). Thus, the Amerindian can establish an intimate relationship with
nature in the

same way he/she would within

a close-knit family. In this

way

profound respect for nature and the land. Albo and Quispe (1987) speak
reverence saying, “the land
forth every year.

is

is

[inspired by] the land” (p. 15).

a

is

to this

the nest of life” (p. 14), because of the fruits

They even speak of how

there

it

gives

the standard, “the measure of [human] love

Such a notion

is

not unreasonable

when

considering

that:

autopoietic unity are inseparable, and this

is

their specific

mode of organization (Maturana

& Varela,

1992, pp. 47-49).
34

Metaphysics,

is

here used to

mean something along

the line of a branch of critical philosophy that

invested in systematically pursuing problems of ultimate reality and the nature of
35

Axiology, refers to value judgment and the study of the nature of values.
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first

principles.

is

.

.

.the sallqa [or nature in all its diversity]
is the progenitor

t]he sallqa

the

human community

deities nourish the

human community] goes through

extreme

The

and the

scarcity, droughts or lack

difficulties,

such as

of plant[s

[even]

in the years

of food (Rengifo, 1999,

.

when

.

.and

it [i

e

of

p. 48).

relationship of man towards nature has over time
been one of respect, admiration

and devotion. Moreover,

it

set the stage for

Andean Amerindian

cultures early on to

develop a very strong sense of place, of groundedness, between
the individual and
his/her chacra or his/her cultivated land.

We know that early indigenous people

learned to read and interpret the land

through signs from their local environment for example through the smell
of the wind,
the singing and the flight of the birds, and the presence (or absence) of a
particular
plant. This process

might seem

like

an obvious one to us in hindsight, yet their

interpretations according to a Bolivian scholar

is that:

These readings teach us the fundamental concepts with which the Andean man

made

[one of] the

first scientific

revolutions] in humanity's history:

[incorporating the notions of] interconnectivity, risk, probability, uncertainty,

homeostasis, simulation, symmetry, systems theory, cybernetics [and]
semiantics [into a cohesive whole] (Medina, 2000, p. 48).

This revolution meant that ancient Andeans could rather accurately forecast weather
patterns, organize their social structure in order to

make use of local

maximize

their labor potentials,

resources to the fullness of their potential, and farm in multiple

ecological floors as a

social ramifications

means of increasing

their

food productivity. Then there are the

of viewing one's world from a systems perspective

the old, the sick, and the orphan while also

making provisions
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that cares for

for leaner years. In all

these aspects nature and the environment play a
central role primarily because the

Andeans have

been above

traditionally

all agriculturists;

C. Reading Nature as a

Nature

is

a vast and

complex

entity,

one

keenly observed, and followed in their efforts
please her.

The discussion

environment

that

that ensues focuses

(e) fauna.

that

of Life

Andean

cultures have revered,

to better ‘read’

on

Mother Nature and

five elements

have traditionally been of special importance

people of the Andes; these include the

and

Way

farmers and herders.

Each

is

all

to the

indigenous

(a) skies, (b) the earth/land, (c) water, (d) flora,

representative of a different facet of the

relationship to nature and

of the natural

depart from a

common

Andean people’s

shared understanding of the

sanctity of the natural world.

1.

The

Skies

skies presented the pre-Columbian

Andean Amerindians with

of infinity and a pantheon of deities. Their nearness
natural sky observatory, being as

level.

It is

changes

it

were

at

to the skies, quite literally,

around 4,000 meters (12,000

A

all

ft.)

was a

above sea

only natural that the Andeans would be keenly observant to any pattern

in the skies

and their lives on

earth.

Their observations were acutely focused

on the all-important endeavor of agriculture. Therefore
not

the vastness

of the sky signs are related

few examples of the sky signs

it

is

not surprising that most

to the agricultural calendar

that

and celebrated as sacred.

Andean Indigenous peoples keep an eye

are discussed below.
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if

out for

The

cabrillas or Pleiades are a seven star
crescent-shaped cluster in the Taurus

They

constellation.

are awaited for expectantly in early
June as a sign of harvest

abundance. Marco, a farmer interviewee of an
anthropological study conducted

in the

early 1980s in the Peruvian Jauja region
says,

If these

seven

cabrillas appear relatively clear, it is said that
we will have a
year, that after the period of freezes the weather
will be normal and that
substantial rains will come in their season [i.e.,
when they are supposed to].
But if there isn t much ice [during the freezes], and [when
expected] at the
time the seven cabrillas don’t appear normal, it is said
that it will be a harsh
year because there has been no ice [accumulation] and
the time of the seven

good

cabrillas has not been normal (Tillman, 1997,
p. 20).

The preceding quote demonstrates

the reliance

forecast their agricultural production 36

The moon

is

Andean people have on

the stars to

.

another important luminary in the Andean skyscape.

Its

used for making short term weather predictions, as with the belief that

interpretation

is

rains follow a

new moon. The phases of the moon

are also associated in determining

the agricultural calendar. Apata, a farmer from Peru says:

When

one plants under a new moon the crop is no good. In full moon its no
use planting either and if we plant the potato, they [will] grow large and with
an empty stomach. [In other words] the potato when planted under a new
moon, and the com too, grow big but [the growth is] only [in the] leaves and
no more. Its no use planting under a full moon [since] the moon consumes [the
fruit]

(quoted in Tillmann, 1997,

p. 40).

Tragadero, another Andean farmer speaks of the
explains,

36

Note:

I

scientists

moon and

the forecasting of rains.

He

how:

refer to the Pleiades in chapter three (Nurturing of the Spiritual)

made

correlation’s

between the Andean farmers capacity
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on page 76, where western
and prepare for an

to read these stars

One

when suddenly! the moon is in
pointing in the waning direction, then that
looks,

quarter and

its two tips are
good year.
Because the rains come from the east [in this region
of Peru...] from the warm
lowlands of the jungle, where everything is humid.
[...] If one looks to the
moon and sees that its tips are oriented toward [the] waning
[direction] it will
be a good year (quoted in Tillmann, 1997, p. 40).

The brightness of the ‘eyes of the black llama’ or
Centaurus

37

constellation

which

lies in the

and the Hydra during the lowest point

its first

means

the

it

will be a

Alpha and Beta

stars

of the

Southern skies between the Southern Cross

in the horizon, are also said to

the intensity of the rains to come. Another observation that

is

often

reasons has to do with the clarity of the dark spots of the Milky

be an indicator of

made

for similar

Way in the

Southern

skies (Valladolid, 1990).

The observations

the

Andeans made of the night

wannabe-sky-observers like myself. The
started seeing correlations

implemented these
world

is

on them

fact that

skies are astounding to

thousands of years ago people

between the ‘heavens’ and the

‘earth’

to serve their agriculture, their religion,

and

and actually

their link to the natural

hard to envision. Yet the Andeans of old not only saw the patterns and acted
to

improve

their resources, but also

well as an integrated link between

It is

humans and

worth noting, however,

understanding the world.

It is

saw

in the skies

deities as

nature.

that significant

currently the

many of their

more

changes threaten the old ways of

elderly indigenous people

who

apt to base their forecast of impending weather patterns for the agricultural year

“el

Nino”

event.

The quote just mentioned, while not endorsing an

role this constellation has in alerting farmers to

“el Nino” event speaks to the
impending climatic conditions in their region.

37

are

by

central

Centaurus: the Centaur is one of the largest constellations spanning some 60 degrees across the sky.
Alpha centaurus is the 3rd brightest star in the sky, while Beta centaurus is the 10th brightest star, their
brightness makes them easily visible with the naked eye (Nemiroff & Bonnell, 2002).
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looking

at

the sky. Their faith in the system

is for

the most part unshaken.

Younger

generations, however, faced with challenges not
conceived of in generations past, find
that

having a clear understanding of the

where they tend

To

the

social,

to live cut-off

newer generations, the
economic, and

stars

does

little

for

them

in cities

and towns

from nature, and often under impoverished conditions.

skies

have

political pressures

little

relevancy

make up

when

the effects of profound

a significant part of their every

day

lives.

Long-standing traditions, however, do find their way into urban areas,
despite
the fact that farming

people.

How

does

is

this

no longer the only source of livelihood or income

happen?

In part

it

for

most

has to do with tradition. The pre-Columbian

forecasting of environmental events generally took place at specific times of the
year,

times that were intimately related to the cycles of the agricultural calendar. With the

advent of Catholicism in the Andes,

many of these

dates

became associated with

Patron Saints (for more detail refer back to chapter 3 on the Nurturing of the
Spiritual).

As

such, the once purely

Andean veneration

turned into a syncretic system for paying

looked

to the stars for

intercede

-

if

homage

-

in

making

reverence and celebration for the

their crops successful.

stars,

while transformed,

environments despite the disconnect with the land. This

one takes into consideration
that

that

Andeans

was repeated

at heart are

is

Andeans

still

to the Saints to

These
still

traditions

remain

in

of

many urban

particularly the case

when

when

living

generally happiest

several times throughout
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and the skies

to Christian Saints.

answers for their crops, but also prayed

they could

on the land; a point

for the land

my interviews.

Earth

2.

The conception of earth
is

is

central to the

generally construed as consisting of Hanan

Pacha

(the soil of here)

means

and of Ukhu Pacha (the

whereon

under our
says, “a

(Greslou, 1990a, p. 181).

The

universe.

Pacha (sky

Andean cosmology

or the soil of above), of /fay

of within) where pacha simply

soil

the state of things or habitat; a vital here and

time and space
stage

Andean

now

that

encompasses [both]

earth, the land, is

no more than the

the theater of human life takes place. In this sense, the
land, the soil

feet is not

only another resources to be exploited, but, as Rengifo (1990)

member of the cosmos”

(p.

201).

The land

is

thought to contribute to the

provisioning of our nourishment and also “personifies a divinity, the
other words,

In this sense,

where

[is the]

it

is

rituals are

a sacred place in

more than

which

rituals are

made”

Pachamama,

(Rengifo, 1990,

the place for the production of sustenance,

made, where communal work

is

it

is

p.

in

201).

a temple

pursued, and where the family

establishes itself with the help of its extended family and neighbors.

The

earth

is

chicha (a fermented

alive

com

and for

it

to give its fruits she

brew), the sacred coca

please her, because the “plowing the soil

is

leaf,

must be wooed. She

and other offerings

is

offered

in order to

seen as a sexual act from which result the

foodstuffs necessary for the reproduction of Andean culture and society” (Tillmann,

1997, p. 136). Huertas, a Peruvian farmer explains,

The

earth

is

a sacred thing,

talked about this and she

we

love the earth immensely.

would

say: that is

the rain, to the sun, and to the water

when my mother [worked]

My mother always

mother earth and thanks

we owe

our produce,

we owe

to her, to

our bread.

community’s collective
works) she would take the first drink [of chicha and she would also pour some
to the ground so that the earth might drink as well and when she chewed the
Well,

in the large faenas (a
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coca, the same, and [this she did because]
the land
Tillmann, 1997, p. 136).

This interaction of Mr. Huerta’s mother with the land

is

was very sacred (quoted

an important one, because

a manifestation of the reciprocal relationship between
people and nature.

court and please Mother Earth and she, fertilized with
the fluid
irrigation), bears her fruit to sustain

human

life.

the land with their offerings, but they do so wisely. In the

world people are more apt
level

to court

and please individuals towards

of affinity, how and when the earth

The Andean farmers recognized
cycle early on.

land’

They observed and

where the

first is

Andean Amerindians

same way

is

wooed

is

it

is

Humans

semen of the

Andean Amerindians

in

rains (or

court and please

that in the

whom

there

human
is

some

carefully chosen.

the limitations of the earth’s reproductive

identified the presence of ‘fertile land’ and ‘dead

productive while the later

is not.

With

their observation skills,

are able to categorize different types of land in their

community

for different crops, often with only seeing the color of the soil. Acolla, a Peruvian

farmer, speaks of how soils are classified in his region, he says:

We classify the soil

in the following way: the black soils are for potatoes, the
sandy for oca, and the red soils we say [are] for wheat [and] for green peas.
[A]nd in the upper parts in the black soils [they are] for barley [and for] wheat.

[The earth] seems

like

it

is [better] fertilized

[when

it is]

turned over [as

when

planting] the potato [for example] (quoted in Tillmann, 1997, p. 138).

Once

the earth has been classified, the plants are in the ground, and the impending

expectation for rains

is

high,

and reverence towards the

what remains

land.

community of Pasto Grande

is

the

Andeans themselves and

Mr. Ypiticona, a farmer

says,
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I

their

views

interviewed from the rural

The land you say, right? She nourishes us and we
make [i.e., encourage
produce. So, in that sense she [i.e., the land] is vital
for our survival

it]

to

(Personal

interview,

Another farmer

I

August 24, 2001).

spoke with from the same community, Mr. Flores says.

The land

for us,

mother’s

womb we return to

we

can say,

is like

a mother. Because after

the earth, in other

words

we

leave our

to achieve a livelihood,

mainly through the chacra, [and] animals, all that. That is what
keeps us
[alive] and it is also a way of life with the earth (Personal
interview Aueust
24,2001).

Mr. Flores
life,

later

spoke about the

earth, the land,

how

and

it

has been

at the

center of his

he expresses these views saying,

My life’s accomplishment, the most important thing in my life is
learned to do] the chacra

keeps

me

[.

.

.] It

has been

[alive] (Personal Interview,

3.

One of the

[having

my way of life, until now that is what

August 24, 2001).

Water

scarcest resources in the central

Andean range has always been

water. In spite of its scarcity, or perhaps because of it, the indigenous

Andeans of this

region emerged as one of the foremost authorities on water use and management, their

highly complex social organization allowed them to evolve into sophisticated cultures

such as the Chavin, the Tiahuanacotas, and the Inca.

Andean cosmology regards water underground aquifers,

etc.

-

all

as the vitalizing force that

generating force that imbues the universe with

sacred both as the

semen

water; in oceans, lakes, rivers,

life.

makes

One

that fertilizes the earth through

life

that is at

its

happen.

a

once revered as

life-giving river flows, and

the oceans and lakes that are associated with the mythical origin of
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It is

life

as well as the

place wherein

is

life

returns to nature at the time of death
(Greslou, 1990b).

only conceivable within a natural and reciprocal
context,

being that

is alive,

one

that is constantly

& Ramirez,

life, fertility

are such that

it

is

(in this case

man and

mutual respect and reciprocity, wish
natural

reciprocity takes

irrigating

and

to live in

theirs is “a relationship

harmony between themselves and
p. 238). In this sense,

on several forms. Maria Ore (1989) describes
as portrayed

fertilizing his fields.

by

worked

this

other

Andean

mutual relationship

the experiences of Mr. Pedro

who

is

She explains:

Mr. Pedro has lovingly prepared the earth
water: he has

commodity

water) that, founded on the basis of

community” (Greslou, 1990b,

between humans and water

and the agricultural

not understood as a

from which one extracts a use or modes of use. Rather,

members of the

rituals,

1990).

The Andean views on water

between living beings

characterized as a

is

remembered, and celebrated through

myths, legends, and stories that are associated with
calendar (Bazan

it

Such a view

in order to betroth her with the

the [line], lifted out the [slabs protecting the channels],

[and] cleaned the channels. There

is

the water: cold, [nutrient filled], full of

song, bubbly, undulating, turbid, gushing, happily meandering through by the
high intake [and all along it] looks so much like a copper-colored serpent.

There

it is,

running unrestrained,

lustful to penetrate the

lime [of the earth],

fecund[ing] semen, in the calcinating entrails of the earth

between men and water

Another approximation

to the relationship

work of the land during

the last rains of the year

several years.

Water provides

because the rains are often

the earth

is

is

that

of easing the

put to fallow for

the necessary humidity for the crops to flower, and

short, the

use of irrigation channels, as

when

is

Aymara and Quechua people have made good

so eloquently described
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its

(p. 80).

by Maria Ore

in the

above

quote.

Water

also has

constraints of

some

allows for early

made

it

crops. For example, irrigation at lower
elevation ecological niches

com

crops to mature prior to the rains. While
irrigated higher

elevation crops result in a late

made

possible for endogenous people to extend
the elevational

com

crop. In this

way

multi-elevational agriculture

possible with the use of irrigation has resulted in
a highly efficient agricultural

system (Greslou, 1990b).

Water

also serves as a

of Santiago de Cao
the

in

Pem

remedy and

as a plague control.

use sudden and large quantities of water in order to
control

maize worm. For example, farmers say “the land

(Sabogal, 1981, p. 40)

The indigenous farmers

when water

is

is

released onto the

used to promote weed growth, then once these are

all

pressed and the

worm

field. In addition,

is

water

killed”

may be

sprouted the land can be plowed

under and the weeds die off from the intense solar radiation. Another important
function of water

It

is its

role

of nurturing a general balance

in the natural

environment.

contributes to an ecological equilibrium between forested areas, grasslands and

cultivated fields (Greslou, 1990b). In addition,

it

can act as a temperature regulator,

minimizing the effects of freezes, extreme heat and evaporation;

this is especially true

around the Lake Titicaca agricultural basin.

4.

Plants

For the Amdean farmer, plants are no different from other elements

in their

environment. They are considered to be alive and part of an interconnected whole. So
ingrained

[and]

is

is this

value, that “the plant itself does not exist.

Its

existence

is

justified,

explained, in function of and in relation to the other elements of the
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environment

in

which they are found” (Greslou, 1990c,

of this can be appreciated

p. 25).

One of the

indications

in the following quote:

The peasant [farmer] in order to carry out the preparation of his
fields and
tidying up of his crops, needs to reciprocate and live
together [in harmony with
the land], it is [an] integral [process]: he is strictly
based on the traditional
agricultural calendar taking into considerations the phases
of the moon,
religious festivities, [and] indicator plants, such as capulr 8
poroporo

,

40

,

[and the]

maguey

41
,

when

these indicators

zarzamora

bloom and bear

fruit

then the year will be a good one and there will be abundant harvests
(Rosas
1990, p. 75).

In this sense the

Andean farmer conceives of plants not

integral whole. In other words, the

germ plasm,
from

its

its fruit,

roots

all

the

or

its

way

most important

as a thing but as a living and

part of a plant is not necessarily

leaves. Instead the farmer appreciates the plant as a

to its

into consideration, the

whole

stems and leaves. This provides the farmer with a

globalizing view of their environment in which plants play an important role.

consequence when the farmer

its

interacts with nature

whole of the

it

is in

such a

way that

interrelations that such elements

As

a

he “takes

have with others,

without beforehand evaluating the consequences that a modification of an element can

have over the others” (Greslou, 1990c,

p. 27).

Man

is

simply one more participant

in

38

Physalis peruvianum of the Solanaceae family is a small and spherical fruit (i.e., 1-cm diameter),
smooth and a yellowish green in color when mature. It is consumed as is, used for juices, and jams

it

is

(Rozas, 1989).
39

Rubus ulmifolius of the Rosaceae family include some 3,300 species and is a very important family
humans as it includes edible fruits such as apples, pears, and cherries for example. It often grows as a
shrub and

its

leaves are considered to have medicinal value

(Hoffmann

to

et al., 1992).

40

Cochlospermum vitifolium (Willd.) Sprengel of the Cochlospermaceae family is a small tree growing
no more than 5 to 8 m. in height, it has bright yellow flowers and pod-like fruits (Zamora et al., 1999).
41

Agave

spp. of the

Agavaceae

familiy, these are succulent plants that

grow

in dessert conditions

and

of the stem foretells
the coming of a rainy season if it points towards Cuzco (if on is one the Peruvian side of the western
Cordilleras) and a dry season if it points towards the Ocean (Personal field notes, June 12, 2000).
vary in size substantially (succulant-plant.com, 2002).
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It is

said that the direction

the larger theater of nature. In this sense,
the relationship between nature and

not marred

by

illusions

of domination; instead a dialogue

is

sought

in

man

is

which

reciprocity and cooperation prevail. Moreover, the
agrarian nature of Andean culture

implies that everything from cosmology, religion, social
organization, arts and

technology,

all

Over

center on nature and the agrarian calendar.

the millennia

in the sense that they

Andean Amerindians became very

were very

skilled plant geneticists

effective in both improving the range and the

characteristics of their edible crops.

The reason

for

doing so were

to

improve upon

their

food security. In time, however, their knowledge was to have widespread

So

is

it

that plants

family) and

such as the potato ( Solarium spp. of the Solanaceae or nightshade

com ( Zea mays of the Gramineae

humanities caloric intake potentials
introduced

effects.

New World

when

or grass family) revolutionized

in the early sixteenth century the Spanish

crops to the Old World (Terrones, 1990).

A plant that has

received increasingly negative attention in recent decades has been the coca plant

(

Erythroxylon coca of the Erythroxylaceae L. family). Coca

is

not only considered

holy by indigenous people across the Andes - from Argentina to Venezuela - but
also a plant of immense medicinal value.

powers

in a

wide range of areas: from toothaches,

as rheumatism,

potentials

Andean Amerindians recognized

when

and diarrhea

to

name

to

stomachaches and

a few (Boldo, 1986). However,

distilled into a hallucinogenic

worldwide underground markets has tarnished
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drug that

its

is

its

healing

ulcers, as well

devastating

increasingly in

more noble healing

its

is

demand

qualities.

at

Animals

5.

As with

other actors in the

Andean

context, animals are not conceived
of as

being outside of the larger natural environment.
Moreover, they are considered

from the

deities, said to

have come from the

way of springs and mountain
wet places.

It is

why the

the Yaqana, the black llama that

Way with

Milky

lakes. This is

its

head

viewed as an omen of impending

to drink

urinate

is

rains.

low

It is

from the great Pacific Ocean and

(i.e.,

humans

is

said to like

represented by a dark cloud in the

in the

Southern Hemisphere skies

said that the

Yaqana

that within a short time

is

it

lowering

its

will begin to

rains (Greslou, 1990d).

primarily the alpaca and the llama) have traditionally been seen

as persons, in other words,

respect that

mountains by

alpaca, in particular,

on the world, thereby providing the much awaited

Animals

(deity)

penetrating eyes (the Alpha and Beta stars of the
Centaurus

constellation) in late October and appears very
that is

of the Apu

interior

gifts

on an equal

level to

deserve. Jorge Flores

humans, with

Ochoa

Asking a herdsman

if

said yes, but since

insisted in finding out

all

the privileges and

illustrates this point

by saying:

he could recognize anyone of his alpacas or llamas, he
how he knew they were his, he
asked: ‘and can you recognize your children wherever you see them?’ I said,
‘yes, but I don’t have 300 children.’ ‘What does that matter’ he replied, ‘the
I

we recognize them anywhere, because we know
one of them from the time they are bom’ (quoted in

alpaca are like our children,

them and we

[love] each

Greslou, 1990d, p. 100).

The personal

relationship

The herdsman provides
return, they

between the herdsman and

his animals

is

syncretic in nature.

the animals with food, water, and protection from predators. In

make up an important

part of a [herding] family’s production.

and alpaca were not originally domesticated
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The llama

for agricultural production as occurred in

the

Middle

East,

tilling the soil.

where

large ungulates

were used as

traction animals for

plowing and

Rather, they were domesticated for their
wool, for use as transporter

animals, as a ready source of natural
fertilizer

(i.e.,

through their dung), and as a

source of meat (Greslou, 1990d). Other
domesticated animals in the Andes include the
dog, which

was used

to help in the

herding of the llamas and alpacas, as well
as ducks

and the cuy (guinea pig) both of which are used
as important sources of protein and

act

as supplements to an otherwise mostly
vegetarian diet.

This section explored some of the practical manifestations
as they relate to the
skies, the earth, water, plants,

world

and animals. The exploration took us

that is fast disappearing as agriculture

becomes

to an

Andean

less relevant in the cities

and

people begin to direct their lives in ways other than by reading nature.
Needles to say,
there are strong ties to the land, if nothing

maintain a link, a connection, even

D.

if this

more than

a place towards

be only symbolic

The Role and Influence of Nature on

in nature.

Life in the

Perceptions of nature in the Andes are inseparable from

around agriculture and where the traditional

ties to the

which one must

life,

Andes
one

that revolves

land run deep. Valladolid

(1994b) affirms that “the Andeans have forever, not only cultivated plants and animals
but also nurtured the

landscape”

(p.

soil,

the waters, the microclimates and in general

326). In this sense, agriculture

is

of putting seeds into the ground and harvesting
rather as a

in their

complex

One

of the

not conceived solely as the simple act

its fruits

interrelationship that involves their

estimation has always existed.

all

several

months

later,

but

whole existence, and one

that

that continues today despite the cultural,
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economic, and

changes taking place as demonstrated through
Bebbington’s

political

(1993, 2000) research based on his work in Ecuadorian
highland communities.

We know however, that prior to
began

know

to

it

12,000 years ago

change as a consequence of the

effects

of the

when

last ice

regional climates

age, agriculture as

we

would have been impossible. Archeological evidence suggests
Andean

agricultural practices go

back as

far as

8,000 years ago (Bonavia, 1991; Silva-

Santistevan, 1990; Kaulicke, 1985). Thus, establishing
this region as one of the four

independent agricultural centers of origin

How

agriculture began

realization that native plants

is

not

in the

known

world

42
.

for certain.

when tended and cared

for

It

was probably

a gradual

would give more

fruit,

gradually realizing that seeds lead to fruit-bearing plants and the awakening
to the fact
that

when

mentioned
that

these seeds were placed in soil they tended to grow. In this sense, as
in previous chapters the

chacra

is

the place one attends to and cares for so

wild (or cultivated) plants will grow under favorable conditions. Valladolid

(1994b) affirms

that,

In the central

Andes

agriculture

was bom with

the nurturing of the chacra.

Nurturing chacra

is not only the domestication of plants and animals, it is the
nurturing with care and respect, in other words ritually nurturing along with the
plants and animals, the land, water, microclimates and in general all of the

landscape

The
life

42

(p.

327).

relationship to the landscape and to ecology can be traced back to the nurturing of

on the chacra. This relationship

fosters the notion that everything in life is

Other centers of agricultural origin include: Central America (Guatemala, and Mexico); Indochina

(Thailand,

Burma

[currently

Myanmar], and Laos); and

the

Middle East (Turkey,

Iran, Iraq,

Afghanistan, and the mountainous regions of Ethiopia and Somalia of East Africa) (Valladolid,
1994b).
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animated and
this

that there is

conception

same

to share the

that:

all

the water walks,” “the seed

human

actors

and non-biotic worlds.

It is

not

uncommon,

filled

then, to hear, for example,

becomes accustomed,” “the

endowed with human endeavors

is

In

with the need

plants sprout smiling,”

feels hurt” (Grillo, 1990b, p. 97). This
characterization

relationships that occurs

It is

biotic

beings and elements in the contingent world
are

life-giving force.

and “the mountain

alive.

no separation between the

of non-

an indication of the character of the

between society and nature

in a

world

that is

viewed

as being

precisely this relationship that has resulted in a caring and nurturing
attitude

towards nature, one

that in the

west might be construed as a strong environmental

ethic.

Traditional

Andean

religion also

had a strong influence on people's outlook

and practices towards treating the environment with
in the past

was

that “the

care.

world turn upside-down, [and

The

greatest fear of Andeans

result in] the disorder

and

destabilization of society, of the deities and of nature” (Grillo, 1990b, p. 97). In

preventing such a calamity, they fostered an ethic of solidarity and reciprocity in a
spirit

of austerity towards each other, towards nature, and towards

author in particular, (Grillo, 1990b), suggests

it

is their

their deities.

One

values and ethical conduct that

guarantee a sustainable and healthy re-creation of life. This

later point leads

us into a

discussion about the holistic significance of nature in formulating conceptions of life
in the

Andes.

1.

The

Nature and

its

Manifestations

ecological nature of indigenous

in

Andean Cultural

Andean
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Practices

people's views on the

environment stems from

their intimate association

with an agrarian

As

lifestyle.

agronomists, Amerindians have been aware
of their surroundings and have continually
learned from them. Their culture of caring
for plants and animals triggered
a dynamic

conversation between society, nature, and the
spiritual elements in their world. Their
observations, experimentation and close study
resulted in creative innovations in

farming techniques, in the domestication of previously
wild cultivars, in the

maintenance and upkeep of agricultural
floors

and

in the social organization, as

allowed for these innovations

The

own

fields.

scientific

traditional

mentioned

Andean farmer

that involves a

establish the effects each has

in the previous chapter, that

to take place.

is

an assiduous observer and experimenter in his

This experimentation, however,

method’

along the multi-elevational ecological

sites

is

tendency

on the

not the same as in the western use of the

to isolate different

others. Experimentation in the

of incorporating elements in the farmer’s world into his/her
placing a plant, an animal, or a water channel into
characteristics over time.

components

These incorporations

its field

may

or

life,

Andes

such

is

a process

as, for

example,

and adopting

may not

in order to

its

have a desired effect

or result but without experimenting and trying different alternatives the farmer will

never know. Rengifo (1990) quotes a farmer from northern Peru

In handcrafts

it

may be

easy

[to learn]

technique, but the agriculturalist

of seeds, he has

to

know

[i.e.,

by observing,

who

says:

learning only the

the farmer] has to try with various types

the weather, the rains, the seeds, he has to keep trying

(p. 102).

This process

is

one of re-creation rather than

occurs in conjunction with others, while

still
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repetition.

Moreover

it

is

a process that

going about the normal socio-cultural and

production activities that a family goes
through. In

experimentation

not separate from

is

daily activities. This process
a greater extent

is

life itself; instead, it

practiced

by some more than by

consequence of such practices
species on a given

site.

result in

by

all

process of

occurs alongside regular

despite the fact

others (Rengifo, 1990).

it

may be

expressed to

The environmental

an increase in the number and character of

Increased biodiversity, stabilized land, and farmers
working in

conjunction with other farmers in a given region,
actually influence microclimates. For example,

community of Lako Lakuni, who
little

this sense, the

I

lead to modifications that can

all

spoke with farmers from the

talked about small check

dams they

started

making

over a decade ago in highly eroded dried out river gullies
where there was

or no vegetation. Several years later, there
livestock

-

is

a tangible fruit of their labor and

a

little

water, and clumps of pasture for their

commitment

to the regeneration

of their

local watershed (Personal field notes, July 18, 2000).

This process of experimentation has allowed

many Andeans

to continually

search for better seeds, planting methods, soil protection techniques, and water

dryer areas

—

for example.

They have done

-

in the

so for reasons as varied as to find seeds

that are resistant to diseases, tubers that are better adapted to storage, or simply to find

a nicer taste or flavor in the

fruit.

This process of experimentation, in

fact,

has

its

manifestation in the Andeans' potential to read from the natural environment and
translate

what

is

observed into meaningful - and very often accurate - interpretations

of the environment and

its

effects

on a farmer’s

fields.

This interpretation

detailed observations of an entirely different nature, one that

spiritual sustenance

of Andean culture. In

is

based on

associated with the

effect, spiritual principles
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is

such as those

outlined in chapter three are the
sustaining force behind the

Andean Amerindian's

life

work. The arrival of alternate worldviews
(such as the green revolution,
genetically

modified seed agriculture, and ffee-market
economics) has impacted the nature and
operation of

life in

the Andes.

The

arrival

tension between the traditional and the

of such views has invariably lead

modem, with each

to a

carrying weighty

implications that are seemingly mutually
exclusive. In this sense, the effects of

modernization on the Andean landscape and
challenges.

I

address

some of the

its

people have brought on a series of

implications of these challenges in the paragraphs

ahead.

E. Challenges Facing Indigenous People in the
Pursuit of Nurturing Nature

Throughout

my reading and some of my

field research

I

became enchanted by

the sheer beauty, simplicity, efficiency and equanimity
reflected in the values,

philosophy, traditions, and practices of pre-Columbian Andean
peoples. The
relationship they fostered toward the land

living, as

was

exemplified in the discussions thus

for long, a pristine

far.

example of holistic

History, however,

was

to

profoundly

impact indigenous societies everywhere.

For the Amerindians, the beginning of their

strife

and longsuffering

started

almost immediately after the small band of Spanish conquistadors lead by Francisco
Pizarro reached the northern coast of Peru in 1531.

By

1532, the Inca Atahualpa was

executed and the Andean people where made subjects of an ever increasingly
oppressive colonial system. Early on the indigenous population was decimated both by

measles and smallpox viruses as well as the harsh conditions inherent
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to slave labor

(Diamond, 1997). After the countries

in the region

achieved independence in the

half of the nineteenth century the
conditions for indigenous people were
not
better.

The republican period only marked

local landed elites, often

of Spanish decent,

demands on indigenous populations.

change

a

who

in

most

part

imposed

In Bolivia, for example, the
1860s

reversion to thspongueaje system of large
estate farms. Pongueaje

indentured servitude; a system that was ultimately
to

much

guard from Spanish rule

for the

last until

was

first

to

stiffer

saw a
a system of

1952 when the agrarian

revolution lead to a change in status of the Bolivian
indigenous people.

Indigenous people's plight over the

privileges, continued marginalization, repression

economic prosperity. The
have

left

effects

years has resulted in few

last fifty

and closed doors

to

education and

of nearly five centuries of oppression

in the region

an indelible mark on a broad sector of Andean society.

The Amerindians

relationship to the land today

subjugation and longsuffering over the course of the

is

astonishing given their

last five centuries.

relationship to the environment has been characterized

by

Their

a strong sense of

connectedness to the land. Theirs was not a feeling of ownership and control as
as

one of being a part of it. This view towards nature not only molded

much

their

relationship towards the land but also shaped the relationship between each other.

changes undergone in the Andes over the

last five

Amerindian's relationship to the land and

to

challenge facing indigenous people

is

The Agrarian reform of 1953
even

if

we

take aside the

ill

The

decades has profoundly affected

each other. In

this sense, the biggest

social in nature.

partitioned land to indigenous communities

distribution of land, the
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-

and

low percentage of farmers served,

and the poor

soils allocated to

them

-

the changes

came

medicine became increasingly readily accessible
even
life

at a

time

in very

when modem

remote areas, as a

expectancy grew while mortality rates declined.
This new population growth trend

m conjunction with ill-conceived land reforms led to inevitable problems
line.

rates

the

result,

Small land parcel allocations for subsistence living
next

were a recipe

for disaster. This lead into

commons - he goes on

to explain in

down

to exponential

what Dr. Baker43

calls “the

the

growth

problem of

an interview with me, saying:

It can be associated with just poor,
poor practice or it can be associated with
over grazing. But basically it’s over use of resources, which
is affecting

And people have [become] involved in these micro valleys
[where] the conditions are strenuous. They say they used to have
soft rains

productivity.

didn

damage

the land.

But

that

what happened was that they grazed the
land down, they planted. They just used the land too much, and
the rain began
cutting gullies. And the erosion in the micro valleys is fast and
bad, you know.
I mean, in 20 years you can carry away
40% of the topsoil (Personal interview,
August 24, 2001).
t

in fact

Our discussion centered on one of the communities
time, Pasto

Grande

in the

explains to

me how

the land

in a relatively short lapse

I

think part of

their,

it

what they

I

had been

interested in for

high valley region of the Department of Cochabamba.

went from very productive

of time.

was
call

[that]

He

there.

says.

with population growth they simply had

allanocas their planting areas.

And

Dr. Baker

is

to

expand

instead of having
fertilized well.

up big areas and divided it among the people that were living
And they would plant it for 3 years and then let it rest for 12 years. Plant
set

another area for 3 years and [so on].

43

He

to not being productive at all

enclosed areas, canchas, that they planted year after year and

They just

some

a North

..

(Personal interview, August 24, 2001).

American biochemist turned environmentalist and longtime advocate of

indigenous people's rights and freedoms.
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That system worked well before the population

boom

began

that

in the early

1960s

had an effect and then, Dr. Baker continues,

Each time they came around after the land had rested,
they got less production
from it, and production began dropping. Well, you
don’t really notice so much
if you have 12 years of rest and
3 years of use. It’s a 15-year

cycle and a
person gets 2 or 3 cycles and that s a lifetime, you know.
So they don’t see the
changes, but as population grew after WWII they had

modem [medicine], they
[had] access to antibiotics and their population doubled,
tripled and they
weren t able to let the land rest 12 years. It got cut back to 9 in
some cases 6
and 5 years. And there was just not sufficient recovery. The
land would lend
itself very well to the pasture, but the way they
were using it they had [even]
destroyed their pasture (Personal interview, August
24, 2001).

These dramatic changes witnessed

in

one Andean community are corroborated by two

elderly farmers from Pasto Grande, speaking through an interpreter, they
recall the

changes

in land productivity they

witnessed in their

own

lifetime in the fields

surrounding their community. They say,

Before,

when we were

children the place

was much

different, there

was

production [of crops], there were grasses [for grazing animals], [and] there was
no erosion. The erosion has occurred in our time. Now all the places that used
to

be chacra,

now

there

is

nothing. [Erosion] has taken

[and everything went]. In that time

[i.e.,

years ago] the rains were different,

[...]

erosion].

It

was

it all,

rivers

formed

when they were young some 50
it came softly and [didn’t cause
now, the

different then, right? It’s not like that

strongly and opens up rivers and takes the soil away.

[...]

rain

to

60

comes

Rivers, rivers every

year are being formed (Personal interview, August 24, 2001).

The Aymara farmers Mr. Apaza and Mr. Ypiticona, show evident
as they speak about erosion in their

care for

it,

interview,

we

should care for [the land]. But

August 24, 2001).

community

it

community. They

is

We

we

don’t

say,

increasing, but the land

is

not increasing,
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“we haven’t known how

know how”

see that “the population

signs of frustration

(Personal

is

increasing.

it

is

worse,

it

Well
is

in

our

to

deteriorating” (Personal interview, August
24, 2001). In an effort to improve their

productivity they introduced chemical fertilizers
and pesticides, but with

guidance on their use,

which weakens the

my interpreter adds

earth that

is

settled in Bolivia

English
Baker.

-

He

grown lush

native grasses

Pedro Rojas a Peruvian Aymara

now grows

nothing.

who many

years ago

and speaks fluent Aymara, Quechua and Spanish - and even
a

familiar with the Pasto

is

“they sometimes exaggerate in their use,

already in a bad state” (Personal interview,
August 24,

2001). Pretty soon, what had once

My interpreter, Mr.

little

Grande community through

his

work with

little

Dr.

explains,

They

realize [that their practices are affecting their environment]

but they can

from

flat

t,

they don

places

[i.e.,

t

want

to face

them. [You

the altiplano region of Pata

see,]

Kamai

up

they come,

to a point,

it

seems,

province of La
where the culture and way of managing the soil is very different. They
have brought that same culture to the [upper valley steeply inclined] slopes and
they have managed the land as if it were the plains (Personal interview, August
in the

Paz],

24, 2001).

Thus, the Pasto Grande community plight, for example, came from population growth
pressures, shortened fallow cycles for the regeneration of the land and vegetation, an

increased reliance on chemical fertilizers that killed the soil in the long run
soil

microorganisms for example], and poor

agricultural

prospect

background on

became

all

the

soil

flatland agriculture

more acute

management

[i.e., it kills

practices due to an

implemented on steep slopes. This

1980s when a series of drought years

in the

devastated and accelerated the decline of a natural system thrown out of balance.

was a slow

process, as Dr. Baker explains,
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It

-

their erosion

took them from around

WWII

until

about the 1980s, and

it

finally arrived at a point

where they were having a real problem with
production. Not because there wasn’t any
fertility in the land there just
wasn’t
any water! And they had a few dry years and
the land dried out just totally.
[They] planted potatoes and harvested rocks!
It was just, just bad'
(Personal
interview, August 24, 2001).

The dry

years,

which coincided with the

large region of the

Andean

range.

"el

Nino"

effect

of the early 1980s affected a

A middle-aged man, Mr.

Encinas, remembers

the altiplano changed over the course of his childhood
and teenage years.

He

how

recalls.

I remember, for example, in the
country there were no tractors before. So,
people worked the land in small parcels, but these were well
preserved, well
cared for, protected from the torrential rains, you know. But
now

came

and shuuunng!!

tractor

It

cleaned

it

out.

It

affected the drought even more, [even] the frost

know.

Now there is no protection on any side.

tractor]

was

the

destroyed everything. And, well,

was

stronger, everything,

It [i.e.,

it

you

the introduction of the

a change for nothing,

its only for the moment, no more. One sells
some two years one has a good production and then buys a
would seem that everything is better, but kahjjj For the future

everything, for
truck, great.

It

!

the earth

is

deteriorated, that

is

!

the problem (Personal interview August 28

2001)

Leonardo Coloni
far

is

an Aymara farmer and teacher from the community of Tallija, not

from Pasto Grande

in the

upper valley region of the central Andes, he compares the

farming practices of his ancestors with those used by him and his contemporaries.

He

says:

Before our parents, our grandparents, they sowed the fields by hand, you
know. The seeds were also well chosen, now we mostly [look for] easier ways
of work, [that’s what we want]. We use chemical fertilizers to sow, [and we

know

we are doing harm, you know. [. .] So, the [chemical]
we buy and one day we go with the seed and that same

that] to the earth

.

fertilizer at one point
day we sow. But in the days of our grandparents it was different. They
prepared the soil, [.. .made everything ready before actually sowing]. [We]
want to make it easier, you know (Personal interview, August 31, 2001).
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Mr. Enemas, touches upon another social

one farmer has used

fertilizers,

issue; materialism.

around the world. The United States, for example,

beyond

(Stiglitz,

its

is

“is

no

different

now

from other places

the world's largest debtor

2002, paragraph 16) in large measure because of a tendency
to

means. Mr. Coloni, on the other hand, portrays another

this trend, the search to

make

translated into a widespread

things easier.

While

tested over time in the

live

accompanying
has

it

phenomenon of adopting new ways of interfacing with

Andean region

species and practices.

facet

this is not a negative attribute,

the land. Generally, however, the practices adopted

new

that

obtained greater than expected results, sold
everything

and purchased a vehicle - others follow. This trend

country”

As people witness

as

was done

The aggregate

effect

come from

afar

and have not been

in the past with the introduction

of

of such adoptions has a deleterious

consequence on the environment. Dr. Baker’s view on the widespread adoption
of new
views and practices by contemporary Amerindians

is

a strong one.

He

says,

we need [urgently] to confront [how] to get people ...to think for
themselves and not go look for the answers to their problems from others. To
start with their own conviction that they can solve their problems and then as
I

think that

they solve them, be open to suggestions from others. Because there’s a lot of
information out there, but if they haven’t themselves been trying to deal with
their

problems

their

problems

founded.

I

answers from people that don’t really know what
are, and so they get a whole series of things that are not well
think, a lot of the early attempts at social and economic

development

they’ll get

that

were

[not well founded], ...like getting people involved in

giving [farmers] tractors. They didn’t quite

know what

to

do with

tractors, they

know how to take care of them either, you know. And they damaged a
of land (Personal interview, August 24, 2001).

didn’t
lot

Mr. Coloni speaks of how even
region have changed substantially.

He

in his lifetime the production patterns in his

says,
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Every one, each person, [we all] harvested a truck
[load worth of produce] you
know. Now, for example, this doesn’t happen. The
earth is impoverished, I
don t know what it might be, you know? Now [we
can’t] get even half a truck,
not even [with] ten people are we enough to fill
a truck. Before, one person
only would take out [a truck load] (Personal interview,
August 31, 2001).

The

realization that the environment has

changed substantially

middle aged and older generations of indigenous people. There
the impoverishment of their

own

cultural heritage,

with modernist consumerist values has

left

is

is

well recognized

by

a recognition that

and the parallel

filling

of this void

indigenous ways of knowing in a

precariously unstable state over the long run.

The

rich cultural heritage

of the Andes

is

a treasure of indigenous

ways of

knowing, working, and interacting with the natural environment. Unfortunately
heritage

is fast

disappearing, as attested

by many of those

problems associated with the loss of heritage

I

interviewed.

Many of the

that contributed to the health

and well

being of society and the natural environment that held them together are social
nature.

society.

As

this

in

values have changed over the course of time, so to have the foundations of

The beauty of the Andean system was

though some are truly astounding, but

one

that

much

its

technical innovations,

in the social organization

dependence between and across people
reciprocity,

not so

and interlinked

allowed for a very complex system of

that

allowed them to prosper in places where the

soils

were generally

considered not adequate for farming, where water was scarce, and where the number

of ice days was rather high. The environmental ethic

that

once dominated the

lives

of

indigenous people has waned with modernist consumption trends, but the possibility

of reviving the social systems of reciprocity
the nurturing of the ecological hinges

upon

that

drove society forward remains. Thus,

a revival of the social
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norms

that lead to a

cohesive and constructive reciprocal system
of living. Until then, the gap
erosion will only be filled in by those very values
that further destroy

F.

Towards an Andean Environmental Ethic

Environmental ethics

left

from

its

it.

of Development

the academic study of applying moral philosophy
to

is

environmental issues and concepts, an area that came into being
in the early 1970s
time

when heightened environmental consciousness made

it

at a

possible to explore the

philosophical reasons for the need to pursue world wide
environmental consciousness.

Environmental ethics
rather

it

not about proselytizing the need to protect the environment,

is

“focuses on the moral foundation of environmental responsibility, and

this responsibility

extends” (Fieser

& Dowden, 2002, paragraph

responsibility towards the environment in this field

is

1).

how

far

Moral

said to branch out into three

camps; human centered (White, 1967; Harding, 1968), animal liberation centered
(Frankena, 1979; Partridge, 1984), and environment centered (Rolston, 1988; Leopold,
1949).

1.

Human

Human centered

Centered Environmental Ethics

environmental ethics focuses on the notion that virtually

environmental responsibility

is

a consequence of human interests.

all-

based on the

It is

assumption that humans are the only morally significant living beings with any
capacity for moral judgment.

interest

of the human species

manner given

its

From an environmental
to care for the

pivotal importance for

perspective,

environment

human
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it is

in the best

in a sustained

survival and wellbeing.

and sensible

It

involves the

dilemma of assuring

ethical

supporting

practical

human

life,

that the earth

while also preserving the resources and beauty

and aesthetically pleasing

2.

life for all.

liberation centered approach to environmental responsibility

extension of the strong animal rights

camp

is

to sustain a

Animal Liberation Centered Environmental Ethics

The animal

in this

remains environmentally hospitable for

that at least

movement of the 1970s and

some animals

1980s.

is

an

The argument

qualify as morally significant living beings

and thus the responsibility humans have toward the environment should also
incorporate the environmental interests of such animals.
that derives

from

this

responsibility hinges

may not

human

view, as with the

on the needs of ‘morally

is

indirect given that the

significant living beings',

which may or

Environment Centered Environmental Ethics

The environment-centered view

asserts that the

environment

is

worthy of

moral consideration without concessionary approval stemming from human and

animal

interests. In other

words,

this

fundamental ethical concern and that

it

centered focus,

obligation

take long term ecological needs into consideration.

3.

direct

The environmental

deserves to be viewed on

its

own

view
it

is

asserts that the

whole

earth

as morally significant as

merits. Representation of this

is

the focus of

humans

are

and

that

view comes from

multiple perspectives including the notions that the environment has direct rights, that

it

qualifies for moral personhood, that

it

is

deserving of direct duty, and that

inherent worth.
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it

has

G.

The

An Andean Amerindian Approach

to

Environmental Ethics

relationship Amerindians have towards the environment
has always been

perceived as that of an interaction between equals. In this
sense
the relationship that

animals

all

Andeans

it

is

not surprising that

fostered towards the skies, the land, water, plants and

share a similar ecological station; a view that

is

exemplified in the

following quote.

Nature for the Andeans is not an object, a thing that is there, [and] subject
manipulations and experimentation at their will. Nature and all that exists

to

within her, and in particular the earth, is considered to be a living being, an
animal that is capable of reacting and one towards which we must [treat
lavishly] for a

relationship

is

good while. Man is one more element in nature. The earth-man
not based on domination or exploitation but on dialogue, on

reciprocity; in other words, the type of relationships that are established

between two living beings (Greslou, 1990a, pp. 180-181).

Such a relationship

is

qualitative in nature;

that lends itself to the fostering

it

is

and engenders a vision

all-inclusive

of a sense of sacredness, one

natural environment. In this sense,

it is

that lies within the

reasonable to believe that the relationship held

with the land very quickly resulted in a deified reverence towards those elements and
forces in the natural world that were larger than

life;

such as the sun, moon,

mountains, seas, the life-giving earth and others. As these ‘living beings’ took on
greater importance in their agriculture (and animal husbandry) centered lives,

likely at a time

when

religions, faith

and

it

is

very

the deification of nature lead to the establishment of Andean

spirituality.

The land provided

the context, the setting from

structures eventually evolved. Moreover,

it

is

from the land

Andean system of trade and commerce was made
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which

social

and community

that reciprocity

and an

possible. Considering the central

importance that the land has

in

Andean Indigenous

thinking,

meaning, a sense of purpose, nurturance, and
pleasure were

it

all

is

no wonder

that

derived from this

connection to the natural environment. Huarachi
(1992a) speaks of the relationship
that

people and community have developed as a result of
their interaction with the

land,

and

its

people and

way of thinking. He

The Aymara extend
towards
the

says,

concept of community and its practical implications
environment that surrounds them. In the literal sense of

their

[the] natural

word they have

familiarized themselves with nature: the natural
part of their existence as a family and as a community.
This
familiarity determines the character of the relationship that
exists between man

environment

is

and nature: the Aymara live in communion with nature because they
experiment with themselves as part of that environment, as a part of a
whole in
which each element is in relationship with the remaining elements. This is the
greatness of the Aymara: that they consider all things mutually related:
man,
earth, animals, all of nature. Everything has to do with everything
and there
nothing nor anyone that is isolated, left apart (p. 296).

The Andeans have

is

traditionally closely associated themselves to the land, as

exemplified in the quote above. Nearness to the land, not only fostered a sense of
respect for nature but

it

cultivated a vision for the caring and nurturing of their social,

physical, and spiritual environments.

Such a

relationship fostered

what today might be

called a strong sense of environmental ethics.

The

holistic

and global outlook towards the environment

Indigenous people have demonstrated

is

generally

more

in line

that the

Andean

with the environmental

centered perspective. The indigenous view, however, does incorporate key elements

from the human and animal
environmental

ethic, if

liberation

camps

as well. In other words, an

such a concept were to exist
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in the

Aymara

or

Andean

Quechua

lexicons,

would very

likely incorporate elements

from

all three.

The Andeans

portrayed in the previous discussions, traditionally
had a holistic vision of the

environment. In their estimation sky, land, water, plants
and animals are considered
integral parts

them

of a living whole, thus

it

is

inconceivable to separate them out and

as discreet entities. In this sense, environmental ethics
from an

perspective breaks

away from

a purely individual or

human

treat

Andean

centered perspective, as

exemplified in the quote below addressing the issue of land ownership.

Due

to the ethical relationship

ownership

(i.e.,

environment and of resources
1992a,

between man and the natural environment,

property) of natural resources
is

is

collective. Conservation

the responsibility of the

p. 210).

This quote speaks to the strong ecological ethic held by Andean people, but

goes beyond

of the

community (Huarachi

it

in the sense that

conceive of individual gain

it

at the

it

also

alludes to a kind of social organization that does not

expense of communal wellbeing

environmental degradation. Another quote

illustrates the

need

nature of the environment and the role people have within

interest

and

to reify the holistic

it.

The Andean communities celebrate rituals and other cultural activities that
allow them to identify themselves [as well as], validate and recreate norms
protection and improvement of natural resources... (Ochoa & Kobayashi,
2000,

While nature

p. 62).

is

never glorified as an entity that

from man, nature
acts

for

in all

is

quantifiably better than and separate

of its diversity seen and acted on as an equal partner through

of mutual cooperation

that nurture both

of their needs.
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The language

in the quotes cited throughout this
chapter testify to this end, that

the relationship between nature and

humans

is

one of equals attempting

harmonious and syncretic cohabitation. Having said

this,

however, there

to nurture a

is

plenty of

evidence to suggest that the actions taken by
people have also been carried out
explicitly

from a people-centered perspective. For example,
individual and collective

action involving the land, whether
infrastructure such as roads

were

all

it

be for the sake of cultivation, creating

and bridges, or even the honoring of the

deities, these acts

carried out with the ultimate objective of contributing
to the prosperity of

people. In the cases where this also benefited the natural
environment this was an

advantage, however one might argue that while the discourse

and equality, the

reality is that the

humans

to

for

them

do as seen

fit.

environment

is

is

and has been

Rengifo (1990) addresses

rich with nurturance

at the

disposal of

this issue indirectly in the

following quote, saying:

The managing of the environment by an agrocentric

culture gives way to
resources that are mainly of a social nature rather than natural; the soil of the

environment comes in part from the agricultural soil; the water of the
environment becomes transformed in part [by the moistening waters used]

for

the agricultural activity; the flora of the environment become, in part, through

a process of domestication, cultivated plants; the fauna of the environment

transformed, in

some way,

into domestic animals; the

environment are transformed
agriculture, including the

to contribute the appropriate

working of the

soil

landscape

is

microclimates for

and the cultural endeavors

[required] until the construction of irrigation channels

something

[...];

the natural

transformed, in part, into an agricultural landscape [one] that

like the

domestication of the cultural landscape. In

culture has nurtured

its

this

is

way Andean

resources, but not from one to another, [but] rather

together in each place (p. 207).
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is

summits] of the

all

H. Conclusion
This chapter explored the relationship between
people and nature as a means of
addressing natural systems renewal and sustainability
grounded in a deep reverence

towards the natural world and

how

these can contribute towards the strengthening
of a

sustainable development ethic. In doing so,

I

explore the

Andean sense of nurturance

towards the natural world by focusing on the notion of the
salqa, the effects of

topography on a people's

way of thinking,

the establishing of a sense of equals

between humans and the natural world, and identifying avenues
whereby Andean are
able to

communicate with the

addition,

I

natural world and read the signs around them. In

explore the influence of a sense of nurturing on the environment and

manifestations in nature along with

its

interpretations in various forms.

its

The next

issues

addressed in the chapter have to do with challenges that indigenous people,
particularly urban indigenous people, face as the disconnect with the land

increasingly larger.

The patience and longsuffering of the indigenous

particularly as their histories have evolved in Bolivia

establishing the strong sense of connectedness

is

becomes

people,

briefly looked at as a

Andeans have towards

means of

the land.

Despite a strong sense of connectedness, there have been changes in the Andean
region in the

last

half century that have been far greater than those of the prior four

centuries combined.

rate,

The

effects

of globalization and exponential population growth

have exacerbated what was already a

traditional practices

and the

fragile

tight arable land issue considering

ecosystems most Andean farms count on

for their

survival. This precipitated an accelerated migration to the cities as agricultural lands

failed to provide the livelihood people

needed
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for survival.

Andean

culture

is

changing, there

is less

reliance on nature for providing food

on the table and a greater reliance on a market economy,
there are increasing numbers
of people flocking to the urban centers

in search

of work, and there

is

acceptance of western views and traditions over their
own. Needless

Andean Amerindians continue
that

most

suit

them and work from

ecological world,

people to

it,

to pick

it

rather

is

now

it is

not so

an increased

to say, the

and choose those elements within

there.

much

As

for the nurturing of nature

their

world

and the

a direct relationship to the land that connects

a spiritual connection, one that has to do with the innermost

desire to return to one's origins. In this sense the nurturing of
nature

nurturing of an environmental ethic.
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is

focused on the

CHAPTER 6

ECONOMIC NURTURANCE

The Chacra, from

The economic

a drawing (c.a. 1613)

44

activity [of the altiplano

Aymara]

is

always

organized around the family.
(Urioste, 1989, p. 21)

To work in the Andes is, essentially, to help Mother Earth
Not to make [manufacture] objects, but to cultivate
biological processes. The Andean archetype, is then, the
midwife [i.e., the one who helps in the birthing process].

give

birth.

(Medina, 1994,

81)

p.

A. Introduction

Andean indigenous
reciprocity as a

made

livelihood has traditionally been driven by trade and

means of maximizing

are not always the

the resources at a family's disposal.

most ‘economically

efficient’ alternatives

when understood

from a neoclassic economic perspective, yet such economic arrangements
a system of rationality that

44

The "Chacra"

as represented

is

by

common

this grid

to various cultures

was an

continued to represent the fountain source of

life,

integral part

the place

life

are based

on

around the world 45 (Kervyn,

of Andean

where

The choices

life. It

represented and

takes place.

It

comes from

the

drawing of Pachacuti Yamqui (see Appendix C).
45

A

preliminary cross-cultural study

I

conducted during

my

pre-dissertation phase suggests that

Baganda of Uganda (Roscoe, 1965; Wandira, 1971), the Gatsup of Papua
1975; Fitz-Patric & Kimbuna, 1983) as well as the Aymara and Quechua of the

cultures as disparate as the

New

Guinea (Du

central

Toit,

Andes (Kervyn, 1996; Gonzales de

Olarte et

al.,
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1987)

all

share

common

conceptions of

1996). In essence, traditional

Andean Economics

is

a family based

economy

extends into and across communities while
always maintaining familial

through blood kin or

arrangement
that

is

may have

ritual relations (Urioste, 1989).

ties,

that

be these

The Andean economic

a solid, time-tested system that has
prevailed for millennia, and one

contributed to a

more

equitable distribution between the extremes
of

wealth and poverty in pre-Columbian times.
This chapter focuses on better understanding Andean
Amerindian economies
so as to enrich the current neoclassic market-driven
economic development paradigms.

The

effects of global

economic market

patterns, the increase in population, together

with land tenure/use injustice and different understandings
on the meaning of
property, as well as a

mushrooming

trend towards consumerism are

all

building a

materialist society in the central Andes. All these in turn,
contribute to an evolving

undermining of the
in social

social fabric that traditionally kept the

and economic balance. Thus, the pages

the nurturing of Andean economics as a

Andean Amerindian people

that follow provide a rigorous look at

means of promoting

a system of values that

can lead towards the prosperity of human beings. The nurturing of economies or

economic nurturance - here used interchangeably -

refers to the fostering of a system

of relationships, in terms of human connections and material goods

and material wellbeing. In other words, the nurturing of Andean

spiritual, social,

economics seeks
a

to

reduce social,

means of ameliorating

nurturance

in their

that result in

political,

the disparity

and economic exploitation and

injustice as

between the extremes of wealth and poverty,

views and practice; including the notion of promoting and encouraging family based

economies.
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celebrating honest hard work,
and investing in the well-being
of one's

self,

one’s

family and one's community.

The study of Latin American indigenous
economies has been

much

interest in anthropological
literature (See:

Mayer, 1974; Golte, 1980; Lechman

&

a subject of

Murra, 1986 [1956], 1975; Alberti

Soldi, 1981)

and

in

economics

&

literature (See:

Figueroa, 1981; Cotlear, 1986; Gonzales
de Olarte, 1982, 1984, 1994;
Gonzales de
Olarte et ah, 1987; Kervyn, 1988).

Numerous

Andean indigenous people and economy.

dissertations have also focussed on

A partial

Rodriguez Pastor (1985) demonstrates a
growing

study conducted by Humberto

interest in the subject both in

Peru as

well as in North America. This study
attempts to bring to the forefront what
constitutes an

how

it

Andean economy, how such an economy has been

has evolved today and

windows of possibility within

My central
the

is it

how the

nurturing of economics has opened

the development

it

constitute, both in the past

important to talk about ’nurturing of the economy’?

economy’

relate to the

Andean

and

is

‘economy’

in the present?

for

Why

‘nurturing of the

modern concept of ‘development’?

of economy:

(1) determining

context; (2) outlining

identifying avenues

What

How does

This research explores these questions by looking
to the nurturing

new

community.

questions in this section of the research are:

Andean people? What does

practiced in the past,

whereby

its

role

at three

major queries linked

what nurturing of the economy

and influence on

life in
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in the

the Andes; and (3)

the concept of Andean nurturing of the

contribute to the development discourse.

is

economy can

B. Nurturing

The

Economy

basis of the indigenous

in the

Andean Context

economy of the Andes

is

the family (Urioste,

1989; Gonzales de Olarte, 1984). Families are
the basic economic units within a

macroeconomic framework whose objective

number

is

to

reproduce themselves with a limited

ot resources while restricted by their
access to property, ecological

sustainability

and markets, as well as culture and ethnic
considerations (Gonzales de

Olarte, 1984; Figueroa, 1981, 1982, 1984). This
basic

economic

unit

is

involved in

both production and consumption. The production
sector involves three areas:

(a)

agricultural goods, (b) livestock, and (c) non-agricultural

food

goods such as

crafts,

piocessing, and construction (see Table 10 on the following
page for a detailed

breakdown).
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Table 10

-

Agricultural

Production sector breakdown

Goods 3

Livestock

Grains

6

Non-Agrieultural Goods c

Alpacas

Processed Foods:

Quinua
Canihua or canagua
Kiwicha

Llamas
Sheep (introduced)

Tarhui

Goats (introduced)
Chickens (introduced)

Chuno
Chicha
Charque

Pigs (introduced)

Corn or maize
Wheat (introduced)
Barley (introduced)

Tubers

Textiles

Clothes

Guinea-Pigs

Blankets

Horses (introduced)

Ponchos

Oxen

(introduced)

Sweaters

Potato ( Solarium spp.)
Bitter Potato

juzepczukii

(

is

Cloaks

S

Straps

used for

Harnesses

making chuno)

Lassoes
Tools and their repair
Construction

Oca
Olluco

Mashua

or isano

Houses

Achira

Public buildings

Arracacha or racacha
-

Yacon

Yards and enclosures
Roads

Ajipa

Channels

Mauka
Maca

Construction materials

adobe bricks

&

(i.e.

roof tiles)

Fuel
Fire

wood

Dried animal dung

Trade
Transport

Other Crafts

Ceramics
Leatherwork
Carpentry

Modified from:

(a)

Morion

et al.,

1996,

Lucic, 2000, p. 94; (c) Figueroa, 1982,

The production
making, rather

p.

278; Morion, 1996, pp. 468-469; (b) Figueroa, 1982,

sector’s functioning

it

family decisions.

is

p.

135;

p. 125.

is

not driven by any one family’s decision-

tempered by the decisions taken by the whole of the community’s

On

the other hand, consumption, such as the preparation and

acquisition of food, clothing and the general upkeep of the home, are decided by

individual families.

Studies conducted in the early 1980s on the structure and functioning of

peasant economies suggest that most indigenous families
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-

interacting in the

money

market economy

margin
goods

-

for savings

for family

spend about as much as they earn. In other words, there

is little

and what meager savings are had are generally reinvested

consumption and generally not

for

into

improving a business (Gonzales

de Olarte, 1984).
In the section that follows,

how

these have evolved over time.

fostering growth, wealth, and

reciprocity,

I

highlight the role of reciprocity as a

community cohesiveness and look

one from Peru, the

means of conceptualizing

as a

focus on pre-Columbian views on property and

I

other,

from Bolivia. Finally,

reciprocity in a

next section on ‘economic nurturance and

1.

is

its

at three

case studies

community before moving on

life in

to the

the Andes.’

one of the driving forces

Andean economy. The notion of private

and

look

I

two systems of

Views on Private Property

Absence of private property

was only

into

means of

property, so

common

in the traditional

in

western agriculture,

The heterogeneous character of the land

recently introduced in the Andes.

myriad micro-climates demand intensive labor requirements

for the

system

to

be viable and produce enough to ensure survival. As a consequence land has
traditionally

been communally owned and

either

communally

or individually

cultivated while ensuring that at the end of an agricultural cycle

all

had accomplished

similar tasks (Golte, 1980).

The
sites

flexible workforce that established itself in the

could be worked simultaneously

at

Andes meant

that different

various elevations. Such flexibility required a

mutually binding system that would ensure

full participation
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from communal

members. This arrangement worked very well
to sharply increased survival rates at birth

numbers of people made use of fixed land

until the

and longer

advent of modern medicine led

life

expectancy

rates.

As

greater

resources, traditional practices of cyclical

rotations designated to reinvigorate the land

were

altered

46
.

Using Wilson’s (2002)

analogy of an overtaxed environment by an already mushrooming
population, the

Andean

traditional

system has seen a marked impoverishment of the land and with

decrease in per/capita production, which in turn has a deleterious
effect on the

it

a

human

community.

The

flexible labor arrangement of the

Andes

is

not only a response to the

rugged topography, but also encouraged by the social milieu through various forms
of
reciprocity. In this sense, the tightly knit social fabric that has evolved over
the

millennia in the high Andes

2.

Communal
is

viewed

is

the

means through which

prosperity

was achieved.

Nurturing Prosperity through Reciprocity

relationships are based on an equitable system

in the context

community

is

whereby prosperity

of the whole environment. Thus, when every member of a

ensured food and shelter, a baseline indicator of prosperity has been

achieved. Javier

Medina (1994) speaks of this

issue in light of power struggles and

positions of authority, saying:

46
It is

worth mentioning

that authors

such as Medina (1994) and Apffel-Marglin with

suggest that attributing the extreme poverty faced by indigenous people

in the

rapid growth and survival rates of indigenous people and the pressures they
to their

numbers

is

Andes

now

PRATEC

place on the land due

modern economists. Population estimates

a convenient scapegoat for

(1996)

largely on the

region prior to the arrival of the Spanish range between 6 million (Stearn, 2001) up to

for the

Andean

11 million

2002) suggesting population densities were as high as those currently found in the Andean
million inhabitants - based on 2001 census data for
at around
Andean region departments - (1NEI, 2003; INE, 2002). In this sense, the economic turmoil of the
Andeans is much more complex than simple attributions to growth in population.
(Trivedi,

regions of Peru and Bolivia today

1

1
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As

is known, all indigenous
communities base their structures of authority
under the concept of prestige; while in the west
power is founded on the
concept of gaining. The first obtains [authority]
through redistribution and the
other through accumulation (p. 76).

The Andean system of reciprocity, and
accumulation of power

in

the social constraints built in to thwart the

any one person within a community - unless

obtained through personal merit in the form of service
to others
issue.

Andean indigenous people have

traditionally

it

were

- exemplifies

been communal

this

in their thinking.

Often taking seemingly irrational decisions such as the spending
of a significant
portion of their hard-earned wages and meager production
in order to host a

community

feast.

To an

chances of falling
likely.

What

It

in debt or

makes

little

sense

when

the

simply not being able to feed one’s family seem highly

the outside observer does not initially perceive

hospitality of such

being.

outside observer such a decision

magnitude

is

is

that a display of

an investment in social and ultimately, material well-

strengthens the links between families

percentage of their crop and their labor to the

who

in turn will

feast's hosts.

provide both a

Such arrangements

consolidate the host’s prestige, provides a venue for community celebration and

encourages the building of social

3.

According

to

is

between known persons,
its

Systems of Reciprocity

Enrique Mayer (2002), a Peruvian anthropologist

University, reciprocity

and

capital.

return” (p. 105).

at

Yale

“the continuous, normative exchange of services and goods

in

It is

which some time must elapse between an

initial

prestation

an institution that makes linkages between individuals,
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individuals and social groups, producers, and
producers and consumers. Often, the

process of formalizing

its

negotiation takes place through ceremonies
and rituals.

Reciprocity, along with redistribution and a
multi-niche control of the environment
at the

core ot indigenous

Moreover,

this

system

is

Andean economic

structures (Alberti

& Mayer,

lie

1974)

represented by the exchange of goods and services
between

people. Both as a concept and as praxis, reciprocity,

Mayer (1974b)

...represents a fundamental element of a communitarian

says,

mode of production

which originated in pre-Inca times, and, although it has lost its
purity and
undergone alteration as it has entered into contact with other
modes
of

production,

still

persists at present (p. 14).

People across the Andean region commonly practice or believe
it

in reciprocity,

has taken multiple meanings depending on the needs and conditions
of the

though

locale.

Thus, sharing of resources, labor, and even worldviews that have been a part
of life in
the Andes, as suggested in the quote above, for a very long time.

The

of ayni and minka, for example, date back to pre-Inca times.

these concepts that

It is

central concepts

have for the most part remained constant across much of the Andean range. However,
they, too,

have taken on meanings of their own.

Mayer (1974a; 1974b; 2002) has been one of the major advocates
Andean

reciprocity as a central

to

speak of

component of Andean economies. Others have

contributed in this area as well, researchers such as Murra (1986 [1956]; 1975), Harris
(1982), Fonseca (1973), Alberti and

and Chambi (1995)
that are indicative

to

name

Mayer

(1974), and practitioners such as

Chambi

a few. All have found that there are regional differences

of the microclimate, topography and population distribution of any

particular place. In general, however, the overarching concepts are the same.
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Mayer (1974a; 2002) 47

identified three overarching categories
of reciprocity

during his doctoral field studies with the Quechua
people in the village of Tangor,
central Peru,

from 1969

breakdown of his

findings).

obligation that a person

[binding]

to 1970 (see

He

Table

1 1

identified three

fullfil[s]

in

p. 110); (2)

exchange for exactly the same service

[and] everyday mutual help” (p. 110); and
(3)
that

major categories:

no equivalent return

tied to a regionally

[is]

for a schematic

voluntad or “an

(1)

because of an underlying [kinship] relationship

two people together” (Mayer, 2002,

performed

on the following page

in

made

waje-waje

in the context

minka which

48
,

“a service

of work, ceremony,

from waje-waje

“differs

for a service received” (p. 111).

Each of these

in

is

understood unwritten code of obligations specifying the nuances of

when, how, and who repays a service provided.

47

It is note worthy to mention that Enrique Mayer (1974a) was not the sole researcher exploring issues
around systems of reciprocity. Cesar Fonseca (1973) developed his University of San Marcos (i.e., the

oldest University of the Americas, founded in Lima, Peru in

55 1 ) Ph.D. Thesis around these very
and hamlets along the Chaupiwaranga River, including that of Tangor in Peru. His
findings, however, published in Spanish did not receive the attention and recognition that were given
1

issues at villages

to

Mayer’s (1974a) Cornell University Ph.D. Thesis. Fonseca (1973) identified a three tiered system of
reciprocity, something Mayer defended a year later. Fonseca identified moneda, waje-waje, and minka
while Mayer

later uses the

moneda and voluntad)
48

The term waje-waje

term’s voluntad, waje-waje, and minka. The two terms that differ

are not

is

turnapeon [from Spanish

synonymous

in their

meaning though they overlap

used interchangeably with others such as
literally

meaning ‘peon on

duty’], etc.

1973, p. 66).
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“

some

in

washka-washka tuma,
,

(i.e.,

respects.

uyuri, rantin,

depending on the region” (Foseca,
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These three categories,
pair reverting

back

to

in turn, further

breakdown

into three pairs with each

one ot the categories of reciprocity mentioned
above. The

six

sub-categories are as follows: vuluntad comes from
Spanish for “good will” and

occurs

when

a person voluntarily helps out a relative in
need;

word signifying

when

manay

is

a

Quechua

a request for a right, a claim or an obligation and
takes place only

a person requests for a service;

ayuda means “help”

in

Spanish and refers

services not rigidly tallied, though in practice, promptly
repaid; waje-waje

Quechua term used
and expected

in

Tangor signifying services

in return;

minku ineversible

minka reversible

refers to

is

that are scrupulously

is

to

a

accounted for

a system of reciprocity between equals; and

help provided in a socially unequal partnership.

Mayer (1974a) found

these three categories representative of the kinds of

reciprocal relationships that are liable to form in an

Andean

setting.

This social

arrangement has formed the bedrock upon which the peasant economies have been
able to survive and thrive over the centuries. So effective, in fact,
the central tenents of reciprocity are

common

across the

Andes -

multiple indigenous cultures that flourished in the region

- and

is this

common

ground between people and cultures

that

the central role that reciprocal relationships have on

we

that

a function of the

their vestiges are

palpable despite the passage of time and the influence of outside forces.

such

system

It is

still

in light

of

are better able to appreciate

community

life.

Several hundred kilometers southeast of the village of Tangor where Enrique

Mayer conducted
economic

his research, another researcher, Olivia Harris (1982), observed the

structure of the

(see Table 12

Laymi people, Aymara speakers of south

on the following page

for a schematic

central Bolivia

breakdown of her

findings).
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findings

match up almost

entirely with

Mayer’s (1974b)

in terms

of the conceptual

constructs underlying the praxis of the
local economic systems. This

given the fact that Mayer’s study was
not only

in a different

is

remarkable

country but also

among

an entirely different culture; the
Quechua.
Harris (1982) identified three major
trends in the giving and receiving
of
reciprocal relations. She observed that,
like the Tangerines’

(i.e.,

people from the

village of Tangor, Peru) voluntad
, the North Potosinos of Bolivia
have a similar

concept called yanapana; an Aymara word
meaning “to help” or “helping.” This term
is

used for interactions almost exclusively within
a kinship group or amongst symbolic

family members. Yanapana in South-central
Bolivia

voluntad

is

in Central Peru. In

filling

(for

ties,

name may change

example the use of waje-waje

more common term

about repayment than

and generally ends up being a big

people’s lives with joy and happiness. Ayni

across the Andes, while the

same

less strict

both cases, however, communal work sustains

allows for the strengthening of social

occasion

is

regionally,

in the village

is

its

is

festive

a universal concept

meaning remains

of Tangor

is

the

identical to the

ayni). Finally, the term minka, another universal

used concept across the Andes,

life,

and commonly

used to describe the interaction of labor and service

piestations that are lepaid in a variety of ways. Traditionally, services
were paid

thiough a percentage of crop production. In more recent decades minka has
become a
“covert form of wage labor” (Mayer, 1974a,

4.

p. 6).

Reciprocity in Action

If reciprocity is the “regulating

mechanism of Andean economic

183

relationships”

(Sanchez, 1982,
that

p. 157),

what does

speak to the ardor and

toil

look like in practice? Are there any examples

it

of working the land?

In the following section

I

borrow from the work of Rodrigo Sanchez (1982)

based on research he conducted in 1974 in and around the community
of Andarapa in
South-central Peru. While Sanchez’s

work

is

nearly three decades old. the central

concepts involved, essentially that reciprocity
system,

is still

inspired

as pertinent today as

it

was

then.

by the work of Hofstede (1991), a

permanence of deeply ingrained

is at

the heart of the

The pertinence of such a stance

cultural anthropologist

cultural values

Andean economic

and

how

who

is

speaks of the

these are perpetuated through

time despite changes in the popular culture. Taking Hofstede’s views into
consideration,

conducting

I

use Sanchez’s work

my own

fieldwork.

49

to illustrate a point

The following

I

was unable

pursue while

three case studies graphically illustrate a

couple of the forms of reciprocity addressed in the previous section

wage

to

(i.e.,

ayni, and

labor).

Case One

a.

Evaristo,

is

head of his household but he

is

unable to cover the expenses of

hiring labor. Evaristo and his wife are the only working

however, both are over sixty and unable

to

work

members of the

the 2.80 hectares (6.92 acres) of

cultivable land. But given Evaristo’s connections through family

49
1

use Sanchez’s (1982) research because

at the level

it

was done

at

farm,

a time

-

eight mostly

when economic anthropology focused

of the household economy and invested much time and energy

Andean region (see works by Mayer, 1974a; Murra, 1975; Figueroa,
1982, 1984). Economic anthropology in the new millennium is more

in this

area particularly in the

1981; and Gonazales de Olarte,

invested in the areas of the culture
of capitalism (Robbins, 2002), neoliberalism, globalization, and gender at work in economic life (SEA,
2002). While the issue of household economics has not been lost, 1 have found it is no longer a central

focus

in

contemporary Andean economic anthropology.
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married sons-and-sons in law living nearby - he
exchanges labor and services
constantly. His kin are able to provide

This form of reciprocity

yanapana

in

Case

40%

of his annual labor input.

interaction

relationship with his children

among

themselves.

is

head of a household that owns 0.75

work comfortably, though

ha. (1.85 acres),

not live off. In order to

on a reciprocal basis much ol the time. Antonio
capable physically to work hard and get a

lot

is

young

an area he

are married

and living on

their

own. Antonio

at

21 years of age and very

done, but he chooses to mostly

is

The

his parents

home and

relationship between father and son

looks after his parents and helps them in the

and one day expects

to inherit

all

of whom

the youngest of the siblings, got

married two years prior to the study but has not built a
father s favors.

is

make ends meet, he works

reciprocate with his father despite the fact he has five brothers and
sisters

c.

further

is

Two

Antonio
able to

own

nearly

very close to Mayer’s (1974a) vohmtad and
Harris’ (1982)

which Evaristo’s close working

strengthened by their

b.

is

him with

field,

is

lives

from

his

a reciprocal one, Antonio

he and his wife, in turn,

both the land and the

home

live

they live

with

in.

Case Three
Guillermo

is

37 year

old,

owns

4.5 ha (1 1.20 acres) of cultivable land and

is

responsible for eight persons of whom only he, his wife, and a daughter are able to

work
help

the fields. Guillermo has an extensive ritual kinship network in the area

him

in

time of need, 16 in

total.

He

is

who

trained as a teacher and he successfully

185

can

migrated

50

to the capital.

Now back in Andarapa, he enjoys a high level

holds several official posts in the
standards, he

district.

Despite the fact he

works reciprocally with close

is

well off by local

relatives: father, brother

For the remainder of the labor needed he hires out the
work
primary concern

is

of prestige and

and compadres.

for cash. Thus, his

not labor limitations or lack of cash; instead he

is

primarily

interested in maintaining his social relationships with
his relatives and

(Sanchez, 1982,

p. 180).

means of paying back

able to

good

”

Guillermo combines ayni and minka forms of reciprocity as
a

his dues.

These three cases
traditional

compadres

illustrate

some of the experiences

Andean market system. Case one

make ends meet

identifies a

that families face in a

middle-income family

as a consequence of a long and productive

relations with close family

members. Evaristo has invested

life

that

is

cultivating

in establishing a

viable and workable situation for his old age, while, Antonio, in case two, addresses

some of the

patterns that arise as a

establish himself within the

new and poor community member

community and become

self-sufficient.

attempts to

Antonio

is

operating from the perspective that by investing in helping the older generation he will
ultimately gain access to

identifies a

50

a residence via inheritance.

Case three

more prosperous community member named Guillermo. His more

interface with the

workers

more land and

to help

money market system

him

in the field. In

Successful migration to the capital

that allows the

is

has meant he

is

Guillermo’s case, he

referred to here as finding

more
is

likely to rely

186

on paid

interested in ritual

employment of some kind

migrant to send regular or periodic disbursements of capital back

place of origin.

direct

in

the city

to his/her family in the

more

reciprocity

means

as a

means of keeping

his leadership role in local affairs than
as a

to get help with cultivation.

Rodrigo Sanchez

s

(1982) study documented a broad range of issues and

indicators for measuring the prosperity of households
implementing different forms of

reciprocity

first

has

51

(refer to

Table 13 on the following page for a modified summary).

calculated the average wealth associated with the total
(i.e.,

land, animals, seed grain, cash income, etc.).

He

number of assets

He

a family

then identified the annual

cash income obtained by each of the family case studies
mentioned earlier as a means

of establishing a baseline for comparisons. Next, he went on

to calculate the labor

expenditure associated with different activities such as household labor,
reciprocal
labor

(i.e.,

reciprocity) and

wage

labor associated with any one land owner. His

correlations between arable land size and

number of working members

in a family as

well as their extended family and ritual family network that can help them
out in times
of

need are important when identifying potential avenues

for reciprocal exchange.

Evaristo and Antonio, rely primarily on voluntad or yanapana and
Evaristo’s involvement in the

wage

labor market

labor expenditure. Antonio, however, spends

expenditure.

to cultivate

What

is

interesting to note,

of his own,

lives

is

insignificant at

more time

at

Antonio

is

is that

12%
a

some

ayni.

2% of his total

of his

total labor

young man, has very

little

with his parents so he potentially has few expenditure,

and could very easily devote himself to wage labor

51

in a

more applied way, thereby

Rodrigo Sanchez’s article was written with the explicit intention of debunking the notion that
economies formed from the ground up, while am using his data to argue precisely the opposite. His
research methodology, and data gathered are sound evidence of family expenditure. While his focus is
on breaking down the arguments that are associated with reciprocity he does provide sound evidence
I

supporting

it.
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Annual

Labor

Agric-

Inputs

ultural

Produc

-tion

Man-

Days

Number

of

Culti-

vable

Land

Pounds

1974)

per

(total

Total

(UK

Depend

Year)

ents

per

Member

Work-

ing

in
fN

<N

r<^

Number
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obtaining needed resources that
a

home of his own. He chooses

if

with his father and brothers.

more access

managed properly could provide him with

not to do so and instead works in close
association

Why

is this

the case?

s

holding on to traditional forms of exchange.
nothing as to

from the community.

which only

not pursue the potential to gain

heavy reliance placed on the wage labor market

experience with the market system in Lima, Peru.

we know

Why

to cash?

Guillermo

still

land and

how

We

3 are capable

and his family are able

to

family and ritual family

it

is

that

do know

uses this to his advantage while

From

the case description provided

that with a large household, 8

lot as

related to his

Guillermo achieved the high status he receives

of working the

do a

He

is

fields,

members

in total,

he needs to rely on outside help.

He

a household unit, and he practices ayni with

members and then

relies

on a corrupted form of minka

bulk of his work needs. Mayer (2002) refers to what

I

of

some

for the

have called a corrupted version

of minkci as minka-irreversible whereby Guillermo as a wealthier villager can demand
services,

and pay them back

in

wages or produce.

Guillermo’s approach to
family and community
a

more prevalent

ties.

money markets

practice

is still

highly driven by

While money has interceded

in the

system,

practice to pay for labor prestations.

interaction for mutual cooperation, however,

family

members continue

to help

still

it

has become

The age-old system of

prevails.

Family members and

ritual

each other as needed, though a marked trend in

recent decades as a result of large-scale rural to urban migration has

to the land that brought families together.

weakened

the link

However, the challenges faced by many

indigenous families in urban centers are hard to overcome unless the family or
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ritual

family network can be relied on. In other words,
capitalism

among

the indigenous people,

most notably

retaining strong links to the past

minka systems of reciprocity

-

as a

in

growing

is

in acceptance

urban population centers, while

as evidenced

still

by the continued reliance on ayni and

means of survival.

C. Economic Nurturance and Life in the Andes

Economic nurturance
relationships evolves in the

or rather the loving and nurturing nature of economic

Andean region almost

conditions, as mentioned in chapter 4, that

came about

characteristically rugged contours of the land.

socio-cultural variables

reciprocity,

that

is

I

largely as a result of the

have, thus

far,

mentioned some of the

views on private property, nurturing prosperity through

and systems of reciprocity)

economic arena
in its

(i.e.,

exclusively due to the socio-cultural

quintessentially

implementation, as well as in

its

that

have taken center stage in establishing an

Andean 52

in its roots, in

its

every day practices,

transformation. This last point

is

particularly

important since the early 1950s when, in Bolivia, indigenous people were finally
officially

recognized as voting members of society.

One of the

PRATEC

such as

central

arguments of Andean heritage inspired

(Proyecto Andino de Tecnologias Campesinas, Andean Project of

Peasant Technologies) and Cai Pacha

Andean people

local organizations,

(literally ‘here land’ or ‘of the land’), is that

are extremely resilient and capable of continually adapting and

transforming themselves so as to conform to

life’s

conditions and challenges.

An

52

While there are other endogenous cultures around the world that have similar characteristics to those
in the Andes (see footnote number 45 on pages 70 and 171 for a reference to cultural
experiences similar to those in the Andes). nonetheless, focus on the “quintessentially Andean”
observable

1

I

because

my

discussion

is

colored from the perspective of the Andes and not on other cultures.
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important component of this argument,

is

referenced in the previous chapter on the

nurturing of the environment where the inquisitive
predisposition of the

mind and experimental

Andeans provide them with valuable

environs, and adopting and adapting that which

tools for observing their

deemed most

is

useful.

The

description paints a lovely portrait of a well-grounded
reasoning process, one that over
time, has, in fact, served the

Andeans well

in learning to live in

surrounding environment. This same logic,

if

In the past

-

and

still

money markets

the

way of life and was

in very

remote areas

alluded to by the

For instance, Mr. Apaza Flores

What
the

now

-

the

Andean economy was

more

reciprocity.

elderly interviewees

I

Such

spoke with.

stated,

learned

I

[when

that

political landscape.

dominated by agriculture and animal husbandry through trade and

was

their

understood from a broader framework

can, in fact, be appropriate in the world of economics
and

dominate the global social and

harmony with

I]

is for life (or for living) since those days when I was a child,
scratched the earth, [and] plowed the earth, until now. So, then, this

way of life

for

me

[i.e.,

is

agriculture and living in close proximity to nature]

(personal interview, August 24, 2001).

Mrs. Choque Cruz, an elderly Aymara

woman

speaks of the role of women and

men

in

an agricultural based economy while affirming Mr. Apaza Flores’ words, saying,

We,

the

So these

women

animals while

A short while

learned

how to make

thread, the

men

men

later in the

how to weave.
women care for the

learned

are for our livelihood, [for our sustenance]. Also,

care for the chacras (personal interview, August 24, 2001).

interview she pragmatically adds to
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this,

saying,

The animals

when

are very important in

they grow,

we

my

life,

because they are

take the wool, and then

we

Our environment is our way of life,
us (personal interview, August 24, 2001).

that. [...]

use

All three of these quotes lend a flavor of what a
pre-money driven

on; primarily the land and

common

practice.

who

is

that trade

and bartering were

economy was based

common

prior to the

a significant departure from the stance taken by Sanchez

argues that without market involvement there

1.

for

people where exchange of goods and services was

Recognizing

coming of westerners
(1982)

its

of life. So.

clothes, like

most important thing

the

it’s

make our

to

it

my way

is

no economy.

Pre-Hispanic Markets and a Barter-Based Economy

Authors such as Rodriguez Suy Suy (1991), Grillo (1989), and Valladolid
(1994b) staunchly defend the premise that pan- Andean cultures were able

and grow because of their willingness
beneficial to

all

largely due to

cooler and

parties involved.

macro climatic

warmer periods

to trade

goods and services

in a

to prosper

manner

that

A compelling argument speaks to the fact that

it

was
was

pattern oscillations spanning 500 to 800 years between

that led to significant social

South America. The argument

is that

changes

in

pre-Columbian

during cooler periods great civilizations such as

the Chavin, Tiahuanako, and Tawantinsuyu (Inca) were able to prosper.

flourished during the cooler oscillation periods

when

the

snow

They

line across the

Andean

range was significantly lower than in warmer periods, and greatly reduced people’s
access to arable land areas for the staple grain, corn, in the lower valleys and plains.

Another staple food item affected by such climatic changes
verities

of potatoes and other tubers

that

were unable
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to

are the hundreds of

grow

at

high altitudes where

they had previously thrived. The reduced production
potential, both in quantity and
diversity of goods, stimulated regional trade and

masses of people

fertile strips

as a

mechanism

for large

to survive. In other words, the cooler climatic
cycles, reduced the

cultivable land area going up and
in production

commerce

down

the cordillera, and to compensate for this loss

people fanned out and cultivated larger land areas along the
narrow

and traded for those goods they were unable

themselves (Personal

field notes,

Several of the elderly

June

Aymara

to

grow

or produce

12, 2000).

farmers

I

interviewed attested to the

longstanding presence and widespread nature of indigenous trade and
commerce. Mr.

Apaza Flores alluded
childhood

trips

to the centuries old regional trading

with his father from his

home

in the

system when he recalled

high valleys to the lower

temperate valleys, where to use his words, “we [would] barter.

We would take

products to trade for other products” (Personal interview, August 24, 2001). In
ingrained has been this system of trade that there are

merchants and

traders.

The

lirikara , for example,

is

his

Andean words

fact,

so

for specialized

an itinerant merchant class that

spans back to pre-Hispanic times. They are responsible for organizing the llama
caravans for transporting goods from the highlands to the lower valleys and back
(Flores

Ochoa

& Najar Viscarra,

So prosperous was

this

1977).

system that up to four rounds were made during the

winter months of June and July in the altiplano of the Department of Potosi

was most

feasible.

Trade

in this

way was maintained

considering that an adult llama loaded

down

cargo could travel some 6 to 7 days without
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trade

at a regional scale, especially

with some 25 to 28 kg. (55-60

rest

when

lbs.)

of

(Leqoc, 1991). Consequently, the

bulk ot regional trade tended to be amongst families
that

had

spiritual

and ancestral

Trade was,
to

ties to

knew one

another and that

each other.

in this sense, a reciprocal

system that was marked by a willingness

mutually benefit from the exchanges, to the extent that both
parties commonly

observed a high degree of trust and respect towards one another. This
system can be
characterized as having low transaction costs, as observed from the
absence of
insurance, security forces, and legal recourse, for example in order
for the regional

economy

to function. In this sense, the benefit

of this system

is,

almost complete control the farmer has over the totality of his
exchangeable products as well as its distribution. These are mostly agricultural
.

.

.the

or animal surpluses of his family and of which he

work and need, and not in terms of market value
Flores Ochoa & Kobayashi, 2000, p. 155).

In addition, this

Andean exchange system allowed

knows

their value in terms of

or benefit (Brougere, 1984 in

for the

maintenance of and

expansion of a vertical system of agriculture that made use of multiple ecological
plateaus.

Another form of agricultural expansion
behind a vast and 'prosperous' nation going as
of the camellones
significant

33

far

became

the engine

back as 2,500 years ago was the use

or raised field beds agricultural system. This system allowed for

market expansion and the building of wealth and prosperity around the

Lake Titicaca region but was

when unsuspecting

53

that eventually

lost to posterity until the latter part

of the 20

th

century

undulations in the landscape lead to their “discovery.”

Raised fields are “any prepared land involving the transfer and elevation of earth

cultivating conditions” (Erickson and Candle, 1989).
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in

order to improve

Denovan (1970) and Erickson (1988; 1986; 1985)
been

at the forefront

Both strongly argue

of camellones research
that the techniques

in

are archeologists

who have

and around the Lake Titicaca region.

and knowledge associated with the camellones

system of agriculture allowed for several high Andean
groups

to arise

and harness the

allegiance of vast regions and their people under one
banner, such as the Pukara, the

Tiahuanacotas, and more recently the Urus to a lesser degree.
The argument

is

that

because of the highly successful agricultural system developed,
they were able
harvest

more than they could consume. This

to

surplus could, in turn, be traded with

other groups in the region. Trade, then, formed the basis for
the establishing of region

wide quasi- welfare
distribute

states that

them during

less

could store resources in the times of plenty and

prosperous times.

The Quechuas of the Tahuantinsuyu -

the Incas

- used

the

same

principles of

surplus food as a bargaining piece in their expanding influence over the region.
They

were not an empire

in the sense that they

conquered and subdued people

to their

views

and ways. Rather they were a well-organized people, who, through trade and
diplomatic efforts, were successful in extending their reach and allegiance to larger

groups of people.

2.

Economy

as

Understood by the Contemporary Andean Farmer

In the previous section

Columbian

roots of the

Andean

of the voices that reflect

is

the basis for

life

I

discussed several aspects pertaining to the prebarter-based economy. In this section,

this view. Initially

I

surface

some

simply stating the obvious, that agriculture

and sustenance and then moving on
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to

how this

has led to a system

of reciprocity that allows for trade and commerce

to take place within

and across

regions.

Mr. Apaza Flores, an Aymara elder from the village of
Pasto Grande
highland mountainous region, recalls his childhood years
his father

on several weeklong journeys from

below where they would

trade their goods.

his

He

home

in the

when he would accompany

to the intermountain valleys

says in a quote that

was

partially stated

earlier,

We

[would] go to the valleys and there

would take products

we

[would] exchange or barter.

We

to trade for other products.

[They would take potatoes and
charque or dried meat] and come back with corn and fruit, all that we would
bring (Personal interview, August 24, 2001).

Mr. Cruz Ypiticona, an Aymara elder also from the community of Pasto

Grande speaks of how the chacra

where

is

My way of life, my condition
one of the ways
bring

my

I

get

potatoes to

their

[in life]

wealth comes from.

He

says,

has always been the chacra. Because

money, you know. So when there is good production,
market so I can buy sugar, rice; all that (Personal

it

is

I

interview, August 24, 2001).

This system of trade

is

based on

traded are high quality, that what

that given,

future.

To

and
this

in

some cases

is

trust.

Trust that the products that are being

received in return has the same relative worth as

actually obtaining goods for a promise of payment in the

end Mr. Apaza Flores remembers how,

Sometimes the products we brought, we sold, and we bought and sometimes
we would be without a cent. Sometimes we would borrow, in fact, promising
we would bring back for you the following year, and that way I will re-pay
you, like that (Personal interview, August 24, 2001).
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Baiter and trade has given

Andean range

into a

characterized

Andean

A case

modified.

way

in recent

money-based system. The
life for

centuries

in point is the

is

ties to the land, the reciprocity that

not lost today, but

has been substantially

it

llama caravan of gone-by-years,

by trucks. As the national road service extends

more and more

decades throughout most of the

into the

now

largely replaced

remote areas of the country

families will jointly rent a truck to carry their goods to market
and

back, thus ridding themselves of a long and arduous journey (West,
1981; Lecoq,
1987). In addition, there are greater numbers of people

from

their

farming and

now

live in the cities or shifting

who once

from the country

an effort to seek the best of both worlds. Often the transition

been a desired

managed

alternative, but rather the

national land reform system.

of 1953 and

still

in effect

-

that

lived exclusively

to

to the city in

urban centers has not

consequences of an ill-conceived and

A reform known as the Agrarian Reform bill

from the

-

start

showed

signs of poor planning, lack of

vision on the part of the government, and a favoritism towards the rich and more

powerful landed

54

class,

who opposed

The 1953 Agrarian Reform

even

bill

land transfers to the poor

!'

4
.

did not reach the expectations of the masses of indigenous people

thirty years after the fact. Urioste

(1987) indicated that over 3 million small scale farmers were

% of their basic food needs and over a million small scale farmers
were extreme indigents and could not satisfy even 30 % of their food needs. An interesting twist to the
indigent and could not satisfy 70

poverty issue stemming from the Agrarian Reform, was the small parcel entitlements provided to
peasant farmers since the mid 1950’s, at the same time, colonial systems of inheritance have been
enforced; meaning the once adequate parcels, now, two or three decades

extreme cases around the
gardens (Condori

city

& Ticona,

holders have entitlement to

of Cochabamba, were not even sufficient

1992). Urioste (1987) again mentioned that 93
1

1

% of

all

some

% of the total small

land

% of the proprietors (medium and large) hold 89

lands (26,715,000 ha. of which 83,000 ha. are cultivated each year, 22 million ha.

have never been worked
Initial

the road, in

lands (2,235,000 ha. of which 1,300,000 ha. are cultivated each

year and averages around 2.2 ha. per family), while 7

% of the national

down

to maintain simple kitchen

on!).

Consequently, there has been an increase

in rural to

urban migration.

migration trends after the reform tended to be from the rural towns and population centers that

saw dramatic changes in their political and economic advantages as centers of the periphery in the neofeudalist system. The reasons for migration can be summed primarily as economic, generally as a
consequence of farm failures due to lack of land, low productivity, family stability, or conflict (family,
political, religious); and as attractions, including the economic alternatives, progress, education, and
upward mobility were mentioned as some of the major influences (Albo et ah, 1981). The depopulation
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The

effects of such a

system on individuals'

understood through the experiences of those
thirties

Aymara

many

recent migrants face in the

Life

complex and

are better

have. Mr. Torres Encinas, a

mid

professional from the altiplano region, also living in
the peri-urban

community of 25 de Mayo, and working
that

who

lives are

different

now.

as a nurse assistant, pins

cities.

He

down

the feelings

says,

We have to

buy gas [i.e., natural gas for cooking stoves],
pay for the water, we have to pay for the light, we don't have
secure
jobs, and even worse, [we become] poorer. Without
knowledge, without
knowledge [to function in this money-market system] we become without
work, without money. Maybe the knowledge that we learned there
is

we have

to

[i.e.,

here

we

in the

no good now. We don't practice it any more. And
buy our clothes, we have to buy it (Personal interview, August 28

altiplano], doesn't pass,

it's

2001).

Mr. Torres Encinas’ words did not come

easily,

spoken only

after a very long

discussion of the issues, and even then these words were the extent of what he wished
to express to

me. His words are

complexities that

life entails

crucial,

however,

in pointing out the inherent

once modernization has been embraced by indigenous

peoples. While he expresses a distant longing to return to the ‘simpler’
the country, the investment

made towards an urban modernized

unlikely that he could return to the country

life.

And

life is

way of life
so great,

it

in

is

yet at the core of it, Mr. Torres

of the country has followed logical demographic trends, but parallel

to it there has been a “depopulation
Baldomar, 1998, p. 14). Increasingly the indigenous rural small farm
worker is opaqued by the large industrialized soy farms. The State’s interventions in swaying rural
poverty have overall been superficial cures to deeply rooted problems.

of the citizens

A

spirits” (Urioste

&

recent interpretation of land entitlement for indigenous people stated that the wording of the laws

providing rights to the land allow for no legal transfers, essentially meaning that indigenous people are
barred from making bank loans. In addition, given that

many of the

indigenous properties have such

chaotic legal histories, banks are unwilling to give loans with the possibility of inheriting lands that are
not quickly dispersible. Therefore, the only resource to indigenous communities and individuals seeking
is through special banks such as the BancoSol or NGO’s providing low interest rates; programs
have successful micro-lending programs but tend to be limited in their outreach (Urioste &

loans
that

Baldomar, 1998).
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Encinas understands the injustices of the system and
practice.

It is

this

how

these influence his

understanding and the choices he and others make that

of Indigenous people

s strength.

Bebbington (2000) suggests

is

life

and

the source

that indigenous people

are:

who resist, but also agents who have succeeded in opening
up spaces within states and markets. They have used these spaces to build new
types of hybrid livelihoods, institutions, and landscapes that are constitutive of
not merely victims

quite distinctive forms of place

making

symbols of modernity, are indeed
modernization

(p.

that,

though, incorporating

many

alternative to simple landscapes of

514).

Mr. Torres Encinas struggles with the day-to-day inequities of a modernizing

society,

but he does so conscientiously, taking concerted steps towards strengthening his

family and community base

-

along laying the groundwork for what

all

'development from below.’ This concept refers

to a process

may

own

be called

of coexistence or a

blending of strategies that are selectively introduced into the local economy (Bhalla,
1996).

Other challenges
of the Andes

is

persist;

one of the greatest ones facing the indigenous people

the ingrained sense of inferiority that has been inflicted on them. For

made

centuries indigenous people were

The Agrarian Reform
rights

and privileges

Bill

of August

communities of Bolivia (Ergueta, 1973),
in

world mineral

effect

on indigenous

providing land as property but not as collateral. In time, with the drop

prices

much of Bolivia’s mining

and mines.

1953 abolished indentured servitude and gave

2,

to the indigenous

into quasi-slave laborers in fields

industry also went bankrupt.

The

people counting on a living wage from mining, in particular, lead to mass migrations
both to the

cities in search for

work and

to the
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lower valleys of the Chapare and

Yungas where

the production of the coca plant

became a

lucrative business. Puttinu

aside the ethical considerations of growing coca for drug
production, those farmers

who chose

to

do so were much

Ironically, they

system they

better able to feed, house,

were also becoming

now found

better trained to function in the

themselves thrown

in the areas

communities

their children.

money market

into.

In a personal interview with Dr. Baker

working

and educate

who

has devoted his adult

life to

of social and economic development with indigenous

in the highlands

of Peru and Bolivia, and a long time advocate of

indigenous rights, spoke of the phenomenon of mass migration to the temperate
valleys of the Chapare region to

A

lot

grow coca

in the following terms:

of people migrated for coca, went down

in that and... they really don't

were earning a

lot

know

to the

Chapare, and got involved

about alternative agriculture yet, they

more from coca than they were going

alternative agriculture

and they didn’t animate much for

to earn
that

from

[i.e.,

the

government didn't provide much incentive for alternatives to coca]. So the
government, their policy, was to beat down the price of coca and begin uprooting it and just make it impossible for them to keep it up. And that produced
violent attitudes obviously.

But Bolivia

is

a country that has had

production of coca, but
production.

You know,

Because they

still

if

some success

in controlling the

they don’t keep controlling

people will plant

it

if

don’t believe that they are going to

make

it, it

won’t stay out of

away with it.
make enough with

they can get

good living. And I think that part of it is just simply
that there is no justice, you know, I mean, what they get is peanuts for what
they produce (Personal interview, August 24, 2001).
alternative crops to

Dr.

a

Baker has a strong conviction

progress”

-

as he calls

it

-

that the cause of indigenous poverty

“is a [direct] result

interview, August 24, 2001).

To

of the absence of justice" (Personal

illustrate his point
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and “lack of

he went on to give an example of

how

existing

economic mechanisms

the market system) if

(i.e.,

dosage ot justice can be beneficial both

to the farmer

imbued with a hefty

and the consumer. He

says:

...and oranges are cheap in

paying

anything

Cochabamba because the only person you’re
brings them [from the Chapare]; he doesn’t pay
for them. If they paid a fair price to the
producers, oranges

the trucker

is

much

would probably

who

50%

increase by

make very expensive oranges
competition

is

in price,

you know, but

or bananas, or whatever.

between truckers so they get

it

that

still

would not

It’s just that

for the least they

can (Personal

interview, August 24, 2001).

He goes on

to say,

And we need

to establish a market. We need to establish a market at the
level
of the farmer, a farmer’s market, and then the truckers buy from that and

transport
particular

At least that’s, that’s the only solution that
problem [. .] If the trucker came and offered

it.

.

their products, the farmers aren’t

price that they can live

going to

can see to that

the farmers peanuts for

them if they can
on (Personal interview, August 24, 2001)

Imbuing the system with justice

is

sell to

central to Dr. Baker's work. Justice

ot as having equivalent shares of a particular

all

I

parties involved. In the case of the market

may

commodity depending on

economy -

sell for

be thought

the needs for

race, gender, age,

religious or political affiliations should not be a factor in the

a

and

outcome of a person’s

capacity to trade or acquire goods and services. Despite the neutrality of a market

system, the system

in

it

is

shaped and molded by the people

who conform

it.

If the people

are dishonest, the system itself will reflect such practices. In like manner, the

traditional

Andean economic system

and continues
upheld.

to

Where

work well

that relied heavily

in those cases

where human

on reciprocity worked well
virtues

and moral conduct are

mistrust and personal gain have taken over, even the

systems of reciprocity are ineffective and divisive
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in nature.

communal

What Andean indigenous communities
efficient

economic systems,

is

bring to the table

when

discussing

not market efficiency in the neoclassical view,
rather an

understanding of how everyone in any given community
can be well served and cared
for. In this

sense, the

spiritual, social,

Andeans tend

to

view the person

as a

whole including

environmental and economic dimensions. As a

work with and work through complexity, adopting some

areas,

result,

their

they are able to

choosing not to

in

other cases, and forming entirely valid personal statements
of their own. This process

of choosing, adopting, and adapting from the world around them

is

based on the

strength of a grounded and interrelated social structure, what happens
however,

urban migration and the breakup of social

The following

ties

become

case, that of Agustin, surfaces

the

when

norm?

some of the

issues faced by a

migrant in terms of working to survive, working to overcome the complex of
inferiority,

and choosing

own. Agustin

a

is

own way;

in

our

a.

The Case

for his children the possibility of a brighter future than his

man I have known

his

is

for over 10 years.

We have

grown

together, each

a story of hope.

of Agustin

Agustin

is

While he moved

an Aymara mini-bus driver living near the

to the city

and works as a

driver,

he has not

city

of Cochabamba.

lost

touch with his

childhood cultural heritage. Rather, he has found a new means whereby

to sustain his

family; uphold his traditional culture with yearly pilgrimages to his native village of

Pasto Grande in the high valley region of the Department of Cochabamba; and serve

as a

way

station for his extended family

and village friends as he nurtures a network of
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relations that has

city

he faces

new

gone well beyond the scope and character of his native

village. In the

challenges and hurdles daily that need to be overcome
in order to

succeed in that urban environment.

Agustin
outskirts of

for Dr.

mid

Cochabamba

Baker

He had

He

thirties.

has a family of six and has lived in the

He

for nearly 15 years.

started out

humbly

in life as a

worker

5

Environmental Studies Center

in his

handy man’ and
city.

in his

is

‘jack of

all trades.'

his children in

in the outskirts

With time he married and brought

Cochabamba and he worked

returning to his native village in the mountains.

favorable loan for purchasing his

of the

own

Two

city as a

his wife to the

off and on in the city, always

years ago he obtained a very

mini-bus and ever since he works 10 to 14

hours a day transporting people from one outlying community to another on secondary
roads in order to pay off his loan.

Agustin feels strongly that by working hard he will enable his children
obtain an education and

become

and materialist world

which he

in

to

better able to navigate in the increasingly urbanized

lives.

He

is

not romantic of the past, but he

is

cognizant of the lessons learned in his childhood and believes that mindfulness of the
past with the present will provide the

their identity as

recent

Aymaras and

phenomenon.

families, probably

No

one

as Bolivians.

is

some time

means

quite sure

55

from a place

Quoted

He

village of Pasto

it

was

th

is

based

century.

Kamay, which

that is called Killun or

earlier in this chapter.

The

when

in the late 19

interview “came from the area of Pata

Paz,...

for his family to succeed

first

Grande

still

retain

is itself

a

established by a handful of

The migrants,
is

and

in [the

I

am

told in an

Department

of]

La

Yellow River” (Personal interview, August

in the outskirts

of the city of Cochabamba where he has a

study center for intensive courses on various topics of interest.
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24, 2001).

They come

in search

following in his forefather’s footsteps.
this

time he

is

I

am

He

is

of land,

looking for his chacra in the

strong, however.

He

returns

told. If this is the case,

in search

Agustin

of ‘more arable land’ - except

His connections with the village are

city.

on a regular basis and maintains close contact with

extended family and village friends.

He

is

in

many ways

land. Just as his forefathers eventually lost touch with their original

Paz,

it is

home

What was

not

lost,

the spirit of reciprocity and nurturance.

his family

however,

La

in the previous generations

in this spirit that

It is

and relations despite the new context, he maintains the

connections that makes

Agustin’ s story

life in

is

Andes

the

interrelated

Andes

memory can

Agustin has

Aymara background by changing

for as long as

recall. It

could be said that

careers and working in the city,

could also be said that with a centralized education his children will be

And

adopt the same values Agustin holds dear.
has adopted modern ways in dress,

Quechua), and

in his

in

is

is

now

also a fact that while Agustin

speaks Spanish,

some whitewashing going

- “the

his native Antilles,

where he says “the Negro

come

it

man wants

closer to being a real

less likely to

Aymara and
no way

for an urban environment, he in

(1967) speaks of it

black

yet,

language (he

customs appropriate

ceases to be Aymara. While there

he will

web of

an illustration of the continual syncretism that takes place

in the

lost his

Agustin embraces

easier.

and has taken place

is,

in

highly likely that Agustin’ s progenitors will also gradually loose touch with

the village of Pasto Grande.

it

his

the successful migrant to a

new

was

is

to

be white”

...

Fanon was

Fanon

referring to

will be proportionately whiter

human being -
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(p. 9).

on, as Frantz

in direct ratio to his

-

that

mastery ol

the French language” (Fanon, 1967,
p. 18). If we change the context of the Antilles
for
that

of the Andes, the ‘Negro’ for the “Indian,” and French
for Spanish, Fanon

talking about the

same phenomenon

among

particularly the case

to the city

persona. This

are so

now

and

origins

is

in

Andean

region. This

is

more prosperous indigenous people who have moved

disregard their indigenous heritage while taking on a
whole

an effect of the extreme prejudices aimed

is

rampant

the

that is taking place in the

is

much of Bolivia.

Thus,

when

at

new

indigenous people that

prosperous, an individual of “Indian”

able to buy his/her place in society oftentimes to the dismay of
the

traditional white

and mestizo

While Agustin

is

Bolivian society

elites in

56
.

not openly flaunting his wealth as an expression of his

whiteness, by virtue of his success, he has gained stature within his

me

In an interview with

community

own community.

Mr. Cruz Ypiticona, a village elder from Agustin’s

alludes to the fact that had he had the opportunity

“another would have been

my

life,

I

would be using a

tie

-

as Agustin did

now!” (Personal

-

interview,

5&

Probably the most outstanding “Indian” to step on the toes of the established elites was a man by the
I. Patino. A man of humble origins in a mining region of Bolivia with the good fortune
of finding one of the most successful tin mines in the history of Latin America, and the drive to

name of Simon

purchase and extract the resources for export

th

century. He became one of the top
world by the 1930s. Despite his success and his longing to live in Bolivia he was
essentially barred from living in the country because his indigenous background was too painful for the

ten richest

men

at the turn

of the 20

in the

Bolivian elites to endure

-

and consequently made

his life miserable while there.

Other stories are not as dramatic but just as racist in their outlook. Take for instance a former
neighbor of mine. A mestizo man with very prominent indigenous features who had prior to the 1952
revolution and land reforms been an hacienda owner. He had lived in relative wealth and had an
education and the trappings of the petty aristocracy. With the revolution he

and with
I

it

his aspirations to stay within a shrinking class

had with him while he was

impression on me.

still

alive

He was speaking

some

of elites.

I

that

[i.e.,

of his inherited land

a sidewalk conversation

ten or twelve years ago; a conversation that

forcefully about the “laziness” and

indigenous people. In his mind, they should be alienated and brought to
revolution

lost all

remember
“good
trial

made

a lasting

for nothing” character of

for their

“bloody

the 1952 Agrarian Revolution].” Moreover, he went on to say something to the effect

what Bolivia

really

needed

in

order to prosper and progress

is

an enlightened government like that

of the strong-arm military dictatorship that Pinochet held on Chile for nearly 20 years. It was his
evident disdain and dislike for indigenous people that really made an impression on me especially when
it

was so very evident

that a not-so-distant relative

of his was of Andean Amerindian heritage.
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August 24, 2001).
'whitewashed'

A

statement that suggests becoming

to use

-

quiet and reclusive

Fanon’s word

life in

-

is

his village high

citified,

prosperous, and

desirable. In the absence of this, he leads a

up

in the

Andes.

The newer generation of Aymaras and Quechuas have been more

successful at

navigating the urban environment and making those elements they find
useful, their

own.

If Agustin's case

can be viewed from the perspective that change

evolving and takes on different characteristics
the agent of change in the hands of the

worth and with
is

it

a

new

spirit

at different

Andean

people.

of Andean vigor emerges

As

is

ever-

times in history, this places
a heightened sense of self-

in individuals like

an increasing chance for Andean ideals of equity and justice

to

him, there

permeate the

marketplace.

Trade today

is

as present as always

money-based trade has destroyed
otherwise.

and while some may argue

traditional culture, there are others

How these views have played out

in the

development

that

who

modern

argue

field is the topic

of

the next sections.

D.

Andean Views on Economy

The nurturing of economy

is

in the

Face of Development

a fluid process, one that ebbs and flows

depending on the needs, the constraints and the circumstances. Thus, the nurturance of

economy

is

necessarily localized, time specific, and involves a relatively small

of people. In

this section,

I

explore the following themes in some depth: Are Andean

indigenous people getting the short end of the stick

Can we go back

to basics?

number

(i.e.,

when

it

comes

to

development?

development as a way of approaching 'simple
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living').

Is

migration the annihilation of cultural heritage or an
opportunity in the making?

finally,

I

And

address concerns regarding the implementation of
an Andean conception of

development.

1.

Indigenous people

economic,

-

the world over

social, or cultural perspectives.

contribute to this

made manifest

phenomenon, not

in multiple

End

Getting the Short
-

of the Stick?

have not fared well when gauged from

There are multiple and complex factors

the least of which

is

a growing injustice which

ways, the end result of which

advancement of a few over the many.

is

In this respect, the

the

economic and

.
.

it

has] divorced

[itself]

is

political

development arena has

endorsed the creation and distribution of money, goods, and services,.

same time

that

[while at the

from other aspects of human aspiration and

consider only marginal adjustments to existing economic systems" (Dahl, 1991,
pp.
2).

In other words, the development trend has focused primarily

aspect of economics while disregarding to a great extent the

component

that define

human component

in

the

When this

on the commodities

human

relations

economic exchanges. Over time the systematic exclusion of the

economic systems marginalizes most people whose worldview

structured around reciprocity and

people.

1-

community

marginalization

is

building, such as the

is

Andean indigenous

used to the advantage of one group over another,

economic system becomes exclusionary.

In this sense, Escobar's (1995) view that

development represents a further elaboration of the Enlightenment
process imposes Northern interests on those of the South
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is

project,

and

a valid assertion.

in the

A

good measure of this imposition

is

the rapidly changing

economic context of

Latin America, and the world, and the impacts indigenous people
suffer under a

“double (under-)development squeeze” (de Janvry,

et ah,

1989,

p.

396). In effect,

indigenous people are unable to protect or secure access to land as a consequence
of
ill-conceived agrarian reforms, for example. At the

same time, the average farm

size

has been shrinking, and forcing peasant households to seek outside sources of income
just

when employment

opportunities have dwindled and permanent workers are

increasingly replaced by seasonal workers.

Locker (1996,

p.

73) speaks to

some of the causes

that result in this double-

squeeze, including: (a) a dualistic pattern of agricultural production into

commercial/export sectors and subsistence/basic grain sectors, linked by the wage
labor of subsistence/basic grain farmers in the export sector; (b) highly inequitably

distributed resources in the

at the

two

sectors, with the export sector

expanding

expense of smaller producers and the natural environment;

its

land base

(c) preferential

treatment by the government of both urban sectors and the export agricultural sector;

(d)

growing population and a stagnant or declining resource base

campesino

[i.e.,

land];

and

(e)

efforts to intensify (adoption of chemical inputs) or extensity (expand into

previously uncultivated areas) often lead to environmental degradation. Such neglect

on the

part of national

governments has resulted

in the crisis that

indigenous and

peasant communities currently face (Locker, 1996).

The manifestations of this growing

inequality can be seen in the survival

strategies of the popular sectors as a result of debt, inflation,

in the

and adjustment policies

1980s (Lehmann, 1990); currency devaluations, which have lead
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to rapid price

increases; and trade liberalization and the
formation of regional trading blocks, that

have lead

to the

removal of tariff and other

barriers thus

opening agriculture up

to

competitive pressures. Such changes add pressure on small
farmer production to
increase productivity, lower costs, increase competitiveness,
and use

more

efficiently in both technical

Such trends have meant

all

inputs

and economic terms (Kaimowitz, 1991).

that rural households increasingly rely

on

nonagricultural, often nonrural, income sources (Barsky,
1990; Klein, 1992).

point

is

much

A case

in

a region in the Ecuadorian highlands where 40 percent of rural
families have

two jobs within the countryside (Martinez, 1991), suggesting
longer the only

-

or

main

-

that agriculture is

no

source of income. The need for outside sources of income

has lead to outmigration, a trend that

is

often taken as an indicator that local

livelihoods are not viable despite arguments suggesting otherwise.

The concept of development endorses

"the notion that there are people and

places that are underdeveloped, 'backward' and poor, and therefore in need of

development" (Bebbington, 2000,
dangerous as

it

results in the

p.

498). This practice of labeling people as such

promotion of a very narrow understanding of what

be developed. Often, placing production efficiency ahead of human
situation that leads Escobar (1995) to describe the

"produce or perish"

(p. 157).

Andean

it

is

is to

interests; a

farmer's plight in terms of

Escobar's poststructural critique of development,

questions the possibility of building or even imagining alternatives to development

from within the current languages and
leaves

little

room

to recover

institutions

from development

economic dimensions with any

detail,

of development. Such a stance

practices, discards alternative

and disregards the empirical basis of potential
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counternarratives (Bebbington, 2000).
’’concerned with the

ways

in

The

poststructural critique, instead,

which development

constitutes a

domination and homogenization, [and] seeks alternatives

is

form of cultural

in the cultural

and

political

practices of popular actors” (Bebbington, 2000, p. 498). Arturo
Escobar (1995)

exemplifies

it

in

terms of the "defense of the

local,” "identity strengthening,"

"opposition to modernization development," and the elaboration of proposals from
the
context of existing constraints

Another approach
poststructuralist

that "neoliberal

to

movement,

(p.

226).

development, one that has been highly criticized by the
is

the neoliberal one.

approaches aim

to

Anthony Bebbington (2000), argues

understand the means through which resources can

be most efficiently allocated to maximize their economic productivity"

primary concern within
rural

this

view,

"is the failure

(Bebbington, 2000,

p.

would derive from

Of

for] alternatives in the efficient

the liberalization of markets"

497).

A spin-off discourse that emerged
neoliberal approach

497).

of development programs to foster

growth and income generation, [while looking

allocation of resources that

(p.

is

in Latin

America and

is

linked to the

the notion of 'viability.' Viability takes on greater importance as

the differentiation of a peasantry into a capitalized sector and a landless or land-poor

proletariat increases in

emboldened

number. Moreover, the

the explicitness of there being

rise

little

of neoliberal agendas, has

virtue in an inefficient

and

uncompetitive indigenous or campesino sector (Bebbington, 2000). Reinforcing such

views are documents such as an InterAmerican Development Bank (IDB) report
suggesting that significant parts of the Bolivian altiplano are nonviable and that
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programs
this

in the region should foster outmigration

(IDB, 1996). Interpretations such as

have serious problems particularly because they
view the

viability

of rural areas

only in terms of economic competitiveness, and
understand poverty only in income
terms.

Such views hearken back

imposing one

a.

set

Development
Most

to the notion that

development

is

a process of

of interests on those of another (Escobar, 1995).

as Simple Living

rural

Aymaras and Quechuas

in the

Andes,

encounter development from their [own] mundane, daily concerns to
build and
improve their livelihoods, to build places they enjoy being in, to give
meaning
to their lives through these livelihoods and places, and to
maintain and, as far
as possible, to extend the degree to which they can exercise control
over their
conditions of existence (Bebbington, 2000, p. 513).

Andean farmers

are "situated agents" (Bebbington, 1993, p. 274): agents in the sense

that they are involved in the generation, acquisition,

and situated because

it

and classification of knowledge;

occurs in cultural, sociopolitical, agricultural and economic

contexts that influence farmers in

how and why

they

manage resources

as they do.

People encounter development while building something of their own, the
encounter can seem like resistance
self-interest. Often,

that

modern

development

institutions are

is

at times,

accommodation

at

accepted, transformed and used in the

used and transformed

to a

at the intersections

through the different practices

of popular and

same way

group or individual's purposes.

Consequently, most everything having to do with development

coproduced

other times, and even

is

'coproduced.'

It is

institutional practices, as well as

in those institutions

and popular

sectors. In addition,

it

is

coproduced through people's interactions with

historical

practices as well as markets (Bebbington, 2000).

element of
suggests,

rights

fluidity,

making

and

one

that

is

a living, and

possibilities of

and modernizing ideas and

Coproduced development has an

deeply rooted in a material existence.

making

As Smith (1989)

living meaningful, as well as struggling for the

doing both are

all related.

Understanding the groundedness or the situated
of Andean indigenous people would very likely result

development from the ground up can make room

beliefs, practices,

in

and

politics

an acceptance that

for the logics

of markets and

modernity. In this sense, "locality" could be re-imagined as "continuously produced
the intersection of livelihood practices (understood as

making

a living and

making

at

it

meaningful), local politics, institutional interventions, and the wider political

economy" (Bebbington, 2000,

2.

498).

Migration as a Means of Cultural Survival

The modernizing

Andean range have

p.

trends that continue to sweep across the far reaches of the

resulted in multiple hardships for indigenous peoples and yet these

changes have not been the source of cultural erosion as generally thought. Instead,
modernization has brought on
identity,

though reconfigured,

new
is

opportunities and

not

lost. In this

and the promotion of nontraditional cash crops,

new

challenges, but cultural

sense, technological modernization,

is

justified as a strategy for increasing

opportunities for local income and reducing pressures on migration. The logic behind

such thinking rests on the notion that indigenous cultural identity centers on a
sustained rural residence to the corporate and only then on retaining traditional
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technologies.

As

a result indigenous culture and

economy need

to constantly adapt in

order to survive, sustain group cohesion, and indigenous forms
of self-management.

There have been multiple ethnographic studies across the Andes
emphasizing
the importance ot the relationship between place, cultural identity
and the practices
that

make

living in that place possible (Allen, 1988; Rasnake, 1988;
Weismantel,

1988). Farming

is

very significant in Andean people’s lives as

practice in the formation of their identity.

As

it

constitutes a core

a result even after migration, retaining a

toehold in farming carries a symbolic meaning that weighs in even
practiced are not efficient or viable. For example, an

construction worker in

La

through

New Yorker or Parisian,

still

traffic like

any

back

to his

community and

modern

and operates

He

will,

even

take part in the celebrations that

calendar, he

may

farming as a

way of aligning himself with

in a

if

attire,

a

shuffles

modern world

will

only on occasion, go

mark

very likely provide funds to an extended family

this sense feeling a

systems

Aymara farmer who becomes

Paz, lives in the city, dresses in

retain important ties to his place of origin.

if the

the agricultural

member who

is still

his past, with his heritage, with the earth. In

connection with the land, slim as

this

may

be,

still

confirms an

important part of his identity.

Technological modernization, and the promotion of nontraditional cash crops,

is

justifiable as a

means of minimizing

income opportunities.

the pressures

In effect, this strategy

is

a

on migration by increasing

means

for sustaining

local

group

cohesiveness and forms of self-management while indigenous economy and culture
are constantly adapting to

new

realities.

One of the

reasons for migration

not sustainable by solely relying on subsistence farming, thus as farms
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is

fail

that life

the trend

is

is

to geneially

migrate to the

cities.

As

a result, indigenous communities are increasingly

very willing to accept governmental or non-governmental assistance
to improve
agricultural output,

even

and machinery because

if this

it

will

implies massive use of chemicals, special seed stocks,

make

local farming viable

the cities, thereby retaining traditional culture and social

and placate out-migration

norms and

structures as

to

much

as possible.

Andean Amerindians
entitled to both

are both country citizens and Indians; as a result they are

community self-determination and

(Macas, 1991). Having said

this,

communities should have the potential

and decide on the balance between the
identity they will keep.

When

rights of access to state resources

traditional

and modern markers of ethnic

such realizations take place

these communities are better able to

manage

their

to take charge

at the

community

own modernizing

level,

process while

keeping indigenous forms of organization. The self-determination of local
organizations has taken place in various locations across the Andes with the help of
external motivation. Generally

it

has been state development programs, different

churches, and a plethora of nongovernmental development organizations that take on
the role of engaging with, responding to, and often promoting individual and

collective struggles (Bebbington, 2000; 1993). Dr. Baker, for example, has done a

considerable amount of work in nurturing and developing the potentials for

endogenous change
level

to

emerge and take hold.

of the community and expanded from

portrayed by

way of the Agustin

A dynamic

there; a

case.
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change

that

is

centered at the

contemporary example of this was

Implementing Andean Economic Development

3.

The implementation
first

of

Andean economic development

seem, the practice of projects conceived

directed to

Andean indigenous

of,

people. Rather,

it

is

not what

it

would

at

developed by, managed by, and
is

a

first

approximation of

conventional development practices that have, over time,
been transformed by the
"invisible hand" of

and meant

to be

Andean

culture into systems of practice that are rooted in
the land,

meaningful

to take place. In this sense,

knowledge, [and]

their

to those

development

look

that

at

it

is

the person

be indigenous,

importance on]

it

"about people, their institutions, their

at the International

-

in

as a source of inspiration for

community

-

that

is

in

Loker

p. 14). In like

development

manner,

practice,

all

multifaceted

if

we

we

find

important. For a development strategy to

"must ...allow occupation of traditional Indian spaces [while placing

its

social control

and objective" (Bebbington, 1996,

p. 103).

sense, virtues such as dignity and honor, justice, honesty, hard work, and

loyalty are

p. 84).

Monetary Fund, suggests

human, [and] not material" (Dahl, 1991,

Andean cosmology

is

is

forms of social organization" (Cemea, 1995,

Gregory Dahl, an economist
"development

involved by allowing for ownership of the project

In this

community

indicative of a "human-centered" development approach. In today's

Andean context such an approach

needs and wants people have
to those needs.

-

requires

both rich and poor alike

An organization of this

as local level participation in order to

some means of identifying
-

and design responsive

the

efforts

kind necessarily involves institutional as well

work while bridging

the needs for economics of

scale and support links with a broader network of markets and communities (Dahl,

1991; Bebbington, 2000).
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E. Conclusion

While the development discourse has received much
heat
1

educe the proliferation of poverty, disease, and low

new

for

literacy levels,

its

it

failure to

has opened up

spaces and opportunities for the political and market
arenas that would not have

otherwise been realized. Going against the grain of the
neoliberal arguments, the

opening of spaces tor local

initiative to take

political strength, suggest that

development

shape and realize social, economic and
viability

can be created. Moreover, goine

against the grain of many poststructural interpretations

-

development interventions

can play a role in the reworking of power relationships (Bebbington,
2000). The
question

is,

De

how?

Janvry and Sadoulet (1988) argue from an alternative agricultural

development perspective

that strategies to alleviate rural poverty should

promoting rurally based non-agrarian incomes. Locker (1996),

too,

aim

at

acknowledges

that

“[agriculture should be seen as a sector to absorb labor, either directly in productive
activities or

through linkages to agriculturally-related

marketing, and other services"
agriculturally derived

and services

incomes

(p. 78).

The focus

is

in order to create a

activities like processing,

on finding ways of increasing

demand

for non-agrarian products

that could be provided locally (see Klein, 1992). Agriculture, to use

Locker's words, "must provide sustainable, satisfying livelihoods for more, not less

people" (1996,

p. 78). Essentially,

such a strategy would find the means and processes

for facilitating the retention of surplus within a region

develop

new forward and backward

and incorporating these

linkages within the regional food system

(Bebbington, 1993).
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to

There are several examples of local market processes
retained control of capital flight in Ecuadorian

example. The most recognized

is

that

have successfully

Quechua speaking communities,

for

the development of a commercial textile sector,

wherein production and distribution

is

controlled by Otavaleno merchants and

organized through a network of family units and small workshops
(Salomon, 1981).

Another experience

in local control

of development growth

comparison with other Andean regions given

Quechua indigenous

it

farmers, this time from the

commercial onion production (Ramon, 1988).
Chiboleos, are also

known

is

less

is

more appropriate

for

remarkable in scope. Again,

community of Cayambe developed

Still

a

another group, the Ecuadorian

as producers, purchasers, and distributors of garlic. In each

of these cases, the economic modernization of their livelihoods and agricultural
production

is

associated with maintaining a strong cultural identity in dress, language,

and reciprocal kinship networks (Ramon, 1988). The traditional/modern dichotomy
that

would

characterize such communities from a purely western perspective

either/or proposition for the indigenous rural poor; instead

nurturing of economy as practiced by

developed through

living.

a

community.
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is

not an

way of life. The

Andean indigenous farmers

Thus, to nurture an economy

oneself, one's family and one's

it is

is

is

cultivated or

tantamount to nurturing

CHAPTER 7

NURTURANCE: THE ENGAGEMENT OF THE ANDEAN
AMERINDIAN
AND WESTERN WORLDS

The next broad

valley which the traveler sees

Brings insight into hidden mysteries;

Our

[...]

comes to us by different signs;
One prays in mosques and one in idols’ shrines insight

But when Truth’s sunlight clears the upper air.
that he is welcomed there.
His essence will shine forth; the world that seemed

Each pilgrim sees

A

furnace will be sweeter than he dreamed.
He will perceive the marrow, not the skin -

The Self will disappear; then, from within
The heart of all he sees, there will ascend
The longed-for face of the immortal Friend.

A hundred thousand secrets will be known
When

that unveiled, surpassing face

A hundred thousand men must
Till

one

shall

draw aside the

faint

is

shown -

and

fail

secrets’ veil

-

Perfected, of rare courage he must be

To dive through

immense, uncharted sea. [. .]
(“The Valley of Insight into Mystery” in The
Conference of the Birds Farid Ud-Din Attar,
that

.

;

th
1

984[ 1

Century], pp. 179-180)

A. Introduction

Nurturance - a

way of life

for indigenous people across the

explored from four different perspectives

The

intent has

been

(spiritual, cultural, nature,

to bring forth a conceptually different

viewing, organizing, and living

life

as a

Andes - was
and economy).

way of understanding,

means of informing

a western

development

discourse. In the process of bringing forth a different understanding of the priorities

and relationships

that are

pursued

in the

course of living
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life in

the Andes,

I

bring to

means of inspiring

light a

alternative

models of relation building

audience. In other words, by understanding
a focal concept

-

"nurturance"

In the process

prospers

-

I

came upon
of living

spiritually.

learned that society

regardless of economic prowess or resource wealth of
a people or nation

cities, etc.,

between people

work cohesively

the role of development

-

among

prosperity building

culture and

its

in social units,

for the

etc. are

mutual benefit of each

stripped

away

the peoples of the world.

-

be these families, barrios,

once the building projects, the low

goals (such a Education for All),

-

other. Ultimately,

interest loans, the target

is/should be to foster

A focus on Andean Amerindian

conception of 'nurturance' surfaces one of the fundamental roles for

development programs: the need
building

I

a concept that has allowed for the journey

of learning about Andean Amerindians

the relationships

towns,

western

culture,

be easier to handle physically, emotionally, culturally,
and

life to

when

-

Andean Amerindian

to a

new ones

in

to focus

on strengthening existing relationships and

an effort that will very likely lead to endogenous-grass roots

prosperity building.

At a personal
greatest assets that

level, the findings that interpersonal relations are

humans have

did not

come

one of the

as a surprise, but has strengthened

my

convictions towards social cohesion building both for socio-emotional and material
prosperity development. While attempting to understand

units

is

why building cohesive

social

both confined to insular groups (large, such as a nation, and small, such as a

gang or a

club),

I

toyed with the poststructural construct of "otherness" and, to a

limited extent, the role that "power" plays in society.
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These explorations lead

me

to the realization that

construct such as 'nurturance,' brilliant as

audience that perceives
at this crossroad,

societies, that

culture and

I

I

may be,

will not

terms of resources,

be acceptable
intellect,

and

to an

culture.

It is

between the wisdom of native peoples and the wealth of
industrial

sought to find

common

ground.

I

my reading of development discourse

broker, a translator of

capacity,

itself superior in

it

an Andean Amerindian

Andean cosmology

for the

rely

on

my knowledge of Andean

and assume the role of a cultural

development community. In

this

adopt the word "engagement," as a western-sensitive term that
embodies

many of the fundamental

conceptual threads that are enshrined in the Andean

Amerindian term "nurturance." With the term "engagement"

I

am acknowledging the

value and importance of building relations and working towards a unified vision
that
beneficial to

homage

all

to the

(wherein

'all'

are the

members of any given community);

Andean Amerindian people and way of life

"nurturance;" and

I

am acknowledging

the issues and

I

am

paying

via the concept of

dynamics around the construct

of "other" and "power" that are an inherent part of development thought and

practice.

My approach to this chapter is unconventional in light of the preceding ones.
have adopted a

critical lens at the

and use the opportunity

is

to re-imagine

as a

development from a perspective of

community well-being

via engagement. This

organized as follows: discussion and findings, wherein

issues: the question

of the 'authentic

means of bridging

I

end of my research, analysis, and writing journey

operationalizing nurturance to foster

chapter

is

other,' the

I

speak of three

'myth of authenticity,' and engagement

differences and approaching unity. In addition,

avenues for future research particularly

in the areas
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I

explore

of spirituality and power as they

relate to

development. Finally,

work invested

research and

I

conclude with personal thoughts regarding: the

in bringing

it

to fruition, the progression

of my

own

thinking over the course of the research, and insights
gained from the journey taken.

B. Discussion of Findings

The

research, narratives, and findings throughout the dissertation
are an

interpretation of Andean culture as perceived through a particular
set of lenses
(spirituality,

community, nature, and economy). They bring

integrative nature of Andean

to the surface the

Amerindian thinking, feeling and practice

in the

language and rhetoric of North American academia. The lenses used for viewing and
analyzing the data
colored by

my disposal,

at

my life experience

social groups

have tended

and

as well as

my writing and

positionality.

to associate

findings, are necessarily

Moreover, a realization

that

human

with each other in insular groups throughout

history has also lead to the construction of 'us'/ 'them' categorizations. Such

categorizations are closely linked to questions of power, whether

real.

Power,

if

it is

perceived or

unchecked, can have serious consequences for the welfare and

prosperity of humankind.

Having said

this,

I

raise a series

of questions concerning

formulation of the conception of nurturance and

its

my approach to the

potential as a valid construct in the

furthering of development discourse in relation to the constructs of 'otherness' and

'power.' Questions

in the terms

I

explore concern the notion of the "authentic other" as exemplified

"Andean Amerindian" or "Andean Indigenous People"

represented throughout

my writing;

the validity of a
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that are

non -Andean Amerindian writing

about Andean Amerindians and the issues such
a stance raises; and finally the issue
of
reaching

common ground between what

have been termed opposite camps

of the colonizer and the subaltern or colonized. The

first

in the

form

question stems from a

postcolomal studies view on representational authenticity
of subaltern people's
potential to speak for themselves, a stance that

Gayatri Spivak in her 1988 essay

Can

stems from Gareth Griffiths' 1994
third question

research into

I

look into

is

is

informed by the seminal work of

the Subaltern

article

Speak? The second question

on The Myth of Authenticity.

informed by Bowles and Gintis'

community governance based on strong

1.

The term

The Question

"authentic other"

I

Finally, the

(in press) exploratory

reciprocal interactions.

of the "Authentic Other"

understand to

mean an endogenous person

or

group often endowed with the romanticist characteristics of indigenous, natural/ virgin
(as in

un-touched by the west), but also

one defining the 'authentic
at the

other' to

notion of the 'authentic other,'

by which groups closed
pursue a

common

less than or inferior to the

be an 'authentic

I

am

one looking

other.' In other

in

the

-

words, by looking

attempting to better understand the processes

to those unlike themselves use their shared sense

of identity

to

agenda.

The notion of 'the

other' is not a

across cultures, space and time.

new

construct, rather

it

is

a

common

A look at the names of ethnic/cultural

concept

groups from

different continents suggests various groups believe themselves to be special and,

extension, those unlike themselves not to be special. For example: Inca, the

ruling class in ancient Peru and also attributed to a people
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is

believed to

by

name of a

come from

the

word enqa meaning "black hole"

or one

who can

absorb

all

the living energies

(Quechua Network, 2003); the Inupiat people of northern Alaska,
Canada and
Greenland

call

themselves Inuit meaning "the people" (Kaplan,
2002); and the

Baganda of Uganda and
the

the Lake Victoria region of East Africa refer to
themselves as

Ganda "People" (Listrom

& Jenkins,

1996).

Each of these

in their

exclusionary of other people not like themselves. In this sense,

would be accepted

as a

Baganda or

I

-

and what

use the western

is

critical

done

in the

"nurturance" will invariably face

when

this end,

I

it

"other" has a voice

Andean

comes

issues that a concept such as

in serious contact with

western

in

is

shrouded in multiple layers of

paragraphs ahead. In her work, Spivek

an "other" exists and in so doing questions whether or not
(i.e.,

power).

done

use Spivek's (1988) work to think about the

meaning and the focus of my discussion
that

specifically

is

west differ in focus.

some of the

notion of the "authentic other," a concept that

acknowledges

more

what

language and terminology of poststructuralism and

postcolonialism to bring to the forefront

development discourse. To

-

is

unlikely an Inuit

as an Inca for that matter; however,

with the conception of otherness in indigenous societies

Amerindian society

is

it

own way

First,

I

that

speak of birth of the concept of "otherness,"

followed by a discussion on the legitimacy of the conception of otherness.

a.

The Birth of "Otherness’'
The French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan argued

that

humans

undifferentiated from the world. In this sense, he postulates that

subject because

we know no

humans

other to be in relation to (Lacan, 1968).
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are

bom
are not a

A working group

at

Lewis and Clark College

in Portland,

Oregon describe how "otherness"

us by using the imagery of a child and a mirror.

Initially a child will see

an image

They

is

formed

in

say.

mirror and replace the image of the
Over time, the mirror image becomes an
image outside of the self. In other words we become both
subject and object
[. .wherein] the image becomes a sign for a
self. Once we get to this stage of
symbolic imagery, where the mirror image is a symbol for the
self, we can
never go back to the state where we were a unified self, where
there was no
symbol that is separate from the self (lclark.edu, 2003, paragraph

other with

some sense of the

in the

self.

.

2).

In this sense, the mirror

image creates the division between the person we see

mirror and the fractured (as in multiple images of the
disconnect between a person "broken up into

3)

and our desired ego-ideal

is

little

sell)

person

we

are.

in the

The

pieces" (lclark.edu, 2003, paragraph

a gap of uncertainty and displeasure wherein

we

are

both subject and object.
Postmodernists argue that

we

as

humans

gap and achieve the pleasure of being whole. In
important because our "fractured identity
unification that

is

this sense, the

made through

images of the other are

difference also seeks the

perceived in that difference" (lclark.edu, 2003, paragraph

Particularly given that the other

is

fragmented egos. The perception of the

we

use to

fill

4).

seen as whole, as complete, with an unfragmented

ego and therefore different from us-we

on what images

are constantly in a quest to bridge this

(i.e.,

us-we as

self, to

in ’humans')

who,

after

all,

have

use Lacan's line of reasoning, depends

in this void. In this

way, dependence

is

created on the

notion of the existence of the other in order to bridge the gap between a desired ego-

ideal

that

and the fragmented

was known before

self, in

there

such a

was an

way as

to feed the perception

other. This vanishing sense
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of wholeness

of wholeness

is

similar to the child looking at his/her image
it

to

be her/his actual

Human

of the other

communities,

Aymara man

it

etc.;

we humans

identify ourselves in relation to

will identify himself as an

and believing

what others are

Aymara when coming

when coming

in contact

in contact

with another

will seek identity via other avenues, such as locality, family
relations,

the operating principle, however,

While such

in the mirror

can be argued, create their sense of self through

with a non-Aymara speaker. The same person

Aymara speaker

-

self.

difference. In other words,

not. Thus, an

-

is

identity that is constructed

differentiations are healthy and necessary, moderation

while difference can foster identity,

it

on difference.

is

required. Thus,

can also spark animosity, divisiveness, and

hatred in extreme cases. Reasons for this stem from the perception that one group
better than another, a perception that

comes from coveting power which,

the perception that one particular group

is

is

in turn, feeds

'more than' others and thus perpetuates a

cycle of power-identity mongering. Extreme differentiation between two groups often
leads to extreme measures such as conflict, fighting, and/or warfare. In this sense,

extreme differentiation can lead
reigns of power and control.

change, but change

is

to the subjectification

Once such

a cycle

is in

of the

motion,

'other'

it is

while retaining the

not only hard to

slow and often painfully overcome.
C *7

I

argue that the discourse of development'

development community are strikingly similar

57

and the practices of the

in their formulation

and perpetuation of

By 'Discourse of Development' I refer to the theoretical grounding driving the practices of
development such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. Development in such
institutions takes on a markedly economic slant while less relative weight is given to other more human
aspects despite efforts in trying to ameliorate such an image with the implementation of social capital,
for

example.
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'otherness'

-

more

the

(i.e.,

assistance

including the power dynamics between a
group perceivtng itself to be

development community) than a group perceived

(i.e.,

to be in

need of

the recipients of development). Yet such
an argument suggests the

representation of an 'other' reifies the development

community

as 'better than' or 'more

than' the defined other.

Celester Olalquiaga (1992) refers to the building
of 'otherness' as belonging to

some dominant

culture/entity/person

ethnicities, are susceptible to

Moreover, she suggests

by suggesting

that everything, entire cultures

and

homogenization, appropriation, and comodification.

that social constructs like race

become

free-floating signifies

that are put into an equivalence value with other abstracted
signifies.

She makes

reference to this sense of superiority over the other by virtue of a
homogenizing and

comodifying project taken on by some overpowering oppressor.
project of development

era has
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going on

in the

Andean region

been dominated by a northern oppressor/s who,

I

could argue that the

since the post- World

in turn,

War II

could be perceived as

using the project of development as a means of asserting it/themselves as 'modem,'
'industrialized,' 'civilized,'

and

'cultured'

by

the very action of defining an other as in

need of development, industrialization, civilization and

culture. In other words, the

oppressor redefines the image of self in the other in order to construct a

image of it-self, erroneous and ephemeral as

this

image may

full

and whole

be.

A pristine sense of pride and ownership of an untarnished self in the other is

>8

1 have defined the term 'Project of Development' here as a means for the implementation of
development philosophy and practice in the form of short- and long-term projects for bringing the other
to par with the developer. This project of providing assistance for those defined to be less than another
and over time those defined as less are lead to believe they actually are less is also an important aspect
of what I am referring to as the "project of development."
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often

made

questions:

in reference to

what

is

'authentic others’?

other'

other.

an 'inauthentic other’? and

The term

who

'authentic other' begs the

defines indigenous peoples as

My interpretation of these terms would suggest that the 'inauthentic

makes reference

industrialized,

some authentic

to the 'West'

-

in other

and cultured western society

a state of 'maturity' if you will, that places

words,

that has

refers to a

modem,

gone beyond

its tribal

it

them above

'less

mature' societies

struggling with their ethnic/tribal identities and backwardness.

linked to the

first,

given a 'more mature' society

than themselves. This second stance

is

origins into

still

The second question,

capable of defining others as

is

'less

one of the central arguments of

is

postcolonialism, which argues histories, culture, wisdom, and identities
were crafted
to suit the

needs and interests of the west, while bearing

or even the lived experiences of those

Edward Said (1978) on Orientalism
Western scholars often

whose

lives

little

on the needs, concerns,

where being documented (see

for an in-depth account).

refer to indigenous people as belonging to ethnic

groups which in turn, in the eyes of the oppressor, makes them authentic people or

communities. Such a stance raises important questions such
authentic person?community?

Do

as:

what constitutes an

authentic people/communities deserve different

treatment than people/communities?

Is

the notion of an authentic other no

more than

another constmct?

b.

The Myth of the "Authentic Other"
Lacan spelled out how the other

is

determined and constructed within

us.

Postmodernist authors, in turn, have used his argument to further the notion of western
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cultural

hegemony over

a 'global south.' Spivak, 1988; Griffiths,
1994; Fee, 1995; and

others have written on the domineering stand the west
has taken over others unlike

themselves. Within the context of the project of development
as implemented in the

Andes, the notion of otherness takes on very specific

cultural, linguistic,

and practical

ramifications, one that differentiates between the developers and
those on the

receiving end of "development." Such a stance becomes problematized

notion of authentic as represented through race and ethnicity

Abramson argues

depth. Harold

still

that while "race is the

most

is

looked

when
at in

the

more

salient ethnic factor,

it

is

only one of the dimensions of the larger cultural and historical phenomenon of

ethnicity" (1973, p. 175).

Central to this discussion

the

is

naming of an other

essentialised entity. Spivak (1988) presses this point

when

nevertheless insist that the colonized subaltern subject

(p.

284). In this regard

reducible to

The

is

she argues, "one must

irretrievably heterogeneous"

are not definable, describable, and

some simple common denominator describing

people as a monolithic
practice are

Andean Indigenous people

that is indefinable as an

all

essential

entity.

Why.

lived differently

by

.

.

forest can.

The Kini

unique characteristics but for
impossible given there

great diversity

is

all

Andean Indigenous

because, culture, cosmology, experience, and

different individuals depending

Andean Amerindian cannot be defined

macracantha)

all

forest

intents

may be

in as

much

in a particular region with

and purposes identifying

forests coexist

place.

as a pure Kini (Acacia

its

no clear-cut boundary. There are instead

where Kini

on time and

its

own

boundaries

is

transition zones of

with other species such as the Molle

(Schinus molle) and the Jacaranda (Jacaranda mimosifolia) as well as innumerable
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others in the

semiand intermountain valleys on

cordillera (Killeen et

al.,

1993). Moreover,

it is

the eastern slopes of the Bolivian

possible to be in a primarily Kini forest

and, following a transition zone, find oneself
in a primarily Jacarandd forest.
Similarly, the essentiahzed traditional

may have

Andean does not

exist, and, furthermore, s/he

never existed aside from a figment of human imagination.

If the notion

of the authentic other

oppressor to further

its

agenda of viewing

expense of another's blood, sweat and

no more than a construct used by an

is

itself in the fullness

tears"

9
,

how

all

forms of oppression the other

to justify the project

by implementing
this,

by

on a given population.

essentiahzed as an other in order

is

of oppression undertaken. Breaking oppressor-oppressed cycles

the use of a single theoretical tool

seems unreasonable. Yet, consider

shattering the notions of other and authentic other a space can be

available for discourse to take place at the level of equals.

conversation of equals

is

Once

established, the basis for a process of 'nurturance' can lead to

Examples of this kind of stance

are and have

trauma, distress, and upheaval in the
desire for more.

post

made

a venue for a

changes that ultimately break the oppressor-oppressed cycle of human

59

at the

then, is the cycle broken? Granted

there are degrees of oppression, and the effects these cause

Nevertheless, in

of its potential

been

all

common,

too

camp of the oppressed

A poignant and extreme example

WWII projects of development referred to

-

despite

thus far

-

interaction.

for
its

often times leading up to great
no other reason than an oppressor's

datedness, being as

it

were, prior to the

of this type of oppressor-oppressed

from the life and history of the Belgium King Leopold II, who in 1885 was
recognized as the sole sovereign of the Congo Free State (now Zaire) which he exploited at will and as
relationship can be gleaned

his personal

domain

until international protest

movements

in the early

parliament taking over the region in 1908, thus establishing
'otherfication'

of his subjects

exploitation he inflicted
latex

on

in the

Congo Free

State

was

his

own

1900s lead to the Belgian

as the Belgian

Congo. King Leopold's

particularly poignant given the reign of

his enslaved subjects to extract

and ivory, while insatiably enriching

it

more

resources, mostly in the form of rubber

coffers at the cost of 5-10 million lives in a period of

19 years. Particularly unsettling with the 'otherfication' of his subjects at a time when in Europe slavery
was universally condemned, was the fact he lead his European subjects and neighboring states to
believe he was piously leading a program for teaching and converting his subjects to Christianity

(Brock, 2003).
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However,

at the heart

section explores this

of the question of ’otherness'

theme

The notion of ’power’ and power

is

I

have alluded

to

the issue of power; the next

further.

Power

2.

issues

is

acquisition, distribution,

and management are

throughout the dissertation but never explicitly
named. Power

defined in physics as being equivalent to energy
applied to work. In the

realm,

power

is

more

likely to

imply the potential

authority, or substantial influence. In the

(1980; 1983)

is

to

human

wield coercive force, permissive

academic community, Michael Foucault

one of the contemporary authors attributed with bringing the
whole

issue of power discourse into the realm of the seen.
Since his

numerous authors have explored the concept

work

in the 1970s,

further (see Escobar, 1995;

Camaroff, 1991; Amin, 1990). The issue of power

is

Camaroff and

particularly relevant

on the issue

of 'nurturance' as manifested through the constructs of otherness and authentic
otherness.

The Andean conception of nurturance,
interactions

have argued,

I

between equals. This does not imply

that

is

used

when power dynamics come

between unequal power groups are played

An
economic,

entity,

out.

grounded on reciprocal

Andean Amerindians do

conceive of others as different from themselves: Instead,
difference

is

it

raises the question of how

into play, particularly

I

not

how

differences

explore this issue further below.

such a person, group, or nation, coming from a position of power

social, political, or otherwise

the 'weak' in so far as the

weak

will

-

invariably projects

its

'powerfulness' onto

bestow strength on the other. There are two
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-

processes present in this case. The
its/their

first

comes from

perception of itself/themselves as 'more

strength that will in turn

demand

so’

the 'powerful'

who by

virtue of

than the other will project an

air

of

a response that reifies its/their position
of power.

Examples of this kind of behavior abound: a weak
leader portraying strength through
the threat of violence to others can project
an air of strength that convinces
the conception of strength he has carefully
constructed for himself.

process comes from the other

-

the 'weak'

-

how

and

some of

The second

she/he/they construct others

different than her/him/themselves in relation
to her/him/themselves. Thus, for

example, despite

my best

intentions of not stepping over the perceived other
as

walking into a gathering of Andean Amerindian friends
insightful conversation,

my being

-

I

am

in the

midst of a deeply

invested with authority to speak as an expert

a white, male, educated-abroad person

estimation as being so. This bestowal of power

when

by

virtue of

perceived and constructed in their

-

may not

necessarily be an automatic

response, wherein one perceives oneself to be less than another and
automatically

bestows power over

to the

-

western

-

other. Instead, this

may be

a cunning

understanding on the part of the Andean Amerindian that insofar as he/she/they play
the role of the 'traditional

westerner, even

when

Andean Amerindian'

-

as perceived in the eyes

this is not their 'true' selves

-

of the

they are more likely to receive

funding, for example in the development arena, and thus further agendas hidden to an

unsuspecting westerner.

Two

sides to

power addressed above include

the assertion of power in bi-polar

social constructs such as, for example: developed/underdeveloped,

colonizer/colonized, rich/poor, and others like
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it

that bring forth

fundamental

differences

which must be addressed

expected to take hold. The other
a

means of asserting

in the

their

power

game of development

if

meaningful and deep-rooted changes can be

more

is

subtle and

limited as this

-

in order to get

is

often exercised by the 'weak' as

may be

in scope, as in playing along

something out of it for themselves,

their

family, and/or their community.

a.

Assertions of Power invested in Nurturance

Throughout the dissertation

However,

this representation

never made; perhaps this

is

spoke of nurturance and

various forms.

the time. Nurturance, as in 'giving of oneself for the

endowed with power.

would hardly seem unlikely

emotional, rational, or others

strengthening of strong social

as

coming from

ties.

-

that

sets in

motion dynamics

These social

ties, in turn, as

giving of him/her/themselves to others with a safety net that

they grow and evolve

is

safety-net system. In the

Andes

is

stronger, richer, and

any purely science-based (here conceived as materially

humanly bankrupt)

-

promote the establishment and

over time within a community/region/country endow the individual/group that

friendlier than

a

Yet, ironically, doing for others without an

expectation/commitment for the return of a favor received
spiritual,

its

of nurturance as defined from a position of power was

benefit of others' discussed earlier,

position

I

rich

and

the expression of such a system

I

discussed under the terms of reciprocity and compadrasgo (refer back to chapter two
for more).

Nurturing of the spiritual provides a firm platform upon which the project of

life

can be adhered

to.

One of my

informants, quoted earlier, suggests development
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"has to start from a value base" (Personal interview,
August 24, 2001).

A spiritual

value base can provide a standard upon which
disagreements, arguments, and conflicts

can be resolved. In other words, the nurturing of the
ethical,

which

and philosophical basis

An example comes

Andean context

that

a dysfunctional family

of some kind

-

to

mind

may help
-

to

for reasons

provides the moral,

towards high interpersonal standards,

in turn allow individuals to associate with

strength.

or

for striving

spiritual

one another from a position of

that could very well

shed light on

this

be from a North American

argument: a child that

is

raised in

such as alcohol/drug abuse or mental impairment

very likely lacks the moral/ethical/philosophical grounding that

is

required in order to navigate the journey of life successfully. In this sense, the child

from a dysfunctional home very likely lacks the power
and

lives the joys

child

is

to take control

and challenges that present themselves. This lack

is

of his/her

life

not because the

incapable of having them, but because the child's parents and caregivers were

incapable of modeling and teaching such norms and behaviors. Instead the child

models what she/he sees and experiences

in his/her childhood. In this sense, the

nurturance of a spiritual, moral, ethical grounding

is

essential to the progress

and

development of the child or an individual and by extension society as a whole.
called

it

Yet the term

spiritual

'love,' 'justice,' 'peace,'

be religious or

and others can have on an individual.

can be problematic for some

children a well-rounded sense of 'love,'

on

have

the nurturing of the spiritual because of the transcendental effects that non-

material concepts such as

to

I

spiritual. In the

who

'justice,' 'peace,'

nonetheless

and more while not professing

Andes, however, nurturance

spiritual/religious ideology.
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instill in their

is

very

much grounded

The nurturing of community has endowed Andean
Amerindians with power
constructs that are at once democratic and universal.

Andean

society

is

the family: that place

existence; the place

where one

finds

where one

The

basic unit of society in

nurtured and cared for into

is

warmth and comfort;

the place

where one

is

educated and trained into the affairs of life; and the place where
one leams of the

wisdom and value of cooperation,

reciprocity,

and mutual help. In

family provides the context wherein individuals learn
Society, in turn, has

accommodated

community members. The

itself to

power

how

to function in society.

structures that are mindful of

all

and community work as a means of

nurturing unity in a community. Ayllu governance

is

also a reflection of truly

democratic ideals with the rotation of leadership roles between
decision

sense the

ayllu structure provides a venue for kinship and guidance,

diversity, clear roles, experiential learning,

members and

this

making by way of consensus ensures

all

community

a unity of thought,

purpose and action. The nurturing of community, then, provides a venue for the
spiritual, social,

economic and

political spheres

of life to function in relative harmony

and thus endow community members a power base

power

as wielded

(albeit, not

an econo-political

by governments, but social-emotional power) from which

to operate.

The nurturing of nature has endowed Andean indigenous people with
capacity to read nature, to

possible. This

to infer

from

work with

nature, and be as one with nature as

power of perception has endowed

their

when

whether or not

is

it

a lean year

worth planting

is

coming, when an

in the

humanly

traditional farmers with the capacity

environment, for example, the capacity to

harvest year and

is

the

"el

know when

Nino" year

is

is

a good

upon them or

lower elevation plots on a given year. Such a
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capacity enabled

Andean farmers with

the

knowledge required

to prepare for

hardships and take concerted steps towards ameliorating
their impact on society, a

modem North American highly mechanized

capacity not even

as

mentioned

earlier, the

Midwest farmer continues

to plant

farmers

utilize. Instead,

on "the assumption of an

average year and deal with the consequences of abnormalities as
they arise" (Stemlof,

2000, paragraph

9). In this

regard the knowledge of the Andes

is

power, the power to

feed themselves and survive while in tune with nature.

Economic nurturance
assistance.

Economic gain or

is

based on the concept of reciprocity and mutual

rather the welfare of a

community

is

sustained via the

shared labor and resources of the community. In more recent time this same concept of
reciprocity has been used as a

means of pooling resources together and

cost-sharing

transport to market while individually benefiting from shared sales. Thus, the social
relations

and network of cooperation

also prove to be resourceful in profit

that are highly

encouraged

making within a

Andean

in

modem money market

economy. Economic nurturance endows community members with
have accesses

self-sufficient, to

and has the potential

to

to the

society

goods and services required

break the cycles of dependence that

life in

the

power

to

be

for simple living,

a materialist society

(such as the west and the industrialized south) incur with debt proliferation.

The power

that

comes from nurturance

beacon on a rocky shoreline, one
is

is

an internal power that

that provides a secure

not

mean

that

one

is in

directionality

like a

anchor on which an individual

able to rely over the course of the journey of life. In this sense, the

endowed from nurturance provides

is

and purpose

power

that is

to one's actions.

It

may

control or capable of dominating others in an economic or
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socio-political sense. Instead

it

is

the

power

direction such control over one's destiny

power

that is

systems

-

that

comes from

endows an

individual.

It is

peace and the

power

this

-

a

harnessed from the potential to promote and create
harmony in living

that the

development community could learn from. This power

an ingrained understanding that no one individual
or group
this sense,

internal

is

more than

is

bom

from

another. In

nurturance provides an internal compass for the amelioration
of difference

and suggests

it

as a viable path for

change

Can nurturance be implemented

that

can be beneficial

as a vehicle for

change

to all.

in the

west? Can

nurturance be used by development as a holistic vision for social change
and the

promotion of dignity and honor

power

to

humans

be had by a few for personal gain?

entrusted to a few to

manage

highest regard? or

there

Leaving

for all

is

this point to

Is

the affairs of the

some

one side

regardless of race, class, or belief?

power something of a covenant

many while

other arrangement

for the

moment,

I

A Non-Andean

It

could be said

I

am

the other

-

I

am

holding the

Andean Amerindians.

Amerindian Speaks

the

emblem of the

product of US parents with western constructs and

‘oppressive’ other as

identities,

cradle of western thought and philosophy, and have until

values and aspirations of western professionalism.

I

am

the other

-

in the

as yet unfamiliar with?

perceived by an Andean Amerindian perspective - given that

western perspective,

many

address one of the internal conflicts

faced as a non- Andean Amerindian writing about

3.

Is

It

I

am

the biological

was educated

in the

now been immersed

could also be said

that,

the signifier for southern potential, the
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in the

from a

I

amorphous other

that the political

and mega-commercial

interests

systematically looked towards for readily available
resources
disposal

- given

that

I

was bom

valley of Cochabamba),

through

I

in the

at their

imbued with a love and

thirst for

growing up

entities (i.e., these

the fertile

infringe

my thinking in multiple ways.

on an essentializing or

two terms Andean' and 'West'

worldviews, philosophies, and

interest),

in their

knowledge of the Andean

While the positioning of the ‘Andean’ and of the ‘West’

may

(i.e.,

inhaled the sweetscented fragrances of Andean
traditions

people, traditions and culture that have permeated

the paragraph above

whimsical

bread basket of the Inca people

my association with Andean Indigenous people while

midst, and have been

of the West have

as they relate to

totalizing

are used as

me

in

view of monolithic

key words

for identifying

they serve the end of representing the other

in

me. In other words, despite potential inaccuracies as portrayed by an all-encompassing
representation of

West and ‘Andean’ — one

that goes counter to the earlier discussion

on the myth of the authentic other - the representation serves

to identify

myself as

both alien and native to both worlds. Threadgold (1986) argues that “ideologies are
constructed in language as contextualized social discourse”
to

mean

that the

Andean

will perceive the

non-Andean

(p. 29).

I

as alien to the

understand

this

same degree

that

the western will perceive the non- western as alien. This alienation or subjectification

of another different from themselves
earlier. If this is the case,

both perspectives

(i.e.,

is

the precursor to the notion of other discussed

what happens when a person defined

Andean Amerindian cosmology and

of development) attempts

to look

to

be the other from

a western-based practice

back on the view of them who have branded him as

the other ?
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I

find

myself in a

state

of hybrid uncertainty

(i.e.,

stemming from

background as partly North American and partly
Andean) whilst
inherent potential that

is latent

knowledge of both. Such a

is

an inherent wealth that

state also raises the levels

interaction that are established.

also realizing the

within such a position. Thus, while

as the other in both worlds, there

is

my

I

may be

identified

associated with

of complexity

in the

systems of

My position as a bridge between two cultures,

I

like to

think of as similar to the ecology of a forest edge followed
by a clearing. In the natural

world, forest edge habitat

is

the richest and most diverse land ecosystem 60 in terms
of

the thriving effervescence of floral and faunal

life.

The reason

is that

edge habitat

a

is

point of convergence, of exchange and interaction between two
systems, the

intermingling of species, even the exchange of seed and organic matter that
inherently
fosters diversity

made this.

and robustness. In a human ecology —

diversity of thought and opinion

While the natural sciences

mathematics,

etc.)

and rhythms,

modem

ideas, feelings,

and the

60

literature,

be

world music

dance, etc.) have reaped benefits from the cross-pollination of

and practices, the human community as a whole has been

backgrounds

to

an added benefit to society. Yet, consider

form of cross-cultural

practice this natural principle. Perhaps

cultural

such a comparison were

form of biology, physics, ecology,

(in the

arts (in the

is

if

who

will

be able

it

will fall

reticent to

on the hands of people with multi-

to bridge the

gap between the essentialized

Forest edge habitats are the richest habitats that are not associated with large bodies of water.

Mangrove

forests

occupying the edge habitat between land and sea ecosystems are among the most
by coral reef habitats in the shallow tropical sea waters of the world, an

diverse only superceded

underwater ecosystem straddling between the deep and cooler ocean currents and the

warm and

shallow

inland waters provides the perfect combination for the richest and most diverse ecosystem on earth. In
all

cases however, the most diversity in the natural systems, whether on land or sea, are edge habitats of

some kind

or another.
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constructions of social identity that

many of us

staunchly hold on to and a reciprocal

exchange between human cultural ecologies.

As

a

non-Andean Amerindian and

diverse groups, be these as

it

as a

non-Westemer,

my project

is this:

that

were a loosely defined notion of Andean indigenous

people and the community of western practitioners working
in the Andean region, be
able to engage as equals. In this sense, to the extent

I

am

able to bring to the table

increased awareness to the non-Andean Amerindian
development practitioner the
cultural constructs

and practices of the Andean indigenous peoples, as perceived and

synthesized by an other

,

I

am

able to

move forward my project of nurturance. Thus,

the fact that a

non-Andean Amerindian

and practices

is

is

writing of Andean Amerindian worldviews

legitimized insofar as this

work

engagement as equals between two groups

that

is

able to facilitate a process of

have traditionally associated with each

other in oppressor-oppressed systems of interaction with

and appreciation of each

other.

As

a result,

non-Andean Amerindians

sustainable tomorrow.

on portraying both

To

arena.

that are building

level

that is

of

as equal partners in the building a

more

of the dissertation have focused

Andean indigenous cosmology and

contemporary examples of trends bridging
modernity

embark on a new

this end, the core chapters

traditional

for co-validation

Andean indigenous community

polifaceted, ever changing, and full of potential to

interaction with

margin

have devoted the core of my research and

I

writing to the portrayal of a rich and vibrant

little

practices,

traditional livelihoods with the benefits of

up across the Andes, and linkages

to the

development

My intent has been to portray as balanced a view on the Andean Amerindians
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as a non- Andean Amerindian can, while
,h
avoiding a 19 century style romanticist
view

of the Andean people.

a.

A Non-Andean
I

have, thus

Amerindian
far,

as a Cultural Translator to the

West

argued that the construct of otherness often leads

categorization, and even fosters divisiveness

when what

is

most needed

to separation,

is

greater

communication, association, and collaboration between disparate
groups. In addition,

I

suggest that multiculturalism has the potential to foster an enriching
crosspollination

of ideas and practices between groups that would otherwise find
as equals with

one another. In

this sense, the

developed throughout the dissertation

little

concept of nurturance that

lies at the

core of what

I

I

to associate

have

believe development

way of the development community can

discourse and practice by

need

gain from

Andean

Amerindians.

Nurturance

is

the

to greater equity, justice,

The challenge

mechanism by which

dynamics of social change can lead

and prosperity building for Andeans and non-Andeans

lies, initially, in its

that has traditionally

the

seen

presentation to a western development

itself as the bastion

alike.

community

and end-all of development alternatives

be these coming from the west or the south. The issues

at stake are:

how

to

acknowledge the validity of a non-western view on equal terms with western views
the

development community? Related

to this is the issue

of comodification of southern

constructs;

examples include the adoption of Participatory Action Research (PAR)

(originally

from South America) or the Gramin cooperative banking model

from Southeast Asia)

into the folds

(originally

of the development community's toolbox.
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in

A

common

of action within development

line

followed by a

tacit

discretionary rights to

s

initial rejection

of the model,

acceptance of a grassroots implementation of the
model as

becomes widespread, and eventually a

organization

an

is

make

full

hearted adoption of the model with

the changes required in order to

vision and goals under a

it

new

banner. In this

the development

fit

way

a

new

practice (to the

development community) can be co-opted and used as a means of
legitimizing the

same kind of work

PAR,

as conducted in the past.

for example,

community dialogue

was

originally thought of as a useful tool for small-scale

in order to discuss issues

of local concern and ultimately lead

towards the realization of locally inspired change that would

of the concerns

Bank, the

first identified.

Inter- American

methodology

result in

However, funding organizations such

Bank, and others have used such a process

for achieving

communal agreement on

Such practices are common

in participatory

of unequal power dynamics between development

as the

to

World

develop a

pre-identified goals (identified

the funding organization) in order to justify local participation and
project.

an improvement

commitment

by

to a

development; they are a product

and the people/

institutions

communities receiving development.
Issues related to

power

are often messy, egos are involved, and those

perceive they have most to lose will struggle to retain as

much

as possible.

who

While

I

have spoken of nurturance as a model for bridging the gap between the haves and the
have nots, the haves have the most

to lose

and will invariably

them personally. Yet having acknowledged
between the haves and have

this,

I

believe there

nots, particularly in light
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resist

is

change

room

of long-term

that affects

for dialogue

interests. In other

words, to the extent that the have nots are able
are able to access markets,

to living

would

the 'haves' gain

it

from

to the fostering

this?

they (the haves)

is

government, and come a step closer

in society,

who

projects.

As

initially lose out

are the

and have the resources

programs or

why they would even

allow

it?

of greater equity between the two?

haves of the world would

that the

their voice in

power, they

on equal terms with the haves. Yet such changes do not
account

would lead

that

magnify

to increase their 'having'

I

how

and, what processes

would

like to believe

but ultimately gain by the very fact

most knowledgeable and

to start

for:

trained, best positioned

up or strengthen existing businesses,

the have nots gain

more access

to

market and government

they will in the process also support and strengthen the businesses and industries
of
the haves; the cycle, then, has the potential to benefit both camps.

how might

this

The question

is,

look in the development arena?

A convergence of views is required in order to benefit both those receiving
development as well as those providing

it. I

argue that the concept of nurturance as

identified throughout the dissertation has the potential to provide the moral, social-

political,

live on.

environmental and even economic backing for such an approach to grow and

The challenge

would receive from

lies in the initial interpretation that the

the development community.

concept of nurturance as a hindrance

to

I

view the

concept of nurturance

initial interpretation

of the

an otherwise very useful and potentially

enriching construct for the development community.

Engagement

is

a term that

I

believe enshrines

many of the

points that were

associated with 'nurturance' over the course of the dissertation and, because of the

active agency that

is

inherent to the word,

it

also has the potential to adapt, change,
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and become what nurturance'
term and

its

for the

is

Andean Amerindians. While

use are a very likely possibility,

the concept that such a stance

of the term nurturance and

assured.

is

all it

it

am

I

is

co-optation of the

only via the tried implementation of

firm in

my conviction that a translation

embodies has resulted

in identifying the

term

'engagement' as a viable means for putting nurturance into practice.

4.

Engagement

am proposing

is

is

The Relevancy

of

Engagement

the operalization of nurturance in communities of scale.

of engagement

a process

that is

informed by nurturance and

its

What

I

four

elements as a means of informing both the foreign development worker and the

Andean Amerindian
creating

community

to create or foster

is itself

community. This process of fostering or

nurturance. Thus, the process of implementing

engagement, which includes: dialogue, consultation and local governance
encourage locally driven change

Engagement

in the

- is

in order to

the process of fostering or creating community.

form of 'dialogue' and 'consultation

for local governance'

are tools that, if used wisely, can lead to significant changes for the benefit of people,

Andean and non- Andean

alike.

Engagement can lead

to establishing ties

between

diverse groups, and the confirmation that united efforts can lead to greater success,

satisfaction,

resources.

and the potential for greater equity

in the production

Engagement involves accepting people

for

who

and distribution of

they think they are and

working with them from where they see themselves. Engagement
it

is

about people, and

it

is

is

about individuals,

about the institutions, associations, and governments of

people and their interactions as they affect the lives of individuals
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in their respective

communities. Engagement implies accepting, viewing,
and projecting a sense of

wholeness and interconnectedness between humans
regardless of race,

class, gender,

and/or age.

I

have identified nurturance as traditionally having four
daughters

community, nature, and economy), however, the question remains:
how
such nurturance into practice?

How can nurturance become

community? This

role of

is

where the

engagement comes

a process for the discussion and organization of a people.

to

implement

an integral part of a

in.

It

(spirituality,

Engagement incorporates

involves growth and

maturity of a people or community via the incorporation and practice
of dialogue and
consultation for local governance. These practices, in turn, are the engines
for
identifying

as for

what changes can be accomplished successfully by a community,

implementing changes

as well

of mutual respect and cooperation. This

in a spirit

process of local dialogue and consultation as the tools for mobilizing grass-roots

change

in the

Andes would eventually

four elements into the

life

lead to the incorporation of nurturance and

of a community.

The process of incorporation

is

a natural one that

community

as the realization that, for change to

reciprocity,

work

the

work spheres

contribute to the

nature

would

would evolve

come from

in the life

of a

themselves, mutual

sharing, and unity are essential for the successful completion of such

projects. In time, principles inspired

imbue

its

(i.e.,

work

by

spirituality and/or beliefs

to

ethics, honesty, cooperation, unity, etc. all

smooth functioning of society).

also evolve, as

would begin

would a

In time a shared position towards

social support structure with elements not unlike

those mentioned in chapter 4 on the nurturing of community. Even a shared
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understanding of community economics
lines

is

very likely to evolve, to the extent that
the

of communication between and across community
members remain strong. In

this sense,

engagement

is

the process of operationalizing nurturance
for the fostering

and forming of community.

a.

Assumptions on Nurturance and Engagement

An

important assumption

engagement
change

(i.e.,

made

in the previous

become

established.

However,

methods by which these elements become a
In this sense,

I

is

that the process

of

dialogue and consultation for local governance) for locally
inspired

to take place involves the incorporation

nurturance to

argument

assume

I

am

I

of the four elements

I

identified for

give few if any substantive steps or

part

of a community; they simply occur.

not working from an empty

slate, rather that

I

am

suggesting engagement as a means for operationalizing nurturance in the Andean
region, a place

central part

where the concepts inherent

of everyday

life.

to nurturance

While people invariably are

were and continue
at different

to

be a

points in their

acceptance or denial of traditional culture in the Andes, engagement provides a means
for individuals

starting

is

and communities

to

work together and begin

from the place they are currently

particularly relevant in the

at.

to build

community

In this sense, nurturance via

Andean region while not

engagement

necessarily so in other regions

of the world.

Another assumption on the use of engagement as a means
nurturance

is its

international

for

implementing

relevancy to the development community, in particular the

NGO sector.

I

view nurturance as a means
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for informing the international

development practitioner who works

Andean region on ways by which

in the

to

establish spaces wherein nurturance can take
place. Thus, nurturance, once acceptable
to a

western development audience can be encouraged
throughout the Andean region

via the

work of the

international

NGO and/or their local partners working in the

region. In this sense, the international

community allows

for a

macro-systems

level

nurturance-based development process to take place, while a
focus on national or local

NGOs has a much more

limited scope.

5.

Engagement

as a Point of

Departure

The Andean Amerindian conception of 'nurturance'
two, signifying a means of reciprocal cooperation
forefront

other's

stating,

what

may be

framework
I

have

for

equals, brings to the

perceived from a non- Andean Amerindian perspective as the

engagement. This 'framework'

identified, defined,

as 'dialogue' and 'consultation'

in a

among

as exemplified in chapter

-

and broken

us.

as gleaned through the prisms of spirituality,

engagement

into different

for the benefit of

western construct of the world around

for

is

component

worth

re-

parts

defined

-

non-Andean Amerindians immersed

Thus, the component parts of nurturing

community, nature, and economy

all

shoulder one objective: to raise the level of awareness held by non-Andean

Amerindian development

practitioners so as to contribute to the

breakdown of an

otherness construct and even the playing field for genuine engagement to ensue.
objective here

is

not to revisit

my core chapter

speaking about engagement as

I

have come

findings as

to understand

non-Andean sources and views. The pages ahead delve
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much
it

My

as to set the stage for

both from Andean and

into the notion

of 'engagement'

both as a process for innovative thinking

governance

(i.e.,

dialogue) and as a

consultation). Together, these processes of

(i.e.,

means by which

to address the challenges

engagement?

is

everyone can take part

in,

How does

it

for local

engagement provide

a

of bringing two traditionally non-engaging

parties to the dialogue table as equal partners. Let
us

What

mechanism

work?

Is

now

it

focus on engagement.

universal,

or simply another construct identified

is it

by

something
a

few

for the

many?
The word engagement could be defined

as to take a part in, involve oneself or

devote one's attention and effort to a particular task or endeavor. Engagement
also

encompasses other meanings, such as
particularly interested in

in conversation.

its

meaning

betrothal, participation,

as a

way

and being

for involving, devoting,

The images of cogs or gears working together

open

to diversity

Engagement

is

all

is

well with

and unified

contribute to a definition of 'engagement'

in a process that leads

towards action.

consultative in nature. Consultative, insofar as the

mechanisms by

which the cogs and gears of people's thoughts and ideas join and
another

fit

Qualifiers such as joint, committed, invested,

of views and opinions,

that is dialogical, non-partisan,

a process that

is

am

a machine

function, and a sense of web-like interactions for joint purpose or action

my understanding of human relations.

I

and taking part

make

to

in gear.

respectful, mindful,

and

at

interlink with

one

once decisive in taking a unified

course of action.

Bowles and

Gintis (2001) refer to the notion of engagement

of community governance as representative of "a group of people
directly, frequently

and

in multi-faceted

when

who

they speak

interact

ways" through "working] together"
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(p. 3). In

this sense,

engagement necessarily involves people as individuals
(such

as friends or

neighbors) and/or associations (such as farmer
cooperatives, bartering clubs, or
fulbito

Engagement takes on

leagues).

a sense

of community

in the

same way

that

nurturance incorporates a sense of connection and of
association with a particular
entity or group.

community
less

people

is,

highlights the importance of size and scale

It

the

more

know each

generated and with

difficult

it

is for

other, the less

community members

given the larger a
to

know each

other.

community investment and involvement

the chances of reaching a genuine

it,

-

The

is

community-wide agreement

diminish.

explore two facets of engagement

I

governance
fostering

-

as

I

dialogue and consultation for community

unpack the various aspects of the operalization of nurturance

community.

Many thinkers
representative of a

use the term 'dialogue' to

mean

a process of communication that

wide range of human behaviors and experiences. David Bohm,

Donal Factor, and Peter Garrett (1991) argue “dialogue
collectively,

how hidden

is

a

way of observing,

values and intentions can control our behavior, and

unnoticed cultural differences can clash without our realizing what
(Paragraph

61

in

Creating Spaces for Dialogue

a.

is

-

3). In this

is

how

occurring"

sense, dialogue can be understood as an arena in which

US. Teams are much smaller than regular soccer, with
of a basketball court. This team sport is very popular
in the Bolivian altiplano region where women's and men's leagues come together for regional
tournaments. So popular are they, that oftentimes inter-village competitions will be broadcast live on
Radio for all to take part in. I must confess, that the broadcast is often much more exhilarating than
Fulbito

five to

is

comparable

to 'indoor soccer' in the

seven members per team on a

field the size

AM
the

game

itself,

but

all

enjoys themselves and uses the opportunity to build intra-community bonding.
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collective learning takes place and out of
which a sense of increased harmony,

fellowship and creativity can arise.

dialogue

for

It is

important to distinguish, however, that

not a problem solving or conflict-resolution
exercise; instead

is

mutual thought exploration. This thought exploration
can lead

cohesiveness that in turn
arise.

Yet, from the

may

start,

the purpose

is

still

Andean context where

not to resolve conflicts as

much

al.,

who

1999,

other

is

a

key

meaning

by those present

am reminded

of a quote, mentioned

,

for innovative socio-cultural

and phayna

nurturance based

much

to

come

way of life

referred to earlier,

it is

in-group

met with respect and
and innovative space

earlier,

by an Aymara

and

that the respect held for each

political

arrangements such as

into being,

and these,

in turn, are part

Andes. In

this sense,

much

in the

the

respect for each other" (Apaza et

With these words the farmer suggests

what allowed

is

will very likely lead to a generative

says: "our grandparents lived with

p. 102).

ayni, mink'

I

how

is

is

factor in this process.

environment where the open sharing of ideas

for ideas to coalesce.

farmer

is

as to build a

allowing for individual expression. This

a shared sense of purpose and

participants interact with one another

appreciation

group

to

engine of 'nurturance' that leads to group cohesiveness; in addition,

An

a process

lead to creative solutions to issues and challenges
that

shared purpose and meaning while
similar in the

it is

like the

the cross-pollination of ideas that lead to

new

of a

edge habitat

insight, creativity

and innovation for new inferences and understandings

to

"participants give serious considerations to views that

may differ substantially from

their

own, and are willing

accept what

is,

to

hold

many

emerge. Through dialogue,

conflicting possibilities in their

however uncomfortable" (Keeping, 2002, paragraph
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2).

minds and
This process,

however, works best when participants are humble
and respectful towards one another.
Inherent to living systems

is

the need for entropy, for self-organization,
what

Maturana and Varela (1992) have called autopoiesis;
human communities
different.

The uniqueness of human communities

natural world, change

is

and assumptions

human community

Change can be

this regard, the

it

is

said to take place

in order to willingly foster a

(Wheatley, 1999). In

no

the agent of change: in the

manifested as an ever evolving multiplicity of physical
or

biological diversity, while in the
qualitatively different.

lies in

are

new

change

in

when we

meaning

let

go of our beliefs

understanding of what

Andeans were

that is

is

going on

natural observers and

experimenters, continually looking for changes in their surroundings and
adapting to

them

as they evolved. In fact,

it

is

precisely this quality in conjunction with a healthy

sense of nurturance that allowed the Andeans to prosper as
Peter Senge et

argue
the

that,

we

way we

al.

as they did.

(2000) add to the notion of change in meaning,

as individuals continually shift our point of orientation

think. In order to achieve this,

aware of and study the

tacit truths

knowledge and make meaning
governing what

we

much

however,

we must

generally taken for granted, the

life.

Looking outwards

is

they

when we change

look inward and become

ways we

in our lives, as well as the aspirations

we choose from

when

create

and expectations

another aspect of the

way

think, interact, and connect to multiple processes and relationships outside us, as

well as clarifying our visions for the larger community.

Bohm
who

et al.

(1991), Senge et

al.

(2000), and Wheatley (1999),

speak on dialogue, provide the scaffolding for engagement
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among

others

to take place at the

interpersonal level.

free

One of the

and open conversation

innovation

is

beauties of Bohmian dialogue

that

can result

in innovative

is

that

a venue for

it is

thoughts and ideas. While

not a given, the clashing of views in a
non-threatening environment has

the potential to lead towards a

common

common

vision and greater unity within a group. This

last

point

(vs.

majority vote) on matters of interest to the community
are cherished and

is

Andean

to

village council meetings

where consensual agreement

encouraged.

b.

Consultation as a Tool for Local Governance

The following

Aymara community

woman
-

a

is

an account of a consultative process that took place

in the

department of Puno

from the village of Parina just

young man from

couple of years

-

lost

Peruvian altiplano.

her second child; she lost

town of Monquegua

the

in the

beat her in a drunken rage

whom

62
.

it

in a rural

A young

after her partner

she had been living with for a

Compounding

the issue

is

the fact she

has been alienated from her people and strongly discouraged by her partner to speak

with neighbors and family where they

lived.

She

is

physically weak, emotionally

broken, and spiritually distraught. After a neighbor and her uncle

-

who

raised her

-

nurture her to physical health, they convene a council for consulting over what

happened. Present

at the

meeting are the young couple and

several neighbors and distant relations. Following

meeting begins with libations of coca

to

Andean

Pachamama

their families along with

traditions, the consultative

for guidance

and wisdom

in

determining a healthy outcome.

62
1

It is based on the fieldwork of Greta Jimenez (1995)
and Bolivia with Aymara farmers.

refer to this case tangentially in chapter two.

the Altiplano region of Peru
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in

The

members

air is tense

speak.

given the gravity of the situation, yet one
by one council

They speak with

present. Everyone's voice

strongly held views but respectful towards

was heard and taken

into consideration.

The nature of the

conversation in this particular case centered on the
actions of the young

woman

and the consequences these led

resolved.

families,

The consultation brought
and neighbors

to, as

to light the

shortcomings of the couple,

mounting issues

towards a consensus-based mutually-binding agreement as

the

young couple

woman

man and

well as ways in which they could be

in failing to resolve the

next. Ultimately, the dialogue

all

and consultation

that

to apologize for their mistakes,

to

earlier,

but

what needed

took place

at

their

it

to

also lead

be done

the meeting allowed

begin a healing process for the young

and a redirecting of the young man's ways back into a nurturance-based way

of life. Consultation, then, allowed for a venue wherein the community of people
involved could discuss freely, openly, and respectfully their concerns and issues
while
also

coming

itself was a

to a

consensus-based resolution. In the process, the consultative venue

healing

mechanism

for those involved

and also allowed for the fostering of

greater unity and understanding between parties. In the end, consultation

mechanism

is

a

for fostering nurturance in society.

The episode described above brings
dialogue in the sense that

it

is

a

to light the fact that consultation is unlike

mechanism by which

with each other in open and frank conversation while

a group of individuals can speak

still

having a purpose, an

agenda, and the volition to take concerted steps towards making change happen. Thus,
inspired

by

the process of consultation in local governing bodies across the Andes,

view consultation

in

much

the

same way

as

Bowles and Gintis (2001) view
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their

I

concept of community governance as
"the structure of small group
social
interactions... that jointly determine

consultation

is

a process tool for

economic and

social

community governance

outcomes"
at

work.

I

Thus,

(p. 1).

began the

discussion for this section with the council
meeting as an illustration of just such
a
tool; the

community takes

community

it

upon

in order for all to heal

In this regard, consultation should

endeavor, and to a great extent

Andes.

it

itself to

principle of justice in

human

be the basis for any

is

in at the village

affairs,

working through the most mundane
it

is

to the issues that

and

that

to the

it

is

is

social,

economic, or

For consultation

to

in the

spiritual.

political

and household levels across the

an expression of an operating
an instrument that can be used for

very intricate and convoluted of cases. In

the essence of simplicity and can be confidently
use both

educated as well as barely

anse

and restore health physical, emotional
and

could thus be argued that consultation

It

addition,

bnng harmony

literate individuals

by highly

and groups.

work, the decisions made and taken by a consulting body,

regardless of scale or the weightiness of an issue, should be
acceptable to the

community

the consulting

body speaks

for, in

order for the consulting body to retain

legitimacy and staying power. This does not imply that a consulting body
the decisions

it

can make; rather

it

means

the consulting

body needs

is

limited

by

to legitimately

voice the views and perspectives of the community they are representing and ideally

come

to a

mentioned
from as

consensus on a course of action. In the case of the battered young
earlier,

woman

an agreement was reached after members informed themselves

many perspectives

as they had access to. In a sense, this consulting

body was

not responsible to anyone outside of themselves, and yet their decisions were also in
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line

with Andean tradition and the

spirit

of nurturance.

be perceived as an instrument for arriving

at

In this sense, consultation can

legitimized outcomes for social

governance where decisions are informed by the knowledge
of its members and work
from the ground up while contributing

to the strengthening

of its credibility as a

process tool (Thomas, 1999).

Knowledge

contributes to legitimacy; but for knowledge to be
accessible to

people, consulting bodies

work

best

when

Small-scale communities, where people
consultation works best.

more

issues of scale are taken into consideration.

know one

another personally,

Under such circumstances, nurturance between

because people know or become familiar with one another

likely

familiarity that

is

comes from knowing one another

also

means one

is

where
individuals

easily.

The

able to judge the

characters and personalities for themselves and not through the eyes of others
(as
often the case in partisan politics through

that

is

is

campaign slogans, and media advertising

reduce the person to a series of catch words differentiating one candidate from

Andean

another). In

effect

society, traditional ayllu

of nurturance on

local

governance

governance structure

is a-political.

is distinct,

In addition, the

given there are few

appointments and most duties are rotated between community members.
It is

at the

community

level that a sense

of cooperation

is

fostered, and, in

my

mind, cooperation amongst neighbors and community members leads to better

working knowledge and personal assessment of the

talents

and capacities of the

individuals within the community. In addition, to use Bowles and Gintis' (in press)

words,

it is

through cooperation that "an individual's behavior that incurs personal

costs in order to engage in a joint activity that confers benefits exceeding these costs to
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other

members of one's group"

(p.

2 of manuscript)

words, individuals in a community are induced
to
their action involves a cost higher than
that

down

to prosocial

is

able to take place. In other

'help'

which they

or

'do' for

others even

will receive in return.

emotions such as empathy and sensitivity

when
It

boils

to social sanctions that

motivate people to engage in constructive social
interactions as well as punish norm
violators (Frank, 1987; Hirshleifer, 1987).

To put

it

simply, "prosocial emotions are

responsible for a host of civil and caring acts that enrich
our daily lives and render
living,

working, shopping, and traveling among strangers feasible
and possible"

(Bowles

& Gintis, in press, p.

into action strengthen

compliance

to social

community

is

ties, foster

norms, and contribute

members through cooperative
consultation

6 of manuscript). Prosocial emotions that are carried out

interaction

cooperation

to a

63
.

among members,

nurture

more informed view of community

The prosocial emotions

of

facet

very similar to an earlier discussion on the nurturing of community (see

chapter four for more).

Community governance

institutions

would benefit from mechanisms

for the

dissemination of their work and activities, while being mindful of not infringing on
sensitive issues, such as specific cases

The use of mediums such

where privacy and confidentiality

as free of charge

community papers or journals,

and/or television programming, or even the internet would

informed constituency and with

63
It is

worth noting

that,

welfare of community,

it

a

more

are needed.

all

local radio

contribute to a better

legitimized governing body.

An important

while prosocial emotions induce cooperative behavior for the benefit and

not sufficient impetus to motivate compliance and participation to a system
of communal interdependence by all community members. There will very likely be those, who for one
reason or another, will choose not to associate or be a part of a communal entity (Frank, 1987;
it is

Hirshleifer, 1987).
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venue

for the consolidation, building,

administrative and social in nature
activities, events, issues

and strengthening of community

would not only inform community members of

and decisions worked on, but engage people

in

interaction with local issues and concerns while
also tending to a basic

the need for social interaction. Moreover, such a
process
learning. In this sense, a consultative

issue, discussing the matter

that is both

body

is

is

dialogue and

human

conducive for

not only establishing the facts behind an

and making appropriate decisions, but they are

themselves a learning community.

When

need,

such a tool

is

in

placed in the hands of a

governance body and seriously taken into consideration, rule by threat of force
will
give

way to
I

"administering by learning" (Arbab, 1999,

can envision social events wherein

themselves and other's company
the

community, and establish the

reciprocity in the future.

in a clean

all

ages have the potential to enjoy

and safe atmosphere, get

Only the unified association and

of consultative governance discussed thus
multiple states, and nation. While

of consultation as a process

for diverse groups to

others in

far

interaction of multiple

in unity.

can be brought

my intent

is

The same mechanisms

to the scale

not to get carried

tool that can lead to social

work together

in a spirit

of a region,

away with

the

governance and the

establishing of consensus based democratic governance institutions,

framework

know

some kind of regional supra-community

match the benefit of small-scale communities working

potential

to

links that can lead to greater cooperation and

small-scale communities working together in

state,

p. 165).

it

does provide a

of cooperation while

building the foundations for governance structures. Small-scale communities, then,

have the potential

to provide

an appealing platform for consultative bodies to function
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at their

prime as instruments

for social governance.

inherent to small communities

endows them with

The cooperative nature

that

is

the capacity to meaningfully interact

and work with one another.

C. Possibilities for Future Research
Several are the options for future research that

journey thus

far

and the work

such thinking leads
are both innovative

key points

I

that

me nowhere;

spiritual principles.

could have been, had

instead what

and not well documented

addressed early on

is

I

I

focus on

in the

to

mind

as

done "x" or
is

a series

academic

I

ponder on the

"y."

However,

of points

literature.

I

believe

One of the

the issue of grounding development in the context
of

My focus has been to document the spiritual grounding that

Andean Amerindians have and how

it is

used as a source of inner strength and

fortitude in facing the challenges of daily

between

come

spiritual principles as they are

life.

In addition, reference

is

made

to the link

manifested in the nurturing of community, the

nurturing of nature, and in the nurturing of economy.

What was

not accomplished

was

an argument explicitly bridging the notions of 'spirituality' and 'development' and the

impacts such a link can have on social well-being.
Spirituality as a basis for the prosperity

of human kind has been largely written

off in the west, in part because of the separation of church and
politicized nature of recent trends in

US

legislature authorizing the use

funding for "charitable work" to be accomplished by
churches), seems ultimately to take emphasis

on

state. In addition, the

'faith

away from

based communities'

spiritual principles

institutional proselytism as "aid" recipients feel inclined to
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of federal

become

a

(i.e.,

and more

member of

X

faith

community

in order to receive the fruits

of development 64 The alternative
.

construct where development

where there

is little

too familiar with.

margin

is

squarely within the responsibilities of the state
and

for association with the other

With funding

for

development coming

governments and world funding agencies,

it

is

a practice the public

in large part

-

is all

from

not surprising that spirituality

devoid of any particular religious denomination
interest or

is

-

even

has not been an issue of much

concern in the development arena aside from the previously
mentioned

1998 World Bank sponsored "World Faith Development Dialogues,"
and the 2000

UN

sponsored "Millennium World Peace Summit of Religious and Spiritual
Leaders."
Yet, with the majority of the world's population adhering to a
religious and hence
spiritual belief

principles

system of some kind (see Belt, 2002)

would

or, at the

very

least,

it

is

highly likely that spiritual

could be taken seriously as the basis for change

to take place. Initial inroads into this area

of research was carried out by Julia Berger

(2001), with a conceptual paper on Religion and Non-Governmental Organizations,

presented

at the

conference
are jointly

at

Northeast Comparative International Education Society annual

Amherst, Massachusetts. However, the effects of spiritual principles

implemented

in daily practice at the grass roots level could

cumulative impact of transforming the

The

64

potential impacts

way humans go

many parts of the

have the

about doing business.

of the application of spiritual principles

This practice has been widespread in

that

developing world.

I

trend in East Africa where hundreds if not thousands of individuals officially

at

a global level

first became aware of the
become members of a

given faith based community depending on the goods or services they offered. While the faith-based
communities were not closed to offering their services to non-adherents of their faith, informally strong
incentives motivated people to go in this direction. A particularly interesting development I came across
was in central Tanzania, there the competition for adherents in the Christian and Muslim faiths resulted
in some individuals switching back and forth between church and mosque depending on the perks and
individual needs.
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are unprecedented in the history of
the world, never
affect the lives

of millions

who

mind

their potential to positively

today suffer from malnutrition for lack of
food,

ailments for lack of clean water, epidemics for
lack of medication, extreme poverty
for
lack of social and economic justice, and the

list

goes on. In short, further research can

be pursued on the impacts the implementation of
spiritual principles

in day-to-day life

can have on the social and economic progress of
humans around the world. In the

Andean

context, spiritual principles have served the
indigenous farmers well

providing the inner guidance for charting a path leading
towards a

life

by

of human

dignity and honor even while in the face of extreme
hardships.

D. Closing Thoughts

The day
solid,

I

can see

spent the night

we have
room

is

Saturday, 14 August 1999. The water in the washbasin

in.

Winter

is

clearly

a full day ahead of us.

in the altiplano town,

hundreds of people come

in

we spoke

us, the

sun

is

I

breaking over the horizon, and

We have spent the night at a clean and sparse concrete
at

a fork in the road between

La Paz,

a bustling town particularly on market day,

from the surrounding villages

goods and produce. Our agenda
speak with people about,

upon

of Caracollo

It's

that

frozen

my breath clearly in the half-light of the guest room that Jenny and

Cochabamba, and Oruro.

was

is

is to

...well,

go out

into the 'field,'

to buy, sell,

meaning

when

and trade

for

the country, and

whatever subject came up. What happened instead

with people from surrounding communities

who where

attending an

ongoing government sponsored weekend intensive High School equivalency program.
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The experience came
had been

I

as a shock to

would ’converse with

could share

my experiences

me, given
on

individuals’

and they,

in turn,

that

my mental

picture

relatively equal terms,

bidding.

The circumstances were such

uncomfortable for

from them

for

me to

me

initial

it

I

at their

was not only awkward and

play the role of outside ethnographer extracting
information

my benefit

-

the relative ease in

is

I

could share theirs with me. Instead,

that

something

like the

oppressed in order to obtain what he desires
to

along

meaning

found myself all of a sudden bestowed with power
and authority over them

own

all

which

I

-

oppressor exerting his will over the
but in hindsight, what

slipped into that

mode once

I

is

most alarming

recovered from the

shock of it.

The experience of that winter day

wake up

call for

me to

realize the impacts

perpetuating oppressive cycles on
into question,

right to think

who am

in the altiplano has, in retrospect, served as a

I?

I

can have as a non- Andean Amerindian

Andean Amerindians

What bestows on me, and

more of ourselves

as the

in their

own back

yard.

Andean Amerindian,

the authentic other

to reify

there, if any, for bridging

such differences and begin to work as co-partners

own

calls

others like me, the unchallenged

have constructed in order

our

It

in

sense of grandness.

What

we

alternatives are

in the

project of living life with dignity and honor for all?

My research and dissertation journey, unbeknownst to me in the initial phases
of work, has been a means of coming
above. Initially

living

it

I

to

terms with questions such as those posed

sought to find a sense of groundedness in

through the other, the authentic other.

I

life

sought to learn more,

and even incorporate Andean Indigenous cosmology
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my own

into

my own

by

vicariously

to understand,

thinking and

worldviews.

I

harbored the aspiration that by recapturing
a sense of the

Andean Indigenous people pnor
key elements

that

could be used

Andeans and non-Andeans
six) are a reflection

to their contact

in the

my core chapters

of such thinking. However,

judgmental and impartial as

I

Amerindian cosmology

western audience.

to

to a

inform a western audience

development

in the

with the western world,

development arena today

alike. Invariably

life

I

I

of the

would

for the benefit

(chapters

have also attempted

to

find

of

two through
be as non-

could in portraying different aspects of Andean

-

My project, as stated earlier, has been

particularly a western audience

Andean region

-

working

in the field of

and provide a fresh outlook on what

is

lived and

experienced by Andean Amerindians; to exemplify the notion
that Andean

Amerindians are not the vulnerable other

in

need of hand holding

and development projects would sometimes lead the public

Andean Amerindians
and countries, with
as in the case

cities;

a

hope

are represented

governments

to believe. Rather, that

by a broad array of people

distinct local traditions

that

in different regions

and customs: they are national presidents

of Peru and Ecuador; they are well to-do doctors and lawyers

they are hardworking business
for a better

men and women

tomorrow; they are educators

at

-

schools and

some prosperous, some

living in

striving to give to their children

migrant workers, bricklayers, and maids in construction
region; and they are farmers

-

sites

not

-

at

home; they

are

and homes across the

and they

all

are

Andean

and Indigenous.
In this sense, the term

Andean Amerindian

a fair representation of a construct

of what someone

like

me

is

no one single

embodying an authentic

entity; instead

other, a constructed

image

conceived an Andean and Indigenous person should be.
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it is

Thus, having carefully and painstakingly
crafted a legitimized representation
of the

° ther through
accurate,

is

how

portrayed

m y writing,

I

find

myself agreeing

concise or verbose, or

in,

I

will

still

how

be representing

that

no matter how

detailed,

riddled with ’authentic’ quotes

my own

how

my research

understanding of an other a fact
,

that is all the

more magnified

as

I

attempt to understand more about

who I am

in the

process.

In this journey

for

me

given

I

have found

that identity

my multicultural background

construct, one

we

otherness in those
to be. In other

for

an issue that has been troublesome

and upbringing

can begin to break apart and

who

-

in so

- is

doing shatter the notion of

one reason or another are unlike what we believe ourselves

words, identity as

it

has

come

to

be known

(in reference to ethnicity,

culture, belief, or geographic region, for example), a product

differentiate

one from another

stronger view that

no more than a

we humans

for marginal gains

are, just that

-

of people's desire

of some kind, can be replaced by a

humans

-

and no more.

We may begin to

notice that the differences between us are cosmetic in nature, that ultimately

Amerindians and non- Andean Amerindians are the same,
species

-

Homo sapiens sapiens.

nurturance that allows for

This nurturance has the potential to

an other. As

we

move

us

begin to engage with those

we

of the other.

issue of power differentials

is

is,

Andean

members of the same

needed

is

a process of

species to interact with one another.

away from

appreciation for diversity, equality, and unity

that color our perceptions

that

This being the case, what

members of the human

to

a reductive understanding of

encounter in our path with an

we

can begin to shed the veils within us

A major deterrent in this path concerns the

between humans.
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My response to this is that change

comes from

action,

forward. Invariably

change what
It is

and

it

I

have proposed nurturance by way of engagement
as

will

come upon

resistance as does every single endeavor
to

late

January, 2003 and

it is 1

last

8 °F (-11 °C) outside

month

what

in

is

my window where

surrounded by a simple and pleasant atmosphere,

1999.

more

journey of mine, a journey that began

It

began as an

dialogical:

I

it is

quiet,

and

in the southern

I

family and friends; and

document.

And

it

Above

all,

warm,

have time

I

am

to reflect

practitioners, educators,

became

and others;

I

my thoughts with

culminated with the writing and analysis that has gone into

finally,

my journey thus

Amerindians and non- Andean Amerindians
strive to dialogue

is

hemisphere’s winter of

read numerous books and articles; spent days on end charting out

this

it

effort for systematic data collection. In time, this
process

met farmers, development

snow

proving to be one of the

coldest winters in recent Massachusetts's history.
Inside, however,

this

way

or was.

is

and ice have accumulated over the

on

a

far

(all

has taught

humans)

me this:

are

that

one and

Andean

that

we

fervently

and jointly nurture building richly diverse and vibrant communities.

mine has been

a journey of discovery.
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF

Abya Ya a

TERMS

Is a Cuna (Indigenous
people of Panama) term that refers to
the
encan (North, Central, South) continent
in its entirety. The term
meaning
literally: abya earth" and
yala "in the fullness of maturity,"
"mature mother’’
or mature virgin was suggested
by the Aymara leader Takir Mamani in
1977
when it was accepted by the World Council for
Indigenous
'

!

Peoples as the
of the Americas and proposed that all
lgenous People use it in their written
documents and oral statements as a
means of alluding to one common ancestral heritage.
Since then it was adopted
as a term by indigenous people and
associations throughout the Americas
preferred term for referring to

all

m

(abyayala.org, 2002).

Achachilas

-

"Within the context of supernatural beings, the
achachilas together with
constitute the most important categories.
These are the great
protectors of the Aymara people and of each
local community. Like the
mountains and hills, that are their homes, they shelter
man.

pachamama

A filial relationship

between the Aymara and the achachilas because there
spirits of the ancient ancestors who remain
close to their
exists

later

ones are the

communities,

supervising the

and they

of [ones

life

like them], sharing in their suffering

them with blessings. Men [return these
respecting them offering them prayers and offerings.
grief,

fill

and

blessings]

their

by

Various classes of achachilas

exist. A first class is formed by great achachilas
generally identified with the highest mountains. These are
protectors of all the

Aymara people and

,

A

territory.
second class are formed by the achachilas that
are identified with the hills that surround a community;
these are the local
protector spirits" (Medina, 2000, p. 432).

Grandfather. Spirit of ancestors, protector divinity that generally resides
in the
mountains" (Apaza et al., 1999, p. 219).

AGRUCO

-

The agro-ecological program/project housed

at

the

Cochabamba

Department University (UMSS).
Allanocas
Altiplano

-

-

Planting areas.

The

altiplano

is

a highland plateau region that spans between the eastern

and western Andean mountain ranges.
northeastern Chile.

The plateau opens up

the largest salt mines in the world
salt to

Its

(i.e.

southernmost point
in Bolivia

and Peru

lies in

to include

supply the world for 100 years), the Desaguadero River and lake
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one of

El salar de Uyuni, said to have enough

Titicaca (the highest navigable lake
in the world) which shares
boundaries
between Peru and Bolivia. Its northernmost
point lies in Bolivia a couple of
hundred kilometers north of the lake.
Elevation for the altiplano ranges

etween 3,800 meters and

Anchanchus

-

The Inca

Andean Amerindian
the

two

-

1

4,

400 meters over nearly

a thousand kilometers.

deity that disrupts the order or balance
of the universe.
refer primarily to the

largest indigenous

Aymara and Quechua Indigenous

communities

people-

in Bolivia,

where I conducted my field
research, who together account for nearly
two thirds of the national population
which itself ranges between half to two thirds
of the national population
depending on what statistics are used.

Apu

-

Deity.

Araj-pacha (or Alax-pacha)

- is

one of three levels of Aymara cosmology representing
the highest level of the gods. The literal
translation of the term is "high land of
the stars" (Grebe, 1995-1996, no number).

Atahualpa

The

He was beheaded by Francisco Pizarro
Spanish conquistadors pillaged and destroyed his realm.
-

last

Awayo - An hand

Inca ruler.

in

1532 as the

llama or alpaca wool rectangular section of material that
is used
Often it is used as a poncho or as a handy bag that is
wrapped around the back and shoulders, a method practiced by both
men and
nit

for various purposes.

women.
Ayllu

-

"The ayllu

is a local group of related persons, and other
non-human beings of
the locality, the pacha. There, in there reconstituted ayllus,
Andean peasants
cultivate the land in their own manner, providing the vibrancy of
native
practices and culture" (Apffel-Marglin with PRATEC, 1996,
p. 4).

"Andean system

for organizing reciprocity,

space, the creation of wealth, etc. like a

work and

the

management of

web through which

information and
energy circulate in a feedback system with their environment and in
communion with the ayllu of the waka\ the sphere of energy and the sallqa the
genetic sphere, not domesticated, through which the systems is in search of
homeostasis" (Medina, 2000, p. 435).
:

Ayni (or minka, phayna, minga, humaraqua, etc.) - “are modalities of the ‘pleasure of
giving’ and are sites of solidarity and cooperation between the runas (persons),
nature and the huacas (deities) so that life can flow. In Cajamarca [Peru], the
peasants say: ‘everything

minga', referring to the fact that there are no
done with solidarity and the conversation that pleases the
group. The group involved in conversation is called minga or ayni, depending
is

activities that are not

on the region. It is not to be understood as an activity done by someone called
a subject and that acts on an object-chair in order to transform it according to
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own

Those concepts do not accord with the
Andean conversation The
conversation of the Andes presents itself
in the form of
Its

will.

aym. The

ayni. [...] Life itself

is

invitation, the very activity

MarX *996

and the thanksgiving are all moments
in
n e C eremOniall y and with
(Rengifo
in
Apffel^°
pp. 0 7 8 )

W"

Rengifo’s account of
*,“*7
Albo (1989) recount how

the concept of ayni Liberman,
,
Godines

&

“The words remain, but their content [meaningl
have
varied. This process of the degradation
of the institutions of reciprocity [i e
help] and collective work was introduced
by the haciendas, merchants,
country-to-city migrants.

.

“One of the

characteristics of this form of
of money is not used as a form of retribution
The
ayni or minka are forms of direct retribution;
the minka is returned with
products, while the ayni is returned with the same
type of

reciprocity

was

is

that the use

work or product

received,

reciprocity

is

when

the other groups needs

it.”

“The

ideal

that

of this form of

that the in-kind contribution returned

which was received. But

this is not

exceed in generosity that
always achieved. Some people gripe, for

example, that the counterpart pays the ayni of a day’s
work by only sending his
son, of less physical strength” (p. 56).

Where

labor

is

reciprocated

Aym production arises

by labor within

the

from a shortage of labor

proper only for one sex.

same branch of production that is socially defined as

A widow for example must find a man to plow

for her.

“In one case a likina
return for

widow arranged on one day to have her plowing done in
sowing for the unmarried man on a later occasion. IN this way she

acquired the necessary male labor, and he the necessary female labor”
(Harris,
1982, p. 87 in Lehmann).

Ayuda

-

Means “help”

practice,

Awatjasina

-

in Spanish and refers
promptly repaid.

The

act

to services not rigidly tallied,

of grazing the heard with or without pay (Chambi

though

in

& Chambi

1995).

Cabrillas

The

cabrillas or Pleiades are a seven star crescent-shaped cluster in the
Taurus constellation. They are awaited for expectantly in early June as a sign
-

of harvest abundance (Tillman, 1997).

Camellones

-

Raised

of earth

“any prepared land involving the transfer and elevation
improve cultivating conditions” (Erickson and Candle,

fields are

in order to

1989).

Canchas

-

Enclosed areas for keeping animals.
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A community governance publicly elected position
that is invested with
moral authority and endowed with public
respect, though the position
provides
0
baC kmg a "d can be a strain 011 the er
son
performing
P
the
duties.
„
CEADB°
CEADB- Acronym
Aero"
in Spanish meaning: Dorothy
Baker environmental studies center.
nongovernmental organization working with
indigenous people.
argos

-

'

.

CETHA - Acronym

Spanish meaning: center for technical,
humanistic, and
agricultural-animal husbandry education.
government supported rural
in

A
high
school equivalency program that has been
running for nearly three decades in
Bolivia.

Chacana

Bridge, nexus; the Southern Cross" (Medina,
2000,

-

Chacra or

to

‘make chacra’

p.

426).

“...is a common objective that connects
the realm of the
collective to the realm of the individual, at the
same time that it articulates the
relationship between man, nature, and the
spiritual - thereby setting up its
agrocentric roots. To make chair implies there is
will, pleasure, worry,
-

surrendering and sacrifice as well as a movement in
time and space; from this
standpoint, it is possible to understand that to
‘make chacra’ is the very

happening of life

common
around

itself.

As

objective, then

this principle.

communal

all

the concept of ‘making chacra’ constitutes a
the principles that mold a community, revolve

These principles are

equality, fairness that lead to

and become the basis for the regeneration of life. [. ,]As
the concept of ‘making chacra’ constitutes a common
objective, then, too, it
stability

.

becomes

a connector that joins the

interests are

common

-

An

the family, given that the

to the collective,

guarantee the continuity of life”

Chakitakla

community and

and these are aspects of life that
(Gutierrez & Cardona, 1998, p. 135).

Inca spade-like instrument used for boring holes in the ground for
the

planting of seed.

Chamjasina - The

act

of giving help (work)

such that neither

Chavin

-

is

after

being paid, however the dynamic

supplicating the other (Chambi

& Chambi,

is

1995).

The Chavin culture started some 2400 years ago in what is today modem day
They are known for their superb artwork, pottery and gold ornaments.

Peru.

Chicha
Chiki

-

-

Is

A

fermented

com brew

that is

common

the portion of a cultivated field that

is

aspects of the chacra. Literally the world

(Arnold

Chulo

-

et al.,

A traditional

1992,

p.

throughout the Andes.

assigned to the person that helps

means

in all

"the middle or the center"

248).

lama or alpaca wool

nit

against the cold altiplano winds.
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conical hat with earflaps for protection

Freeze dried potatoes. A natural system
for drying and freezing
potatoes that
was derived centuries ago can store potatoes
if maintained dry and cool
for
several decades without any damage
to the produce.
Crianza - Spanish for "nurturing."

Compadrazgo - A common vehicle for reciprocity
is through the institution
of
compadrazgo one that originally come from Spain
but that today is an integral
part of Andean society. Compadrazgo
takes place when
,

a family establishes
firm ties that cement a fnendship relationship
with another, thereby asserting
that they are almost blood-relatives.
This process generally involves a
ceremony where a couple becomes ‘godparents’
of another’s
children,

become

turn

‘godchildren’ of the

safety net at various times in

Cons

first.

who

in-

This system of compadrazgo provides a

life.

A deity name attributed to the creator of the universe in Quechua mythology

-

according to the early Spanish chroniclers.

Corregidor

-

The term was introduced by

the Spanish through their influence on
native lands across the Americas and the “reductions”
or establishment of

communities they imposed on indigenous people as a means
of better
managing and controlling their indigenous subjects; the corregidor
was the
designated or elected leader of the community who interacted
with other higher
government officers. The corregidor then is a kind of town or city
mayor; a
term that has been incorporated into Amerindian governance
circles.
,

Fulbito

- Is

a

game

that is

comparable

to 'indoor soccer' in the

US. Teams

much

are

smaller than regular soccer, with five to seven members per team
on a field the
size of a basketball court. This team sport is very popular in the
Bolivian
altiplano region where women's and men's leagues come together
for regional
tournaments. So popular are they, that oftentimes inter-village competitions

AM Radio for

will be broadcast live

on

the broadcast

much more

is

often

all

to take part in.

exhilarating than the

I

must confess,

game

itself,

but

that

all

enjoys themselves and uses the opportunity to build intra-community bonding.

FUNDESIB - Acronym
of Bolivia.

in

Spanish meaning: foundation for the integral development

A nongovernmental organization working with indigenous people.

A

word that comes from the "Greek homeos, same, and stasis, to
remain. The tendency of any system to remain in equilibrium or to preserve
itself, if it has been perturbed. A homeostatic system is a system that tries to

Homeostasis

optimize

Huancas
Huari

-

-

its

variables rather than to minimize

Another word

for deity in

them (Medina, 2000,

p.

445)

Quechua.

A pre-Columbian people living some 1,500 to 1,000 years ago in what are
today the south-central Peruvian highlands. The Huari along with the
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Tiahuanacotas
particularly in

IDB

-

Inter- American

™ ^

Tecce

Ilia

-

The
y

2000,

nCa

Inti

-

'

first

aS

p.

-

their

contemporaries

what pertains

were highly skilled iconographers
to their mythological origins
(Urton, 1999).
-

Development Bank.

part of this term
that favor the

means

§ rowth

"the spirit of food, of animals and
of

™d wellbeing of ones ammas"

(Medina

427).

In ca civilization started

around 700 years ago until its demise with
the comine
of the Spaniards in 1532 under Francisco
Pizarro. At the height of their
administration the Tahuantinsuyu - as the Inca
called their territory - reached
as far as present day Colombia, Ecuador,
Peru, Bolivia, Argentina, and Chile.

The Quechua name of the Sun-God and the embodiment
of "masculine
such as war or hunting" (Andrien, 2001,
p. 27). The Incas

virtues

attributed Inti as the

first

Jacaranda

descendant of Viracocha, the androgens creator God.

A Bolivian tree species

-

Jacaranda mimosifolia).

(

Jaquechasina-

Is Aymara for "becoming one." "In a
world where life is conceived as
emerging in every instant, everything happens in pairs, in other
words when
one becomes one with one's other half, one has become whole"
(Chambi, 1998,
p. 41). In this sense, we become male and female in one,
the source for the
regeneration of life.

The Aymara word

for marriage, literally "to

become

a person" (Albo ’ 1998 ’ n

23).

‘J’aquis

- “when

a person marries and inherits communal lands he reaches the
category of ‘person’ {j ’aquijaqi or jaqe in Aymara, runa in Quechua) and
automatically becomes a community member with all its responsibilities and

privileges” (Libermann, Godinez

Jaqichasina

Jathacha

-

-

& Albo,

1989, p. 46)

See jaquechasina.

The lending of seed without

the accruing of interest

(Chambi

& Chambi

1995)

Kai-pacha (or aka-pacha )

-

"The concrete and actual space-time" (Medina, 2000,

428).

Kihi

-

A

Bolivian tree species (Acacia macracantha ).

Khuyapayaiia - The

act

of helping one's grandparents, the orphaned, or the sickly
& Chambi, 1995).

without awaiting any payment (Chambi
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p.

Kollo-Achchilas - Mountain (see Qullu for
definition) and Achachilas are the
pro ector spmts associated with
the high mountains (Querejazu,
J
1996 p 430)
T
-v
- An tfinerant
Lirikara
merchant class that spans back to
pre-Hispaiic times They are
responsible for organizing the llama
caravans for transporting goods from
the
j^hlands to the lower valleys and back
(Flores Ochoa & Najar Viscarra,
•

Manay

-

Quechua word

a

takes place only

signifying a request for a right, a claim
or an obligation and
a person requests for a service.

when

Manqh{a)-pacha

is one of three levels of Aymara
cosmology representing the lowest
of plants, animals and the land. The literal
translation of the term is
subworld or subterranean land of wild animals
and the spirits of water and
music" (Grebe, 1995-1996, no number).

level

Minka - labor is remunerated by produce. Here the
“worker is
which he or she has contributed. In harvesting, minka

repaid in the product to
paid with some of the

is

crop gathered that day. Those who mind flock
are given a lamb or a kid, as
well as having the use of manure, milk and wool.
Otherwise payment

may be

form of uncooked food, which

in the

is to

be distinguished from the

commensahty that typifies helping arrangements. In other areas
minka has
become a covert form of wage labor (e.g. Mayer 1974a:6).” (Harris,
1982,

87

in

Minka

money
Minkado

-

Minkador
Molle

NGO

-

also defined as mutual help with or without
or produce.

is

payment

in the

form of

A person requested to help in the form of a minka.
-

A person requesting help in the form of minka.

A Bolivian tree species

-

p.

Lahmann).

(

Schinus molle).

Nongovernmental organization.

NSM New social movement.
-

NUR

University

-

A private university with its major campus in the city of Santa Cruz,

Bolivia. This

is one of the few institutions of higher learning that has made
concerted efforts to reach out and provide services to indigenous communities.

Pacha

-

"The pacha

is

the house of the

aydu and

the

aydu

the stars, the rocks, the plants, rivers, animals,
is

pacha.
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is all

the lives in the pacha

human beings dead and

:

alive, all

PaCh °

r

a d

eloquently:

spea

a

when

cry,

,

little

dance

(tor this reason)

we

Part ° f k

1S

l^mg, even H
the f
dead are

,

18

allve has a11
’

and are present.

alive'

thing. .land, rock, plant,
.

also call to the spirit"

Pachamama -

characteristics

of a living

animals. .they say that
they say, they stay around
(Apffel-Marglin with PRATEC

even the dead don't go

1996, pp. 57-58).

^

A peasant expresses this
little

.

far

word of Quechua origins meaning “mother earth”
(Querejazu 1996
The Pachamama is also Pacha but refers more

a

p. 430).

specifically to the land
that offers us its fruits, the land that
nurtures us a mother does her children
and
in return she is loved and respected like
a mother. ... ‘Who are the children
of

the

PachamamaT

children.

I

also a son

[asks a Peruvian peasant..

am the son
of the Pachamama
myself,

I

.

.

.]

of my parents,

‘Everything,

may they rest

.of the potatoes, the olluco

all

are her

in peace, but

[...],

I

am

the com.

..But the harvest of the Pachamama is also
bom of the Pachamama and is her
daughter and not only because we work, but because
nothing is done without
her’” (Valladolid, 1994, p. 328).
.

.

Pachacamac

-

Name

attributed to Viracocha

meaning

"creator of the sky and earth"

(Acosta, 1963 [1590], p. 219).

Phainjtaha

The act of helping a family member
of ayni (Chambi & Chambi, 1995).

for a brief period

of time

in the

form

A form of communal labor used for public benefit, such as the maintenance
of roads or aqueducts (Chambi & Chambi, 1995).

Phania -

Pleiades

-

See

cabrillas.

PRATEC Acronym

Spanish meaning: Andean project for peasant technologies.
nongovernmental organization based in Pem that has done substantial work
-

in

the areas of recuperating and disseminating ancient

A
in

Andean indigenous

wisdom.
Pongueaje

-

A system of indentured servitude; a system that was ultimately to last

1952 when the agrarian revolution lead
Bolivian indigenous people.
until

Poros

-

to a

change

in status

of the

S eeyunta.

Qharayjtasiha -

An

early

morning working day (from 3:00am
(Chambi and Chambi, 1995).

to

8:00am);

it

can be

either paid or not paid

Qarwaypihi

-

that is

Yellow tubular flower that grows in the Peruvian province of Ayacucho
used by local farmer as an indicator for conversing with nature and
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foretelling the

most auspicious moment

for harvesting the

com

(Valladolid, 1994).

Qullus

Runa

"hill [or

mountain]" (Arnold, 1992,

254)

p.

see J'aquis above.

-

Sallqa

Quechua word meaning

-

cron
F

"Determines the non-domesticated space, the savage,
and wild; in this way
too, the wild animals living within it.
Sallqa, then, is the space-time
continuum, the unified field that is not cultivated by

-

man but

him
Sariris

(Medina, 2000,

..."

Traveling teachers

-

religious

and

that interacts with

p. 455).

who would go from hamlet to hamlet consecrating
and ceremonies. As educators, their most

special

spiritual rituals

important teachings were respect between and towards
helpfulness must be permanent (Apaza et al., 1999).

all

people and that

"Traveling (walking) wise men, transmitters of knowledge and
sewers of
et ah, 1999, p. 222).

wisdom" (Apaza
Supuy

-

See Anchanchus.

Taipi-pacha

one of three levels of Aymara cosmology representing the mid level
where humans live. The literal translation of the term is "the immediate land of
men" (Grebe, 1995-1996, no number).
is

Tahuantinsuyu

Also written as tawantinsuyo
the name of the Inca State [or Empire]
-

is "lit.

The four parts

form a whole,

that

that constituted four districts"

(Apaza

et

ah, 1999, p. 223).

"The northern boundary of the empire lay near the present-day border between
Ecuador and Colombia, while its southern reaches extended nearly halfway

down

the length of what

Argentina.
land,

and

-

Chile and eastwards into north-western

The Inca divided this territory into four parts, and they knew
by the name Tahuantinsuyu, [or] the four united
7).

A pre-Columbian civilization that

years ago. Their major center

is

flourished between 1000 and 700

south of Lake Titicaca in what

Bolivia.

At the height of their glory they extended through

Bolivia,

Pem, Argentina, and

Tumpaha

-

Free help that

sick,

this

their empire,

quarters" (Urton, 1999, p.

Tiahuanacotas

now

is

is

given

at

today

of modem day

Chile.

a time of great need or distress to people

of advanced age, or orphaned.

taking a present to a family

is

parts

member

It

are

also refers to the act of visiting and

or relative or
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who

someone who

is

sick or

ill

1995°

UsaP u

helP Wlth h° USe Ch ° reS f° r Sh ° rt periods of time
(Chambi

Name

'

attributed to

& Chambi,

Viracocha meaning "the admirable" (Acosta
1590/1963

p. 219).

Uywana

Aymara

-

for "nurturing."

Viracocha

- The androgens creator
god of the Inca and much of pre-Hispanic
America. Viracocha means "the creator" and "supreme
maker" (Aguirre,

Waje-waje

1

986,

Reciprocity in the form of labor, "here a day of labor is returned
by a day
of the same kind of work. Account is kept of how many wajes
are owed and
-

how many

are returned.

exchanges for the cycle

Wak as

a strictly reciprocal exchange with involves four
be complete" (Mayer, 1974b, pp. 91-92).

It is

to

Protective spirit of lesser hierarchy.

-

rocks/stones.

The missionaries used

Is

this

strength

word

beings and their representations" (Medina, 2000,

Warawara

Warmi

-

Quechua word meaning

Wawa - Quechua word meaning

"baby.

[or]

Wiri

-

-

Quechua

460).

wife" (Arnold, 1992,

Term of endearment given

food harvest products" (Arnold, 1992,

Wihachiy

p.

Aymara superhuman

star.

Quechua word meaning "woman,

-

present in certain

is

for all

p. 257).

to the new/ffesh

p. 257).

for "nurturing."

A hoe-like instrument for working the land.

Yaqana

the black llama that is represented by a dark cloud in the Milky Way with its
penetrating eyes (the Alpha and Beta stars of the Centaurus constellation) in
-

late October and appears very low in the Southern Hemisphere skies that is
viewed as an omen of impending rains. It is said that the Yaqana is lowering its
head to drink from the great Pacific Ocean and that within a short time it will

begin to urinate on the world, thereby providing the

much

awaited rains

(Greslou, 1990d).

Yanapa

-

Unconditional help given to family relatives or

spiritual relations

(Chambi

Chambi, 1995).
Yanapaiia

- an Aymara word meaning “helping”

close kin, and the

godparents, or a

more formal

man
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work done

by which godchildren help
The same concept is used for

obligations

his wife’s parents.

includes both the

for

their

the

&

labour proffered to land-holders by those
(Harris, 1982, p. 85 in Lehmann).

Ycumpt asma - Mutural help

Yatiri

-

Yunta

-

that is free

who borrow

parcels from them

and brief in length (Chambi

& Chambi,

A teacher or seer in the Inca tradition.
The pair of oxen that pull the plow, this is a system that
was adopted from the
Spanish" (Personal interview, Aug. 24, 2001).
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APPENDIX C
RENDITION OF ANDEAN COSMOLOGY

Figure 2

Rendition of Andean Cosmology as depicted in
Joan de Santa Cruz
Pachacuti Yamqui's hand-written Relation de
Antiguedades deste Revno del
Piru (The account of the antiquities of this kingdom
of Peru) [ca. 1613]
-
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